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Chapterr 1 Introduction
WaitingWaiting for the lights to turn on a hot summer afternoon, I look acrossfivelanes of
bitumenbitumen to the shimmering car park surrounding Chadstone, the cathedral of all shopping
centrescentres in suburban Melbourne. Adjacent are a variety of single storey brick veneer
homes,homes, set back in leafy green gardens, Venetian blinds drawn, inevitably awaiting
demolitiondemolition with the next wave of retail expansion. Beyond their corrugated roofs, lies a
carpetcarpet of 1960s suburbia extending to the hazy distant hills, some twenty kilometres away.
It'sIt's green again, and Ijockey for position amongst my commuting companions.

HowHow different this seems to my other life in the Netherlands, of cycling on a cold wintry
morningmorning through the centre of Leiden, weaving amongst the cars to catch the train to
AmsterdamAmsterdam and the metro to the University. I overtake congested cars from the comfort o
thethe train, passing numerous, compact towns and villages, of neat uniform houses and high
riseriseflats.Large expanses ofgreen surround them, of fenceless farmland and strategically
plantedplanted willow trees. How different indeed, but why?

1.1.. What's so special about housing?
Housingg is an object that embodies many cross cutting and complex social, economic and
culturall relationships. These relationships underpin and are influenced by the process of
producing,, allocating and exchanging dwellings as well as the consumption of housing
services.. In all, housing is a unique and concrete expression of broader social arrangements
suchh as property relations, institutions for saving and borrowing capital and of work and
welfaree in and beyond the home. Given these differences in broader social arrangements,
housingg demands have been answered in a variety of ways to varying degrees of adequacy.
Twoo case studies will examine the generative links between these arrangements and housing
'solutions'. .
Housingg is not only complex and embedded in broader social arrangements but also differs
fromm other goods in important ways. Firstly, there is no substitute for housing, it is essential
forr adequate living conditions and beyond, for the reproduction of labour power. Secondly,
unlikee other items mat can be purchased via one off payment, housing under capitalist
conditions,, is an expensive good and payments must be stretched over time. The high cost of
housingg relative to income stems from their constituent land, labour and material costs. For
thiss reason, regardless of tenure,, long-term credit vehicles and/or taxation arrangements tend
too underpin the housing purchases of owner occupants and landlords. Thirdly, time exposes
bothh credit providers and borrowers to risks. Throughout the duration of the mortgage any
numberr of contingencies may intervene threatening repayment capacity. Divorce, sickness,
deathh are all individualised events that can affect capacity to repay. Freeway and airport
extensions,, rezoning, and other environmental factors may also reduce the value of the
propertyy and threaten the security offered by the property's value, to credit providers. Risk
reducingg mechanisms are often built into mortgage schemes and form part of the architecture
off provision.
Despitee these important common characteristics, few housing systems are alike. Resting upon
thee social arrangements of property, capital and labour relations, operating under diverse
11

contingentt conditions, different countries have answered their housing question in different
ways.. The generation of different solutions is the focus of this study, within the broader
specialityy of housing studies and the disciplines of social science.
Ass indicated by the impressions above, both forms of provision are fundamentally and
observablyy different. In the Dutch case, social housing has played a significant economic,
politicall and social role for more than a century. In this country, publicly regulated private
corporationss provide social rental housing to low and middle-income earners in numerous
compactt towns and cities. Government backed loans and more recently direct capital market
loanss have financed this form of provision. The use and development of land has involved a
highh degree of municipal intervention, promoting the development of affordable social
housingg within reach of employment opportunities. Rents levels and increases have been
centrallyy regulated and their payment subsidised. In contrast, social housing is a minor and
residuall housing option for Australian households, in a network of provision dominated by the
tenuree of home ownership. Property rights are highly commodified and the market is
monopolisedd by private land and construction companies. Until recently a protected circuit of
capitall regulated the volume of credit available for mortgage finance, which was secured by
publicc mortgage guarantee fund to improve access to credit amongst low to middle income
purchasers.. Today, most Australians live in a small number of sprawling coastal cities.
Detachedd dwellings, with afrontand back yard, predominate low-density, land use segregated
andd car dependent residential communities.

1.22 Problem statement
Thiss study contributes towards an explanation of two divergent housing trajectories, which
havee evolved since the 19th century until the end of the 20th century. Whilst the Australian city
hass been dominated by sprawling home ownership, the Netherlands provides a contrastive
case,, where social housing has played a significant role in the development of compact towns
andd cities. The research focuses upon the historical and spatial definition of postulated
generativee social relations, namely, those concerning property rights, saving and investment
andd finally, labour and welfare relations. It aims to test the empirical plausibility of the
argumentt that the contingent definition of these relationships has played a key causal role in
thee formation, path dependency, crises and reformation of these very different housing
solutions.. Despite the influential and integral role of these relationships in each structure of
housingg provision, a combined examination of these interacting relationships has rarely been
thee focus of comparative housing explanations. This book argues why these relationships are
causallyy significant and offers two tentative geo-historical case studies.
Beyondd the substantive, the arguments presented throughout this thesis also concern issues of
aa methodological nature. The ontology of critical realism is explained and justified, an
abductivee and retroductive methodology is introduced and a comparative strategy lain forth.
Further,, previous research examining different housing systems has employed a range of
ontologicall approaches and notions of causality and these are critically reviewed in this book.
AA conceptual argument is provided concerning the focus and level of comparison. Whilst
somee readers may consider that the first part of this book is pitched at a relatively high level
off abstraction, this does not imply that the arguments contained are of no practical or social
significancee - on the contrary. For the way we perceive and research social phenomena,
matterss to every day life, as exemplified by following paragraphs.
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1.2.11 'Truth', plausible explanation and utility
Firstly,, the goal of realist research is explanation - utilising a comprehensive and defensible
conceptionn of what is real and compatible modes of reasoning, with the goal of revealing
empiricallyy feasible explanatory causal mechanisms. Unlike other scientific approaches,
realismm not only acknowledges the existence of socially constructed experience (multiple
meanings,, actors interpretations) but also actual physical and non-physical conditions, actual
eventss and influential social relations (such as organisational hierarchy, tenancy, employee
relationss - regardless of actor consciousness). Further, it uses specific modes of inference to
abstractt the necessary and contingent relations of explanatory relevance from other accidental
circumstancess via intensive case study research, using contrastive questioning and
counterfactuall thinking.
Sincee the postmodernist (PM) turn in social science, some researchers1 consider the search for
truthh as unfashionable, egotistical and even undesirable. Multiple interpretations are given
equall merit and the supposedly objective researcher is unable to make judgements of their
relativee explanatory value. Critical realist researchers are disturbed by the 'modest' relativism
off the PM critique. They are critical of both lay thought and action and, where these and
resultingg actions are falsely based, consider that such "beliefs and actions should be changed"
(Sayer,, 2000:19). Further, realists maintain strong criticisms of the apparent ethical neutrality
off some PM research: its restrained contribution to real social knowledge and apparent lack of
concernn for contributing towards answers to identified social problems.
Conversely,, critical realists are openly committed to and strive for progress in explanation.
Thiss naturally implies a commitment to seek the truth that can explain social phenomena.
Nevertheless,, they remain modest about reaching such truth goals and use conditional
adjectives,, such as partial, fallible and contestable, to describe their conclusions. In sum,
criticall realists endeavour to provide empirically feasible and competitive explanations for
sociall phenomena of social relevance and concern.
Inn this study, the concept of truth is a very humble and fallible one. Applying an explicit
ontologyy and using a defensible set of ideas and concepts, two cases concerning the
developmentt of housing systems in Australia and The Netherlands are re-examined via a
processs of abduction and retroduction. This process aims to offer tentative, contestable
explanationss for further research and development.
Explanationss for disturbing social problems such as racial conflict, drug abuse or
homelessnesss are not an end in them self. Rather, plausible explanations provide an important
stepping-stonee for sound and feasible strategies for action. If one can better understand the
processess generating social problems, such as those mentioned above, it is surely appropriate
too argue for more relevant strategies addressing the generative causes rather than merely
temperingg the symptoms. Certainly, such action transfers the researcher into an explicitly
normativee and political world, yet for critical realists, this is no unholy alliance with nonscience.. It demands conscientious commitment to a clear and justified standpoint based on
normativee theory. For this second reason the term critical is often coupled with realism.2
11
Sayer (2000:31)
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refers to these as defeatist postmodernists.
Recently, Sayer has argued for the more explicit distinction of the term 'critical' in realist studies. Just as
libertariann philosophy provides an underpinning for neo-libertarian policy prescriptions, the left must also find a
clearr normative standpoint for its claims of 'just' policy (see Sayer, 2000, Chapters 7 and 8).
33

Thee ethical or normative standpoint of this book is rather straightforward and comes to the
foree in the final Chapter. It embraces a concern for social equity3 (as distinct notions of
freedomm or choice) and a desire for more just city (Fainstein, 2000) as revealed by the
distributionn of housing relatedrisks(inappropriate, insecure, unaffordable housing) across a
spectrumm of household types and incomes. These risks emanate from dynamic relations
underpinningg shifting modes of housing provision, as illustrated by the case study research.
Followingg historical analysis, Chapter 8 highlights how certain tendencies are influencing the
allocationn of these risks. Realrisksare concentrated amongst those households with fewer and
lesss secure monetary resources, and have emerged from important changes affecting property,
savingss and investment and labour and welfare relations. For this reason, policy makers
concernedd about the distribution ofrisksamongst society's households must address the
cumulativee influence of any changes to these key relations. Once again, it is neither sufficient
norr effective to be concerned about the symptoms of housing problems without appreciating
thee generative causes.
1.2.22 Generalisation and abstraction
Inn addition to the positions taken above concerning the notion of reality, fallible truth and
normativee stance, is another important dimension with implications for social relevance. This
stancee concerns universality and generalisation. Until the 1980s, notions of objectivity were
highlyy valued amongst social sciences such as economics, political science and sociology,
facilitatingg grand theories, validated by findings of similar patterns promoting universal
conclusions.. Studies emphasising the subjective, unique, or dissimilar were of little
importance.. The tide has since partially turned, drawn back by a range of arguments
emanatingg from academic movements such as post modernism, critical realism and
institutionall economics. It is no longer adequate to merely recite Marx's laws of capitalism,
anyy more than the mantra of neo-classical economics to explain real social issues.
Realistss have been amongst this vanguard, criticising traditional research benchmarks such as
breadth,, sample size and representation. For them, generalisation is not about empirical
regularities.. Given their commitment too search for generative causes amongst structured,
complexx and open social phenomena, realists promote the use of intensive case study methods
ratherr than extensive searches for statistical correlations amongst multiple cases. For any
explanationn to be reached, the historical evolution of both necessary and contingent relations
andd their packaging must be plausibly conceptualised, empirically tested and revised.
AA vital implication of this study, which compares divergent forms of housing provision, could
promotee a more sensitive appreciation of the locally defined, but universally relevant,
generativee relations of property, savings and investment and welfare and labour in producing
differentt housing options. Every system of housing provision, from tribal settlements to
companyy condominiums involves some form of these relations. The key is to appreciate how
theyy have been defined and packaged in locally coherent, albeit unstable, ways.
Tooo often supra-international organisations fail to appreciate the generative significance of
thesee locally defined necessary and contingent relations. The development and
implementationn of housing programs by agencies such as the World Bank and UNCHS
33
This standpoint could also form the subject of an entire book, but is not the focus here. Susan Fainstein (2000)
providess a critical and concise review of recent progress and new developments in normative thinking applied to
thee field of urban planning.
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(Habitat)) could be more effective where they incorporate a local appreciation of matters4 such
ass the role of the tribal chief in managing multi-generational land transfers, the methods used
byy villagers to store collective savings and the cultural and economic norms binding
householdss together. Further, were contingent conditions taken into account such as the
stabilityy of settlements in conflict areas, local experience with money lenders, and security of
labourr conditions, even morerelevantand sustainable housing strategies could be developed
Forr example, unsuccessful home loan programs in isolated South African settlements over
lookedd the causal significance of the existing property market and lack of income generating
opportunities.. An appreciation of these factors could have avoided the speculative sale of new
housingg allotments by first recipients, and their migration to squatter settlements on the edge
off existing cities in search of an income.
Thiss book contends that geo-historical research, inspired by a critical realist approach and
modee of reasoning, can promote a more comprehensive appreciation of housing problems. Yet
beyondd this ontological and epistemological foundation, equal significance must go to an
adequatee conceptualisation of the phenomenon itself, as endeavoured in Chapters 4 to 8.

1.33 Key debates and sources of inspiration
Importantt issues that had to be addressed in this study included: what was the nature of
housingg provision in each case, what were its' essential features, dynamics and dependencies,
andd how has change in provision been brought about?
Bigg questions and given the complex nature of housing provision as an object of study, no one
disciplinee can provide all the conceptual apparatus required to investigate and explain them.
Withh this in mind, preparatory research has purposefully crossed academic boundaries and
inter-disciplinarianismm has been embraced To some degree the book is sympathetic to the call
forr post-disciplinary research whose primary focus is defined by the object of study itself.
Thus,, whilst formerly a student of planning and policy studies, I have searched for inspiration
amongstt the works of sociologists, geographers, political scientists and economists. To this
endd the arguments of Sayer (2000) and Danermark (2002) have been persuasive.
Off course, the research issues pertaining to the object of study, relate to much larger debates,
whichh are also addressed in this book. These debates concern the relative powers of structure
andd agency, the post modernist challenge to structuralism and its counter critique, the
problemss of comparative method in multi country research, the basis of comparison: testing
divergencee and convergence or searching for differences and similarities, and last but by no
meanss least, the nature of causality in social phenomena.
Inn the early days of this research, a polarised debate between post-modernists, poststructuralistss and positivists and structuralists continued to simmer but had failed to reach
satisfactoryy conclusion. For someresearchers,this meant the end of scientific progress and
enduringg relativism, whilst for others it was a silent cold war between the quantitative and
qualitativee minded Polarisation was not only divisive but also destructive. An alternative,
justifiedd stance had to be taken, for a resolution to be found
44
In responding to such claims, the World Bank recently introduced the Poverty Reduction Strategy Process
(PRSP)) paper inviting local participation in developing national social and economic plans for recipient
countries.. Yet implementation remains topp down and ad-hoc with basic principles for policy prescriptions
unchanged. .
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Forr this reason, a purposeful choice was made amongst numerous - more dominant,
alternativess in the philosophy of science. This approach has since inspired and steered the
coursee of this research. The choice for a critical realist (CR) theory of ontology - or way of
viewingg the social (and natural) realm, has provided clearr guidelines for this research
concerningg the nature of structure and agency, causality and change, and aided the process of
conceptualisation. .
Overr this time, CR has been a catalyst for theoretical developments amongst a number of
disciplines,, including economics, sociology, international relations, legal studies, generating
moree than 20 books, a new journal of CR, conferences and countless articles, in the past three
years.. It is arguable, but of course disputed, that CR, goes some way towards resolving the
debatee between social constructivists and structuralists, whilst respecting the positive
contributionn of both. It offers profound critique of both positivism and post modernism and
neww look at the nature of causality, emphasizing the importance of concrete case study
researchh and the, albeit 'fallible', struggle for truth.
Suchh ontology has driven the search for causal mechanisms of change in two historical case
studiess and focused the definition of necessary and contingent relations of provision. Beyond
philosophy,, this has taken the research into the too often divided realms of history, sociology,
economics,, political science and geography. Concepts concerning the nature and influence of
propertyy rights and how they influence the development of space have been drawn from
politicall and economic geography. An appreciation of the generative role of financial relations
hass been gainedfromliterature on banking and housing economics. Comparative welfare
studiess have inspired the attention to the modes of welfare provision and its relations with
housingg consumption. The notion of coherence in forms of provision has emerged from
regulationn theory and political economy. A plethora of debates within and related to housing
studies,, concerning risk, convergence, divergence and comparative methodology have also
playedd a stimulating role.
Thesee sources of inspiration have provided a conceptual sounding board for developing a
theoryy of housing provision and dynamics. In addition, a wealth of historical biography
providedd arichsource for retroductive analysis and reinterpretation.
Lastt but by no means least, an important source of feedback on written work and motivation
too continue has been my colleagues at AME, and a network of interested researchers in
Sweden,, Australia and the UK. Their insights and challenges have had a direct impact on my
ownn thinking. Versions of all Chapters were presented at various European Network for
Housingg Research (ENHR), Young Housing Researchers (YHR) and International
Associaitionn of Critical Realism(IACR) conferences and workshops. Where more feedback
wass required, colleagues from the AME organised several international workshops in
Amsterdamm (Comparative Methodology, 1999, Critical Realism 2000, Explanatory History,
2001).. All presented papers have subsequently been revised for this publication. A version of
Chapterss 3 has been published (Lawson, 2000) and components of Chapter 2 and 6 have
inspiredd published commentary (with Metaal, 2001, on Brandsen, 2001, and on Sommerville
andd Bengstsson, 2002).
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1.44 Structure of this book
Inn this book, readers will find three distinct but related parts addressing relevant ontological
andd methodological issues; providing empirical evidence via historical case study research;
andd finally contributing to explanation in comparative housing studies and policy research.
1.4.11 Part 1- Ontology, Methodology and Conceptual Issues
AA specific ontological position, die foundation of all subsequent perception, is presented in
ChapterChapter 2. Following critique of dominant positivist and interpretivist ontological
alternatives,, this Chapter argues for the application of an emerging perspective in social
sciencee and housing studies, that of critical realism. This perspective is the cumulative
outcomee of presentations and lively discussions which have arisen during meetings of the
Institutionall Theme Group of AME, methodology workshops of AME and NETHUR, the
19999 YHR meeting and the Housing and Social Theory and Housing Processes Working
Groupss of the ENHR. The work of Normann Blaikie (1993), Andrew Sayer (1982,2000), Tony
Lawsonn (1997) and Roy Bhaskar (1975,1979) has also been of formative influence.
Buildingg upon critical realist ontology, Chapter 3 argues for and outlines a specific
epistemologicall and comparative methodology. It proposes a process of theory postulation
andd testing of causal clusters of key, contingently defined relations that may account for
divergentt patterns of tenure and urban forms in The Netherlands and Australia. These clusters
aree examined during periods of coherence and crisis, generating change in forms of housing
provision.. This Chapter was presented as a paper at an International Workshop on
Comparativee Methodology organised by PhD students of AME with NETHUR (1999) and
laterr published in Housing and the Built Environment (Lawson, 2001).
Inn Chapters 4 and 5 we 'carve up' the object of study: dynamic and different networks of
housingg provision and propose a particular conceptualisation of how networks change over
spacee and time. Again, the explanatory approach builds on the ontology of critical realism
(Sayer,, 2000, 1992 Outhwaite, 1998, Bhaskar, 1979) with comparison conducted at the level
off postulated causal mechanisms (Harre, 1976) generating divergence and change in forms of
housingg provision (Lawson, 2001). Further, different ways of perceiving and explaining forms
off provision and change are provided and the preferred concepts are distilled. These selected
explanatoryy concepts include emergent necessary relations; contingency and agency; networks
off housing provision;riskand trust; and structural coherence, crises and reformation.
Importantly,, a series of arguments aree made for the focus upon property, investment and
savingss and labour and welfaree relations underpinning forms of housing provision. This is
elaboratedd and synthesised to form a postulated causal mechanism of divergence and change.
AA version of this Chapter was presented to the international workshop 'Approaches to
Explainingg Urban Development Pathways -theoretical frontiers in Geography and Social
Science*,, organised by PhD students of AME, with NETHUR (2001).
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1.4.22 Part 2 - Divergent Housing Solutions - The case study evidence
Thee ideas and concepts outlined in previous Chapters are applied via abductive historical
analysiss of two long-term trajectories of housing provision. This process involves the reinterpretationn and re-contextualisation of existing housing histories, focusing upon the
definitionn and packaging of key relations in the property, investment and savings, labour and
welfaree sphere and their contingent economic, political and social context.
Thee first of the two cases examines the development of home ownership in Australia since the
midd 19th century to end of the 20th and is presented in Chapter 6. This Chapter provides an
analysiss of this dynamic coherence under different conditions, during periods of emergence,
acceleration,, deceleration and declinee of the Australian housing 'solution' (Berry, 1998). For
eachh phase an attempt is made to explain the housing and urban development outcomes
mediatedd by the key relations of provision and existing the housing outcomes that sustain
them.. This Chapter is based on analysis of existing empirical data and additional fieldwork
conductedd early 2000 and was presented to the Young Housing Researchers workshop in
Gavle,, June 2000.
Thee second case study, presented in Chapter 7, concerns the Dutch solution of social housing
provisionn and examines evidence for the unique 'packaging' of property, investment and
savings,, labour and welfare relations, which has underpinned this form of provision in The
Netherlands.. A further outcome of this Chapter has been a series of articles and research
paperss discussed with the Institutional Theme Group of the AME, in Rooilijn (in the Dutch
languagee with Stefan Metaal, March, 2001) and presented to the Housing Imaginations
Conference,, Housing Studies Association, Cardiff, September 2001.
1.433 Part 3 - Analysis, Insights and Implications
Thee final section, comprising the concluding Chapter 8, is dedicated to contrasting and
comparingg the underlying causal mechanisms, which have generated two divergent housing
solutionss in Australia and The Netherlands. It also brings forth a number of theoretical and
substantivee conclusions. These include the abstraction of core interdependencies of housing
provisionn and the importance of path dependency and cumulative causation in meeting new
challengess and contingencies. Thefinalsection is dedicated to postulating future housing
scenarioss with a focus on the shifting distribution ofriskbetween households, government
andd industry.
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Chapterr 2 Ontology Matters
2.11 Introduction
Manyy times over the past three years I have been struck by lack of attention given to
ontologicall issues by 'young researchers' of the European Network for Housing Research.
Neww PhD students, fresh from their masters' graduation, were giving little or no critical
thoughtt to the nature of their research object in various presentations and debates. Amongst
moree experienced researchers, ontology and epistemology were long forgotten terms, buried
deepp in their mental archives and considered of no practical consequence to their research.
Implicitlyy and without critical reflection, important choices were literally being made 'in the
dark'' concerning the composition, structure and dynamics of housing problems.
Nevertheless,, these important philosophical issues have not left the stage of housing research
andd remain a focus for debate. Indeed, they have surfaced in the form of a simmering
methodologicall debate, which has divided comparative housing and urban researchers
(Pickvance,, 2001; Kemeny, 2001; Lawson, 2001; Ball and Harloe, 1992; Bourne, 1986; Ball,
1986,1988;; Harloe, 1991; Harloe and Martens, 1983; Kemeny, 1987, 1992, Kemeny and
Lowe,, 1998; Lundqvist, 1989,1991; Oxley, 1991; Pickvance 1986; Sommerville, 1994;
Sommervillee and Bengsston, 2002; Van Vliet, 1990). The dispute surrounds the ontological
perspectivee of research: the nature of housing systems, the differences between them and why
theyy change over time.
Forr two tense days in Autumn 2001, members of the UK Housing Studies Association
assembledd in Cardiff to discuss new ideas, concepts and theories. The organiser planned to
createe a climate of creativity, resurrect the spirit of C. Wright Mills (1959) and ignite the
scientificc imagination. There was electricity in the grand auditorium during the closing
sessionn of the Housing Studies Association conference. Far from collaboration, many sat
stunned,, arms crossed in the auditorium, some licking their intellectual wounds, others
victoriouslyy arrogant Why was there partition rather than collaboration?
Thee answer partly lies in the basis for division amongst housing researchers: their ontological
andd epistemological approach. The tension and division experienced on that day in Cardiff
wass merely a superficial expression of unresolved scientific debate. On the one side were
interpretivisits,, post-modernists, social constructionists and relativists. This group, once
shroudedd in intimidating jargon and mystique, was suddenly accused of a lack of scientific
development,, policy critique and self-indulgence. Yet it wasn't the law-seeking positivists,
modernists,, and empiricists who were calling foul. A new group had entered centre stage from
thee wings, demanding more scientific rigour, but of a different kind. This new group of
scholarssfrompolitical science, sociology, urban and housing studies included Professors
Hopper,, Sommerville, Bengsston, and researcher Chris Allen, who launched their criticisms
fromfrom a new vantage point, that of critical realism.
Thiss Chapter asserts the value of making a justified and explicit ontological choice at an early
stagee of any research endeavour. It takes a closer look at the forgotten fundamentals of
housingg studies: the competing ontological and epistemological bases and puts forward a
preliminaryy case for research informed by a critical realist approach. This case is further
elaboratedd in Chapters 3 and 4.
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2.22 Ontology as the Basis of Perception
Inn an exceptional review, Sommerville (1994) compares ontological approaches, which
underliee explanations of housing policy and challenges policy researchers to justify their own
ontologicall perspective and apply coherent research strategies. This Chapter continues in this
vein. .
Debatess and indeed misunderstandings in housing research often arise because housing
systemss can be perceived and therefore analysed from a range of positions. Indeed, different
assumptionss concerning the conceptualisation, legitimate data sources and methods, as well as
welll as theories and approaches to comparability of housing systems have led researchers
alongg distinct epistemological paths, leading to very different descriptions, evaluations or
explanations. .
Fromm the earliest stages of the research, an explicit or implicit choice is made from divergent
ontologicall pathways. This Chapter attempts to clarify ontological alternatives and promote a
particularr approach.
Thee following sections are dedicated to a critical review of two divergent alternatives and
outlinee a preferred middle path. The potential and pitfalls of positivist and interpretivist
approachess are discussed and the basic tenants of critical realism are outlined.
2.2.11 Ontological Differences
Classicall Positivism adopts a Naturalist perspective. This doctrine asserts that the same logic
andd methods used in the natural sciences can be applied to social science. Subsequently, social
sciencee should adopt deductive logic when analysing empirically observable objects.
Positivistss strive tofindpatterns of observable behaviour towards the development of
predictivee theories. Such researchers promote the testing of hypotheses to develop laws that
cann predict patterns between concrete events (Neutze, 1981). Such theories contribute towards
universall laws with general application, which can be empirically verified.
Exampless of societal 'laws' include notions of the 'natural state' of objects such as human
nature,, markets and the role of government. There are many different types of such theories
relatedd to housing studies, including generalisations about the nature of housing tenure,
predictionss of housing need, laws of 'good practice' and the convergence of national welfare
statess or their parallel evolution along predetermined phases.
Forr housing researchers, such as Oxley (1991,1996), whilst housing systems are perceived as
aa complex of social relations, they are expressed in terms of directly observable and
measurablee variables. For this reason, Oxley considers that the relations of housing provision
cann be statistically analysed, and this analysis can contribute towards general explanations of
differencess between national housing systems. He goes on to promote (1991:66-77) a specific
scientificc approach, involving the testing of hypotheses that are policy-specific and value free.
Inn particular, he contends that such an approach should not employ theoretically deterministic
categoriess and concepts, but rather, use familiar policy descriptors. In this way, the
researcherss assumptions are tested against statistical relationships derived from uniform
categoriess of quantifiable, cross-national data. Oxley (1991,1996:22) contends that
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abstractionnfromempirical evidence, in the form of statistical relationships, can provide
explanationss for differences and similarities in national housing systems.
Oxley'ss ontological persuasion is easily abstracted from these explicit comments. He
maintainss a flat or experiential view of housing reality, which only exists in terms of actual,
measurablee events. His emphasis upon hypothesis testing, observable, measured events and
thee search for statistical regularity, places his approach squarely rests in the positivist camp.
Beyondd this view of observable reality, other housing researchers stress the existence of
structuress of housing provision (Ball, 1986,1988, Ball and Harloe, 1992); critique the
presencee of a dominant constructivist ideology (Kemeny, 1983,1992, Winter, 1994); or
searchh for underlying causal mechanisms of difference and change in housing systems
(Dickens,, Duncan, Goodwin and Grey, 1985, Basset and Short, 1980).
Positivism,, which seeks universal laws deduced from observable, measurable and quantifiable
events,, can be juxtaposed against the anti-naturalist, subject-orientated perspective of
interpretivism.. This approach to social science has evolved to provide an alternative definition
off not only scientific practice but also social reality. This perspective maintains that reality is
definedd by meanings given by its inhabitants, rather than the objective, independent
researcher. .
Farr from the deductive, predictable and observable world defined by positivism,
interpretivistss draw upon the hidden meanings underlying social action, which are defined by
thee social actors themselves. Social reality is therefore multiple and subjective, rather than
singularlyy defined by the expert observer. The behaviour of social actors is influenced by the
unobservablee meanings they ascribe to their reality.
Interpretivistss try to understand social reality through the everyday explanations, common
sensee and attributions employed by social actors. Unlike the natural realm, it is possible for
thee social scientist to engage with their subject through spoken language and/or interpret their
historicall accounts of social life. For the interpretivist social scientist, these communications
mayy reveal explanations for social phenomena. They analyse language and attribution and
employy data of a qualitative and unobservable quality.
Thee difference between these and other approaches stems from their 'world view' or
ontology.. This has a profound influence upon the theory of what is real, the logic of the
researchh process, the selected research strategy, and ultimately the results obtained.
2.2.22 The Problems with Positivist and the Potential of Constructivist Approaches
Onee can perceive positivism and interpretivism as lying at opposite ends of the ontological
spectrum.. Like any polarised positions they are liable to critique from the middle field.
Thee arguments against the use of positivist-naturalist doctrine in social science are strong and
numerous.. Karl Popper made many of these arguments in the 1960s and 1970s. They have
beenn rehearsed manytimessince the dominance of modernist social science between the
1930ss and 1960s. Popper's arguments are outlined once again below, thistimedrawing upon
Blaikie'ss contemporary interpretation (1993:17-21).
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Firstly,, many critics have argued that the subject matter of the social sciences essentially
differentt from the natural sciences. Social life is more complex and involves the behaviour of
intelligentt human beings. Capable human beings learn their behaviour from their own
experiencee and the culture of their social group.
Secondly,, a social group is not confined of independent parts, which can be isolated and
examinedd in a vacuum. Society is composed of complex, interacting relationships: far from
beingg isolated entities, human beings adopt socially and materially constructed patterns of
behaviourr and are influenced by social groups. This behaviour develops unevenly over time
andd space, and in response to changing historical and cultural circumstances. Therefore the
lawss (event regularities) of Positivism cannot universally apply: patterns of behaviour can be
changedd by humann action, which is both socially constructed, materially constrained and
changess over time and space.
Thirdly,, and related to the above, the Naturalist application of experimental method to human
behaviourr is artificial (often excluding explanatory causal conditions) and overly simple: it
deniess the complex and transformative nature of social life. Regularities or patterns in social
behaviourr are fundamentally different from universal laws. Humans can think and learn and
thereforee don't necessarily behave the same way in response to controlled situations.
Controlledd experimentation, to prove or disprove universal laws, is therefore inappropriate for
thee study of social phenomena.
Fourthly,, no researcher is completely objective, detached or disinterested in the subject or
outcomee of his or her own research. Implicit values and prejudice influence what is studied
andd how it is perceived. Deductive prediction promotes this subjectivity, as it involves the
anticipationn of defined results. This can influence the design of the experiment and even the
behaviourr of the subject. Further, the Positivist-Naturalist form of experimental, deductive
sciencee is not universally applied to the natural sciences. It is therefore wrong to assert that
sociall science is only a science, when it adopts the narrow logic and method of Positivism.
Thee notion of scientific objectivity and controlled experimentation is therefore questionable in
sciencee generally.
Reactingg against modernist and positivist science, contemporary social science tends to
acknowledgee the influence of understanding, meaning and power upon social phenomena. It
doess so through the analysis of both qualitative and quantitative data, as appropriate to the
subjectt matter.
Criticall realists are primarily opposed to the ontological assumptions of Positivism and it's
epistemologicall implications. Whilst Positivists view the world as being comprised of discrete
andd observable events (Blaikie, 1993:94), critical realists argue for more structured ontology
comprisingg the overlapping domains of experience, events, and necessary and contingent
relations.. Causal mechanisms may or may not be observable; they have emergent powers and
generatee tendencies for certain events to occur. Positivists seek to find empirical regularities
throughh observation and experiment, towards to the discovery of scientific laws. For the
realist,, causal mechanisms can emergefromany one or a combination of these domains. That
iss reasons can be causes, material conditions and or embedded social relationships. This
conceptionn differs markedlyfromthe X leads to Y version of constant conjunctures of events
(Lawson,, 1997:17-23, Bhaskar, 1978 in Blaikie, 1993:61, Danermark et al, 2002).
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Thee ontological position and epistemological process of critical realist research rests
selectivelyy between naturalist positivism and post-modern social constructivism. It does not
seekk to strive for experimental conditions of closure, which ignore the open, contingent laden
contextt of reality, to produce regular outcomes and make law like generalisations. It also
rejectss strongly socially constructed world of multiple realities, which is sceptical of any kind
off knowledge claims or scientific progress (Sayer, 2000:3).
Ass with positivism, there are numerous and important criticisms of the interpretivist approach,
whichh are summarised below. These criticisms concern the level of consciousness held by
actors;; the implicitness of the researchers own critique; the disregard for institutional
structuress and material resources; the limits placed on causality; unintended consequences of
action;; and existence of structures of conflict and social change (Blaikie, 1993: 110-112,
Sayer,, 2000).
Intepretivistss stress the importance of lay accounts and rationale for their actions, and are
boundd to them. Yet such actors may not always be able too rationalise their actions. Indeed,
manyy actions are routine and taken for granted. An interpretive approach is of little use when
actorss cannot reason why they act in particular ways (Giddens, 1984:282 in Blaikie,
1993:111)) or when their motivations are hidden or 'false'.
Unlikee positivists who stress observed events, interpretivists stress the causal importance of
meaning.. Strong social constructivists extend this position, ignoring the importance of
changingg material conditions influencing not only meaning itself, but also people's very
actionss (Sayer, 2000:6). What both positions ignore is the existence of social structure with
causall emergent powers operating under influential contingent conditions. Such structures
cannott be 'discovered' by impressions of observable events or multiple experiences of events.
Further,, strong social constructivists cannot acknowledge or make use of the wealth of
theoreticall research concerning the existence of influential social relations, social structures,
interestss and power (Rex, 1974:50 in Blaikie, 1993:111). These social structures may be
hiddenn from the consciousness of the social actor, and therefore s/he is unable to articulate
themm as a source of motivation. It is one step to apply for social security in order to pay the
rent,, and quite another to articulate the related, broader processes of wage levels and housing
costss within the capitalist economy.
Finally,, strong social constructivism is not concerned with conflict and possible sources of
sociall change, and is therefore inherently conservative (Fay, 1975:83-84 in Blaikie: 1993:112).
Suspiciouss of knowledge claims and the struggle for truth, such researchers are satisfied with
documentingg multiple realities and assume they are equally true (Sayer, 2000:69).
Despitee the above criticisms, positivist notions of science still dominate certain areas of social
sciencee (especially econometrics, demography, psychology and subsections of geography) and
strongg social constructionism has taken a stable foothold in ethnography, sociology and
culturall studies.
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2 33 Introducing Critical Realism as an Alternative to Positivism and
Interpretivism m
AA clear and justifiable ontology and coherent epistemology is required in order to avoid
stumblingg blindly through past events in housing histories, categorized data and multiple
meanings.. This section outlines the potential of critical realism towards explanations of social
phenomena. .
Whatt is critical realism? CR is an ontology that challenges the researcher's view mat only that
whichh is observable is what exists. It promotes active acknowledgement of the structured,
openn and dynamic nature of the object or phenomenon for explanation - important causal
dimensionss that may or may not be directly observed or recorded For critical realists, the
sociall world and its spatial organisation are perceived as something that is experienced
differentlyy by different actors. Reality comprises events (and non-events) or 'actuality' that
mayy or may not be experienced or recorded, and further, is influenced by emergent possibly
unobservablee relations with a tendency to produce certain outcomes under certain contingent
conditions.. Given this complex, structured reality, explanation requires more than actors
accountss or record-keepers notes. It must engage the critical imagination to abstract geohistoricall internal relations that form causal mechanisms operating in the context of
contingentlyy related conditions.
Criticall realism promotes the consideration of underlying social relations and causal
mechanismss generating social practices, ideological constructs and perceived phenomena.
Fromm such a perspective, housing is perceived as a complex of dynamic, underlying and
interrelatedd social relations. These relations are the essence of provision, the necessities that
operatee in the context of influential contingent conditions. In later Chapters, these essences are
postulatedd and refined via concrete, empirical research.
Thee implications of CR can be profound, especially where dominant practice persuades naï ve
researcherss that all that exists can be recorded and that regularities found amongst aggregated
dataa sets provide certain proof of causality and thus explanatory truth. CR offers no such
claims,, but challenges researchers to understand the complex, dynamic and structured nature
off their object of study, in order to postulate, refine and offer practically adequate
explanationsexplanations for continuing critique and development.
Ratherr than impose theoretical concepts, the conceptual process closely interacts with the
objectobject of study, to postulate appropriate ideas and concepts with the potential to abstract
complex,, interacting dimensions from accidental circumstances, towards a more adequate
theoryy of explanation (Sayer, 2000). The abduction process can draw upon existing theories to
sharpenn the focus of abstraction and avoid drowning in empirical detail. Abstraction can be
aidedd by selective adaptation of a number of meta-theories and concepts, which may include
thee structure of housing provision thesis, the commodification continuum, the welfare
continuumm and labour-housing costs thesis. Dutch social science has generated its own body
off explanatory concepts including the corporate passive welfare state thesis, pillarization and
thee division of welfare responsibilities, the role of housing providers in social control and
suppressingg labour costs5. Ultimately, middle range theoretical explanations must plausibly

Alll discussed in Chapter 4 concerning theories of housing provision.
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theorisee the object of study, thus not merely 'fit' the data but competitively provide the most
adequatee explanation.
Criticall realist ontology forces researchers to reject an observable and recordable view of
sociall events and address the interconnections between forces generating housing forms in
theirr contingent context. For example, CR explicitly informs Anglo developments in
Regulationn theory (Jessop, 1990). This theory is based on an understanding of the interdependencee of political/economic processes, which differ over time and space. Under
differentt regimes of accumulation distinctive political, economic and cultural practices
combinee to ensure growth, forming a mode regulation. Realism provides the ontological
justificationn for the open, conflicting nature of regulatory mechanisms - in which structural
relationss are always dependent upon contingency, leading to different forms capitalism over
timee and space. Well beyond Regulation theory, CR has illuminated explanations for the
variablee success of government programs, helped to explain uneven health impacts, and
distinguishh between real causes and associations' in gendered organisational hierarchies.
Indeed,, there is a wide and growing body of work and debate concerning contemporary
criticall realism. For this purposes of this research, the following view of ontology is based
uponn the early work of the philosopher Roy Bhaskar (1975,1979) and social theorist and
geographerr Andrew Sayer (1992, 2000).
Contraryy to positivist ontological conception, reality is not merely observable, but comprises
severall interconnected domains: the empirical, actual and the real. Empirical experience is the
observablee domain, whilst the actual domain of reality comprises possibly unobservable
events.. These events are generated by real underlying mechanisms or structures, which tend to
havee influence in favourable circumstances (Bhaskar, 1975).
Thee following figure illustrates Bhaskar's (1975) conception of everyday experience, social
practices,, ideological discourse, and underlying real relations:

BB Phenomenal forms

CC Ideological categories

Reall relations A

DD Practices
FigureFigure 2.1: Bhaskar's concept of ideology, phenomenon, relations and practices

Bhaskarr explains his schema as follows: real relations (A), generate phenomenological forms
(B),, which are reflected in ideological discourse (C) that sustain every day practices (D). The
verticall line represents the everyday consciousness, which may be visible or conceivable to
individualss (Bhaskar, 1975:89).
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Thee positivistremainsfixedupon everyday, observable practices, which are ordered by the
objectiveeresearcherfor convenient statistical analysis (Oxley, 1991,1996). Interpretivists are
moree likely to be focused upon meanings expressed through discourse, and therefore place
ideologyy in a more decisive role (Kemeny, 1992:86).
However,,realismcontends that causal mechanisms can comprise not only practices and
meaningss but also social relations; together these overlapping domains of reality can shape
sociall phenomena. Ideology and institutionalised social practices, are important, but alone
merelyy represent the locally mediated expression of underlying networks of social relations.
Thus,, the aim of the realist researcher is to discover the necessary and contingent causal
relationsrelations of housing systems in order to explain difference and change in housing phenomena
(Keatt and Urry, 1982:27-8, Dickens, Duncan, Goodwin and Grey, 1985).
2.3.11 Difference and Change in Mousing Systems
Integrall to one's ontological perspective is the treatment of change in social phenomena.
Again,, there is considerable debate over the nature of change in housing systems. This debate
hass several facets concerning the origins of change, its application and direction.
Feww housing researchers contend that change is a random process. Some propose specific
combinationss ofcausal factors centring on class struggle (Dickens, Duncan, Goodwin and
Grey,, 1985), ideological hegemony (Kemeny, 1992), or politics and institutions (Lunqvist,
1989).. Other researchers argue for specific causes or combine a more flexible range of
influentiall factors (Harloe, 1987, Boelhouwer and van der Heijden, 1992).
Theree are also debates surrounding the universality of causal processes (Pickvance, 1986).
Aree the same causes responsible for change everywhere, or are causes specific to time and
place?? The direction of change is also a source of controversy. Change may be viewed as a
'natural'' evolution towards convergence (Donnison and Ungerson, 1982), a general
movementt from regimes of Fordism to post-Fordism (Boyer, 1986, Lipietz,1986), or
developmentall phases along the bumpy road of capitalism (Castells, 1977).
Inspiredd byrealistontology, housing systems can be considered to be generated by the
interactionn of necessary and contingent social relations. From this perspective, it is not
feasiblee to conceive that cross-national housing systems are being drawn along the same
developmentall path, or converging towards a singular state. There is simply no ontological
basiss for this type of explanation. Housing systems can only be explained by reference to their
necessaryy social relations, which are contingently embedded in time and space.
AA more evaluative discussion on causality and change in housingresearchand a preferred
conceptt is provided in Chapter 4 on housing theory.
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2.44 Methodological Strategies for Realist Research
Thee search for generative mechanisms: the way of acting or operating of a structured
phenomena,,requiresan account of how these mechanisms or tendencies work, derived from
intensive,, rather than extensive concrete research. Yet, mechanisms tend to generate events
thatt may or may not occur, be observed or recorded by the researcher. Further, such
mechanismss may not produce outcomes at all but be impeded by other countervailing
tendencies.. Thus the realist's goal, given the complex, open and structured nature of the social
realm,, is to tease out the tendencies, which are actually operating. Tendencies, of course,
differr from universal laws deduced from the constant conjunction of events.
Iff realist explanation doesn't involve deduction or induction, what men? Two modes of
inferencee form the backbone of realist inspired methodology: abduction and retroduction.
Veryy briefly, abduction involves the interpretation and recontextualisation of the phenomena
too be explained, using a competitively plausible set of explanatory ideas and concepts to
producee a new interpretation. It will be argued that specific attention can fruitfully be given to
thee definition and allocation of property rights, the dynamic system of savings and
investment,, as well as labour and welfare relations at level of the household, workplace, and
community,, religious and/or state institutions, which have had a generative influence upon the
formm of housing provision over space and time. Reaching beyond the field of urban and
housingg studies, critical use can be made of the conceptual tools of temporally and spatially
definedd perceptions of social and economic risk and the organisation of trust (Perri 6, 1998,
Hutsonn and Liddiard, 1994, Allen, 2000, Lawson, 2000). This process is outlined and
implementedd in Chapters 3-7. Retroduction follows abduction, moving from this new
descriptionn to abstract the tendencies that cannot be directly observed, using thought
processess such as contrastive and counterfactual questioning. The results of this approach are
too be found at the case study conclusions of Chapters 6 and 7 and in their comparison in
Chapterr 8.
Thiss Chapter merely promotes the adoption of critical realist ontology to historical
explanationn in housing studies, which requires a structured ontology and employs a process of
abductionn and retroduction. It has argued that such an approach can provide a more fruitful
pathwayy to progress in causal explanation - but no royal road to truth (Sayer, 2003). CR
acknowledgess and promotes an understanding of the influence of temporally and spatially
specificc ideas and practices around housing provision and, importantly, recognises the
existencee of emergent real relations that may have generated these ideologies and practices.
However,, CR is merely a new starting point, an ontological alternative to positivism and
strongg social constructivism, providing a more fruitful basis for theoretical explanation. It is
nott a theory of housing divergence. This requires a process of abduction and retroduction, via
intensivee historical research to understand the connected relations generating dominant ideas
andd housing events. Much of the latter empirical work has been done; it is now timely for the
causall explanation to progress.
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Chapterr 3 Methodology and Comparative Research6
3.11 Introduction
Internationall comparisons of housing and urban phenomena are undertaken for a variety of
reasons.. These include policy development, problem evaluation, the testing of explanatory
theories,, or the development of new ones. The purpose of comparative research should
correspondd with the type of conclusions sought: describing, evaluating, suggesting actions or
explainingg the topic of interest. Some studies may demand a combination of aims and
outcomes;; for example, that the research be both evaluative and action-orientated.
Whilstt the purpose of comparative research may be easy to define or discern, the ontology and
epistemologicalepistemological process tends to be far less explicit. The attractiveness and curiosity of
internationall research on housing and urban phenomena, often overshadows the difficulties of
tacklingg more complex issues such as the focus of comparison, rationale for case selection, the
timee period to be analysed, the uniqueness of institutions and their path dependency. The
purposee of this comparative study is the development of not only a new explanatory theory of
differencee for housing provision, but also a fresh, new application of a specific ontological
theoryy and epistemological approach.
Epistemologyy refers to the theory of knowledge. It concerns the conditions, possibilities,
naturee and limits of knowledge (Blaikie, 1993:6, Danermark et al, 2002:206). This is clearly
linkedd and builds upon any theory of reality or ontology. This Chapter argues for a specific
epistemologicall approach to comparative explanation, which is compatible with critical realist
ontology,, as promoted in Chapter 2.
Att the methodological level, there are a number of coherent 'packages' of ontology and
epistemologyy that can help clarify the comparative research strategy. These include positivist
deduction,, interpretive abstraction, and realist abduction and retroduction. Conscious selection
off such a package is important, as the choice determines the object or level of comparison.
Thee focus and subsequent comparative analysis of cases may rest upon observable
regularities,, patterns of behaviour or events, socially constructed meanings, underlying social
relationss or causal mechanisms. Together, the purpose, desired outcome, logic and object of
researchh will shape the entire design of the cross-nationall comparative research strategy.
Employingg the chosen ontology and methodology of realist abduction and retroduction
requiress the development of a clear, albeit preliminary conceptualisation of the endogenous
relationss relevant to the phenomenon under investigation and an appreciation of the
exogenouss relations, often described as context. This Chapter provides an initial sketch of
suchh a concept, whilst a more elaborate version is promoted in Chapters 4 and 5.
Differencess and change in housing solutions are often simply explained as differences in
context.. But what is context, what are the endogenous and exogenous relations of housing
provisionn and how can they influence difference and change? To answer these questions,
66
The development of this Chapter has benefited from comments by participants at the International Workshop
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muchh needs to be known about the underlying relations, embedded institutions, development
pathwayss and influential conditions affecting particular forms of housing provision. Towards
thiss end, important questions include: what does the housing solution necessarily comprise,
whatt are the underlying relations between agents producing and reproducing it, what
institutionss sustain the phenomenon and what factors influence change?
Followingg this introduction, section 3.2 will discuss ways to approach the comparison of two
longg established housing solutions represented by different housing tenures and urban forms
inn Australia and The Netherlands during the twentieth century. The term housing solution
referss to the coherent fit between social relations underpinning a housing system and the
practicall solutions and outcomes produced.7 It is contended that housing solutions in Australia
andd The Netherlands have emerged from the fundamentally different packaging of property,
investmentt and savings and labour and welfare relations, which have promoted distinctive
housingg choices and living environments. Most Australian households aspire to home
ownershipp and reside in large, low-density cities. In The Netherlands, until recent years, social
rentall housing has been the dominant tenure in relatively numerous compact towns and cities.
Sectionn 3.3 builds upon the ontology of critical realism and the corresponding epistemology
off abduction and retroduction. The basic tenets of critical realism are further outlined:
structuredd reality, necessary and contingent relations, clusters of causal mechanisms. To
understandd the observable world it is considered necessary to postulate and empirically
validatee the kind of necessary and contingent relations that underlie, and tend to influence,
actuall events, experiences and outcomes of housing solutions over time.
Too bring the necessary and contingent relations 'to the surface' and identify the causal
mechanismss at work, additional concepts concerning agency must be employed. Towards this
end,, section 3.4 critically reviews the notions of risk and trust in housing studies more
generallyy and a preferred concept of agency is distilled. This contributes to an emerging
debatee in housing studies concerning risk and demonstrates how the concept relates to the
finance,, land development, construction, exchange and consumption of housing, within the
shiftingg boundaries of the welfare state and the increasingly global political economy. It is
consideredd that risk perception emerges from the dynamic interactions of relations underlying
aa housing system as well as threats or opportunities that lie 'outside' the housing system. In
thee context of uneven power resources, housing agents compete or collaborate to establish
norms,, policies, contracts and laws. These conventions can be perceived as the organisation of
trustt to minimise perceived risks in the housing system. The organisation of trust may be
sustainedd or undermined by the open and dynamic nature of housing solutions. In subsequent
Chapters,, an historical view of housing related risks is taken in the two countries: Australia
andd The Netherlands which enables consideration of the extent to which the concept of risk
providess a vehicle for understanding two very different housing 'solutions'.

Inn section 3.5, we move beyond abstract concepts to consider more concretely the role risk
andd trust plays in housing related actions. Building on the concept of clusters of necessary and
contingentcontingent relations underlying urban form and housing tenure, a number of important socia
relations,, those of propertyrights,savings and investment and labour and welfare, are further
examinedd It is contended that the state plays an integral, mediating and contested role in the
definitionn of these relations and their structural coherence in generating actual housing
77
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solutions.. For thisreason,understanding the institutionalised role, relations and resources of
thee state is also an integral part of any explanation.
Finally,, section 3.6 summarises a number of issues associated with comparative research: the
levell of comparison and the problem of time and space, and stresses the need for a strategy
thatt compares clusters of causal mechanisms rather than events or experiences of them. This
approachh will inform the selection of the two case studies: The Netherlands and Australia. It is
contendedd that each case provides a good illustration of the significance of definingg and
packagingg property, finance and welfare relations differently upon housing tenure and urban
form.. Comparison within these case studies, during periods of crises, adaptation and
coherence,, demonstrates the sustainability and change of different clusters under dynamic
political,, economic and cultural conditions.

3.22 Conceptualising Housing Solutions
Despitee similar economic and demographic trends (Donnison 1967, with Ungerson, 1982),
housingg solutions in many Western industrialised capitalist countries have fundamentally
divergedd (Kemeny and Lowe, 1998; Golland, 1998; Doling, 1997; Boelhouwer and Van der
Heijden,, 1992). To analyse divergence, various approaches have been developed to compare
housingg systems and explain important differences between them.
Oftenn implicit and difficult to expose, divergent research strategies can stem from quite
incompatiblee ontological and epistemological foundations. Differing perceptions of a how a
housingg system works and different modes of logic and justification, has led to the
employmentt of different categories, foci, frameworks and typologies for analysing housing
systems. .
Moree explicit and comprehensive descriptive tools include the chain of provision framework
developedd and applied by Ambrose (1991,1994) which emphasises the wide variety of state,
privatee and voluntary configuration of agents engaged in the interconnected stages of housing
promotion,, investment, construction, allocation and maintenance (Ambrose, 1991:41, Doling
1997:50).. Similarly, the structure of housing provision (SHP) thesis (Ball, 1986,1988, Ball
andd Harloe, 1992) provides a meta-tool to explore a diversity of housing solutions. Ball
stressess the need to identify the social agents involved in the production, allocation,
consumptionn and reproduction of housing (Ball, 1986:160) and their inter-linkages (Ball,
1988:29).. Sensitivity to these unique relationships helps the researcher to understand
difference.. Boelhouwer and Van der Heijden (1992) have developed a more concrete model
outliningg numerous background factors, which may influence the structure of the housing
markett in different countries. Lundqvist (1990) has also put forward a useful scheme
categorisingg the variety of interventions employed by governments to influence household
incomee and dwelling costs.
Inn contrast to Ambrose and Ball, who stress the unique nature of housing networks, various
typologiess of housing systems have also been developed as a basis for testing theories
concerningg the driving forces influencing different housing systems. These include the liberalcorporatist-sociall democratic typology and the evaluative comparison of Barlow and Duncan
(1994)) and Golland (1998) and Lundqvist's theories of the 'political-ideological and
structural-institutional'' relations underpinning market-state mixes in housing policy (1989,
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1991).. Country-specific theories,froma variety of perspectives, also try to explain the
developmentt and change of specific housing outcomes.
Theree are important similarities in contemporary comparative approaches: most stress the
relational,, multi-dimensional quality of housing phenomena, the inter-connectedness of
housingg systems with other non-housing phenomena, and the dynamic and shifting nature of
housingg systems. Debate is most divisive concerning the appropriate level of comparison,
relativee causal powers of particular relations in a housing system, the direction of change, and
thee universality of explanatory theories.
Thee remainder of this Chapter seeks to contribute towards this debate by returning to the
ontologicall and epistemological basis of housing solutions. What do we need to examine to
explainn difference and what type of evidence would provide an empirically plausible
explanation?? Categorising variables across nations can provide stimulating descriptions but
cannott explain difference. Further, typologies (or ideal types, contrastive tools) of housing
systemss may reduce the researcher's sensitivity to the unique configuration of social relations
underlyingg national housing solutions and their uneven application across regions and
localities.. It will be argued that explanation of difference and change requires a deeper level
off analysis of the causal mechanisms underlying housing outcomes over history and
geography. .
3.2.11 The Prospects and Limitations of the Structure of Housing Provision approach
Overr the past decade, a simmering methodological debate has divided a number of
comparativee housing and urban researchers.9 Ball (1998, 1988) remains one of the most
ferventt critics of comparative research, arguing that it is descriptive, shallow, policy focused,
andd unable to explain housing in terms of wider economic structures and uneven power
relations.. His sharpest criticisms have been directed towards the liberal-interventionist view,
whichh pervades some comparative housing research. Such research is considered to focus
uponn consumption dimensions between tenants and the state, ignoring the relations of
productionn and treating state intervention as a mere deviation from normal market relations
(1988:21-22). .
Inn contrast, Ball promotes the structure of housing provision approach (SHP) which assumes,
inn the first instance, that housing systems are "an historically given process of providing and
reproducingg the physical entity, housing". He recommends thatt researchers focus on the social

Differentt explanations for Australia's 'solution' of home ownership dominated low-density cities have been
providedd by various researchers, including Badcock (1984), Berry (1983, 1994, 1998), Bourassa, Grieg and
Troyy (1995), Burke and Hayward (1990), Castles (1998, 1997, 1994), Dalton, (1999), Frost (1991) with Dingle
(1995),, Grieg (1999), Halligan and Paris (1984), Hayward (1992, 1997), Kemeny, (1978,1983), Mullins (1981,
1995),, Neutze (1978, 1981), Paris, (1993), Stretton, (1975, 1986), Troy (1995, 1990, 1974), Yates (1994,1997),
andd Wood (1999) with Bushe-Jones, (1991,1990). Also, various explanations, with different emphases and foci,
off the Dutch 'solution' of social rented dwellings in compact cities and current changes include: Dieleman
(1994),, Van der Krabben and Lambooy, (1993), Needham, (1997,1992 et al. 1993), Papa (1992), Prak and
Priemuss (1992); Priemus (1996,1992, 1990, with Smith, 1996), Van der Schaar, (1987,1998, 1999), Steiber
(1998),, and Terhorst and Van de Ven (1997).
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agentss essential to the process of housing provision and the relations that exist between them
(Ball,, 1986:158).
SHPP has been developed and defended by Ball and Harloe since the mid-1980s as a tool for
thee explanation and comparison of housing systems (Ball, 1986, 1988; Ball and Harloe,
1992).. However, SHP is a meta-tool. It does not theorise or generalise the type of relations
thatt may exist in a housing system, other than to suggest the examination of broad economic
relationss such as the extraction of surplus value through exchange and production, and the
reproductionn of labour power through consumption of certain forms of housing. Nor does
SHPP stress how differences are established between or within housing systems. Finally, the
SHPP approach does not provide a clear epistemology or clues to help distinguish cause from
associationn in 'context'.
Too build upon the ontological foundations of Ball (1986,1988, with Harloe, 1992) and
addresss the methodological deficiencies of SHP, this Chapter re-interprets and elaborates thenapproach,, using critical realist ontology andretroductiveepistemology. It is argued that
particularr clusters of social relations can become 'packaged' or temporarily locked together in
coherent,, albeit conflicting, ways. This structural coherence tends to differentiate actual
housingg solutions at the base.
Balll tends to downplay the role of the state (1988) and emphasise the economic relations of
production.. Whilst these relations are important, this research assumes that the state plays an
integrall role in regulating such economicrelations.Indeed, the relations of property, finance
andd welfare play a fundamental role in defining housing solutions. Their establishment and
developmentt is by no means a 'natural', given or random process, but one mediated by the
statee (Jessop, 1990). The state itself is subject to the uneven, often conflicting power relations
thatt are concretised in thefiscal,territorial and democratic rules of the state (Terhorst and Van
dee Ven, 1997) and expressed (or suppressed) via informal norms, ideologies, processes and
practicess (Saunders, 1983, Lukes, 1974).

3.33 Realist Concepts - an Introduction
Thiss section elaborates the ontology of necessary relations, contingent relations, clusters of
causall mechanisms and the epistemology of retroduction, which are to be applied to the
subsequentt study of change and difference in housing solutions.
33.11 Necessary and Contingent relations
Too begin, explanations of housing systems informed by the philosophy of critical realism, are
concernedconcerned in a significant way with identifying social structures and conditions
whichwhich govern, facilitate, or in some way produce, actual social events and states
ofof affairs of interest (Lawson, T. 1997:192).
Necessaryy relations inform our understanding of the relationships between agents in a housing
solution.. Different necessary relations bind tenants to landlords, landowners to purchasers,
borrowerss to lenders, and commissioners of projects to builders. Many comparative studies
implicitlyy assume that relations between agents in housing systems are die same across
differentt countries. This is clearly not the case. We cannot, for example, apply the same
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definitionn of tenancy to analyse housing consumption in different countries (Barlow and
Duncan,, 1989; Marcuse, 1994).
Necessaryy relations are not fixed behavioural laws or predictors of events. They do not exist
ass isolated atoms in a laboratory. There are no standard definitions of necessary relations
applicablee to all time and space. This is not a deficiency but the recognition of the "open and
ontologicallyy stratified structure of reality (both natural and social) outside the experimental
laboratory"" (Steinmetz, 1998:174). Necessary relations are actualised in the context of other
setss of interacting contingent relations. For this reason, concrete historical case study research
iss an integral part of the explanatory process.
Contingentt relations are circumstantial relations that intersect with necessary relations to
divertt their 'necessary outcome'. Contingent relations may impede, mute, stifle and even
extinguishh the necessary relationships of a network. They are always present in open,
interactivee systems. In this way, necessary relations can only be regarded as causal in a
limitedd sense. They generate tendencies and probabilities but cannot directly generate specific
eventss or experiences of them. For this reason, contingency is a very important notion for
examiningg difference in housing solutions. With its' many multi-dimensional relationships,
thee production, exchange and consumption of housing is highly vulnerable to changes in
contingentt conditions. Many different, often unanticipated actions, events and relations may
influencee internal dynamics of provision, and indeed have a cumulative effect on entire
systemss of provision.
Forr these reasons, the housing solutions can be understood to be highly dependant upon other
networkss of provision such as the finance, labour, and property sectors. For example, the level
off housing production is sensitive to the availability of credit, which at any given time may be
diverteddiverted to more lucrative forms of investment. It is also sensitive to increased labour and
materiall costs, and of course changes in household income.
Figuree 3.1 illustrates the basic idea; necessary relations are defined in the context of
contingentt relations. Thus, relations between agents 1 and 2 are subject to contingent
conditions. .
sssory

sory

Agent t

FigureFigure 3.1 The interaction of necessary and contingent relations
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3.3.22 Clusters of Causal Mechanisms
Inn combination, necessary and contingent relations provide the foundations for explaining
particularr relationships underlying housing solutions. As stated, relations can only be isolated
inn thought, existing in real life in the context of other necessary and contingent relations.
Theirr combined interaction forms a cluster of causal relations with the capacity to influence
broaderr housing processes and events. Causal clusters underpin conventions that enable or
constrainn housing outcomes such as property rights, the system of credit provision,
developmentt promotion and production, dwelling allocation and consumption.
Figuree 3.2 illustrates the type of necessary and contingent relations in a housing solution,
whichh may interact to form dynamic clusters of causal mechanisms.

F== Financial relations
P== Property relations
T== Tenure relations
W== Welfare relations
L== Labour relations
C== Production relations

^^

^

Necessary relations
Contingentt relations

FigureFigure 3.2 Cluster of necessary relations in their contingent conditions
Fromm a realist vantage point, illustrated by Figure 3.2, SHP is redefined as a cluster of social
relationsrelations that can be postulated and empirically tested and revised. Clusters of social relations,
suchh as those influencing property development, investment and consumption, interact with
onee another to influence housing solutions. Differences within such a cluster may be able to
explainn key differences in actual housing outcomes. The key to comparison, therefore, is to
postulate,, revise and contrast clusters of causal mechanisms in different case studies towards
ann explanation of difference.

3.3.33 Postulating Causal Mechanisms - the Process of Abduction and Retroduction
Ass stressed throughout this Chapter, every ontological perspective implies a corresponding
epistemologyy or theory of knowledge. Preferably this theory should be explicitly introduced,
justifiedd and rigorously followed, enabling the researcher to confidently say: this is how I
reachedd these conclusions. However, logical coherence cannot be taken for granted (Lawson,
T.. 1997). Methodology is often hidden amongst research findings or explicitly avoided, with
thee results justifying the means.
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Inn contrast with positivist comparative strategies, realist inspired explanatory research does
nott begin with international comparisons between categories of constructed variables because
thiss process cannot explain difference. Such a strategy is merely afishingexpedition, which
reducess sound reasoning to the accidental discovery of correlations. Alternatively, explanation
informedd by realist ontology tries to postulate and reveal the underlying causal mechanisms of
changee and difference through strategic, historical case study research. Any subsequent
internationall comparison contrasts these underlying causal mechanisms, rather than
observablee events or experiences.

Whilstt housing outcomes are often observable and even measurable, their underlying causal
mechanismss are not. Indeed, analysing the traces emitted by underlying causal mechanisms
willl not lead directly to their exposure. Because of the open, contingent nature of housing
solutions,, there is no direct link between mechanism and outcome - cause and event. Thus,
thee link must be postulated and tested in a continual and spiralling process known as
abductionabduction and retroduction (Danermark et al, 2002, Steinmetz, 1998; Lawson, 1997, Blaik
1993;; Keat and Urry, 1975; Harre, 1976), towards empirically competitive explanations
(Bhaskar,, 1993, Sayer, 2000).
Realistt abduction and retroduction is not new, it currently provides a springboard for research
andd debate within a a variety of social scientific disciplines including geography (Terhorst and
vann de Ven, 1997, Banai, 1995, Sayer, 1985, Dickens, Duncan, Goodwin, and Grey, 1985),
sociologyy (Steinmetz, 1998, Pawson and Tilley, 1998, Sayer, 1984,1997, Jessop, 1990,
Outhwaite,, 1987, Keat and Urry, 1975, New, 1995) and economics (Lawson, T 1997, 1999,
Fleetwood,, 1999, Collier, 1994). Abduction involves the contestable postulation of ideas and
conceptss relevant to the object of study and their use in interpreting and recontextualising
phenomena,, in order to produce a new description for analysis. Realist abduction has been
usedd to generate new interpretations, which have been analysed to explain differences in the
spatiall form of cities (Terhorst and van de Ven, 1997), differences in housing policy between
nationss and regions (Dickens, Duncan Goodwin and Grey, 1985) and provide reasons for the
successs of social programs (Pawson and Tilley, 1998). Further, it has stimulated alternative
perspectivess and criticisms, such as the critique of mainstream neo-classical economics
(Lawson,, T, 1997) and rigid positivism or post-modernism in social history (Steinmeitz,
1998). .
Blaikiee (1993:162-169) and Lawson (T, 1997) summarize the retroductive strategy by
drawingg upon the writings of Harre, (1961), Bhaskar (1979) and Keat and Urry (1975). First,
researcherss should aim to discover the relevant structures and mechanisms that explain
observablee phenomena and regularities. Critical analysis of everyday conceptions of reality
shouldd lead to the postulation of these (perhaps unacknowledged) structures and mechanisms
(Lawson,, T, 1997:196). Examining actual empirical consequences should test these ideas and
conceptss of causal mechanisms. Finally, the model should be continuously tested and revised
untill it 'fits' these consequences.
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3.44 Risk and the Organisation of Trust
Soo far a generic metaphorical model, depicting a cluster of necessary relations and contingent
conditions,, has been put forward in Figure 3.2. Yet this model is highly abstract and cannot
accountt for tendencies in specific housing solutions. It certainly cannot explain day-to-day
decisionss or micro interactions. Assuming causal mechanisms can help to define the 'realm of
thee possible' in actual housing solutions, clues to their existence can be found in the realm of
experiencee and perception via intensive case study research. Towards this end, this section
elaboratess critical realism's definition of the experience and event dimensions of reality by
introducingg the concepts of risk and trust.
Thee study ofriskandriskassessment is a growingfieldthat has emerged from particular
branchess of economics, behavioural psychology and is related (although not necessarily so) to
rationall choice theory. The notion of'risk' has been applied to a diverse range of substantive
fieldss including organisational decision-making, financial management, marketing, health
policyy and environmental assessment. The contribution ofriskresearchers varies from selfassuredd calculation of objective risk to discursive debates on its social construction (Johnson
andd Covello, 1987). The realm of research also varies significantly. Risk has been applied to
shiftss across western society (the transition from modernity to radical modernity) and within
householdd relations, as well as shifts in the global money market. Risk is also viewed as being
differentiallyy perceived between different actors, professions, groups, classes and cultures;
andd must be historically and spatially defined (Carlson and Millard, 1987).
3.4.11 The use of Risk in Housing Studies
Thee concept ofriskhas entered the field of housing studies, particularly in the UK where
homee purchasers experienced a major economic downturn generating unemployment, falling
housee prices, negative equity, and a jump in mortgage defaults, leading to housing related
poverty.. The following section outlines and evaluates the various notions of risk and trust that
appearr in this primarily British housing literature.
Thesee notions concern:
Constantly shifting definition of risk
Risks vary throughout ones housing career
Risks are multiple and unevenly allocated
Information aboutrisksvaries between agents and limits 'perfectly rational'
decisionmaking g
Sources of risk and our ability to control them differ
Allocation of risk and the asymmetric organisation of trust
Measures to protect households against risk and their differentiation by tenure
Risk as a basis for understanding social change
HousingHousing risks are constantly shifting
AA basic definition ofrisk,chance or 'odds' concerns the perception of potentialities, which
mayy positively or negatively influence the achievement of desired goals. This perception may
bee based on experience and evidence - however complete, accurate or otherwise. Take for
examplee the capital gains estimated on the speculative purchase of a home. The size of a
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financiall gain may be subject to the extension of a nearby freeway, off site investments in the
surroundingg neighbourhood and confidence amongst potential purchasers of an inflating
housingg market
Inn this vein, Croft (2001) considers housingrisksas complex and multiple, unevenly
distributedd and dynamic (ibid, 2001:738-742). Her preferred definition of risk in housing
studiess is one that embraces changing nature of risk, the different perceptions of uncertainty
andd their potential consequences. Risk is not appreciated in a uniform manner, nor is it only
experiencedd as a threat but may offer positive opportunities. Further, when uncertainties
crystallizee into consequences they too may bear further implications.
RisksRisks vary throughout ones housing career
Thee simplest application of risk to the realm of housing studies concerns the potential threats
too the achievement of an individually desired housing career or ladder. Traditionally life
coursee risk analysis has focussed upon the choices households actually make and their
demographicc and socio-economic characteristics. Actual events, available resources, and
perceivedd opportunities orrisksmay influence steps down or 'along* the ladder, or indeed
'fallingg off, leading to displacement or homelessness.
Inn Western capitalist societies, most households pay for their housing services in some form.
Paymentt implies that the ability to consume largely depends upon one's financial resources.
Suchh resources are strongly related to income as defined by the households* position in the
paidd labour market, the number of dependents, living and lifestyle expenses, and any
provisionss derived from a welfare system emergent from family, community, private or
governmentt relations. Transfer payments or subsidies from the state to the individual, such as
rentall allowances and the ability to deduct interest from taxable income, may assist in the
abilityy to pay for housing costs. In the case of home purchase, payments for housing services
mayy relate to a schedule of mortgage payments to a financial institution and vary according to
thee purchase price, the duration of the loan and changes in the interest rate. The level of
paymentss made by renters to their landlord is less often dependent on the original purchase or
costt price of the dwelling and is often more related to the market position of tenant and
possiblyy subject to the conditions laid down in a rental agreement. Nevertheless, in both cases
thee capacity to pay for housing services is largely determined by ones income (Terhorst and
Vann de Ven, 1988:23).
Att certain life stages or circumstances, the risk of income loss, causing housing stress or even
homelessness,, may heighten. According to research in Australia and the UK, the risk of
mortgagee default is enhanced when a home purchaser experiences periods of unstable
employment,, has a single/part time or casual income, becomes divorced or must provide for a
highh number of dependants. Vulnerability may increase when caring for the young, taking the
firstfirst stepsfromthe parental home, during unemployment, when divorced, elderly or disabled.
Itt may also occur at certain stages of the business cycle when housing costs mayrisebeyond
capacityy to pay. Further, the level of mortgage arrears is also important, as well as factors such
ass high loan to value ratios, unexpectedly high mortgage interest rates, and regional market
variations. .
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MultipleMultiple perspectives and experience of risk
Ass suggested above, the risks influencing decisions about the consumption of housing are
embeddedd in time and space. Beyond consumption, different types ofrisksandriskaverting
behaviourr may also influence other aspects of housing provision: namely the finance,
productionn and allocation of dwellings. Towards this end, it is helpful to view housing as
beingg embedded in a solution, of connected, reinforcing and/or conflicting relationships;
involvingg actors operating in a specific environment and time. From this perspective, it can be
appreciatedd that different agents involved in various dimensions of housing provision will be
subjectt to their different, dynamic and uneven interpretations of relevant risks.
Institutionss offering mortgage finance to home purchasers face the risk of mortgage arrears
andd eventual non-payment of the borrowed sum. Thisriskmay be reduced where the land
title,, a cash deposit or other valuable assets are committed as security. Borrowers can be
requiredd to privately insure their capacity to pay. Further, governments may establish
guaranteee funds to reduce potential risks to financial institutions of lending to lower income
households. .
Thee estimation of opportunities and threats plays a cumulative role influencing the actions and
in-actionss of agents. Consider the role the estimation ofriskplays in the family plans of home
purchasers,, investment strategies of housing associations, election campaigns (including
housingg manifestos) of political parties, lending criteria of financial institutions and the design
off instruments by mortgage guarantee funds.
Thee calculation of risk may or may not be informed by adequate information or 'hard facts'
butt rather estimation, impressions and even ignorance. The study by Gruis (2002) examines
thee increasingg importance of financial continuity amongst Dutch housing associations and
arguess the need for a more informed rational decision-making based on the collection and
interpretationn of data. The necessity for financial self-reliance requires associationss to actively
protectt their income stream (rental, investment revenue) in a way that anticipates market
developments,, likely expenditure, maximises yield from investments and minimises
vacancies.. This necessity has stimulated interest in the risk assessment processes associated
withh asset management for housing associations.
Yet,, according to 6 (1998),riskperception is not perfectly rational, but culturally defined.
Certainn risk cultures evolve which may beriskaccepting or niinimising. These cultures have
beenn categorised by 6 (1998) as individualistic, fatalistic, isolated, hierarchical or egalitarian.
Differentt risk cultures may pervade political ideology and influence the policies and actions of
executivee government. Meen (1994 in 6, 1998) elaborates the kinds ofriskpolicy makers may
consider,, directed towards specific housing outcomes such as individual well-being,
communityy safety, and the housing industry. Further, political parties may view certain policy
statementss or actions as being moreriskythan others, in terms of legitimacy and electoral
support. .
RiskRisk and rational decision-making
Thee emergence of norms and institutions based on notions risk and trust has been explained
fromm an individualist, rational choice and exchange perspective, which derivefromneoclassicall economics (Olson, 1965) and behavioural psychology (Simmel, 1955).
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Rationall choice theory implies that members of a group, community or society act
individuallyy or collectively in order to maximise their own personal utility (Somerville, 1999).
Peoplee compulsively make decisions, in a competitive environment, which maximises thendesiredd value and potential rewards. Collective choices are made to minimise individual costs
andd maximise group advantage, spreading costs more thinly amongst group members
(Ostrom,, 1990). The common resource pool over which struggles occur defines the context of
choicee and value. In this way rational choice theory, with its maximisation of value,
minimisationn of cost and context-defined value, aims to explain the social relations guiding
individuall and collective behaviour.
Terhorstt and Van de Ven (1997) and Somerville (1999) elaborate several key themes in the
rationall choice approach: the need for boundaries excluding and including people in the
group,, establishing members' right of access to resources, their obligatory contributions and
preventingg free rider access. Rights and obligations may reinforce uneven access to power
resources,, where weaker members of a group have less to offer the collective pool of
resourcess and therefore suffer from diminished access. Sharing of costs may redistribute some
benefitss to weaker members, where this collective action reduces individual costs. Cooperativee action, the distribution of resources and performance of certain duties, is established
whenn reciprocal individual benefits are clear to participating members.
Societall forms can be considered to be a cumulative outcome of rational individual and
collectivee choices. This perspective has prompted complex construction of behavioural
models,, applying ideas from game, exchange, and strategic interaction theories (Jary and Jary,
1991).. Such theories have come under severe criticism from critical realist sociologists, who
arguee that they do not consider the vital process of making choices (or non choices), their
materiall and social construction. They argue that 'rational actors' are treated in isolation,
aggregatedd and thereby stripped of influential contexts in which they operate (Archer and
Tritter,, 2000).
Doess the use of risk in housing research assume perfect or bounded rationality? No according
too Sommerville and Benggston (2002) who demonstrate the application of rational action
theoryy to the field of housing studies which
assumesassumes that actors operate on the basis of 'thin' rationality, where the context
ofof their action has a crucial effect on the decision and choices that they make
(2002:23). (2002:23).
SourceSource of risk, severity and the degree of control
Thee housing sector is vulnerable to influences outside its immediate or core network of
operations.. Changes in interest rates,risingland, building and labour costs as well as
unemploymentt all hold indirect but important implications for housing provision. The actions
off individuals within thefinance,property and labour markets may hold important
ramificationss for the definition of various influential dimensions contributing towards a
housingg solution. According to Croft (2001),riskmay emanatefromthe individual agent
themselves,, their partners for action, the actions of contingent others, or cumulative actions of
externallyy related agents, as well as natural events influencing all or some relevant agents.
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Thee source and severity of risk can be allocated across two intersecting continuums depth and
breadth:: acute - chronic and systematic - individual risk (6,1998). The power to secure
oneselff against the different types of risk, including those that are acute and individual, varies
betweenn different agents in the housing network over time. Importantly, agents do not have
uniformm powers and resources to control the circumstances influencing housing related risk
andd thereby ensure the certainty of outcomes. For example, theriskof a tenant's eviction may
bee minimised during a slack rental market, whilst a tighter housing market may permit die
landlordd to raise rents without generating vacancies.
Indeed,, the perception of risk also relates to the degree of control over important contingent
circumstances.. These include market conditions, institutional conventions, income levels and
security,, personal relations, health and the availability of social protection (Ford et al, 2001).
Housingg choices may be made on the basis of the perceived availability of resources such as a
stable,, sufficient and secure income, the provision of which may be beyond control of
individuals,, whilst being of great personal significance. Indeed, opportunities in the labour
market,, interest rate policy, social welfare provisions, and fiscal rules all provide a source of
personall risk and opportunity but are largely beyond the control of individual agents.
AllocationAllocation of risk and the asymmetric organisation of trust
AA common theme throughout risk related housing research concerns the distribution of risk
viaa state/market institutions and the individual (employment, class, gender, ethnicity, life
course). .
Inn particular, an important aspect of research on home purchase concerns the movement of
financialfinancialriskfrom the collective to the individual via promotion of home ownership,
withdrawall of state mortgage protection schemes, compulsory mortgage insurance and
mortgagee guarantee funds (Croft, 2001:737). It is argued that risks have been accumulating
amongstt housing consumers in the context of increasing deregulation of labour markets,
polarisationn of incomes, reliance upon part time and temporary work, relationship breakdown
andd reduced role of government in mortgage relief, dwelling allocation and social housing
provisionn (Ford et al, 2001).
Ann important related phenomenon is termed the ideological 'individualisation of risk', which
demandss self-sufficiency and responsibility for managing one's own housing needs and risks
andd less dependence upon universal, redistributive state centred strategies. Social insurance,
whichh may guard against housing relatedrisks,is also shifting towards user pays pension
contributions,, and away from collectively funded and redistributed social provisions. Further,
thee increasing use of market based allocation of housing services, rather than queuing based
uponn other 'social' criteria, is becoming the norm in many countries (Croft, 2001). An
argumentt has also emerged that home ownership is a form of private social insurance (Castles,
1989,, Taylor-Gooby et al 1999). Taylor-Gooby et al (1999) argue that the shifting of risk
management,, from the public sector towards private organisations, actually erodes personal
security. .
Thee response torisk,which plays a role in defining the careers, strategies, policies,
regulationss and instruments developed by individuals and organisations, involves efforts to
avertt negativerisks- and thereby maximise trust. Thus the two concepts of risk and trust can
bee integrally related. Yet, the capacity and ability to avertrisksis far from uniform.
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ResponsibilityResponsibility for risk minimization and tenure differences
Thee three points above, concerning the rationality, source and allocation of risk lead us to the
questionn concerning responsibility for housingrisks.To what extent can housing agents be
heldd responsible for the actualisation ofrisksbeyond their control and expectations? For
example,, if the risk of unemployment rests in the hands of corporate directors beholden to
shareholderr interests in another country, who should be responsible for insuring against the
potentiall loss of income, which may lead to mortgage default? Currently, thee borrower may be
requiredd to pay a mortgage protection premium, to insure against the eventuality of
unemployment.. Yet this insurance protects the banks and not the borrower (Ford, et al 2001).
Inn a few countries, the state may intervene to address mortgage payment shortfalls, albeit for a
limitedd period or amount, before eventual foreclosure. This contrasts with the situation of
renterss who may receive generous rental subsidies over unlimited periods of time.
RiskRisk as social theory
Thee concept of risk has also entered broader discussions on social theory in housing studies.
Thee 'risk society thesis', as postulated by sociologists Giddens and Beck claims that greater
uncertainty,, flexibility and change in social and economic relationships (in the workplace,
homee and social networks) are shifting risks along new societal lines. As societies modernise,
oldd processes are subject to increasing scrutiny and modification. Traditions fall rapidly by the
wayside,, old structures and collective institutions recede. Risks, both natural and
manufactured,, accumulate differentially. The post-traditional society seesriskas emanating
fromm human interventions in the natural world through technology, which may mitigate or
generatee risks. Theserisksare difficult to control and expert opinion on strategies to avert
themm is divided. Overloaded with information, the laypersons' trust in experts is undermined,
erodingg the influence of rational reasoning and increasing reliance upon individualised
solutionss focusing on safety and preventative life strategies, promoting the rolling back of
collectivee welfare state (Taylor-Gooby et al, 1999:179). This post-traditional 'risk society'
providess more space for individualisation and personal strategy making - and indeed personal
riskrisk taking. However, increased and uneven awareness of risk and limited choices distributes
sociall vulnerability in different ways and risks are accumulating amongst the lower socioeconomicc classes.
Thee risk society thesis has emerged in property and housing studies (Winter and Stone, 1998,
Allen,, 1999; 6,1998; Berry and Dalton, 2000; Guy and Harris, 1997, Ford et al, 2001)
concerningg shifts in social vulnerability, policy decision-making and property investment.
Fordd et al (2001) conditionally apply the thesis to examine howrisksassociated with home
ownershipp have been inserted into individual agency and broader psychosocial change. Using
thee risk society thesis as a sensitising framework, brings agency and identity to the foreground
whenn examining the process of change. Via extensive empirical research, they examine lowincomee home ownership in the context of an increasingly complex and uncertain economic
environment.. Globalisation, deregulation of financial markets, flexibility and insecurity
labour,, housing market recession and the rolling back of welfare state support all have
importantt consequences which are both quantitatively and qualitatively examined (Ford et al,
2001:6). .
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3.4.22 The Preferred Concept of Risk
Withinn this growing realm of risk related housing studies, it is possible to link the concept of
riskrisktothe generation of divergent housing solutions.
Agentss in the housing network make decisions in an open and dynamic environment.
Differentt agents in the housing process perceive risks relating, but not limited to, the
necessaryy relations to which they are bound. Contingent relations pose perceived risks, which
threatenn the stability of relations between agents. Decisions to save, build, buy, rent or invest
aree all made (or not made) in the context of contingent relations. Ever-changing contingent
conditionss imply that perceived risks also change over time and space. According to
Schillmeierr "competent actors perceive, (mis-) interpret and construct their world in relation
too the changing socio-political context" (1999:174).
Too reduce their exposure to risk, agents may co-operate or compete to establish norms,
processes,, policies and laws that provide certainty and security in housing contracts and
transactions.. Risks are neitherr uniform nor responded to in the same manner. Indeed we can
findd important differences in norms, institutions and contracts affecting land development,
housingg finance and the consumption of housing services in different housing solutions.
Housingg is unique because it involves long term contracts to finance. As mentioned in the
veryy beginning of Chapter 1, housing is expensive, payments are stretched over time and time
exposess both borrowers and creditors to risk. Risk reducing mechanisms are often built into
mortgagee schemes and form part of the architecture of provision.
Thee following example of tenant-landlord relations illustrates the notion of risk and how these
risksrisks may be averted (for some) by the organisation of trust. A tenant's capacity to pay her
rent,, in exchange for the landlord's accommodation, is threatened by her loss of income. She
mayy sign a contract, which she assumes will protect herfromeviction under such
circumstances,, or ensure she has access to adequate unemployment insurance. Alternatively,
thee landlord may be able to extract payment of rent from her remaining assets and employ his
rightright of eviction. The norms of tenancy and credit are embodied in dominant ideologies,
writtenn down in codes of conduct, policies and legislation. These forms of risk-reducing
measuress are conceived to be the organisation of trust that develops over time and space.
Oncee again, the basic idea is outlined in abstract terms in the following Figure 3.3.
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Thee Figure above is an abstraction from complex reality. In complex, multi-dimensional
sociall life there are many different examples of perceived risks that influence actor's agency.
Genetically,, the organisation of trust can be said to be outcome of power struggles between
agentss within the housing network; these interactions become regularised and
institutionalised,, momentarily fixed in time and space. Such institutions or conventions reduce
thee chance of unanticipated behaviour and promote a sense of trust. Trust enables a certain
assemblyy of social relations to stabilise and form an actualised housing solution. Long-term
solutionss comprise a pattern of norms, dominant ideas, processes and organisational
structures,, which underpin a form of housing provision.

3.55 The Concepts Applied to Housing Solutions
Thiss section is devoted to the elaboration of Figures 3.1 - 3.3. It further defines the types of
sociall relations that may contribute to housing solutions, as well as the type of risks agents
perceivee and the trust-enhancing norms, processes, and organisational outcomes that may
emergee over time.
3.5.11 Social Relations in the Housing Solution
Thee following paragraphs explore the definition of three necessary relations of provision:
property,, investment and consumption, in order to demonstrate how they can be differently
definedd under diverse contingent conditions, emitting a variety of risks for different agents.
Further,, trust can also be organised and established in a variety of ways. Examples of risk
reducingg norms, dominant ideologies, and organisational strategies, which may emerge, are
alsoo provided. Later, in Chapter 5, it will be argued that these relations and their definition
shouldd form a key causal cluster differentiating forms of housing provision.
PropertyProperty relations can be perceived as abstract social relations between people, rather than
concretee things, which define the liberties, benefits and costs associated with the ownership
andd exchange of scarce, useable goods. Property relations imply norms of behaviour between
peoplee with respect to ownership, trespass, usage, capturing the benefits from that usage, as
welll as the right to alter the property or transfer it to another party. In Western societies, such
relationss are commonly expressed in law and enforced by legal authority (Pejovich, 1990: 27).
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Thee property relations underpinning the residential development of a city, region or nation
playy an important role in the form and distribution of housing outcomes (Badcock, 1984).
Theyy define the rights of possession, use or development, and may specify how the rewards or
costss of occupation, use, or exchange should be allocated. A number of contingent relations
mayy influence the actualisation of property relations between owners of land and residential
developers.. These are listed below.
ContingentContingent relations influencing the definition of property rights may include:
Locationn of land, accessibility to end users, existence of related infrastructure.
Landd tenure: leasehold or freehold.
Certaintyy andflexibilityof land-use or zoningrights:relative value of existing and
potentiall uses.
Costt of developing land, availability of materials, suitability for development.
Costss associated with land holding: taxes, levies, maintenance or transferring property
rights. .
Exclusivityy of land title: undisputed ownership or threat of repossession.
Landd value: inflating, stable or deflating.
Competition,, collaboration, or monopoly position of landowners or purchasers.
AA secure, long-term method of financing purchase.
Capacityy to repay the loan, the prospects of return and rising land value.
Risk-reducingRisk-reducing strategies employed by relevant actors may include:
Clear system of land survey, legally enforceable system of ownership, undisputed
occupationn rights.
Rightt of compulsory purchase or repossession to meet 'public interest' goals.
Lawss permitting the collection of betterment tax on unearned increment in property
values. .
Efficientt and cost-effective system for transferring ownership.
Pricee regulation and compensation based on former usage.
State-subsidisedd infrastructure provision.
Landd use planning clearly defined, long term, and protective of property values.
Monopolyy selling or buying strategies.
Maximisingg formal and informal influence upon land use defining agents.
Whilstt fundamental to the system of housing provision, property relations do not exclusively
definee housing tenure and urban form. Thefinancialrelations of housing provision also play
ann integral and influential role in housing outcomes. Housing is costly to produce. Developers
andd purchasers of housing, whether they are voluntary, private or state institutions, often
requiree the use of borrowed capital to purchase land and materials, or the labour required in
orderr to complete, maintain or refurbish a particular dwelling. In return for capital, the lender
orr investors (joint venture partners, governments, public banks, retail banks, foreign banks,
buildingg societies, merchant banks, insurance companies and pension funds) will require a
definedd schedule of instalments or dividends. A wide range of contingent relations, as
indicatedd below, defines the actual processes of housing credit provision.
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ContingentContingent relations influencing the definition offinancialrelations may include:
Interest rate conditions.
Existence of lenders offering favourable terms and conditions.
Competition, collaboration or monopolisation of credit providers for particular
segmentss of the housing market.
Lending criteria, portfolio policies, services offered and territory of operation
(includingg 'red lining').
Risk-return ratio of housing investment relative to other forms of investment, which
influencee the volume of credit available.
Desired liquidity and mobility of investment
Perceived credit worthiness of borrower, existence of desired security.
Existence of a range of financial products providing borrowers with a competitive
choice. .
Degree of integration of lenders with other components of the housing network such
ass mortgage lending, land banking, infrastructure investment, residential construction,
retaill development, etc.
Risk-reducingRisk-reducing strategies employed by relevant actors may include:
Fixedd interest rates, monetarist policies, interest rate subsidies.
Techniquess for assessing credit risk andrisk-avoidingconventions.
Promotionn of certain financial management norms, values, processes and standards.
Promotionn of practices supportive of maximising of property values and rents.
Rightt of repossession over the property or other assets of the borrower.
Demandingg an equity share in the development or defined share of the profits.
Securityy funds to protect investors from defaulting borrowers.
Governmentt policy regulating the system of credit provision.
Cross-nationall treaties defining borrowing limits of governments.
Subsidiess to channel investment into particular sectors.
Mutuallyy reinforcing lending strategies, land banking, or company directorships.
Establishmentt of savings clubs and building societies.
Thee way housing is 'consumed' not only relates to property rights orr investmentt mechanisms,
butt also to the system of labour relations and welfare provisions affecting the consumption of
housingg services, which emerges over a long period of time (Castles, 1998,1988; Kemeny,
1992;; Therbom, 1989). Family members, social networks, the wider community, as well as
private,, voluntary or state institutions may provide housing assistance (Kemeny, 1992). As
indicatedd below, a wide range of contingent, exogenous relations may influence the system of
labourr and welfare and ultimately housing consumption.
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ContingentContingent relations influencing the definition of labour and welfare relations may include:
Economic value of skills possessed by members of household as determined by the
labourr market or prescribed by the state.
Gender relations within a household allocating participation in paid work.
Economic relations within the household and wider community networks.
Existing labour-market norms, including discrimination against older men, migrants or
marriedd women in times of job scarcity.
Informal or formal support services, such as affordable orfreechild-care.
Economic policies of government regulating job growth, wage levels; such trade-offs
andd conditions that influence the ability of households to consume certain housing
services. .
Role of labour organisations in promoting certain forms of housing production and
services. .
System of social security, which may or may not cover ongoing housing expenses
followingg retirement from the paid worksforce.
Role of welfare organisations in diverting collective resources to or away from
housing-relatedd support.
Risk-reducingRisk-reducing strategies employed by relevant actors may include:
Wage indexation, agreements and more general accords to regulate income levels and
workingg conditions.
Income transfers to maintain a certain level of purchasing power amongst households.
Housing allowances to assist payment of housing costs.
Rent regulations to reduce or sustain a certain level of housing costs.
Income and life insurance
Thee above selection of relations: property,financialand welfare, as well as their
contingenciess and risk-reducing strategies, should not be perceived as an exclusive, isolated or
fixedd set of relations. Nevertheless, in Chapter 5 a more elaborate argument will be made as to
whyy these and not others should be the focus. Further, as stressed in the previous section,
clustersclusters of conflicting necessary and contingent relations underlie urban form, the
organisationn of housing production and the type of housing services consumed. These
relationss interact with one another in a way mat is causally significant and therefore, they
cannott be conceived in isolation. Finally, as illustrated above, the state plays an integral and
contestedd role in the definition of these relations. For this reason, analysing the role of the
statee is an important element for explaining change and difference in housing systems.
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3.6.. Comparing Housing Solutions
Ass stressed throughout this Chapter, a well-developed ontology of housing systems provides
ann important foundation for explaining differences between them. Combined with a defined
logicc for gaining further understanding of housing systems, a coherent methodological
packagee should also inform the data collection and analysis strategy. Two relevant issues are
consideredd below: the level of comparison and the problem of time and space.
3.6.11 The Level of Comparison
Informedd by critical realism, forms of housing are perceived in terms of experienced reality,
actuall housing institutions, and underlying social relations which form causal clusters of
generativee necessary and contingent relations.
AA comparison of experiences or perceptions can be a useful starting point for a more
comprehensivee explanation. Such studies try to account for differences by analysing the
formativee constraints influencing perception. Yet, such a comparison will only highlight
differencess and cannot explain them.
Att present, 'event level' analysis dominates cross-national housing research: comparing
policies,, regulatory mechanisms, allowances, investment levels and management models.
Givenn the pragmatic aims of government-commissioned research, often with tight time-lines,
suchh research can lead to isolated descriptions of current policies rather than comprehensive
explanationss for the differences between them.1
Moree explanatory research should promote the comparison of underlying causal mechanisms
thatt generate differences between housing systems (Terhorst and Van de Ven, 1997;
Therborn,, 1989; Harloe, 1987,1995, Dickens et al. 1985) and indeed understand why policy
transfusions,, from one country to another, are often rejected by the host.
3.6.22 The Problem of Time and Space
AnyAny period of history chosen at random reveals uncertainties, and the modern
ageage is decidedly no exception. Society is more complex than ever before, and is
constantlyconstantly in motion. (Klien, 1975:viii)
Moree reflective academic studies11 have established a clear trend away from static, atomistic
policyy comparisons towards more contextualised, historical approaches, which aim to explain
differencee in housing systems (Bourne, 1990). However, comparative explanation through
analysiss of event chronologies continues to be problematic. Whilst researchers have
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KJeinman (1996) makes the point more forcefully:
'whichh [countries] have the best policies?' ... often seems to lurk around the comer in
comparativee studies (particularly those funded by national governments) is intellectually a deadend.. Trying to determine which country has the 'best' housing policy is an utterly fruitless
exercisee (ibid, 1996:16).
1
'' Terhorst and Van de Ven, 1997; Boelhouwer and Van der Heijden, 1992; Balchin, 1996; Power, 1993; Van
Vliet,, 1990; Harloe, 1987,1995; Kleinman, 1996; Donnison, 1967; Donnison and Ungerson, 1982.
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recognisedd the significance of events and their explanation in context, the treatment of time
remainss somewhat of a puzzle.
Thee answer lies, once again, in the level of comparison. It is considered helpful to postulate a
feasiblee preliminary model of causal relations, which uniquely underlie each case for
comparison.. The packaging (and re-packaging) of causal relations tends to emerge over a long
periodd of time. Retroductively, this package should be postulated, tested and revised to
capturee the multi-causal, contingency basis of housing solutions (Steinmetz, 1998:174) in
timee and space. Once a model of causality sufficiently explains empirical reality in a single
case,, comparison can be made at the level of causal mechanisms with other cases. This
processs prompts the researcher to define what is distinctive about each country and, in
particular,, explain why differences have emerged.
Thus,, comparison over time is a process that occurs within, rather than between, the case
studies.. It enables the researcher to define the clustering of necessary relations, the role of
contingentt conditions and the direction and nature of change. Comparing patterns of housing
eventss or housing histories, such as policy developments, population growth, or house prices
iss illuminating when the reasons for difference or change have also been analysed.
3.633 Comparing Two Housing Solutions - The Netherlands and Australia
Thee Netherlands and Australia are often respectively categorised as 'Old' and "New' World
advancedd capitalist countries, with different modes of welfare provision underpinning their
sociall and economic development (Castles, 1998). The Netherlands, with its relatively strong
welfaree state and social rental housing, is contrasted with liberal and laissez faire home
owningg countries such as Australia. Contrastive comparisons are easy to make. Figures
comparingg state expenditure, tenure forms and housing subsidies have become more widely
availablee with the establishment of multi-national, regional and global organisations such as
thee OECD, United Nations, World Bank and European Commission. However, broad-brush,
empiricallyy driven and often normatively based comparisons tend to polarise and categorise,
ratherr than provide a considered explanation of difference.
Thee proposed comparison of difference and change in the housing solutions of the
Netherlandss and Australia seeks to highlight and explain, rather than merely emphasise the
observable,, obvious distinctions. It is contended that the roots of explanation can be found in
thee unique configuration of necessary and contingent relations present in each country: the
underlyingg package of causal relations generating distinctive housing solutions.
Thee purpose of comparing the Netherlands with Australia is to demonstrate the value of
comparisonss that recognise the structural coherence and embeddedness of two distinct housing
solutions.solutions. It will be argued in subsequent Chapters that a unique cluster of property,
investmentt and savings and labour and welfare relations has been mediated by each state in
radicallyy different ways in the Netherlands and Australia.
Thee Dutch solution of social rental housing and urban containment has emerged over a very
longg period of time. It stems form the granted role of municipalities in land allocation, the role
off the state in channelling housing investment, the fragmentation of labour relations and
pillarisationn by religious affiliation, and the strong perceived link between housing costs,
wagess and international economic competitiveness. In contrast, the Australian solution has
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centredd an land speculation fuelled by the prospect of urban expansion, underpinned by statefinancedd infrastructure provision and, until recently, a protected circuit of capital supporting
affordable,, individual home ownership for working households.
Considerablee differences can be found in several key social relations, which intersect with and
underpinn the housing systems in both countries, notably the relations affecting property rights,
investmentt and savings and labour and welfare. For example, the institutions, market
conditionss and dominant ideas surrounding property rights affecting land use, development
andd urban form are fundamentally different in the Netherlands and Australia. Also the flow of
investmentt into low and moderate-income housing has taken radically different routes
supportingg the production of very different housing tenures. Further, the interaction of labour
relationss affecting wages with tenure, welfare and broader economic relations also differs in
significantt ways. Closer analysis of the development and interaction of these relationships is
consideredd a fruitful pathway towards explanation of difference.
Thee study proposes a comparison between the shifting housing solutions of the Netherlands
andand Australia during the 20th century. The approach, outlined below, aims to make a critical
contributionn to conventional explanations by contrasting the packaging of necessary relations
thatt exist in both countries and undertaking detailed research to establish their validity
(Harloe,, 1991:129-130).
Thee Dutch and Australian housing systems have experienced a number of internal and
externall influences throughout their development. These influences have been internalised
withinn the housing solution in different ways. Their responses are tied to the causal relations
andd sustained by path-dependent behaviour. Thus, whilst major changes may take place,
traditionall ideas and processes may continue to persist (in the short or long term). Analysing
thiss process of change and contrasting various periods over time will highlight the relative
'stickiness'' of particular generative causal mechanisms in each country and suggest prospects
forr the future.
Too highlight the significance and robustness of causal clusters underlying the different
'solutions'' a long trajectory of development will be examined, which extendsfromthe mid
19thh to the end of the 20th century. This trajectory encompasses various phases of adaptation,
coherencee and crisis, leading to the emergence, establishment, acceleration and decline of
specificc housing solutions emergent from the repackaging of relations underpinning
distinctivee forms of housing tenure and urban form in each country.
Figuree 3.4 outlines the comparative strategy as follows. It is postulated (p) that the necessary
sociall relations of labour and welfare (L), investment and savings (I) and property (P) have
beenn differently 'packaged' and mediated by the state (S) in the Netherlands (N) and Australia
(A).. The research process analysing the necessary and contingent relations underpinning each
periodd helps to revise and refine (r) the initial postulated cluster. Comparison of refined
clusterss provides the basis for explanation of difference between the two case studies.
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Havingg postulated the causal boundaries influencing the development of housing systems in
thee Netherlands and Australia, it will be possible to put forward an empirically grounded,
theoreticallyy informed explanation of how these causal clusters have influenced the processes
off housing promotion, production and allocation within each housing solution. In particular,
thee different low to moderate income housing solutions of compact social rental housing and
low-densitylow-density home ownership can be contrasted and understood towards an explanation for
divergence. divergence.
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Chapterr 4 Alternative Theories for the Composition and
Dynamicss of Housing Provision
4.11 Introduction
Housingg is a very complex object to study and there are many different ways to perceive
modess of provision. This Chapter provides a critical review of existing ontological
frameworkss for perceiving housing and its many, multi-faceted dimensions.
Ass outlined in Chapter 2, ontology refers to be nature of reality and how it is to be perceived.
Inn this case the nature of the social world with specific reference to housing provision. Critical
realismm (CR) is a philosophy of science with a particular ontological perspective. This entails
aa structured notion of reality with related, overlapping domains of real (mechanisms), actual
(events)) and empirical (experience).
Thee following discussion concerns a purposeful selection of perspectives in housing studies
thatt fall within one or more of these ontological domains. Some perspectives locate the reality
off housing provision wholly within the realm of actors perceptions (strong social
constructionism),, others stress the significance of officially recorded and observed
quantitativee or qualitative events (econometrics, historical biography). There are also
perspectivess that stress the significance of potentially unobservable social structures
(structuress of housing provision). Often, ontological perspectives in housing studies implicitly
incorporatee several domains of reality (experience, events and mechanisms), as identified by
CR. .
Too begin, it is helpful to recall the multiple meaning housing holds for different, often
conflicting,, agents involved in provision: the households, land developers, financiers,
producers,, and multiple government agencies, which all have roles to play. For households, a
dwellingg may provide shelter, sanctuary or sense of 'home '. Access may imply a bundle of
rightsrights and responsibilities and ownership a symbol of social difference, or source of economic
burden.. Other agents clearly hold different perspectives: as capital investment; rental return; a
formm of social control or solution to social demands.
Givenn these different often-conflicting perspectives, what is the most appropriate and
comprehensivee way to view forms of housing provision? The next section moves from
subjective,, singular perceptions of provision to consider the contribution of sociology,
geography,, economics and political science towards an ontology of housing provision and
change. .

4.22 Competing Housing Ontologies
Thee following selective description moves across a continuum of competing housing
ontologies,, from those that are strongly agency oriented, to those in the more structuralist
camp.. This is a useful way of ordering what can appear to be a random selection of
approaches.. It enables the reader to distinguish between 'flat' and 'deep' ontological
alternatives:: those mat reduce reality to empirical data sets, or emphasise the role of actors,
institutions,, and more durable and pervasive social structures. A summary is provided in
tabularr form following a short discussion.
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Too begin with perspectives which place actors in the driving seat of housing provision. Social
constructionismconstructionism emerged during the 1980s to counter Functionalist structural theory.
pluralismm was dismissed as in the 1970s, structuralism has now fallen out of favour for several
reasons:: its tendency towards theory determinism, diminution of individuals to dopes, and
inabilityy to explain difference and change. A post-modernist and post-structuralist turn now
dominatess theoretical developments and social constructionism, with its actor centeredness,
hass taken centre stage (Sayer, 2000).
SocialSocial constructionists take lay perceptions of housing very seriously. They consider that
everydayy concepts provide the basis for many housing related actions (Blaikie, 1993:177).
Strongg social constructionists claim that housing reality only exists at the level of experience
andd that it is not necessary to look beyond die reality perceived by actors (Brandsen, 2001,
Winter,, 1994). Weaker social constructionists acknowledge the importance of meaning and
identityy in shaping actions, but also look outside the realm of subjective perception, to
examinee the material and socially constructed influences shaping agency (Kemeny, 1983).
Theree are a number of housing ontologies that try to bring various institutions and market
processess into the realm of view (Boelhouwer and Van der Heiden, 1992; Oxley and Smith,
1996;; Ambrose, 1991). Of these, Ambrose's Chain of Housing Provision (CHP) highlights the
varietyy of organisations involved in different phases of housing provision and political,
economicc and social forces that influence them (Ambrose, 1991, 1994; Barlow and Duncan,
1994;; Doling 1997). This approach is very useful in placing housing in a wider context and
recognisingg the different interests involved throughout provision. Linked housing phases or
taskss include development promotion, investment, construction, allocation, maintenance and
redevelopment.. Any one of these tasks may be undertaken by private (for profit or non-profit)
orr public agents. Their actions are subject to effective demand and need, influenced by levels
off savings and spending, cultural and demographic factors and statutory responsibilities. A
diagramm illustrating the CHP approach is provided in the Appendix 1.
However,, Ambrose' holistic scheme is neither complete nor objective. Market interactions
onlyy seem to appear in the allocation phase. Land transactions, defined by propertyrightsand
markett conditions, are left out altogether. The scheme also implies that democratically elected
publicc sector agencies are more responsive to need, whilst other providers, only to effective
demandd (see appendix la for an elaboration). This could promote a rather uncritical and
oversimplifiedd conception of state-market relations and responsibilities, which other housing
ontologiess have tried to overcome (esp. Marcuse, 1986). Doling (1997) attempts to emphasise
particularr links in the chain, linking 'land' and 'building materials' with 'construction' and
'finance'' across all stages. Yet the problem still remains that processes in the chain seem to
'float'' and the real relations that bind them remain vague. An elaboration of Doling (1997) is
providedd in appendix lb.
Theree are a number of researchers who try to explain differences in state-market relations
affectingg housing provision by placing housing agents in their specific political contexts.
Notablee amongst these is Lundqvist (1992), who examines different forms of market
interventionn in housing provision under various political coalitions and institutional settings.
Accordingg to his theory, market weak political parties use their power resources
(constituencies)) to move the boundaries of state-market relations in their favour, promoting
non-market,, public interventions in the housing market to reduce consumption costs.
Lundqvist'ss typology of state interventions is illustrated in Appendix 2. The actions of such
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partiess are influenced by their perception of other actors in a competitive political
environmentt or institutional setting, the direction and extent of past housing policy and tenure
forms,, and the policy networks (public bureaucracy and organised private interests) which
supportt them. Whilst Lundqvist's power resource-institutional theory is an advance on
benevolentt perceptions of the state (Marcuse, 1986), it is blinkered by the boundaries of his
ownn discipline of political science, blocking out other important dimensions of explanation,
namelyy the economic relations of housing provision.
Unlikee Lundqvist's model of political resources, econometric models examine market
interactionss of aggregated categories of individuals, based on numerous assumptions
concerningg consumer choice, market and sub-market characteristics. The notion of a housing
markett or sub-market (Paris, 1993) implies more than the mere interaction of buyers and
sellers,, but a mechanism for the production and distribution of housing. However, often crude
theoreticall assumptions are embellished in market models, such as rational choice or
equilibriumm theory, and adopted as essential market attributes (for a critique see Barlow and
Duncann 1994; Paris, 1993; Maclennan, 1982; Whitehead, 1974). The contrast between perfect
marketss and market failure is amplified, promoting the removal of regulation impeding open
competition,, in order to maximize available 'choice', usually based on ones capacity to pay.
Theree is also a danger that markets are treated as closed systems, cut off from other market
segmentss and downplaying their unpredictable contingent conditions. Depending on the
qualityy of the data and of the model itself, market transactions (i.e. interactions between
people)) may become overly aggregated and generalised, isolated from relative social and
materiall contexts and submerge important socio-spatial differences (contrast Leuvensteijn and
Koning,, 2000 with Lawson, T 1997).
Inn contrast to traditional, econometric models, housing provision can also be perceived as a
systemm of economic interactions embedded in an institutional setting (Bengs and Rönka,
1994;; Ball, 1998; Boléat, 1985; Whitehead, 1974). This setting can be defined in many
differentt ways: as a set of norms or conventions as in behavioural theory; or rules guiding
actors,, as in game theory; a coherence of rules, actors and ideologies as in regime theory; or
interactingg modes of capital accumulation and social regulation, as in regulation theory. The
mainn thrust of all these approaches is to move away from simplistic notions of rational choice,
equilibrium,, closed and 'free1 markets, to acknowledge the importance of environment in
shapingg housing related interactions. In other words, markets are not free but socially
constructed,, emerging from important power relations and contingent conditions and enacted
byy agents with different and conflicting (not always rational) interests. A good example of the
sociall and material construction of housing markets is the empirical study by Bengs and
Rönkaa (1994), which highlights the degree of vertical or horizontal integration between
companiess involved in different phases of provision, i.e. land development, housing
constructionn and mortgage provision, generating monopolistic tendencies in Finnish housing
provision. .
Thee argument that space mediates broader economic and social process (such as deindustrialisationn and globalisation) prompted a number of local and regional studies in the
Unitedd Kingdom and Scandinavia during the 1980s. Difference in forms of housing provision
alsoo emerged as an important theme and debate in urban and housing studies (Duncan and
Barlow,, 1994, Elander, 1991; Dickens et al 1985). Various theories of explanation emerged
andd are elaborated upon in the following section under the themes: welfare regime shifts,
crisiss model, generative mechanisms, and regulation theory.
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Towardss more structural approaches along our ontological continuum, we find a number of
housingg approaches that stress particular social relations shaping forms of housing provision.
Inn capitalist societies, some aspects of housing production, exchange and consumption may
becomee highly commodified, whilst others remain decommodified. Exploitation of surplus
valuee may occur within land transactions; whilst securing development rights; employing
labourr and materials; in the exchange of dwellings; and ongoing housing maintenance.
Further,, consumption of certain forms of housing may demand participation in the paid labour
markett and (re) enforce certain modes of domestic labour exploitation (i.e. unpaid, gendered,
unevenlyy shared). The Structure of Provision approach (Ball, 1998,1992, 1983) provides a
meta-framework,, but no universal theory, to promote more comprehensive analysis of
relevantt social relations when examining different forms of housing provision. A diagram
illustratingg application of the SHP approach to home ownership in Britain is provided in
Appendixx 3.
Alongg similar lines, a strong urban political economy stream has emerged in housing studies,
focusingg upon the social relations of housing provision, and providing explanations for
differencess in various countries (Berry, 1999; Barlow and Duncan, 1994; Stone, 1986;
Stillwell,, 1986, Watson and Austerberry, 1986; Ball, 1983).
4.2.11 Summary of Ontological Alternatives for Perceiving Forms of Housing Provision
Thee following table (1) provides a concise summary of a number of different ways to perceive
housingg provision as promoted by key authors in thefield,loosely ordered from agency to
moree structurally orientated sociological world views. It is always a danger to place particular r
authorss in categories. Not only the categories may need revision, but the selection of authors
mayy miss the mark, some may have moved on or belong to several different categories. Yet I
invitee debate on this first attempt, especially where it helps to clarify different perspectives
andd highlight the significance of ontology and causality in housing studies.
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4.2.22 A Critical Review of Ontological Alternatives
Thee above discussion outlined a number of different ways to perceive the provision of
housing,, ordered from agency to more structuralist approaches. It is now time to make an
explicitt and justified selection of useful concepts to be adopted and refined for the purposes of
explainingg difference and change in divergent forms of housing provision.
Firstt and foremost, this selection is made from the ontological position of critical realism
(CR)) as outlined in Chapter 2 and briefly in the beginning of this Chapter. This ontological
approachh demands that housing be considered as a complex object, structured by the
experiencee of agents whose (in) actions are influenced by socially and materially contingent
contexts,, past events in housing history and constrained by more durable social relations
pervadingg forms of provision.
AA number of ways of perceiving housing provision clearly fall outside this ontological
approach.. Namely, approaches that narrowly confine housing reality to the perception of
actors,, empirical data sets, organisational charts or official policy history. These ontological
perspectivess are too 'flat* reducing complex structured reality to observable, recorded and
experiencedd 'facts', ignoring the possibility of influences 'beyond view'.
Strongg social constructivism, which places much emphasis upon the perception and actions of
actors,, is also at odds with a critical realist approach. The perception of housing consumers,
producerss and policy makers is indeed socially constructed but also materially constrained. A
personn may think of their home is a castle, but in reality it maybe something quite different,
andd it is the role of the researcher to appreciate this. In Saver's direct words:

fojffojf course knowledge and social phenomena are socially constructed; but that
doesn'tdoesn't mean external phenomena (including existing material social
constructions)constructions) cannot influence our interpretations. Nor does acknowled
thatthat we are studying social constructions mean that many social phenomena
cannotcannot have a structural integrity that limits and enables what they can do; in
otherother words recognizing their socially constructed character is not a licence for
aa kind of voluntarism (Sayer, 2000:91 referring to Malik, 1996).
Nevertheless,, researchers are also bound by their own limited perceptions of reality. Often the
availablee data becomes 'larger than life' - and life rather less convincing. Take for example
Incomee Panel Data used to econometrically test the famous 'Oswald' thesis, which argues that
homeownerss are less mobile and flexible, in employment terms, than renters (Van
Leuvensteijnn and Koning, 2000). Little mention is made of significant and complex economic c
andd social relationships that may affect labour mobility outside the realm of the single
breadwinner.122 As the data analysed simply didn't cover these potentially important
dimensions,, a more comprehensive explanation could not be given. Such research may require
moree intensive qualitative case study research investigating carefully conceived social

122
These socialrelationsmay include their investment in ownership (and other sources of savings), the
transactionn costs associated with moving out of ownership, the implications for the division of domestic labour,
thee need to replace two (not one) incomes, the relative cost of ownership in the new job locations, and the
relativee value placed on socio-cutiural aspects of the living environment (social status of current/proposed
location,, tenure, kinship and community networks, education of children, etc).
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relationships,, rather than the continuous search for regularity within extensive aggregated data
sets. .
Otherr forms of categorisation and representation may also cloud housing reality.
Organisationall charts, such as those produced by Oxley and Smith (1996) and Priemus (1983,
1992)) quickly portray complex organisational relations in certain aspects of housing
provision.. Unfortunately they tend to be rather static, date quickly and give little insight to the
naturee of influential relations between agents (financial dependence, territory of influence,
formm of allegiance) or their materially or socially constructed context (market conditions,
ideologicall hegemony, etc.). Nevertheless, a series of such charts would be preferable,
highlightingg the dynamic interaction between various actors in their dynamic institutional
setting,, subject to key social relations (Hayward, 1992).
However,, several approaches outlined in section 4.2 can be integrated to provide a more
comprehensivee housing ontology.
Att the agency end of the spectrum, the notion of weak social constructionism (Sayer, 2000)
cann help explain actors' agency in housing provision. This concept recognizes the influence
(butt not determinism) of meaning and dominant ideologies that influence the perception of
differentdifferent housing actors (Harloe and Kemeny) in their material and socially constructed
contexts. .
Towardss more institutional approaches, the power resources concept of Lundqvist recognises
unevenn position of different actors in housing provision (Lundqvist). It draws attention to the
powerr of certain types of coalitions that may form to promote more commodified or
decommodifedd forms of provision.
AA more comprehensive account would emerge from a synthesis and elaboration of Ambrose'
Chainn of provision and Ball's structure of housing provision. These ontological frameworks
highlightt die different and related elements of housing provision, each subject to its own
institutionall network, competing ideologies, economic relations and power coalitions.
Finally,, there are no universal laws guiding housing provision over time and space. This does
nott imply that influential social structures do not exist (Ball). Rather, concrete research is
requiredd to define key generative social relations of housing provision (Dickens et al), such as
propertyy (Berry), finance (Boléat) and labour (Sommerville, Hamnett) as they emerge over
timee and space.
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4.33 Why do Housing Systems Change?

Buildingg on the selected concepts for perceiving housing provision, this section critically
reviewsreviews different explanations for change informs of housing provision. Once again, change
andd explanation of its' causes, are evaluated from the chosen ontological perspective of CR. A
numberr of 'middle-range' notions of causality are introduced and summarised in tabular form.
Att the end of this section, arguments for a particular 'middle range' notion of causality are put
forward. .
Criticall realists perceive change and causality in a specific way:

TheThe conception of causal relations as tendencies, grounded in the interactions
ofof generative mechanisms; these interactions may or may not produce events
whichwhich in turn may or may not be observed... the realist conception of
explanationexplanation involves the postulation of explanatory mechanisms and the attem
toto demonstrate their existence. (Outhwaite, 1998:282)
Thee tentative 'may or may not' notion of causality stems from the realist conception of
societyy and sub-components such as networks of housing provision, as open, dynamic and
changingg (Lawson, 1998:149). We cannot predict with certainty what will happen tomorrow,
ass there are so many contingencies that can mediate actual events. Sayer (2000: 13-17) makes
thiss point clearly. Given the structured nature of reality (experience, events and real relations)
thee relationship between cause and effect is not a direct one, but mediated by contingent
conditionss that may impede, blockk or exaggerate an effect. Thus, the discovery of (partial)
empiricall regularities (correlations) provides no proof of causality, especially in an open and
contingencyy laden system.13 The search for causality involves the exposure of necessary
relationss forming underlying causal mechanisms, which begins with the following contrastive
andd counterfactual questions:
1.. What does this form of housing provision (A) presuppose (B)?
2.. Can this form of housing provision (A) exist without the above (B)?
3.. How does changee in (B) relate to a change in the state of (A), given the open,
interactivee nature of housing provision?
4.. Does the postulated causal mechanism (B) provide an empirically adequate
explanation? ?
5.. What is the relative explanatory power of the postulated causal mechanism (B)
comparedd with other competing hypothesis (C, D)?
(Adaptedfrom(Adaptedfrom Sayer, 2000:16, Lawson, T, 1998:149-160)
Thuss the challenge is torevealthe pervasive social relations and their contingencies of
generativee significance to diverging forms of housing provision.
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Although it may provide stimulating clues! (see Lawson, T. 1998:149-152).
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4.3.11 Competing Notions of Causality in Forms of Housing Provision
Criticall realism offers a specific notion of causality, pitched at the ontological level of'being'.
Theree are many other 'middle range' definitions of causality relevant to explanations of
changee in housing provision and a selection is outlined below. Not all of these are compatible
withh or adaptable to therealistapproach and their relative merits are discussed following the
summaryy table.
Oncee again the selection is loosely ordered according to the agency-structure continuum, as
appliedd in section 4.1. This enables the reader to distinguish between more superficial (flat) or
comprehensivee (deep) ontologies, which may be implicit in any notion of causality.
Wee begin with Random Utility Theory, which perceives human agency as the making of
choicess between alternatives on the basis of observed and unobserved attributes,, differences in
tastess between the decision makers, and uncertainty or lack of information. Little is theorised
aboutt the referents of these choices, i.e. the material and socially constructed world that lies
outsidee the individual. Institutions shaping choices are left out in a world perceived as
cumulativee outcome of random choices. Such theories are most commonly applied in studies
concerningg consumer behaviour in the housing market or housing demandd (Maclennan, 1982).
Givenn a range of choices, housing consumers are assumed to make optimising decisions. The
outcomee of these decisions stimulates supply to meet demand. Changes in forms of housing
provision,, such as rising rates of home ownership, are explained as a calculated outcome of
cumulativee consumer preference.
Moree complex theories of human agency include Chaos theory, poetically defined by Young
ass follows:
InIn the world of actual, living, thinking and acting human beings, Chaos theory
opensopens up space for human agency in ways not possible in either God-hewn
worldsworlds or in clock-like models of social life. Chaos theory provides empirical
groundinggrounding for an exercise of human agency in which infinite variety, plurality of
centers,centers, and the variability of postmodern sensibility most comfortably rests.
(Young,(Young, 1992:1)
Soo what does Chaos theory imply when explaining change in systems of housing provision?
Accordingg to this theory of change, the significance of human agency varies according to the
degreee of order and disorder. Windows of opportunity for agency open during periods of flux
orr disorder.14 During suchtimeskey agents such as policy makers, banks, angry tenants and
bankruptt owners, may fill available space for action and expand their scope for human
agency,, to push for new rules and processes that contribute towards a 'new order' in housing
provision. .
Inn contrast, Rational Choice theory (RCT) paints a more purposeful, linear picture of social
causality.. The emergence of norms and institutions based on notions risk and trust has been
explainedd from an individualist, rational choice and exchange perspective that derives from
neo-classicall economics (Olson, 1965) and behavioural psychology (Simmel, 1955).
144
For example (fairing a period of economic crisis, a radical shift in thinking about the role of government,
excessivee housing costs, or high mortgage defaults.
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RCTT implies that members of a group, community or society act individually or collectively
inn order to maximise their own personal utility (Somerville, 1999). People compulsively make
decisions,, in a competitive environment that maximise their desired value and potential
rewards.. Collective choices are made to minimise individual costs and maximise group
advantage,, spreading costs more thinly across a group of members (Ostrom, 1990). The
commonn resource pool over which struggles occur defines the context of choice and value. In
thiss way RCT aims to explain the rules guiding individual and collective behaviour. This
theoryy perceives forms of housing provision as the cumulative outcome of rational individual
andd collective choice. RCT has prompted complex construction of behavioural models,
applyingg ideas from game, exchange, transaction cost and strategic interaction theories (Jary
andd Jary, 1991).
Thee concepts of risk and trust have been strongly associated with RCT (but not necessarily so)
particularlyy in studies of organisational and inter-firm behaviour. To minimize the transaction
costss between agents engaged in an exchange process, certain norms, rules and processes
evolve,, such as contracts and standard forms of payment, suiting certain markets and
technologicall resources and minimising the "expense and risk of unwanted outcomes" (Ball,
1998). .
Trustt is also a concept that has been applied to macro as well as micro political, cultural and
economicc phenomena. Tied to a social system of role expectations, trust is said to be the
lubricantt of social exchange at the "outer limits of social systems" (Sargent, 1999:1694). Trust
concernss the partners' ability to perform as expected, reliably, without opportunistic
defection.. Co-operative dependence will occur when two or more partners believe that
opportunisticc behaviour is unlikely to occur, based on perceived propensity for abuse and the
incentivess for opportunistic behaviour (Nooteboom, 1995:12). Erosion of trust necessitates
thethe development of codes of behaviour, formalised monitoring, extensive, coercive contracts
andd penalty systems. According to this group of causal concepts, the interaction of risk
reducingg strategies and trust enhancing norms cumulatively builds the institutions
underpinningg different forms of housingg provision.
Bothh concepts: risk and trust, have recently entered the field of sociology. Most notable
contributionss have been made by Beck (1992) on contemporary, uncertain and dynamic 'risk
society',, Beck, Giddens and Lash (1994) on reflexive modernisation and Fukyama (1995) on
crosss national assessment of the role of trust, cultural values and social capital upon economic
performance.. The risk society thesis has also emerged in property and housing studies (s.f.
Allen,, 1999; 6, 1998; Berry and Dalton, 2000; Guy and Harris, 1997 as elaborated in Chapter
3)) concerning shifts in social vulnerability, policy decision-making and property investment.
Movingg away from agent oriented explanations of causality, corporate and managerial
theoriess stress the uneven power relations between housing agents involved in housing
provision.. In addition to capitalist interests, agents of the state such as local government
officers,, urban planners, tenant managers, and real estate agents and other housing
professionalss mediate the distribution of housing resources (information, access, privileges)
makingg their mark upon the form and outcomes of the housing network (Saunders, 1983;
Pahl,, 1975; Simmie, 1981, Dunleavy, 1981).
Specificc characteristics of housing have been elevated to causal significance. Housing tenure,
perceivedd as the bundle ofrightsand responsibilities, is considered by some researchers to
influencee one's power resources and position within social and economic structures. The
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resultingg 'housing classes1 debate, concerning the significance of tenure, remains unresolved
inn housing studies (Rex and Moore, 1967; Saunders 1983; Forrest, 1983; Winter, 1994;
Barloww and Duncan, 1988; Marcuse, 1994).
Anotherr unresolved theoretical debate concerns the role of the state and its relative autonomy
fromm capitalist relations of housing production, exchange and allocation. In many policy
relatedd studies, there has been a tendency to perceive the state as an independent, benevolent
andd more recently, as meddling agent. Alternative explanations emphasize the embeddedness
off the state within broader social and economic structures (Jessop, 1990; Marcuse, 1986;
Kemeny,, 1983; Lundqvist, 1990, Stillwell, 1986). The search for generalized, universal state
roless is futile, given their inherently contingent bound definition.
AA key difference between structural and actor centred explanations, is the claim by the former
thatt objects and events are embedded in key social relations. Such theories focus upon the
definitionn of specific social relations in housing provision and the role of the state. These
includee the relations of savings and investment, the exploitation of land, materials and labour
relationss in the formal work place and their (gendered) reproduction in me home, as well as
circuitss of capital accumulation throughout the production, consumption and exchange
process.. Nevertheless, agents produce and reproduce relations, and thus their behaviour
remainss integral to causal explanation.
'Relationists'' argue that particular, context defined sets of social relations, cumulatively form
differentt types of causal chains, which can explain divergence in forms of housing provision.
Thesee causal chains or mechanisms, in combination with contingent relations and other
necessaryy relations, help to explain the nature and development of housing related events and
experiencess (Jessop, 1990, Sayer, 1984, 2000; Dickens et al 1985). According to Ball et al
(1988): :
TheThe determination of changes in housing provision is a complex historical
processprocess whose explanation can only be investigated through detailed empirical
analysisanalysis (Ball, Harloe and Marteens, 1988:32).
Accordingly,, there are no universal definitions of social relations. Thus, the theoretical
challengee is to define the causal mechanisms generating difference through concrete case
studyy research.
RecognitionRecognition that social forms (like housing provision) and their causes can only
bebe understood in the particular does not mean that we should reject any
identificationidentification ofstructural mechanisms. This would leave us in the fake world of
volunteerism,volunteerism, where people do what ever they independently happen to think of
next,next, as though no other people or society had ever existed... a world of myriad
assortedassorted and apparently random events (Dickens et al, 1985:2).
Onee of the few, published realist inspired explanations of variability and change in housing
structuress is provided by Dickens, Duncan, Goodwin and Gray (198S). The authors adopt an
early-realistt approach in their study of Sweden and Britain to emphasize the importance the
keyy social relations of labour and property upon the role of the state in housing. They argue
thatt differences between housing systems result from the effect of local contingencies upon
thesee relations. Towards this goal they research two local case studies under one national
housingg system. These local contingencies, which surround and interact with forms of housing
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provisionn in Britain and Sweden, include the tradition and role of organized labour and
government,, the level of class-consciousness and the regime of private capital. This strategic
historicall approach promotes consideration of contingent relations such as the financial
markets,, the building process, labour relations and the system of land ownership.
Movingg on towards more structural approaches, concepts arising from political economy can
assistt the conceptualisation of causality in dynamic and divergent housing systems. Harvey,
(19788 in Berry, 1983) considers the process of urban (and housing) development as being
contradictoryy and conflict ridden. As no overarching strategy orchestrates competitive,
monopolisticc and uneven development, it is punctuated by crises in the process of capital
accumulationn (Berry, 1983). At the local level, different forms of capital accumulation falter
inn crises and, in the drive to accumulate, new structural solutions are found, mediated by
broaderr forces and contingent conditions (Harvey, 1973, Wright, 1978, Berry, 1983).
Accordingg to regulation theory, which emerged from political economy, urban development
shouldd not be viewed in functional economic terms, but as an interaction between modes of
socialsocial regulation and capital accumulation. The urban development process, which
encompassess the provision of housing, is regarded as internally contradictory, lurching from
periodss of crises to structural coherence. The reasons for the sustained provision of housing
existencee lie in the interaction between modes of capital accumulation and the 'regulation' of
society,, generating spatial unevenness and change in forms of housing provision. Yet once
again,, any theory of explanation for specific forms of housing provision must be concretely
derivedd via intensive geo-historical research (Chouinard, 1996; Painter and Goodwin, 1995;
Goodwin,, 2000; Florida and Feldman, 1988).
Developmentss in welfare theory force housing researchers to consider the wider social
relationss influencing forms of housing provision, and examine the different role housing plays
inn the reproduction of labour power. In recent years, various explanations for convergence,
divergencee and change in welfare states have been put forward (Esping-Andersen, 1996;
Kemeny,, 1992; Taylor-Gooby, 1991,1991a). Kemeny (1992) has specifically argued for an
extensionn of this theoretical work to the realm of housing and the integration of a more
inclusivee definition of 'welfare' (beyond income transfers) with the concept of 'residence'.
AA number of policy scientists, welfare economists and sociologists have examined the link
betweenn welfare and housing. A good example is the work of Castles (1997, 1997a) who
considerss the role Australian home ownership plays in providing horizontal, life cycle social
security,, and influencing national systems of welfare as well as the levels of expenditure on
pensions.. Retrenchment of the welfare state has been another focus for housing researchers,
especiallyy in Britain (Forrest and Murie, 1988, Taylor-Gooby et al, 1999) where the role of
municipall housing and local government has been drastically curtailed. At a cross-national
scale,, Barlow and Duncan (1994) compare welfare regimes across Western Europe whilst
KJeinmann (1996) examines the relationships binding forms of housing provision to welfare
andd the state in Britain, Germany and France.
Closelyy related is the many-faceted cross-national debate concerning the convergence of
welfarewelfare systems, including trajectories in systems of housing provision.15 Here it is contended
thatt countries progress through similar phases of economic development and corresponding
statee roles, during which certain forms of housing policy temporarily dominate (Donnison,
155
A usefulreviewof the convergence debate can be found in Kemeny and Lowe, 1997; KJeinman, 1996; and
Sommerville,, 1994.
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1967,, Burns and Grebler, 1977). This approach has been tested and criticised for its
functionalism,, vague notion of causality and insensitivity to difference and divergence
(Kemeny,, 1992, Kemeny and Lowe, 1998, Doling, 1997, Ball, 1988, Kleinman, 1996).
43.22 Summary of Alternatives for Perceiving Causality in Housing Provision
Thee following table (4.2) summarises the very different notions of causality, which have been
appliedd to explain difference and change in forms of housing provision. It is by no means an
exhaustivee compilation, but demonstrates the range of agency and structurally orientated
alternativessfromwhich an explicit choice can be made.
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433433 A critical review of causal explanatory approaches
Havingg summarised various notions of causality implicit in explanations of housing systems,
itt is now time to critically evaluate these alternative positions from the preferred critical
realistt ontological perspective.
Causall explanation, rather than prediction, is the aim of realist research (Haralambos and
Holborn,, 1991:761). Experiences and patterns of events are considered to represent indirect
tracess of causal mechanisms (Bhaskar, 1975 in Blaikic, 1993:59). The aim is to reveal the
causall mechanisms at work, which have influenced the formation of divergent networks of
housingg provision, and compare these mechanisms in order to differences in provision.
Fromm this perspective a number of notions of causality can be rejected: chaos theory, random
choice,, rational choice theory, personal utility and public choice models - which place little or
noo emphasis upon the material or socially constructed context of 'choice* making, or the
interactionn of structure with agency.
Inn the previous section, we selected a specific number of ontological 'devices' to perceive
formss of housing provision. These concepts are coherent with realist ontology as they permit
recognitionn of interacting dimensions of reality: experience, events and social relations,
therebyy acknowledging the complexity and openness of housing provision.
Theree are a number of theories that focus on particular sets social relations, for example:
tenure,, labour, or state-capital. Whilst these theories acknowledge the generative influence of
importantt social relations in housing provision, they tend to provide only partial explanations
forr change, narrowed to the selection of 'isolated' relations. Nor do they provide a theory of
whyy particular relations should be isolated for analysis. Further, there are overly structural
accountss of change in housing provision, which leave little or no room for agency, conflict,
crisess or contingency. Change is regarded as an inevitable outcome of shifting modes of
capitall accumulation. These overly functionalist accounts neglect the mediating role of agents
andd institutions, bounded rationality, institutional fixity and path dependent behaviour.
Naturally,, any preferred notion of causality builds must upon the selection of ontological
conceptss made in section 4.1:
weak social constructionism recognizing the influence (but not determinism) of meaning
andd dominant ideologies that influence the perception of different housing actors in their
materiall and socially constructed contexts.
the uneven position of different actors in housing provision and their coalitions that may
formm to promote more commodifiedd or decommodifed forms of provision.
the different and related elements of housing provision, each subject to its own
institutionalinstitutional network, competing ideologies, economic relations and power coalitions.
The importance of revealing key generative social relations of housing provision such as
property,,financeand labour as they emerge over time and space.

Adoptingg a particular notion causality underlying housing change extends these ontological
assumptions.. Drawing upon the discussion in section 4.2, it is considered that within the
realmm of experience, housing agents are influenced by their uneven, filtered and bounded
perceptionn of risk and trust in complex housing interactions, in their material and socially
constructedd contexts. Depending on the power resources and contingent conditions
influencingg the actions of individual and collective agents, cumulative housing transactions
evolvee to influence the norms, processes and institutions of housing provision. Repeated, path
dependentt interactions may form an institutional architecture, of laws, administrative
processes,, and bureaucracies, which may evolve to consolidate a particular form of provision.
Yett this is not a one-way process or agent 'determinism'. This institutional hierarchy tends to
bee stable when it is coherent with the package of underlying or generative social relations,
whichh are essential to the housing provision process. However, due to the open, crises prone
naturee of capitalist housing relations, stability and coherence are temporary conditions.
Indeed,, even though they are more durable, key relations are also subject to exogenous or
contingentt relations.
Itt will bee argued in Chapter 5 that the architecture of housing provision is particularly
vulnerablee to shifts in the foundation stones: the property relations, the circuit of investment
andd savings and labour and welfare relations. Crises of provision may occur when one or
moree of these essential relations changes too quickly for agents and institutions to adapt. This
crisiss of provision is only overcome when adaptive processes are established and a new phase
off provision in the trajectory of a housing solution evolves.
Inn the following Chapter, this complex, multidimensional notion of ontology and causality is
furtherr elaborated via text and diagrams to cover the key components of a postulate of
provisionn and change in housing networks:
1.. necessary relations of property, savings and investment, welfare and labour; and
theirr emergent properties;
2.. contingency in housing provision;
3.. agency and the concept of risk;
4.. trust and embeddedness;
5.. structural coherence, path dependency and institutional 'fix'; and finally,
6.. crises and adaptation.
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Chapterr 5 Postulating an Explanation for Housing Divergence

AA common aspect of all critical realist research is the priority given to
conceptualizationconceptualization and abstraction, for how we 'carve up' and define our objec
ofof study tends to set the fate of any subsequent research. Realists seek
substantialsubstantial connections among phenomena rather than formal associations of
regularities.regularities. In explaining associations, they seek to distinguish what must be
thethe case from what merely can be the case. Explanation of the social world also
requiresrequires an attentiveness to its stratification, to emergent powers arising from
certaincertain relationships, and to the ways in which the operation of causal
mechanismsmechanisms depends on the constraining and enabling effects of contexts.
RealistsRealists also recognize the concept-dependency of social phenomena and the
needneed to interpret meaningful actions, though since reasons can be causes this is
notnot something separate from or alternative to causal explanation (Sayer,
2000:27). 2000:27).

5.11 Introduction
Inn this Chapter we 'carve up' the object of study: dynamic and different networks of housing
provisionn and propose a particular conceptualisation of how networks change and diverge
overr space and time. This postulate will be employed and revised via two subsequent case
studiess in Australia and the Netherlands.
AA number of explanatory concepts have been distilled and developed from earlier discussions.
Thesee concepts include necessary relations and their emergent powers; contingent conditions,
risk,, trust and agency; embeddedness and path dependency; structural coherence, crises and
reformation.. They are elaborated and synthesised to form a postulated causal mechanism of
divergencee and change.
Thiss postulate will be empirically tested and further developed via intensive case study
researchh in Chapters 6 and 7 and sharpened via counterfactual thinking and contrastive
questioningg in Chapter 8, towards the development of a empirically feasible explanation of
divergencee and change for continuing critique and development.

5.22 Proposed Housing Ontology and Definition of Concepts
HowHow can we decide which processes are necessary for particular outcomes,
whichwhich are contingent, and which are irrelevant? How can we create
appropriateappropriate cut offpoints for investigation, or allocate particular causal claims
toto particular levels of generality? A set of tools is needed - not just theoretical
interpretationsinterpretations but also an epistemological apparatus to help us link structure
andand agency, concept and measurement (Dickens et al, 1985:246)
Itt has been contended 4.3.3 that a particular cluster of social relations holds emergent powers
andd can become 'packaged' or temporarily locked together in coherent albeit inherently crises
pronee ways. This structural coherence tends to differentiate actual housing networks at the
base.base. Forms of housing provision can be differentiated by the definition and packaging of key
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sociall relations concerning property, investment and savings and labour and welfare. The
followingg sections provide a series of arguments for the selection of these key relations.
5.2.11 Necessary Relations

Theree are many different types of housing indicators, which capture and interpret various
dimensionss of housing provision.'6 Indeed, it is easy to drown in a sea of qualitative and
quantitativee detail. Yet if we are interested in the long-term development of housing solutions,
wee must confine our empirical search to uncover traces of the causal mechanisms generating
divergencedivergence and change in open, complex networks of provision. Towards this end, rather m
fishingg in the sea of historical detail and official data sets for possible clues, if is tar more
efficientt to strategically 'zero in' on the key causal aspects of housing provision. Following a
realistt theory of ontology as outlined in Chapter 2, causality can be found in the contingent
definitionn of emergent necessary relations. Yet, to guide this search we need some sort of
theoryy of what these emergent relations are.
Ass indicated in Chapter 3, housing provision is subject to contradictions and conflicts
betweenn fractions of capital, expressed via the interactions between private landowners, house
builders,, building workers, financial institutions, specialist professionals involved in buying,
sellingg and hiring accommodation, and finally owner occupiers, renters and the state. Each of
thesee actors strategically intervenes at one or more stages of housing provision. Ball states
that: :
thethe nature of its intervention and the responses by others to that intervention
areare the key determinants to the present day owner-occupation provision and its
problems.problems. (Ball, 1983:18, emphasis added).
Whatt does Ball mean by "intervention" and "key determinants"? He later goes on to make a
numberr of causal claims concerning the structure of housing provision abstracted from
empiricall research in Britain. To guide our search for the causal mechanisms generating
divergencee in forms of housing provision in Australia and The Netherlands, it will be argued
thatt there are key emergent relations essential to both forms of housing provision, which have
beenn very differently defined over time and space. How these relations have been
contingentlyy defined is of causal significance. The following paragraphs concern the selection
off these emergent relations.

166
Typical indicators measure tenure division, standards of quality, occupancy rates and bousing costs. Whilst
thesee indicators may alert researchers to changes in the housing system, they cannot explain the reasons for
change.. To do so one must to look to the underlying dynamics of housing provision and in particular to the role
off risk sensitive housing actors play who are subject to contingently defined housing relations.
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5.2.22 Property Rights and the Exploitation of land and buildings
HowHow any society regards and manages property, and particularly the ownership
ofof land, is a central defining element, which helps to distinguish the collective
valuevalue system underpinning the institutions ofgovernment and policy formations.
WhilstWhilst property rights and relations underpin class structure, the property
systemsystem also functions as a profoundly important - though often under-rated mechanismmechanism for the transfer of public and private wealth within society
(Badcock(Badcock 1994:425).
Forr the purposes of this research, we define abstract property relations as the distribution of
rightsrights between agents engaged in the occupation, ownership, exploitation and exchange of
landd and or buildings. Theserights,however defined, are considered one of the founding
institutionss of the urban development process, and indeed the network of housing provision.
Alll forms of housing consume space and thus land is an inevitable, integral component of
housingg provision.
LandLand is a peculiar commodity in that: it cannot be done without as all activity
mustmust occupy a space; it is fixed geographically, and unlike other capital goods
cannotcannot be moved around; although many site attributes or improvements can be
modified,modified, the land itself, in being consumed, has a definite permanency and
indestructibilityindestructibility (Badcock 1984:208).
Reall propertyrightsinfluence therightsof access, exploitation and transfer of land. Urban
laws,, policies and practices clarify rights of ownership, occupation, usage, and taxation. These
rightsrights and responsibilities are important because they influence the nature of investment in the
builtt environment. As suggested below, propertyrightsemit signals picked up by conscious
actorss operating in the land market, influencing their perception of risk and consequent
actions. .
PropertyProperty rights are at the heart of the incentive structures of market economies.
TheyThey determine who bears the risk and who gains or losesfromtransactions. In
soso doing they spur worthwhile investment, encourage careful monitoring and
supervision,supervision, promote work effort, and create a constituency for enforceable
contractscontracts (World bank Report, 1996: 48-49).
Thee actual nature and origin of these incentive structures is often overlooked, especially by
supra-nationall organisations. World Bank housing economist Renaud promotes the
developmentt of property relations, which clarify traditional, 'informal' propertyrightsand
supportt the development of land via sound urban planning and primary infrastructure
provision.. Accordingly, with proper land registration, land use control and basic services in
place,, secure lending can occur, and in WB terms, 'enable markets to work' (Renaud,
1999:768). .
Yet,, the power resources to act upon "incentive structures" are unevenly distributed and the
subjectt of intense normative debate. Indeed, the actual (rather than idealised) distribution of
propertyyrights,perceived risks and responsibilities may promote or impede flows of capital
intoo land and housing development. Private propertyrights,characteristics of the land market
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andd the control of associated costs of development, influence patterns of investment: long
term,, speculative, short term.
Powerr in the property process strongly relates to one's position in the land and housing
market:: a tenant in a tight rental market, an overburdened home purchaser desperately trying
too sell, a individual small landholder constrained by planning law, privileged public agency or
monopolyy land purchaser.

ThereThere is, in real life, a world of difference between the property rights attached
toto my 'quarter -acre' block and those attached, say, to the thousands of hectares
ownedowned by a speculator, finance company, insurance company, etc. My
ownershipownership of my quarter-acre block, in practice, gives me the right to occupy i
forfor my own use (shelter, etc.) for as long as I choose, with a fair amount of
psychologicalpsychological security, and to pass it on to my children. It does not give me
opportunityopportunity to profit and to exploit others. But if I owned several properties, o
severalseveral hundred thousand hectares, then the right attached to that ownership
areare precisely the rights to profit, to exploit the labour of others. (Berry,
1983:1983: J27)
Existingg social structures surrounding land tenure: tribal, collective or capitalist, are of causal
significance.. In advanced capitalist economies, home ownership tends to be associated with
landd markets characterised by commodified, freehold tenure.' According to Ball:
[ojwner[ojwner occupation needs the free, rapid and unquestionable transfer of small
landland plots and single dwellings without which it is exceedingly difficult to
borrowborrow on the security of a property (Ball, 1983:29).
Wheree leasehold is the norm, lease market conditions, the pattern of rent reviews and related
provisionss must be acceptable to the financial institutions from which credit is obtained
(Cadmanetal,, 1991).
Butt why are propertyrightsof relevance to housing finance? As mentioned above, land is an
essential,, unavoidable component of housing provision. Obviously, housing is spatially
locatedd and where durable materials and workmanship have been utilized, a relatively
permanentt object. Property rights affect the value of that land upon which the house rests and
visaa versa, the value of the dwelling influences land value. The method of property valuation
andd exchange process are crucial as they affect the transferral of assets and the security
offeredd to investors and lenders. Value can be determined by government, the 'open' market,
definedd by the interaction of buyers and sellers; income value (also sustainable mortgage)
method,, based on the rent stream, operating costs and discounting factors; or reproduction
value,, based on the cost of "bricks and mortar' reconstruction (ECE, 1998:6). Together, the
177
Most recently, private, individual land ownership has been viewed as a necessary pre-requisite in 'growing'
homee ownership. International financial institutions, such as the World Bank, promote the development of
freeholdd land tenure and title registration systems as a means to facilitate and secure investment in individualised
housingg forms in developing countries. Yet private ownership of land tends to promote speculation, as
disastrouslyy experienced in the ownership promoting housing programs in South Africa, ultimately undermining
explicitt policy intentions of affordable housing for low income squatter settlers. In contrast, a number of critical
housingg economists and other commentators (Achtendberg and Marcuse, 1986, Ball, 1983, Berry, 1983) argue
thatt in order to avoid inflationary problems in areas of scarcity, a policy of publicly owned and allocated land is
necessary.. Indeed, many social housing programs such as in The Netherlands, incorporate a high degree of state
interventionn in land development and non-market allocation procedures, to avoid just such problems (Needham,
Kruijt,, Koenders, 1993).
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definitionn of propertyrights(exclusivity, use, exploitation rights and transferability) and the
structuree of the land market (nature of internal and external competition) influence the
exploitablee value of land, house prices and thus, the extraction of surplus value under
commodifiedd housing relations.
Off relevance to this study is the explicit recognition that land value influences the relative
attractivenesss of housing investment and the potential for the extraction of surplus value.
Thus,, not only forms of land tenure, but land market conditions play a key role influencing
thee behaviour of a range of actors including land developers and financial institutions. Indeed,
markett conditions in particular areas may promote or impede levels of investment. Market
conditionss are not only affected by the ebb and flow of demand but are also significantly
structuredd by the actions of the state. Consider the significance of rentfreezing upon the value
off rental dwellings, the importance of expropriation rights on property in the path of new
freewayy and conversely, the imposition of a betterment tax where basic infrastructure is
providedd to Greenfield sites.
Wheree no barriers exist, investment mayflowinto areas perceived to offer relatively less risk
andd greater return on investment. In a negative scenario, market perceptions may become
institutionalised,, leading to declining investments and the practice of red lining: blockading
investment,, accelerating levels of deterioration and causing 'urban blight' in existing
residentiall areas. Institutional barriers may also exist in the public sector, land use plans may
prohibitt housing development in some areas and specify certain densities and housing
standardss in others. Capital gains and inheritance of property may also be taxed. As
mentionedd earlier, the definition of propertyrights,process of land registration and exchange
aree also influential state functions. Together, these actions influence the value of land and the
perceivedd risks to housing investors.
Propertyyrightsinfluence incentive structures in another important way. Real property can
offerr a form of collateral, to be pledged by the borrower to ensure the fulfilment of obligations
inn the event of repayment difficulties and loan default. Throughout the duration of the
mortgage,, any number of unpredictable events may occur preventing payment of interest and
principlee as required by the mortgage contract. Small parcels of land, of sufficient size to
accommodatee a single homeowner, provide a disposable, tangible asset that can be pledged as
debtt security. The threat of re-possession of such an asset, so intimately entwined with the
dwellingg that rests upon it, re-enforces the borrowers obligations under the mortgage contract.
Landd also provides a convenient hedge against inflation. Thus, lenders tend to have a 'natural'
interestt in the value of the pledged collateral and may monitor any maintenance and
alterationss to the property that in turn, may influence its capital and operational value. Indeed,
inn the case of rental housing, the value of the dwelling partially depends on its capacity to
generatee rental revenue. In a competitive market, the landlord must ensure a reasonable rent to
qualityy ratio in order to minimise vacancies and maintain a steady rental income. Other
transferablee assets such as stocks, bonds and insurance policies may also be pledged as
security.. However, mortgage providers often prefer registered land title where this is expected
too increase in value; indeed, any less trust worthy product may hinder the financing process.18

188
In Australia, for example, company share apartments are difficult to finance in a market dominated by strata
titledd apartments. The former involves the purchase of the internal space and a share in a building company,
whichh manages the maintenance of the building structure and communal areas. The risk of poor management
arrangementss to the ongoing maintenance is considered too high and a threat to the maintenance of value. For
thiss reason few banks are willing to finance the purchase of company share apartments.
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Inn sum, property relations are emergent social relations of great relevance to the development
housingg solutions and subsequent trajectories, embodying and distributing power between
differentt groups in society, influencing investment patterns and important for this study,
modess of housing consumption.
5.2.33 Savings, Borrowings and the Circulation of Investment in Housing
Att a European housing conference in 1996 (Nunspeet, The Netherlands), World Bank
economistt Renaud provoked his audience by claiming that cities were merely built the way
theyy were financed. With aerial images of informal (incremental, self build), private
(diversified,, professional, competitive) and socially financed housing (large-scale,
standardised,, monotonous), he declared that 'private' finance was the answer for developing
countriess to promote appropriate forms of urban development. Renaud later published his
boldd claim in Urban Studies (1999) but did not explain why different channels of finance
necessarilyy produced such different urban forms and tenures. Little mention was made of the
propertyy and labour relations underpinning financial transactions and influencing the capacity
off households to pay for housing. His generalising claims underestimated the multi-causal
naturee of housing development. Nevertheless, the relationship between savers, borrowers and
thee role of financial institutions is crucial because:
ftjheftjhe major activities in housing, house buying and house building, are, due to
thethe high price of housing in relation to other goods bought by a consumer and
thethe structure of the construction industry, heavily dependent upon the cost and
availabilityavailability of finance (Hadjimatheou, 1976:1).
Ass suggested above, the mortgage instrument plays a key central role in capitalist housing
relationss - regardless of tenure. Houses are expensive to produce and thus relatively costly to
consume.. Yet a house is generally bought from a vender in a one off cash payment. This swift
transactionn requires the arrangement of credit by the purchaser, through which loan
repaymentss can be spread over time. In most circumstances, when a landlord or owner
occupantt purchases a dwelling, they purchase with borrowed investment capital. Repayments
aree made according to a fixed schedule of payments of principle and interest, possibly subject
too variation. Payment for housing services varies by tenure and is subject to either individual
incomee in the case of private home purchase, or pooled capacity to pay in the case of rental.
Thee following simple diagrams abstract the circuits of mortgage capital and payment for
housingg services in different housing tenures (Terhorst and Van de Ven, 1983). In the first
diagramm below, mortgage finance is used to finance the landlords' purchase of rental housing.
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Assrevenuerelates to a series of multiple renters, it is not tied to the capacity of any one
householdd Rents may be based on a variety of models including cost rent, rent pooling and
markett rents. Exploitation of dwellings based on the principle of costrentrequiresthe
paymentt ofrentsequal to the cost of building, owning, maintaining and managing the
dwellings.. Strictly applied, where accommodation is rented according to cost price, the
demandedd sum may decline every year as the remaining loan principle reduces. Thus, the rent
forr old buildings would be much lower than for new ones. Yet this scenario, based on historic
costt price, will not cover the replacement cost of the dwelling — which under inflationary
conditionss will always be higher than historic costs. For this reason, cost rent must be
dynamic,, increasing every year with the inflating cost of replacement. However, in certain
markett conditions, tenants may be free to move to similar quality older buildings, leaving
newerr more costly ones vacant. In such a system, governments may intervene to provide
subsidiess to permit the payment of project specific cost rents, especially in the early phase
off the mortgage via a number of instruments on both the supply and demand side. Subsidies
onn the supply side may reduce the amount of credit required, and limit cost rents to those
affordablee for tenants. These include securitisation of loans to lower the interest demanded,
payingg the difference between market and below market interest rates, providing grants
reducingg the cost of land development and construction or topping up the exploitation account
whenn shortfalls occur. On the demand side, renters may be assisted to pay costrentsvia
allowancess for rents in specific housing projects (thus tied to their cost rent profile).
AA variation of cost renting is cost-rent pooling. For larger landlords, rents may be pooled
acrosss a range of buildings to enable harmonisation between old and new buildings and or
subjectt to government allowances or regulation. In such a cases, the problem of differential
costt rent is hiddenfromthe renter, but the risk mayremainfor the landlord depending on their
positionn in therentalmarket (Kemeny, 1981:19).
However,, in many cases wefindthat rents do notrelateto the cost of financing building,
owning,, maintaining and operating dwellings. In an open rental market, where tenants can
choosee between dwellings of different type, quality and location, market rent in the norm.
Thiss scenario is radically different, as there is a no immediate relationship between the costs
incurredd by the landlord and the exploitation revenue.
Instead,, market rents are defined by institutional constraints, market structure and the ebb
anddflowof effective demand and supply. The landlord anticipates that market rents are
sufficientt to cover the cost of finance, operation and maintenance and generate sufficiënt
surplussrevenue.In this scenario, new rental buildings may beriskyloss makers in the early
phasee of the mortgage but may potentially generate surpluses in the mature phase of the
mortgage,, making 'mature'rentalproperties more profitable. To reduce the risk of loss, larger
landlordss try to include a range of mortgage maturities in their investment portfolio.
Landlordss may also demand state assistance in the early years of the mortgage to cover any
exploitationn deficit, or even lobby for a system of housing allowances to permit full cost
paymentt of rental revenue.
Homeownerssfinancetheir purchase with home loan mortgage capital. In the second diagram
(Figuree 5.2), ownership and the consumption of housing services have been teasedfromeach
other.. In this way, we can see that homeowners are both investors and consumers. This is
oftenn a surprise to many owners unconscious of this division. Nevertheless, rental 'income' is
thee subject of much debate amongst housing economists. Is housing a capital good or
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consumptionn good, and thus, how should it be taxed? Fictitious income from the rent of the
dwelling,, as distinct from outgoings associated with mortgage payments and maintenance,
mayy be treated as income and thus liable for taxation. As these 'imputed rents' are fictitious,
thee taxes they attract are often unpopular and tend to be set at a low level. For this reason,
homee ownership is often found to be more affordable than renting in the long term.
Ass mentioned, purchase of the home occurs in one swift transaction, most commonly funded
byy home mortgage finance. Yet few purchasers have the ready cash for such a large
transactionn and therefore must enter a mortgage contract with a lending institution, to repay
borrowedd funds over a maximum period of 20 to 30 years. Long-term loans are necessary as
thee amount of the loan is often several times the annual income of the borrower. In this way
paymentss of principle and interest can be spread over time (Boleat, 1986). Unlike rental
investment,, the term of the loan for individual ownership must be limited to the life and
incomee expectations of the owner occupant.
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Followingg initial purchase, there is no relationship between the amount of credit borrowed
andd the fluctuating value of the property. If the value of the house increases payments remain
thee same. Payments can be fixed according to the schedule agreed with the lender for a period
upp to 30 years. This schedule provides certainty to the owner occupant regarding their long
term,, often declining housing costs - especially where interest rates are fixed for longer
periods.. By the end of the loan term, housing costs are minimal. In contrast, a tenant does not
havee this certainty as their housing costs may fluctuate according to the rent demanded (be it
costt rent or market rent) and rarely reduce over time.
Ass with rental housing, a range of subsidies may be provided affecting both the supply and
demandd of owner occupied dwellings. On the supply side, various subsidies and regulations
mayy affect production costs by influencing the cost of land, materials, building methods, and
199
Kemeny (1981:20, 1983) has much to say about the desirability of individualistic home purchase, which
concentratess costs in the early phases of the family cycle yet relieves mature households capable of paying
higherr costs.
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qualityy standards. Further, intervention may also occur in thefinancingof dwellings via
regulationn of mortgages, interest rates, interest rate subsidies, and the securitisation of loans.
Purchasee may be assisted via the supporting wage levels and conditions, favourable income
taxx rules permitting deduction of interest paid and minimal imputed rent taxes, and simple
'starters** grants.
Thee previous Figures 5.1 and 5.2 represent high-level abstractions of actual forms of housing
financee and do not situateflowsof housing capital within the wider context of saving and
investmentss or the capital markets. Indeed, the housing sub-circuit is one of many that exist
inn the capital markets. This circuit provides an important link in the chain of housing
provision.. It is also implanted in the broader financial, fiscal and legal infrastructure of
specificc banking laws, contracts, regulations, subsidy and accounting systems. In turn these
aree also linked to conditions in the world economy, and the nations exchange rate, interest rate
andd credit policy.
Movingg 'down' from this level of abstraction of tenure related capital circuits, we can
considerr the interplay betweenn institutions involved infinancinghousing provision. The
followingg paragraphs and Figure 5.3 and 5.4 deal with the different routes and sources of
investmentt in mortgages, the different forms of mortgage instruments, interest policies and
thee importance of real property as collateral securing mortgage obligations.
Mostt importantly, the housing finance system is influenced by the capacity of people to save,
too deposit these savings and express effective demand. This process of linking savers to
borrowerss is called 'intermediation'. Figure 5.3 addresses this link and portrays the housing
financee system as an intermediary between a wide variety of savers and specific borrowers of
housinggfinance(Boleat.1985, Lindfield and Baharoglu, 2000). Ideal typically, savers place
theirr money in bank accounts or mutual funds (unit trusts) and those institutions either
providee long term loans to house buyers directly (eg building societies) or lend to, buy bonds
of,, or buy shares in specialist mortgage providers that in turn provide mortgages. Finance for
housingg production may be issued in a variety of forms: as a grant, subordinated loan,
mortgagee or equity share holding. For loans, the level of principal and interest may befixedor
varyy for a defined term (Haffher, Turner and Whitehead, 1997). The conditions of credit may
requiree a down payment or collateral for security, payment for insurance against defaults and
aa reliable guarantor (Boelhouwer, 1993). The investor may demand particular forms of
marketablee development, building processes and standards, or the minimum the rent level and
evenn specify the desired profile of eligible tenants.
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Figuree 5.3 is merely one conceptualisation demonstrating the link between savings, investors,
propertyy rights and housing purchase. In everyday reality, intermediation occurs via many
differentt institutional routes, linking different types of savers to different types of purchasers.
Savings,, for housing purposes, may be channelled through various types of financial
institutionss (in the organizational sense) that concentrate on different fields and interests.
Thesee institutions include investors, commercial and savings banks, pension funds and
insurancee companies, building societies, mortgage banks and government agencies
(Boelhouwer,, 1997, Lomax, 1991, Boléat, 1985).
Somee institutions seek long-term, risk free, low return investments, whilst others pursue
flexible,, short-term, high return opportunities. This is because the financial institution's own
sourcee of investment may cause it to be vulnerable to a range of «on-housing concerns. Their
immediatee environment may also influence investment behaviour. This environment may
comprisee competing investors or pricing cartels (sf. Bengs and Rönka, 1994); stimulate or
impedee product innovation (Haffher, Turner and Whitehead, 1998); and or promote trust in
contractuall arrangements (Buckely, 1994, Ando, Guiso, Visco, 1994). Alternatively,
institutionss may be very exposed to housing issues such as housing shortages and quality.
Specifically,, housing investors may rely on a financial return via the developments in rental
revenue,, improved land value, or the sale of related mortgages. Alternatively, non-economic,
societall objectives may play a role. For these reasons, the observable behaviour and interests
off the investor must be critically analysed to explain their contribution difference and change
inn various systems of housing provision.
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Accordingg to Ball the type of institutional arrangements, which exist for channelling savings
forr home purchase and rental are also crucial to the development of housing provision (Ball,
1983:25).. The following Figure 5.4 illustrates the various routes for channelling savings into
mortgages.. Savings may be channelled directly via personal or business relations (a),
contractuallyy via special purpose savings banks (b), via commercial banks from retail deposits
(c)) or mortgage banks funded by funded bond issues purchased by institutional investors (d)
(Boleat,, 1985).
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FigureFigure 5.4 Routes for channelling savings into home finance (Boléat, 1985)

Mortgagess not only flow via different institutions to housing purchasers who in turn make
repayments.. They are also subject to very different types of contracts for these repayments. In
Thee Netherlands, for example, the development of new mortgage products has been rapid;
eachh imposes different obligations on both borrower and lender and offers different types of
subjectivee and objective risks for both parties. They require the same long-term schedule of
paymentss spread over the loan term for the borrower, but the use of borrowed funds and
instalmentss differs considerably. Traditionally, annuity mortgages were repaid on a defined
schedulee of declining instalments of principle and interest over the term of the loan.20 Today,
aa wide range of different mortgages exist offering fixed or variable interest rates, invest
instalmentss in stocks and shares, involve interest only payments that are tax deductible with
separatee arrangements for saving for the principle, or double as life insurance policies.
Governmentss may influence the housing finance system for a range of reasons: to increase
accesss to housing for low income households, reduce housing cost related wage demands or
enhancee economic growth by facilitating housing construction and related consumption. In
particular,, the state may play an important role by influencing the security and profitability of
investmentt in certain forms housing provision, specifying standards for lending such as loan
too value ratios, subsidising market interest rates, providing certain tax provisions and
prudentiall norms, thereby encouraging or discouraging flows of investment via specific
channelss into different parts of the housing market. Via financial policy, national banking
Kemenyy (1981) criticizes this type of mortgage contract for its mismatch with the family life cycle, housing
needss and spending power.
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institutionss and publicly owned banks, the state may regulate the volume of credit entering the
mortgagee market, specify 'safe' loan to income and valueratios,cap interest rates and set a
loww threshold for savings interest. In an effort to promote affordability, the state may establish
speciall purpose vehicles to allocate loans or provide a mortgage guarantee to eligible
borrowerss and specify allocation criteria for mortgage applicants. To encourage particular
formss of housing, it may intervene in the realm of production, in the form of grants to reduce
thee capital and maintenance costs, tax breaks on certain materials, schemes to mechanise and
savee time in construction processes.
Nevertheless,, many aspects of housing provision such as finance, construction, management,
exchangee and consumption, are beyond the total control or influence of the state and rest in
thee hands of various private bodies. Indeed, mortgages, being the long term financing method
forr both tenures, are not only subject to the reglatory structures and actionss of the state but
alsoo other contingentt circumstances, which can arise affecting the financial relations between
thee lender and borrower. These include rising interest rates, inflation, and the fluctuating
capacityy to pay for housing services.
Inn sum, financial relations are causally significant in tandem with both property relations and
thee capacity of households to save and purchase housing services. Financial instruments are
unavoidable,, under capitalist housing conditions, due to the high cost of housing relative to
householdd income and payments must be spread over time. Lending conditions (term, interest
rate)) vary according to the mode of consumption or tenure, and are subject to the institutional
andd market constraints affecting the entire finance system.
5.2.44 Labour, Welfare and Housing Consumption
Whatt role do households play in directly promoting forms of housing provision? This section
providess an outline of their emergent role, as influenced by welfare and labour conditions.
Welfaree and labour conditions are important because they influence the manner in which
housingg is consumed and the relationship within households and the workplace. Yet welldevelopedd conceptual models of this complex realm, and its influence on forms of housing
provision,, have yet to be developed. An outline of differing perspectives is provided below,
followedd by a more definitive statement.
Hamnettt and Allen (1991) examine the spatial aspects of labour and housing markets with
particularr reference to commuting patterns and urban form; spatial differentiation of labour
andd housing opportunities; and the relative fixity of housing, relative to the mobility of
employmentt opportunities (ibid, 1991: 3-15). They contend that the relations between housing
andd labour markets, home and work are varied and complex, rather than static or universal,
andd therefore must be understood historically and geographically.
Randolff (1991:16-51) stresses the contingent nature of the link between housing and labour
markets,, often operating within different spatial scales. He emphases to the following types of
contingencies: contingencies:
determination of the number ofjobs by employers;
the relative importance of bargaining between labour and capital;
discrimination and entrapment in labour sub-markets; particularly by gender and racial
characteristics; ;
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spatial unevenness and mismatch in job opportunities;
dynamic power balance of particular segments of labour markets;
uneven flexibility of labour markets to cope with change;
fragmentation and fluidity between segments of the labour force
social, historical and spatial contingency of labour markets.
Alsoo important is the structure and function of the household and the role intergenerational
wealthh transfers and capital gains play in determining ability to pay for housing services.
Randolff goes on to stress, as for labour markets, the social, historical and spatial
contingenciess of housing market processes. Together these labour market and housing market
contingencies,contingencies, including the role of domestic labour, affect the relative bargaining power of
workersworkers in competing for housing services.
Byy understanding housing demand in terms of the position of workers in the labour market a
moree sensitive analysis can result Further, Watson (1991:136-154) stresses the importance of
thee changing nature of home and work and the nature of work undertaken in the domestic
sphere.. She argues for a feminist approach to labour and work relations that is sufficiently
sensitisedd to explain the complex interplay of culture, gender and class.
Capacityy to pay is of significance to rental as well as ownership housing. Landlords must have
payingg tenants. Yet rental housing does not require substantial savings to enter (other than a
bond),, unlike mortgage-financed purchase, which may require a substantial deposit
Capacityy to pay for home purchase is inevitably linked to one's capacity to save. As discussed
earlier,, the network of housing provision and particularly the sub sector of mortgage finance
iss especially sensitive to the capacity and willingness of households to save. Incentives to save
includee an attractive level of real interest rates for deposits, reliability of banks, security of
bankk deposits from government intervention, and their liability to taxes on savings and
availablee subsidies, if any, influencing purchase (Lindfield and Baharoglu, 2000).
Capacityy to pay affects not only the volume of housing investment, but the mortgage contract
conditionss which evolve over time, forming the dynamic institutional structures of housing
investment.. Mortgage arrangements are implicitly coupled with the savings capacity of
households,, which in turn relate to their work and welfare arrangements.
Forr the home purchaser, the 'bottom line' remains that the "mortgagor does not invest his
capitall in the house as such but in the capacity of the mortgagee to repay"(Berry, 1983:99).
Indeed,, proven capacity to make regular, adequate payments is of crucial significance to home
ownership,, and in addition to property rights and financial relations, forms the third
dimensionn of the emergent relations underlying forms of housing provision.

2

'' In Southern European countries for example, the direct route dominates. Parents transfer their savings to their
offspringg to assist the process of home purchase. In doing so they maintain their influence over the choice and
locationn of their children's home to ensure the provision of familial care as they reach old age. In Spain for
example,, the cadastral system and registration of land titles is less developed and land ownership can come into
dispute.. Procedures for repossession are costly and lengthy. Together these features erode the financial security
forr mortgage providers and more secure investments are made elsewhere. Partly, for this reason, the contract
savings,, depositfinanceand mortgage bank routes for housing finance are relatively undeveloped in this country.
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Onn the consumption side, the capacity to pay for housing services may be influenced by state
actionn in the realm of labour market policy and wage regulation, progressive taxation
schedules,, and targeted housing allowances (Lundqvist, 1992, see Appendix 2).
Finally,, labour and welfare conditions not only concern capacity to pay on the demand side,
theyy directly contribute to the cost of construction affecting the supply of housing. Wages in
thee construction sector (alongside the cost of land, development finance and building
materials)) must not reach a level that increase building costs to such an extent that the cost
pricess becomes too high to extract a surplus from sale or rent off the dwelling. In such cases,
productionn may slow down and even cease for a period.
Inn sum, labour and welfare relations, as with property and investment, play a key emergent
rolee generating savings and influencing not only the capacity to pay for housing but the very
supplyy of housing services. Once again important contingencies define these relations, none
thee least the position of households in the paid labour force and the role of the state in
regulatingg wages, making transfer payments and setting rent levels and conditions.

5.33 Emergent properties of necessary relations
Movingg from this concrete discussion of housing provision above, Section 5.3 returns to more
abstractt issues concerning the emergent properties of the property, savings and investment
andd labour and welfare relations outlined above.
Drawingg upon the taxonomie work of Lundqvist (1992) and Ambrose (1991) it is feasible to
vieww the relations of housing provision outlined above, as generating different distributive
outcomes,, along commodified- individualised, de-commodified- coHectivised continuums.
TableTable 5.1: Commodification and decommodification of social relations underlying housing housing provision

SocialSocial relation

Commodified-individualised Commodified-individualised
Decommodified-collectivised Decom

PropertyProperty rights

Privateerightto exploit

Publicc right to exploit

Savingss and investments
channelledd to maximise
SystemSystem of investment/savings
privatee capital accumulation

Savingss and investments
channelledd too maximise
publicc benefit

Labour/Welfare Labour/Welfare
Individualised-Subsidiarity y

Co-operative-Universality y

Yet,, this approach remains static, fragmented and taxonomie rather than explanatory. It
obscuress the connections between the different relations (Sayer, 2000:6) and does not suggest
howw or why certain social relations hold causal, emergent powers. Nor does it highlight the
rolee of contingency in the actual definition of social relations, which of course changes over
time. .
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Sectionn 5.2 contended that the 'internal' relations of property, savings-investment and
welfare-labour,, have emergent properties. The following Table 5.4 summarises these
properties: :
TableTable 5.2: Emergent properties ofsocial relations underlying housing provision

KeyKey relation

EmergentEmergent properties expressed via forms of housing
provision provision

PropertyProperty relations

Influencee the nature of use, exchange, exploitation of land,
andd subsequently, patterns of investment in land
developmentt over space and time.

Savings/investmentSavings/investment
Influenceerelations
the distribution of credit, entitlement and other
resourcess amongst different societal groups over their
lifetime.. Ultimately, the definition of this relation influences
investmentt in housing over space and time.
Welfare/labourWelfare/labourInfluencee
relationsthe cost of housing construction, the capacity to
consumee housing resources, the labour conditions required to
maintainn housing costs and domestic services to reproduce
'productive'' labour.

Emergentt properties are not essential or static, but change when combined with other relations
andd under different contingent conditions. To use a metaphor from natural science, just as
hydrogenn and oxygen can combine to form water, particular social relations can combine to
generatee specific forms of housing provision. The power of oxygen to form water, for
example,, is dependant upon its' relationship with hydrogen.
Andd so it is with certain combinations of social relations, which may tend to generate specific
formss of housing provision (Castles, 1997). For example, freehold tenure, individualised
savings,, regulated wages and low levels of welfare provision tend to generate and sustain
moree privatised forms of housing provision than those generated by a combination of
communall land rights, contributory and extensive welfare arrangements.
Thee institutional architecture, which supports investment in housing provision, is of
fundamentall importance in distinguishing between dominant housing 'solutions'. Yet this
basicc architecture of housing provision: the propertyrights,circuit of savings and investment
andd labour and welfare relations that influence housing consumption, is dynamic and
contingentlyy defined. There are no law like combinations of social relations that consistently
determinee forms of provision. This is because contingent conditions are always present and
oftenn causally important I now turn to the important role contingent conditions play in the
definitionn of these relations and the generation of divergent forms of provision.
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5.44 Contingency in Housing Provision
Justt as hydrogen and oxygen, under certain contingent conditions, can also form ice and
steam,, different contingent conditions have a significant influence on forms of housing
provision. .
Contingencyy is a very important notion in housing provision. With its' many multidimensionall relationships, the production, exchange and consumption of housing is highly
vulnerablee to changes in specific contingent conditions. Many different, often unanticipated
actions,, events and relations may influence internal dynamics of provision, and indeed have a
cumulativee effect on the entire housing network. For example, the level of housing production
iss sensitive to the availability of mortgage credit, which at any given time may be diverted to
moree lucrative forms of investment. It is also sensitive to increased labour and material costs,
andd of course changes in planning rules and development standards.
Soo far the emergent relations of housing provision and their contingent definition, have been
depictedd as separate and isolated realms for ease of explanation. In reality this separation is
clearlyy not the case. Necessary relations only ever exist in the context of contingent
conditions.. The following series of illustrative figures attempt to bring the concept of
necessity,, contingency, practice and outcomes closer to everyday reality. Figures 5.5 to 5.7
outlinee the type of contingencies, which influence the definition of key emergent relation in
housingg provision.
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Too begin, Figure 5.5 below illustrates how property relations can be defined, under the
influencee of contingent conditions and the relevant risk reducing practices.

Actuall property rights influencing land development for housing

ÏÏ

Property Property
FreeholdFreehold or leasehold land.
LocationLocation of land, accessibility to
endend users, existence of related
infrastructure. infrastructure.
CertaintyCertainty and flexibility of land
useuse or zoning rights: relative value
ofof existing and potential uses.

Users Users

CostCost of developing land,
availabilityavailability of materials, suitability
forfor development.
CostsCosts associated with land holding.
taxes,taxes, levies, maintenance or
transferringtransferring property rights.
ExclusivityExclusivity of land title:
undisputedundisputed ownership or threat of
repossession. repossession.
LandLand value: inflating, stable or
deflating. deflating.
Competition,Competition, collaboration, or
monopolymonopoly position of landowners
oror purchasers.
AA secure, long-term method of
financingfinancing purchases.
CapacityCapacity to repay the loan, the
orosoectsorosoects of return.

VV

Propttly
Propt
tly
ContingentContingent Conditions
Owners
Own
ers

ClearClear system of land survey,
legallylegally enforceable system of
ownership,ownership, undisputed occupation
rights. rights.
RightRight of compulsory purchase or
repossessionrepossession to meet 'public
interestinterest goals.
LawsLaws permitting the collection of
bettermentbetterment taxfor unearned
incrementincrement in property values.
EfficientEfficient and cost-effective system
forfor transferring ownership.
PricePrice regulation, compensation
basedbased on former usage.
State-subsidisedState-subsidised infrastructure
provision. provision.
LandLand use planning clearly defined.
longlong term, and protective of
propertyproperty values.
MonopolyMonopoly buying or selling
strategies. strategies.
MaximisingMaximising formal and informal
influenceinfluence upon land use defining
agents. agents.
CrossCross subsidisation.

RiskRisk reducing practices

FigureFigure 5.5: Relations between agents involved in property development, in their contingent, risk-reducing
context. context.
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Manyy different contingent conditions and risk reducing institutions influence the definition of
savings-investmentt relations of housing provision over time and space. Once again, concrete
casee study research is required to define the relations integral to forms of housing provision.
Figuree 5.6 abstracts the relations between agents involved in housing investment, in their
contingentt and institutionalised context:

Actuall financial investment in housing

TT
Lenders Lenders

<4—

ExistenceExistence of lenders offering
favourablefavourable terms and conditions.
Competition,Competition, collaboration or
monopolisationmonopolisation of credit providers for
particularparticular segments of the housing
market. market.
LendingLending criteria, portfolio policies,
servicesservices offered and territory of
operation. operation.
Risk-returnRisk-return ratio of housing investment
relativerelative to other forms of investment,
influencinginfluencing the volume of credit
available. available.
DesiredDesired liquidity and mobility of
investment. investment.
PerceivedPerceived credit worthiness of
borrower,borrower, existence of desired security.
ExistenceExistence of a range of financial
productsproducts providing borrowers with a
competitivecompetitive choice.
DegreeDegree of integration of lenders with
otherother components of the housing
networknetwork such as mortgage lending,
landland banking, infrastructure
investment,investment, residential construction,
retailretail development, etc.

TechniquesTechniquesfor assessing risk and
risk-avoidingrisk-avoiding conventions (redlining) lining)
PromotionPromotion of certain financial
managementmanagement norms, values,
processesprocesses and standards.
PromotionPromotion of practices supportive
ofof maximising property values ana
rents. rents.
RightRight of repossession over the
propertyproperty or other assets of the
borrower. borrower.
DemandDemand an equity share in the
developmentdevelopment or defined share of the
profits. profits.
SecuritySecurity funds to protect investors
fromfrom defaulting borrowers.
GovernmentGovernment policy regulating
systemsystem of credit provision.
Cross-nationalCross-national treaties defining the
globalglobal borrowing limits of
governments. governments.
SubsidiesSubsidies to channel investment
intointo particular sectors.
MutuallyMutually reinforcing lending
strategies,strategies, land banking, or
companycompany directorships.

ContingentContingent Conditions
Borrowers Borrowers
RiskRisk reducing practices

FigureFigure 5.6: Relations between agents involved in housing investment, in their contingent, risk-reducing
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context

Finally,, Figure 5.7 illustrates the interaction between housing consumers and providers in
theirr contingent contexts.

Naturee of housing consumption

Housing Housing
consumers consumers
WageWage indexation and accords to

Economic value of skills possessed by
membersmembers of a household as determined
byby the labour market or prescribed by
thethe state.
Gender relations within a household
allocatingallocating participation in paid work,
Economic relations within the
householdhousehold and wider community
networks. networks.
Existing labour market norms,
includingincluding discrimination against older
men,men, migrants or married women in
timestimes of job scarcity.
Informal or formal support services,
suchsuch as affordable or free child-care.
Economic policies of government
regulatingregulating job growth, wage levels;
suchsuch trade- offs and conditions
influenceinfluence the ability of households to
consumeconsume certain housing services.
Role of labour organisations in
promotingpromoting certain forms of housing
productionproduction and services.
System of social security, which may or
maymay not cover ongoing housing
expensesexpenses post retirement.
RoleRole of welfare organisations in
divertingdiverting collective resources to or
awayaway from housing-related support or
formsforms of provision.

regulateregulate income levels and working
conditions. conditions.
IncomeIncome transfers to maintain a
certaincertain level of purchasing power
amongstamongst households.
HousingHousing allowances to assist
paymentpayment of housing costs.
RentRent regulations to reduce or
sustainsustain a certain level of housing
costs. costs.
LoanLoan insurance to reduce risk to
lenderlender and permit low-income
householdshouseholds to borrow with limited
deposit. deposit.
FiscalFiscal system of income, sales and
propertyproperty taxation.
AA vaiiable support services, such as
affordableaffordable or free child-care.

Housing HousingRiskRisk reducing practices
ContingentContingent Conditions
providers providers
FigureFigure 5.7: Relations between agents involved in housing consumption,
context. context.
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in their contingent,

risk-reducing

Further,, some emergent relations have more influence upon certain phases of housing
provisionn than others and can be perceived as primary emergent relations, linked to other
moree secondary emergent relations. Specifically, it is argued that property relations hold
primaryy emergent powers over the process of land development and redevelopment, and
secondarilyy over phases of residential investment and dwelling construction. Further, financial
relationss hold primary emergent powers over patterns of investment in housing production,
andd a secondary role in allocation and consumption. Finally, it is contended that welfare and
labourr relations hold primary emergent powers over the process of allocation and
consumptionn and secondly influence savings and investment.
Thee following diagram should be viewed as synthesis of Figures 5.5-5.7 and illustrates how
thesee primary and secondary emergent powers of necessary relations, defined by contingency
andd agency, influence particular stages in the housing provision process:

**r°pe*>''

VipEfevewH

Wiirf

FigureFigure 5.8: Emergent relations and stages in housing provision - Promotion, investment, construction,
allocation,allocation, consumption, maintenance, and redevelopment.

Off course, using these ideas and concepts as prompts, historical case study research is
requiredd in order to abstract explanatory causal mechanisms at work.
Butt can everything be put down to the contingent context? Sayer asks "how far, or at what
depth,, are social structures and processes context-dependent?"(2000: 133) andd argues for a
respectfull exchange between narrative and analysis, cautioning against strong social
constructionism,, non-causal description, and structural reductionism. The following section
bringss actors into the causal explanation, reflecting the weak social constructionist position
outlinedd in Chapter 4.
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5.55 Agency and the Concept of Risk
Off course, it is the actions of agents that operationalize emergent and contingent relations.
Thuss agency is something we need to understand by developing appropriate ideas and
concepts.. To appreciate the rationale for the action of particular agents operating in the
networkk of housing provision, the concept of risk can be helpful. Risk is the indirect,
experientiall outcome of social relations that may influence relationships between agents in the
housingg network. It can be differentially perceived between different interests, professions,
groups,, classes and cultures - there is no fixed or concrete definition ofrisk.Decisions to
save,, build, buy, rent or invest are all made (or not made) in a context of dynamic incentive
structures,, which are both materially and socially constructed.
Yet,, agents operating in housing networks are only partly guided by risk avoiding behaviour.
Inn this regard the work of Nooteboom (1995), which concerns the dynamics of social
relations,, which shift over time under different contingent conditions is relevant and
interesting: :
wewe are interested in the dynamics of relations. Such dynamics include at least
thethe following two types of phenomena:
-Shifts-Shifts of perception, knowledge and understanding (including mutual
understandingunderstanding between transaction partners), competence, goals,
motives,motives, trust and opportunism, as a relation develops.
-Events-Events and changing conditions outside the relations: technological
developmentdevelopment shifts in supply and demand due to entry and exit of firms,
etc. etc.
TransactionsTransactions are to he seen as embedded in relations that develop in time under
changingchanging conditions (Nooteboom, 1995:3-4).
Nooteboomm (1995) is critical of rational choice theory, where knowledge and competence are
merelyy perceived as objective and given, rather than learnt and path dependent. He argues
thatt transactions betweenfirmsare embedded in relations that are developed over time.
Itt is argued that the perspective and actions of agents is indeed selective and uneven (Sayer,
2000:43).. Importantly, agency is also influenced by a system of ideas or ideology that defines
whatt is 'common sense' and guides everyday decision-making. According to Gramsci (1971),
majorr institutions in society, such as the financial institutions, the media, religious
organisationss and government agencies can drive ideological hegemony reinforcing certain
formss of housingg provision. Such ideologies may concern the role of women in domestic
labour,, the importance of regular work and freedom of markets, responsibilities of
government,, individual duties and collective welfare.
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Kemenyy (1983,1986,1995) has examined the role of ideology in reinforcing home ownership
inn Australia and rental systems in Europe. He remarks:
EachEach system is informed by a specific ideology and view of how markets operate
andand is the product ofdifferent kinds of power structures. (Kemeny, 1995:5)
Accordingly,, it is important to appreciate the shifting ideologies influencing housing agents
overr time that influences actors perceptions ofrisk(for a concrete case study, see Allen and
Thrift,, 2001).
Riskk is also a concept that can be applied to institutions affecting a cross section of society.
Theree is often talk of the distribution of risk, over time, between vulnerable and less
vulnerablee groups in society. The state may choose to prevent poverty amongst non-working
(elderly,, disabled) households by enforcing a system of savings or redistributing collective
taxationtaxation to a system of benefits. With regard to housing provision, the state may support the
savingg for deposits for home purchase, regulate home finance or rent levels, or intervene in
thee development of land and construction of housing. One rationale for such actions is to
influencee individual housing expenditure and thereby minimise risks to other elements of
economyy or society (high wage demands, long job commutes, eviction, overcrowding and
substandardd housing).
Yett the reasons how and why such actions are undertaken are far more complex than mere
riskk perception. Individual agency in the housing system is embedded in a socially and
materiallyy constructed reality. This reality encompasses different ideologies affecting the
provisionn and consumption of housing that may emerge over time, more durable social
relationss affecting property rights, savings and investment mechanisms and labour and
welfaree provision which may underpin a housing system, dynamic material contingencies,
anddfinallythe institutionalised everyday 'common sense' practices of actors in the housing
network. .

5.66 Trust and Embeddedness
Embeddnesss is a much-abused term in sociology. What does it actually mean and how does it
relatee to causality in divergent forms of housing provision? One straightforward approach is
too consider embeddedness as simply 'the way things are done in a particular time and place".
Butt we need to go beyond the observable to understand social conventions. When anticipated
patternss of behaviour are followed they build more certainty in future social exchange.
Indeed,, there is reassurance in repeated actions. Successful, predictable exchange builds trust,
whichh generates more lasting interactions (Nooteboom, 1995:5). In recent times, trust has
beenn applied beyond individual exchanges and organisational culture to explain different
levelss of regional economic performance (Fukuyama, 1995):

VirtuallyVirtually all economic activity in the contemporary world is carried out not by
individualsindividuals but by organizations that require a high degree of social cooperation.operation. Property rights, contracts, and commercial law are all indispensab
institutionsinstitutions for creating market-orientated economic systems, but it is possib
toto economise substantially on transaction costs if such institutions are
supplementedsupplemented by social capital and trust. Trust, in turn is the product of pr
existingexisting communities of shared moral codes or values. These communities, at
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leastleast as they are lived and experiences by their most recent members, are not
thethe product of rational choice.... (Fukyama, in Wolf, 1995:95).
Butt is it enough to say that trust and the institutions of social exchange are historically
embedded,, without a critical explanation of how or why! Sayer argues that social exchange
theory,, and the lubricant of trust, idealises market interactions and
underestimatesunderestimates the material aspects of economic life and /presents] an overly
benignbenign view which underestimates the instrumentality of economic relations
(Sayer,(Sayer, draft, 2000).
Inn reference to McDowell (1997), he goes on to suggest that codes of trust and embedded
institutionss may indeed be orientated towards hierarchical domination and 'the bottom line':
oppressive,, inequitable and far from 'mutually beneficial' as the term trust suggests. Indeed,
systemss of housing provision often incorporate uneven power resources, monopolistic
coalitions,, and opportunistic and exploitative players.22Building upon this critical
understandingg of the institutionalisation of trust and embeddedness, the following section
concernss die relevant concepts of structural coherence, path dependency and institutional fix.

5.77 The Role of the State, Structural Coherence, Path Dependency and
Institutionall 'fix'
Ass stated throughout this paper, there are no universal definitions for emergent relations
underlyingg housing provision because they are contingently defined in an open network of
housingg provision. Further, there is no master blueprint or single agent, such as government,
whichh has the power to map out such a network. Certainly, forms of provision may be
promotedd to guide economic and social outcomes and likewise, certain social and economic
outcomess may guide forms of provision. Organs of the state, such as central and local
government,, major welfare providers, religious movements and labour unions, may consider
somee forms of provision as being instrumental in reaching certain social (adequate shelter for
all)) or economic goals (wage moderation). They may support or discourage investment in the
residentiall environment as a priority or direct investment into other productive sectors
(agriculture,, industry).
Explanationss for housing provision aree often strongly state-centred, focusing on policy
historiess and program structures, with little reference to broader, influential, structures of
housingg provision influencing the promotion, investment, construction, allocation and
consumptionn of housing. In agreement with Ball et al (1988), the state itself is considered to
playy only a partial role in defining emergent relations and networks of housing provision.
Accordingly: :
ThereThere is particularly a need to downgrade the autonomy and power of the state,
whichwhich is assumed to exist in the housing sphere (Ball, Harloe and Marteens,
1988:32). 1988:32).

Onn this point, the work of Bengs and Rönka (1994) concerning competition and monopoly in Finnish housing
provisionn provides an appropriate illustration.
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Fromm this perspective, the state is considered to play a mediating, sometimes conflicting role
inin establishing structurally coherent networks of housing provision. Beyond the state, one
mayy imagine a temporary coherence or flow between different phases and stratum of housing
provision. .
Followingg Ambrose (1991) and Ball (1998), housing systems are perceived as a chain and a
structuree of provision, comprising numerous economic interdependences and organisational
interactions.. These relationships may be enforced or undermined via the shifting ideological
hegemonyy (Kemeny, 1995, 1983) and uneven power relations of various agents both internal
andd external to housing provision (Lundqvist, 1992). Further, various contingent conditions,
externall to the chain of provision, may lead to a crisis of accumulation and social regulation
underminingundermining the neat functional-institutionalfitof the status quo.
Inn Regulation Theory, Jessop uses the term structural coherence to describe the interaction
betweenn modes of capital accumulation and social regulation, which form relatively stable
regimes.. Structural coherence is defined as:

historicallyhistorically contingent ensembles of complementary economic and extra-e
mechanismsmechanisms and practices which enable relatively stable accumulation to oc
relativelyrelatively long periods (Jessop, 1997b, 503 in Goodwin, 2001).

Suchh a term is also useful when explaining the long-term development of divergent forms of
housingg provision. One may imagine a temporary coherence in the emergent relations of
housingg provision: the property relations (rights, market structure and value), the system for
channellingg savings into housing investment, and labour/welfare relations influencing
capacityy to pay for housing services. When these emergent relations mutually reinforce one
another,, a coherent structure of provision may prevail. This coherent cluster of emergent
relationsrelations generates and is generated by numerous economic interdependencies, long ter
obligations,obligations, and reinforced by organisational practices and ideological hegemony (K
1995,1983).. Yet coherence is neither given nor static. Rather, it is subject to a wide variety of
contingentt circumstances and the uneven power relations of various agents both internal and
externall to housing provision (Lundqvist, 1992). Nevertheless, during periods of coherence it
cann be said that a neat structural, institutional and agency fit maintains the status quo.

Buildingg on this perspective, coherence based upon the interdependencies of emergent
relations,, day-to-day practices and dominant ideologies, ensures that housing solutions are
neitherr random nor 'natural'. They result from cumulatively causal and multiple layers
(structure,(structure, institutions and agency) of structured open reality. Given the relative durabil
housingg and urban forms, today's housing choices are 'sticky'. That is, they are heavily path
dependentt and embedded in the solution, structures, institutions and practices of the past.
Iss there a law that defines structural coherence? Most recently Jessop has argued that
coherencee is something that is inherently spatio-temporal. For this reason, concrete research is
requiredd to:

examineexamine how specific structures and structural configurations selectively
reinforcereinforce specific forms of action and discourage others. Combining these
concernsconcerns leads one to examine the continuing interaction between the reflexive
reorganizationreorganization ofstrategic selectivities and the recursive selection and rete
(or(or evolutionary stabilization) of specific strategies and tactics oriented to those
selectivities.selectivities. In some circumstances this interaction can result in a relative
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durabledurable degree of "structured coherence" (or stability) in a given institutional
complexcomplex (Jessop, draft, 2000).

5.88 Defining Crisis
Whatt is it that 'undoes' structural coherence, which may have sustained a particular form of
housingg provision in the past, and lays the foundations for the establishment of new forms
(Terhorstt and Van de Ven, 1997:80)? Firstly, it is important to recognise that the process of
capitalcapital accumulation is an open one, contingently defined and dynamic. Rather than being
merelyy a closed market exchange between supply and demand, markets are inherently
imperfect,imperfect, subject to monopolies, misinformation, opportunism, resource constraints,
unpredictableunpredictable contingencies, ideological shifts and the inevitable rise and fall of profits.
Marketss aree not only vulnerable to local conditions, but increasingly to those beyond the
peripheryy of regions in the global arena. Capitalism easily catches a cold from many different
sourcess and there is no reliable or permanent cure. Housing provision is part of such a world,
andd often comprises highly commodified relationships, subject to imperfect market relations
andd the chaotic,, conflicting struggle for capital accumulation. Even 'public' housing is not
immune:: built by private contractors, financed by loan capital, with (subsidised) rent levels to
coverr these costs (Ball, 1983).
Givenn the conflict ridden and crises prone nature of capitalism, it is easy to imagine that a
neatt functional fit, between a particular form of housing provision and die broader political
economy,, may only exist for short periods of time. In an effort to moderate die 'worst
excesses',, institutions may constantly evolve new policies, practices and ideas. Government
policiess and programs also have unforeseen and sometimes, hidden consequences. As modes
off capital accumulation and social regulation are inherently spatio-temporal, the process of
coherence,, crises and adaptation, must be concretely researched and defined (Jessop, draft,
2000). .
Soo what is a crisis and what role does it play in providing a causal explanation for housing
solutions?? The following examples aim to clarify two points. Firstly, as discussed in section
5.4,, the emergent relations of housing provision are contingently defined.
ContingentContingent relations influence the definition of necessary relations underlying
housinghousing networks. They are circumstantial relations that intersect with
necessarynecessary relations to divert their 'necessary outcome'. Contingent relations
maymay impede, mute, stifle and even extinguish the necessary relationships of a
network.network. They are always present in open, interactive systems.
Secondly,, emergent relations are abstractions from complex multi-dimensional forms of
provision.. They are not atoms but mutually dependent; mus any shift in the definition of say
propertyy relations may affect financial relations under certain contingent conditions. As
above,, given that housing systems are always open, their emergent relations are always
contingentlyy defined. It is therefore possible that one or more components of the emergent
clusterr evolves in such a way to destabilise other mutually reinforcing economic
interdependencies,, long tern obligations, organisational practices and ideological hegemony.
AA simple example concerns housing investment during periods of war.. Housing investment
doess not tend to take place in disputed areas, along borders or in regions of conflict. This is
becausee land prices and their potential to rise, are too uncertain and thus provide inadequate
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securitysecurity to enable mortgage lenders to invest. During such times, building materials may als
bee scarce and expensive. For these reasons, unstable areas often suffer from declining
investmentss and dilapidation - compounding their economic, political and social problems.

Takee the more complex example of co-operative housing, which is dependent upon communal
formss of property rights, cost-rentfinanceand rent pooling. This coherence could be
underminedd by any number of contingencies including the sale of older houses which had
previouslyy enabled cross subsidisation; deregulation of interest rates making financial costs
higherr than affordable rent revenue, and orr long term unemployment amongst tenants leading
too high levels of rent arrears eroding provisions for expansion and improvement of the cooperative.. Further, coherence in the co-operative sector can also be undermined by
countervailingcountervailing ideology; by promoting more individual, private housing solutions such
homee ownership, enticing wealthy cooperative tenants seeking higher quality homes from the
tenure. .
Thee above examples illustrate the importance of strategic contingencies that may erode or
stiflee mutually supportive emergent relations. It is worth noting that in both scenarios,
coherencee was disrupted by crises, creating a different risk risk profile for agents in the housing
sector. .
Inn periods of crises, the perception ofrisk,however real or imperfect, influences the actions of
actorss who may establish new norms, practices and institutions, leading to the development of
neww or adapted solutions for housing provision. Depending on the contingent conditions, risk
perceptionn and uneven power resources of key agents, a whole range of social practices and
institutionss may cumulatively arise to moderate (or exacerbate) the excesses of crises prone
housingg provision. These may include improving the transfer of market knowledge, asserting
codess of banking practice, ensuring the steady release of land for development, and regulating
wagess and rental conditions. Amongst many other possibilities, is the regulation of housing
costs,, protecting vulnerable constituents and maintaining social harmony, whilst minimising
thee threat of wage demands to pay excessive housing costs. These actions also have their
cumulative,, unintended and ongoing affects.

5.99 Defining Periods for Analysis
Thiss section concerns the creation of appropriate cut off points for investigating and
contrastingg periods of coherence and crisis in housing history. It is contended that contrasting
periodss of coherence and crisis defined at the level of emergent relations can help to reveal
thee causal mechanisms at work in the two divergent case studies of Australia and the
Netherlands. .
Inn this way, the basis for defining periods for contrast goes beyond mere indicators of
aggregatedd housing outcomes. Thus, the division of periods or phases will not be based
uponn the rise and fall of certain tenure forms. Such indicators will not reveal the causes of
changee and divergence. Arguments against a direct cause-effect view of causation, as distinct
fromm a contingent one, have already been put forward in Chapter 4. Rather, division should be
madee at a deeper ontological level of adaptation, coherence and crisis amongst key
emergentt relations in their contingent context underpinning housing provision. Such a
definitionn may mean that the boundaries appear fuzzy, as they cannot be statistically 'proven'.
Theyy are of course a researchers construction and thus contestable. Nevertheless, precise
'switches'' in forms of housing provision do not exist in real life. Modes of provision are
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stickyy and not change over night;ratherthey are subject to multiple causal mechanisms,
whichh must be revealed by a process of abstraction and plausible notion of causality.
Byy contrasting appropriately denned periods of adaptation coherence and crisis, based on
contingentlyy defined clusters of emergent relations abstracted from empirical case study
research,, the causal mechanisms driving divergence and change are more likely to be
revealed.. Such an approach is based on a clear ontological argument, a theory of emergent
relationss and a contingent view of causality.

5.100 Concluding Statement
Housingg is neither an isolated nor a static object, but surrounded and sustained by an
environmentt of path dependent and dynamic institutions. The manner in which housing is
consumedd is subject to a strategic package of emergent relations. For this reason, to
understandd and explain different forms of housing consumption, research must focus on the
changingg definition of interdependent emergent relations in their contingent context.
Itt is contended that systems of housing provision can be understood as the mutually
reinforcingg outcome of a dynamic package of coherent emergent relations of housing
provision.. These relations form clusters that partially generate the institutions, processes and
dominantt ideas of housing production, allocation and consumption. In turn, existing patterns
off housing consumption also influence the development of future housing options. The system
off propertyrights,organisation offinanceand mode of housing consumption not only
generatee but also are mediated by the existing process of housing provision. These key or
necessaryy relations can be contingently defined and packaged in a variety of coherent ways,
overr time and space.
Thiss Chapter has postulated that changes in forms of housing provision are generated when
thee architecture of housing provision, the emergent relations, are fundamentally redefined and
thee socially and materially contingent conditions permit new forms of action or inaction.
Fundamentall change may include the alteration of property relations shifting opportunities
andd risk in favour of public or private land developers; deregulation and privatisation of state
basedd housing loans; a shift from market allocation to queuing for housing distribution. Yet,
strategicc events in housing history, such as a new property law orfinancialinstrument, may
nott directly lead to change. Only under the right contingent conditions, will emergent powers
becomee operational. For this reason, strategic events when linked to the definition of
emergentt relations and contingent conditions are of explanatory importance.
Forr each case study in subsequent Chapter 6 and 7, an attempt will be made to pin point and
illustrate,, contrasting periods of adaptation, coherence and crisis. This will be done by
criticallyy re-reading and reinterpreting housing history in the search for the strategic events
andd contingent conditions that have reinforced or undermined mutual interdependenties,
practicess and ideologies.
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Partt Two

Divergingg Housing Solutions
Thee Case Study Evidence
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Chapterr 6 Explaining divergent tenure patterns and urban formThee Australian case of low density home ownership

6.11 Introduction
Inn Australia, the social relations mediating housing provision have promoted and reinforced
thee production and consumption of highly privatised, low density, residential environments,
dominatedd by the tenure of home ownership. Whilst a wide consensus exists about this
descriptionn of outcomes, explanations for the Australian housing solution vary markedly,
reflectingg the distinctive ontological, theoretical and normative positions held by different
researchers. .
Ass argued in Chapter 5, it is considered that the most fruitful path to explanation lies in the
historicall analysis of a specific cluster of social relations in the property, saving and
investmentt and labour and welfare relations integral to any housing system in their contingent
economic,, political and social contexts. Different phases in housing history may be explained
byy the different packaging of relations in their dynamic, contingent context When
interdependenciess between emergent relations breakdown (due to materially and socially
constructedd contingent conditions), a crisis of provision may occur, only to be resolved by
adaptationn leading to new forms of coherence, which may generate continuing housing
outcomes.. This Chapter provides an illustration of these dynamic shifts under different
conditions.. It identifies phases of emergence, acceleration, deceleration and decline of the
Australiann 'solution' (Berry, 1998). Each phase incorporates periods of adaptation, coherence
andd crisis in the revision of emergent relations in a dynamic contingent context. For each
phasee an attempt is made to explain the housing and urban development outcomes as
mediatedd by the synthesis of emergent housing relations and the contingent conditions that
sustainn or undermine them.

6.22 Observable outcomes of the Australian housing solution
Thiss section provides a brief overview of the main features of Australian housing solution and
recentt trends. Most Australians reside in large coastal cities, with the perverse exception of
thee nations capital.23 Detached dwellings with a front and back yard, predominate lowdensity,, land use segregated, socially differentiated, and car dependent residential
communities.. In the scattered hinterland towns and coastal communities, home ownership is s
evenn more dominant. By the middle of the 20th century, home ownership was established as
thee leading tenure in all capital cities (Table 6.1). It was the most popular housing choice
duringg the 1920s and the long economic boom that immediately followed the Second World
War. .

Thee nations capital Canberra, located inland and midway between therivalcities Melbourne and Sydney,
emergedd from an exceptional set of property andfinancialrelations. These included a public leasehold system,
publicc rental housing, and a strictly planned hierarchy of land uses.
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TableTable 6.1: Home ownership/purchase in capital cities, as a percentage of all households 1911-2000
Adelaide Adelaide
Census Census Sydney Sydney Melbourne Melbourne
Brisbane Brisbane
Perth Perth
1911 1911
1921 1921
1933 1933
1947 1947
1954 1954
1966 1966
1976 1976
1986 1986
1996 1996

42 2
52 2
54 4
55 5
66 6
74 4
71 1
71 1
71 1

46 6
59 9
60 0
60 0
71 1
74 4
71 1
72 2
64 4

37 7
45 5
49 9
46 6
63 3
74 4
71 1
73 3
73 3

31 1
40 0
41 1
40 0
56 6
70 0
67 7
67 7
67 7

41 1
55 5
56 6
56 6
68 8
73 3
69 9
71 1
69 9

Hobart Hobart
33 3
43 3
44 4
49 9
63 3
71 1
70 0
71 1
68 8

Source:: Williams, 1984:181-6, Troy, 1991:2, Frost and Dingle, 1995:31, ABS 1996

Whilstt the rate of outright ownership appears to have reached its peak, the rate of home
purchasepurchase has more recently shown signs of decline (Table 6.2). There is considerable debate
overr the significance and cause of this decline (Wulff and Yates, 1999, Beer, 1999,1993
Berry,, Dalton, Engles, Whitman, 1999, Winter and Stone, 1998). Postulated causes include
thee changing nature of work, declining real incomes amongst working class households,
increasedd diversity in family types, volatility in housing prices and the cost off mortgage
finance,, and the desire for moreflexibleforms of investment.
TableTable 6.2 Tenure status status of occupied private dwellings/households, Australia, 1911-2000 (%*)
TenureTenure

1911

1947

Owner Owner
45.0 0 44.7 7 47.9 9
4.4 4
7.9 9
15.1 1
Purchaser Purchaser
O/PO/P undefined
GovernmentGovernment tenant
4.2 2
OtherOther tenant
45.2 2 43.4 4 29.9 9
RentRent to buy scheme (a)
OtherOther occupancy
5.4 4
2.6 6
2.4 4
NotNot stated
1.4 4
0.6 6

1954

1966

1971 1976 1981 19S6 1991
1996
2001
41.1
42.8
39.7
32.3 3 34.2 2 38.99
35.6 6 34.0 0 31.55
27.7
26.2
25.8

5.1 1
21.4 4

5.5 5
21.8 8

0.4 4
4.9 9
20.3 3

1.9 9
4.9 9
20.3 3

1.9 9
0.8 8

3.3 3
2.2 2

5.6 6
2.5 5

4.1 1
2.9 2.9

5.99
20.00

4.5
21.5
0.7 7

Notes:Notes: 1911-1954 and 2001 data refers to dwellings, 1976-1996 refers to households, (a) New category added in
2001:2001: Purchasing on a rent to buy scheme. Sources: 1911-1954 Burke, Hancock, Newton (1984) using Censuses C
andand Statistical Year Books, 1976-1996 Yates (1998) and 2001 Population and Housing Census, Australian
BureauBureau of Statistics

Thee private rental market plays an important, yet overlooked, role in housing provision,
accommodatingg just over one in every five Australian households. Landlords are primarily
smalll investors, owning and renting out a single dwelling, often via a real estate agent. The
privatee rental sector has been describedd as a small-scale 'cottage' industry (Berry, Flood and
Lindfield,, 1997), which lacks institutional investment and large scale housing managers.
Demandd for rental housing has increased in recent years amongst the 25-44 year olds (Yates
andd Wulff, 1999b, Wulff and Maher, 1998, Elton and Assoc., 1991).
Sincee 1945, the Commonwealth and State Governments have provided social rental housing,
knownn as public housing. State Housing Authorities (SHA) at the regional level manage these
dwellings.. Six large public landlords, own and manage various forms of rental
accommodation,, housing approximately one in every twenty households. These households
aree primarily low-income recipients of government pensions and newly arrived migrants.
Demandd for public housing is high, dwellings are allocated according to a weighted list and
waitingg times for families in suburban areas are lengthy.
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Itt is often remarked that the Australian state has not adequately promoted the development of
alternativee tenure options (Yates, 1997, Berry, 1988, Kemeny, 1983). As illustrated above,
Statee supply of public housing is insufficient to meet demand and narrowly targeted.
Communityy managed alternatives, such as rental co-operatives and shared equity schemes are
innovativee yet negligible. Private landlords tend to be more closely attuned to capital gains via
pricee inflation, than the long-term exploitation of rental stock. Market rents and conditions are
weaklyy regulated. Only in recent years has the Commonwealth provided low level assistance
forr renters reliant upon government pensions to improve affordability. Given the limited
options,, available housing choices mould the aspirations of new households. These choices
aree becoming increasingly constrained.
Thee ability to pay for home purchase has been a salient factor in wage negotiations since
1907.. From mis period until the recent mid 1980s, broadly accessible home purchase has been
ann explicit public policy goal. Regulated interest rates, state sponsored infrastructure, rising
housee prices, centralised wage fixation andrisingwage levels, facilitated the wide-spread
purchasee of homes during periods of Post War prosperity. However since the 1970s,
economicc restructuring, labour market deregulation and declining real wages have narrowed
thiss access (Winter and Stone, 1998, Wulffand Yates, 1999, Gregory and Sheehan, 1998).
Housee prices, and later interest rates escalated towards the end of 1980s. During this decade,
thee purchasing power of households was greatly affected by the sudden rise than stagnation of
housee prices and the volatility of interest rates.
Homee ownership plays an important role for older households. Indeed, the Australian system
off social security is reliant upon outright home ownership at retirement age (Castles, 1997).
Ideally,, under traditional mortgage arrangements, reduced housing costs on the payout of the
mortgagee are expected to improve the purchasing power of retirees and, importantly, permit
thee payment of lower pension rates. The renting alternative provides a stark contrast Almost
500 percent of elderly single renters live in poverty.
However,, in recent years two incomes have become increasingly necessary to achieve home
ownershipp (NHS, 1991:34). Thus, single income earners, including those with dependent
children,, are being locked out of home ownership (Yates, 1998) and ultimately, old age
incomee security. Incomes are not the only factor: accessibility also varies according to the
timingg of purchase and the cost of mortgage finance. Households who purchased homes
duringg the late 1980s were dramatically affected by higher mortgage interest rates, stagnating
wagess and the stalled rate of house price inflation (Bourassa, Grieg, Troy, 1995). Conversely,
thosee who purchased earlier have benefited from lower interest rates and higher, longer-term
levelss of house price inflation.
Nevertheless,, affordability problems are now concentrated amongst single income households
whoo rent their housing. According to the National Housing Strategy 60 per cent of income
unitss experiencing housing stress were private renters, especially female sole parents, people
onn fixed incomes, those living alone and especially those aged over 65 years (NHS, 1991:3435). .
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66 J Beyond Outcomes - Explaining the Core of the Australian Solution
Thee core of the Australian housing solution, aspired to and achieved by most households, is
dominatedd by individual home ownership. For those who can afford to purchase, both private
andd public renting has little to offer in terms of security, quality, savings and investment
potentiall and social status. The purchase and exchange of detached low rise dwellings for
ownershipp has been facilitated by a coherent package of key social relations comprising
freeholdd propertyrights,financedby long-term mortgage loans and sustained by continuous,
adequatee household income. For many, outright home ownership ensures a more comfortable
andd secure existence post retirement with a modest pension. The contingent conditions, both
materiall and social, which have shaped the actual definition of the key relations and promoted
homee purchase include state sponsored urban expansion, a protected circuit of capital for
homee loans, skilled immigration and centrally regulated wage growth. Under optimal
conditions,, the Australian solution has generated very high rates of home purchase, especially
duringg the 1920s, 1950s and 1960s. The later period can be considered the apex of the
Australiann solution. Since then the Australian model of home ownership has under gone many
adaptationss and revisions, leading to major reforms in the 1980s and more polarised outcomes
byy the turn of the century. Home ownership is no longer a feasible solution for the masses and
aa substantial minority of Australian households, comprising single and low-income
households,, have little choice but to remain in less secure, poorer quality, andd lower social
statuss housing with an uncertain post retirement future.
6.3.11 Existing Explanations for the Australian Housing Solution
Overr the past thirty years there have been numerous attempts to explain the Australian
'solution'' of low-density home ownership. This section reviews the ontological approach of
thiss work, the explanations generated and the data presented. The ontological approach
concernss the perception of how a housing system works; influencing the focus of the research,
thee level of analysis and type of conclusions made.
Thee ontological approaches of more than twenty different explanations for the Australian
solutionn have been summarized in several tables, attached as Appendix 4. From this literature
sixx major explanatory themes have been distilled:
urban development and housing tenure is primarily an outcome of shifts in the mode
off production;
housing provision as a dynamic outcome of social relations in a contingent context;
specific relations underpinning the Australian housing solution;
arguments about the role of the state in housing promotion;
policy analysis and normative critique; and finally,
description reveals the process.
Ass can be seen from the Tables in Appendix 4, Australian housing and urban researchers have
employedd different ontological positions, some more complimentary than others, generating
discernablee fault lines in academic debate. The 'solution' of low-density home ownership has
beenn analysed as a set of facts or events, as a story, or dominant set of political ideas,
institutionall arrangements, or social relations. It has also been examined as an outcome of
process,, a mode of production, or perceived as a wealth accumulating and distributing
mechanism.. To summarise, the key concepts that have been employed include:
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Social regulation, capital accumulation and structured coherence (Berry)
Phase of capitalist development influencing mode of housingtenure(Mullins)
Urban systems as interdependent, open and path dependent (Burnley)
Housing outcomes contingently related to economic change (Bourassa, et al)
Tenure as an outcome of class struggle over property rights (Williams)
Key causal influences of change: shifts in financial investment (King) and
technologicall development (Frost and Dingle)
Dynamic, historically embedded outcome of shifting social relations (production
orientatedd Hayward, investment orientated Dalton)
Dominant ideology, with the state denning the form of housing consumed (Kemeny)
Housing policy as a reaction to external crises (Pugh)
The state as a distributor of risk amongst society (Yates)
The city as a distributor of resources which are unevenly dispersed (Sandercock)
Housing tenure as a expression of pluralist interests (Troy)
Urban development can be explained by a set of patterns, facts or events (Neutze)
Stemmingg from these diverse ideas and concepts are different research strategies: testing,
revising,, and developing theories of explanation. Further, these strategies have influenced the
objectt of analysis: economic and technological change, organisational relations and thencontexts,, key events, demographic change, dominant ideas, power resources of various actors,
popularr preferences, government policies, or administrative networks. Correspondingly, the
dataa gathered by these studies has been assembled in different ways, structured by phases of
development,, highlighting shifting meaning in discourse, presented as a chronology of
importantt events, a list of policy twists and turns or a scattergun of empirical data.
AA number of important themes and approaches can be abstractedfromthese divergent
explanatoryy approaches. Complimentary explanations give prominence to shifting modes of
capitalistt accumulation, place emphasis upon the social relations and institutions involved in
thee production, consumption and allocation of housing, and critically examine the role of the
statee in these different realms. Empiricist description, rather than explanation, is more likely
too be found amongst relatively unstructured, non-theorised policy and outcomes focused
research. .
Overr time, the research community, comprising academic researchers, policy consultants and
publicc servants has emphasized certain issues, theories and methodologies to the neglect of
others.. Explanations have been subject to the influence of dominant housing 'issues'. A
normative,, critical but un-theorised approach pervaded housing studies from the 1970s,
highlightingg the inequity of housing access and the role of the government in dispersing costs
andd benefits. During the 1980s, the political economists dominated the scene, restructuring
historicall description to highlight important economic transitions. More complex and
sophisticatedd analyses, stemmingfroma variety of ontological and theoretical bases have
sincee been employed in the 1990s (Greig, 1999, Dalton, 1999, Berry, 1998, Johnstone, 1994,
Hayward,, 1992).
Theree remain, however, significant gaps in the body ofresearch.Exploration of the
relationshipss between housing tenure, labour relations and the social security (Castles, 1997,
Winterr and Stone, 1998) is emerging as a new theme, yet only a limited connection has been
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madee between the home ownership and the property relations underpinning urban expansion
(Hayward,, 1992, Badcock, 1984, 1995).

6.44 Postulated Model of Causal Mechanisms
Thee proposed, postulated model draws selectively upon the spectrum of Australian urban and
housingg research outlined above and in Appendix 4. It is contended that more convincing
explanationss account for changes in home ownership in terms of the broader economic and
sociall developments, recognize the unique institutions of the Australian state and define the
sociall relations of housing through concrete research. These studies not only describe changes
thatt have taken place in Australian housing history, but also explain why tenure patterns and
urbann forms have developed in such a unique manner.
Exemplary,, recent work includes that of Dalton (1999) on home ownership policy, Berry
(1998,, 1994,1983) on the development of the Australian city, and Hayward (1992) on the
housee building and land development industry. This work is briefly summarised in Appendix
4.. Dalton provides the strongest most detailed analysis of the role of the state, as complex and
differentiated,, analysing the home ownership policymaking process during the 20th century.
Berryy (1998,1994) examines the spatial implications of shifting modes of capital
accumulation,, organisation of work and class formation. Hayward (1992) provides a detailed
historicall analysis of the interactive social relations between housing producers and
consumers,, adapting Ball's structure of housing provision approach to land development and
housee building in Australia.
Whilstt there are important differences between the explanations of these researchers, together
theyy offer a complementary suite of methodological and theoretical concepts. These include
thee notion of dynamic social relations of housing provision (Hayward, 1992, drawing upon
Ball,, 1988, 1986, 1983), a sensitive conception of the state as complex and differentiated
(Dalton,, 1999 drawing upon Berry, 1983 and Jessop, 1990, 1982), and the crises prone,
contradictoryy process of capitalist accumulation (Berry, 1994, 1998, drawing upon Walker,
19788 and more recently Harvey, 1989 and the French Regulation school). In addition to the
ontologicall basis of critical realism (outlined earlier and in preceding Chapters), these
theoreticall concepts will be utilised in the analysis of the Australian housing solution.

FigureFigure 6.1: Useful theoretical concepts drawn from selected explanations
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Thee critical, social, political and economic analyses of Hayward (1992), Dalton (1999), and
Berryy (1998) respectively, point to a number of important phases in Australia's housing
history.. Whilst there are differences in their definition and labelling of phases24, all three
authorss agree that the foundations of the Australian housing solution were in place by the turn
off the 19 century. Low-density home ownership was prevalent, aspired to by a wide cross
sectionn of Australian society and supported by conservative and Labour political parties. A
subsequentt period of consolidation, when key institutions supporting home ownership were
established,, generated rising rates of home ownership until thee Great Depression in 1929.
Homeownershipp rates rose once again, to an all time high by the mid 1960s. Public rental
housingg was also provided and managed by State landlords for low-income earners, whilst
duringg the same period the private rental sector diminished. Yet, by the early 1970s, it is clear
thatt the Australian housing solution for the 'masses' has entered a period of decline. Home
ownershipp is becoming less accessible to a growing minority of low-income households and
thee private and public rental sector hosts an increasingly marginalized population. Most
recentlyy the Australian solution of mass home ownership, following a radical period of
deregulation,, appears to be entering a new phase of uncertainty. .
6.4.11 Defining phases for analysis
Inn contrast to Hayward (1992), Berry (1998, 1994) and Dalton (1999), this study contends
thatt shifting contingently defined emergent relations of property, savings and
investmentt and labour and welfare relations define different phases in the development
off the Australian housing solution. Based on this definition, phases of emergence (1840s1906),, acceleration (1907-1971), an intermediate period of deceleration and differentiation
(1972-1985)) and most recently, deregulation and reconfiguration (1983-2000) can be found.
Eachh phase comprises a period of coherence in key relations supported by favourable
contingentt conditions, their contradiction leading to a crisis of provision, and adaptation
facilitatingg a new phase of coherence. The subsequent Figure 6.2 provides an abstract
illustrationn of the periods, key relations and the concepts of coherence, crises and adaptation.
FirstFirst phase: Emergence 1840s to 1906
Thee first phase in the Australia home ownership trajectory begins with the establishment of
privatee propertyrightsvia the sale of crown land and its' distribution amongst numerous
freeholders.. The savings and loans mechanism to fund the purchase and construction of
individual,, owner occupied dwellings, was borrowed and adapted from the British model of
buildingg societies. Capacity to pay for such loans was bolstered by the privileged position of
skilledd labour in a rapidly growing mercantile economy. The ideal of home ownership was
reinforcedd by the experience brought by migrants from the 'motherland' and the rhetoric of
political,, business and labour leaders. Important contingencies undermined the successful
coherencee of these social relations and led to the collapse of the property market, bankruptcy
off the savings and loans mechanism, and unemployment. These were related to broader
contingencies,, including the severe down turn of commodity prices upon which mercantile
24
Inn earlier work Berry (1983) suggested that there have been four stages in Australian capitalism, influencing
thee development of Australian cities and housing forms. To define the time period for each phase, Berry uses the
dominantt form of class structure, relations between capital and labour. In contrast, this paper examines the
causalityy of shifting property rights, savings and investment and labour and welfare. The phases defined in this
paperr emanatefrommajor shifts housing outcomes, in order to expose their generative social relations and
contingentt conditions.
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coloniall cities depended, an end to the Gold Rush, collapse of the property market, and poor
managementt of building society funds.
SecondSecond phase: Establishment and acceleration 1907-1971
Continuingg crisis was only averted by the intervention of the commonwealth government in
thee sphere of banking, finance, wages and welfare. Specifically, intervention occurred in the
regulationn of wages, establishment of state owned savings banks and the refinement of rules
andd regulations for the allocation of mortgages, and later central regulation of state banks.
Thiss intervention did not occur in a vacuum, but was influenced by an important selection of
contingentt conditions. These included: the fiscal capacity of the state to sponsor infrastructure
provisionn and promote urban expansion, attimeslow interest and modest inflation rates
promotingg buoyant economic conditions for the protected industrial and manufacturing sector
andd mass migration, with employment guaranteed under internal protectionism. During the
latterr half of this period, the zenith of the Australian housing solution was reached with
ownershipp rates peaking at 71 percent. Nevertheless, the neat functional fit between key
relationss of provision and their contingent conditions was inevitably disrupted by the
tumultuouss monetary conditions of die early 1970s, which saw interest rates and
unemploymentt sore, leading to a fiscal crisis of the state and the demise of state sponsored,
cheaplyy financed and consumer driven urban expansion.
ThirdThird phase: An intermediate period of deceleration and decline 1971 —1985
Withh the collapse of the monetary system and rise in the price of oil damaging the protected
Australiann manufacturing sector (Forster, 2000) and exacerbating government debt, the long
boomm of the 1950s and 1960s was over. The state sponsored process of expansionary urban
developmentt temporarily stalled. Interest rates and unemployment rose sharply, dampening
consumerr confidence and curtailing purchaser rates. Demographic factors also played a role
suppressingg demand; die baby boom was over, fertility rates had dropped and European
migrationn slowed to a trickle. During this period, home ownership became less accessible to a
growingg minority of low-income households, whilst the under developed private and minimal
publicc rental sector hosted an increasingly marginalized low-income population. It became
clearr that the Australian housing solution was entering an intermediate period of deceleration
andd differentiation; throughout which indecision, coping and muddling through plagued
housingg policy and preceded more fundamental changes in the following phase.
FourthFourth phase: Towards dismantling and reconfiguration 1986-2000
Thee fourth phase, but by no means the last, gets under way in the in the mid 1980s. With the
deregulationn of the entire Australian financial system, the protected circuit of capital for home
loanss threatens the survival of local banks facing foreign competition. In the context of
escalatingg interest rates, the protected circuit is completely dismantled with little protest. Nonbankk lenders enter the home loan market, creating fierce competition for traditional savings
banks,, eliciting a credit boom. Under more favourable economic conditions in the mid to late
1990s,, consumer confidence returned and home purchase rates increased substantially
amongstt dual income households, pushing up housing prices in the major cities. Modest
interventionn to secure broader access to ownership were discredited and curtailed and there
wass little commitment to the development of affordable housing alternatives. Yet behind the
euphoriaa lay a hidden crisis, as single income households were priced out of the Australian
dreamm and young couples continued to delay their purchase plans.
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FigureFigure 6.2 Phases in the Australian housing solution: adaptation, coherence and crisis
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6.4.22 Theorising the role of the state in the Australian housing solution
Throughoutt each phase, the state has established the rules for land markets and credit
provision,, channelled finance into home ownershipfinance,and more recently dismantled the
protectedd circuit of mortgage capital. Changes in patterns of investment have been vulnerable
too shifts in the global economy including the decline of commodity prices during the
mercantilee years of 1880s, the Great Depression, changing interest rates, monetary collapse,
oill prise shocks and deregulation of the protected financial sector. Residential investment has
alsoo shifted across different processes andtenuresin housing provision moving away from the
developmentt of private rental terrace housing in the 1880s to largely detached home
ownershipp since the 1920s. The strategic intervention of various social classes, their
organisationn and absence, has also influenced the system of housing provision over time in
differentt ways. Early migrants were well resourced, skilled and well paid; able to afford what
similarr workers in the home country could only dream of. Skilled workers organised
themselvess under protective unions and were represented politically by the Australian Labour
Party.. Their negative experience of landlordism, led to the perception of home ownership as a
routee to working class emancipation. They neither acknowledged the distributiverisksof
commodifiedd property relations nor appreciated the benefits of public landlordism. There was
noo space or demand for political parties to develop alternative tenuress and no mass movement
forr demanding alternative modes of allocation. Absence, therefore, has a power of its own.
Thee treatment of the state and contingent relations, above, is insufficient and requires further
expansion.. Building upon the notion of housing tenure as the mediated outcomee of
contingentlyy defined necessary relations, the role of state is one of mediation and regulation of
propertyy rights, capital investment, and welfare provisions. Following Jessop (1990) this form
off regulation and mediation must be concretely researched to establish the unique form and
rolee of the state.
Towardss a more concrete treatment of the Australian case, Dalton (1999:60) extends the work
off Berry (1983:110-111) to provide a typology of state interventions in the Australian system
off housing provision. His framework of market supporting, supplementing and displacing
formss of state intervention has been applied to the four proposed phases of emergence,
acceleration,, deceleration and decline, in Table 6.3.
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Theree are limitations of such a state centred approach. Dalton (1999) does not abstract the
contingentt relations that may influence state roles, in his state-centred analysis of
policymakingg and home ownership. Beyond the role of the state, it is also very important to
examinee the key (state regulated) social relations underlying provision and their concrete
definition.. The state may provide an important regulatory and sometimes economic context
forr housing provision, yet the actual production, allocation and consumption relies upon much
broaderr property, investment, and household relations mediated by those with the state and
capital. .

6.55 Analysis and Contrast of Different Phases in the Australian Housing
Solution n
Too summarise, the main features of the proposed explanatory model are strategic historical
analysis,, which contrasts different phases in the development of the housing solution, and
examiness periods of adaptation, coherence and conflict between underlying property,
financiall and welfare relations, in their contingent context, towards an explanation of housing
outcomes s
Movingg forward with this proposed explanatory model, the following section begins to apply
thee approach by addressing following set of questions for each phase of the Australian
housingg solution:
HowHow were the property relations contingently defined during each phase of development in the
AustralianAustralian mode of housing provision? How did this definition influence the development of land for
housing? housing?
HowHow were the savings and investment relations contingently defined during each phase of development
inin the Australian mode of housing provision? How did this definition influence investment and and
productionproduction of dwellings?

HowHow were the labour and welfare relations relations contingently defined during each phase of developmen
thethe Australian mode of housing provision? How did this definition influence the consumption of
housing? housing?
HowHow did property, savings and investment, and labour and welfare relations interact with each other
andand endogenous factors in each phase to influence the mode of provision?

Whatt follows is an empirical illustration of four phases in the development of the Australian
housingg solution.
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6.5.11 Emergence and Establishment 1840-1906
OutlineOutline of key events and housing outcomes
Thee most significant period in Australian housing history is the earliest period of European
coloniall settlement: when important foundations of home ownership: private property rights,
individuall mortgage finance and subsidised infrastructure provision were established. These
basicc structures provided the framework upon which all future adaptations have been hung.
Homee ownership came to dominate the Australian system of housing provision at early stage.
AA staggering 41 percent of the 473,000 Melbourne households owned their home by 1890
(Frostt and Dingle, 1995). Nationally, ownership was widespread amongst diverse
occupationall classes, with 44 percent of unskilled workers and 53 percent professional and
manageriall elites owning or purchasing their homes by 1888/9 (Davison, 1981, Hayward,
1992).. Both inside and out, homes were more spacious and better serviced than those of
equivalentt households residing in 'Old World' cities (Frost, 1991:126). Renting was also
widespread,, but increasingly unpopular.
Thee aspirations of settlers and mass evictions during the 1880s left a marked impression on
thee growing and influential labour movement. Following Federation in 1901, nationalism
fuelledd the desire to own a stake in one's new country and secure freedom from the parasitic
landlord.. The following Table provides a brief overview of key events in early housing
history. .
ViolentViolent dispossession of indigenous Aboriginal population by European colonialists
1788-1788EstablishmentEstablishment of a system system of private property rights by the colonial colonial administration
1800 1800
LandLand sales by the Crown to free settlers
1840s 1840s
StateState promoted land settlement and migration of of skilled, resourced free settlers.
1840s-1840sEstablishmentEstablishment of building societies to channel savings savings into home ownership
1847-1847GoldGold rush, excess capital channelled into property and construction
1850-1880 1850-1880
StateState system established for taxing land land owners and registering land exchange
1858-1858StateState sponsored infrastructure provision
1890s 1890s
CollapseCollapse of the property market and bust of private banks and building societies
1890s 1890s
MassMass evictions and and repossessions of property
1890s 1890s
OrganisationOrganisation of labour movement, formation ofLabour party
1890s 1890s
FederationFederation and nationalism, mate adult franchise
1901 1901

Thee description of housing outcomes, outlined above, requires further explanation, as
Haywardd makes clear
homehome ownership rates in themselves mean very little... to understand the costs
ofof benefits and constraints that are attached to home ownership it is necessary
toto understand the relations between the variety of agents associated with the
provisionprovision of housing for home ownership (Hayward, 1992:203).
Soo why did Australians go down the ownership path when renting was the norm in the 'Old
World1,, and when countries such as The Netherlands took a markedly different approach to
housingg their working class?
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ExamplesExamples of coherent relations, contingently defined during the period of emergence
Followingg the process of abduction outlined in Chapter 3 (section 3.3) the following
paragraphss use the ideas and concepts outlined in Chapter 5 and section 6.4 to produce a new
descriptionn for analysis. This section illustrates how property, finance and welfare relations
weree contingently defined during this early phase of emergence, to form a unique and
coherentt system of housing provision, which was disrupted by strategic contingent conditions.
ContingentlyContingently defined property relations
Australiann cities were initially founded during a wave of European industrialisation and
colonisation.. The administering colonial armies possessed considerable experience in
establishingg new towns. Their land surveyors were trained to value and implement principles
off social order, civility and facilitate the administration of trade, using symmetry, balance and
regularityy in street patterns and lot sizes. All Australian cities are based on a colonial grid, and
locatedd to maximise their economic potential (Proudfoot, 2000:12-13).
Settlementt became highly concentrated in cities and towns. Indeed, by the turn of century
Australiaa was considered to be one of the most urbanized countries in the world.25 This
concentrationn was reinforced by the role of cities as ports and administrative centres for the
exportt of wool and wheat and import of goods and materials to facilitate the establishment of
thee colony. By 1891, 42 percent of Victoria's population resided in Melbourne, higher than
Sydneyy with 34 percent of New South Wales' population.26
Havingg assumed imperial ownership by the Crown, the colonial governors quickly established
aa system of property relations: claiming lands in the name of the Crown, legalising squatters
claims,, establishing a system of land title and permitting their legal exchange and undertaking
massivee and rapid land auctions. These events promoted individual land ownership, increased
certaintyy for financiers, removed barriers to small-scale private rental investment and reduced
thee cost of land transactions (Dalton, 1999:95).27
Critically,, only a narrow elite benefited from the sale of land surrounding trading ports during
thee 1840s, just prior to the discovery of gold and mass immigration of prospectors. Large
tractss of developable land passed into the hands of very few. In his study of early land
purchasers,, Hayward provides a vivid description of the land market during this period.

TheThe original purchasers of the land, being wealthy merchants, professionals or
recentrecent immigrants, had no interest in encouraging or engaging in residential
constructionconstruction activity themselves... but could afford to use their land holdings
eithereither as long term investments, or, if the situation so arose, as a means of
makingmaking short-term speculative or developmental gains through sub-division and
salesale (Hayward, 1992:180).

"Butlin,, N (1964) Investment in Australian Economic Growth 1861-1900, p6 and Weber, A (1899) The growth
off cities in the nineteenth century, republished in 1963 by Cornell University Press, New York, in Sandercock
L,, 1975:7-8
26
Statee Year Book, 1891 in Sandercock, 1975:8
277
Dalton stresses the fundamental importance of South Australian legislation, which later formed the basis of
regulationn underpinning growth in private land ownership and investment across Australia. The Real Property
Actt 1858 (SA) supported the land market by certifying land parcels and listing them in a register.
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Withh the establishment of municipal governments in the 1840s28 and the introduction of a
locall land tax, such owners were discouraged from holding land Subsequently, many released
landd onto the market the size of existing suburbs. Parcels were sold to other speculators, who
furtherr subdivided land into streets of residential lots for purchase by owner builders.
Whilstt the core of many cities was indeed orderly and planned, beyond the central streets
greww a jumble of "crowded, tightly built, badly serviced terrace precincts" (Proudfoot,
2000:18).. These areas were developed when the organs for delivering basic infrastructure
weree yet to be established By the time dedicated state agencies were launched the image of
thesee 'unhealthy* inner precincts persuadedd those with additional resources to seek more
spaciouss allotments in the outer areas, serviced by new lines of trams and trains.
Suburbann development and land price speculation was further driven by the enormous flow of
capitall from the 1850s Gold Rush and the role of the state in providing physical infrastructure.
AA bold program of rail development during the 1860s and 80s, connected ports and lightly
populatedd areas to cities, which under conditions of excess capital (winnings from the gold
fields,, mass migration and growing commodity trade) facilitated an extraordinary building
boom.. Roads, rail, water, sewerage and later electricity and communication services were
financedd by government borrowings and taxation revenue. This strategic public investment
securedd and subsidised the development of expanding suburbs. Thus began the process of
publiclyy sponsored suburban sprawl of major cities. The demand for urban expansion
heightenedd with the arrival of migrants from England, many seeking wealth in the nearby gold
fields,, and the employment in local industries (some protected by government tariffs).
Thee pattern of land ownership influenced the form of housingg production, quality and price in
differentt areas. Owner builders, contract builders, speculative jerry-builders or master
builders,, dominated different suburbs. By the 1880s, low-density speculative commuter
suburbss were created around railway stations at some distance from the central city (Frost and
Dingle,, 1995:25). During this founding period the transition from controlled convict
settlements,, based on order and control, to the laissez fair sprawl of a booming mercantile
metropoliss was complete.
Yet,, falling international commodity prices and the inevitable end of the Gold Rush, thrust
coloniall Australia into deep economic depression leading to the collapse of the property
markett and the financial ruin of a wide range of investors, including private banks and
Buildingg Societies. As investors tried to recoup their assets, rent hikes, evictions and
overcrowdingg became the norm for half the population. A long period of unemployment,
industriall unrest and under investment continued until well after Federation in 1901, leading
too poor housing conditions and shortages.

Melbournee and Sydney were both incorporated as municipalities in 1842 and Adelaide in 1840. For
Melbournians,, incorporation was perceived as a move for independence from convict-burdened New South
Wales,, whilst Sydney dwellers hopeless resisted the shifting tax burden from the larger colonial government
(Davisonn and May, 1992:6).
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ContingentlyContingently defined savings and investment relations
Inn addition to the property relations supporting home ownership defined above, the relations
betweenn savers and investors were also defined in such as way as to support individual home
purchase.. Thefinancialrelations of housing provision in the new colony were subject to
investmentt constraints and opportunities offered by the imperial Governors administration,
growingg local markets and trading partners in the 'Old World'. Adapted from the British
model,, privately owned financial intermediaries known as Building Societies provided an
earlyy vehicle for the recycling of local savings into home loans for members. These
institutionss were regulated by the Colonial administration (operating from Sydney) in 1847 to
channell investment into residential development.
Likelyy members would have included new settlers, with skills in high demand, which brought
reasonablee levels of capital to the colony. The high cost of passage discouraged migration of
thee poor; thus more affluent, skilled migrants were the norm (Frost and Dingle, 1995). The
restrictivee lending practices of Building Societies required that borrowersfirstowned the land
theyy purchased and subsequently occupied the dwelling produced, institutionalising the link
betweenn individual land ownership and access to capital. The high deposit threshold greatly
restrictedd access to less wealthy borrowers and minimized risks for the Building Society.
Drawingg upon the work of Butlin (1964), Hayward quotes:

MoneyMoney would only be lent for house construction on the condition that the
borrowerborrower could prove that not only the ownership of land, but also the erection
ofof house walls. In addition the full interest costs of the loan had to be repaid
irrespectiveirrespective of whether the loan was repaid earlier than was required. Thes
conditionsconditions clearly favoured owner builders, and represented an important
obstacleobstacle to the formation of speculative building firms (Butlin, 1964 in
Hayward,Hayward, 1992:189).
Too repay the loan within the necessary five to seven years, ownerr builders often became
accidentall landlords, purchasing a larger parcel of land for the development of terrace
housing.. They constructed a row of houses, one for themselves and the others for rent, with
thee profits derived from renting channelled into mortgage repayments. Today, this form of
housingg provides a distinctive character to the inner cities of Melbourne, Sydney and
Adelaide. .
Withh the relaxation of financial requirements in 1882, individual households were encouraged
too borrow for housing purchase. Again, much of the capital required for purchase was
providedd by Building Societies and also private banks, which provided up to two thirds of the
cashh required. This was directed towards workers with sufficient assets, able to pay regular
mortgagee payments over seven to twelve years, at a cost of about one quarter of average
skilledd wages (Frost, 1991:119-120). For the first time, builders did not have to own the land
theyy built on. Builders and purchasers could form contractual arrangements for the staged
paymentss of construction. Thus another linkage in the system of mass home ownership was
sett in place (albeit not firmly at this point).
Somee builders tried to reap rewards by building in advance of purchase (speculative building),
orr by jerry building, cutting standards and adopting more efficient building techniques.
Technologicall advances in the building process and materials, such as balloon frames and
galvanisedd iron roofing reduced a builder's dependence on costly skilled labour (Hayward,
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1992:186).. Such dwellings were often intended for the growing working class employed in
onee of the protected manufacturing industries. Nevertheless, labour shortages and craft
associationss generally sustained high labour costs and quality. Well-organised unions
restrictedd the entry of less skilled workers and influenced standards of construction and
specialisationn (Dingle and Merret, 1972).
Smalll building companies were dependent upon landowners for work, contracting a handful
off specialised skilled craftsmen to complete commissions. As mentioned above, builders were
initiallyy reliant on short-term credit under conditions of regulated labour, thus standard
designss and quick production techniques were keenly adopted. Conversely, larger master
builderss built custom designed mansions for wealthy elite, and employed a hierarchy of
skilledd tradesmen.
Unlikee their British counterparts, Building Societies were permitted to buy and sell mortgaged
freeholdd and leasehold land with member reserves. During the land boom of the 1880s
Buildingg Society funds were increasingly channelled into speculative land and housing
development.. Farms on the fringes of the cities were purchased at inflated prices and
convertedd into building allotments or estate companies that flooded the market and remained
vacantt for years to come. These actions were generated by the Building Societies blind
commitmentt to a home for all, a false belief in the security of land as an investment and, most
importantly,, their corrupt administration (Cannon, 1995:18-20).
Ann externally and internally driven property crash inevitably led to the collapse of many
Buildingg Societies. Some were dependent upon larger financial institutions and when they
raisedd their interest rates and called in overdrafts the situation rapidly deteriorated for the
Societyy sector. Public mistrust was fuelled by bank closures, and led to a run on alll banking
institutionss in the early 1890s. Repossessions of homes from defaulting purchasers forced
manyy into the rental sector or onto the street.
ContingentlyContingently defined labour and welfare relations
Thee capacity to pay for home ownership and lack of alternative options played a key role in
definingg the relationship between households and the consumption of housing services during
thee period of emergence of the Australian housing solution. As mentioned, for many new
settlerss a house and garden was a dream in the 'Old World' that became an economically
feasiblee reality in Australia. Further, the high cost of emigration discouraged low-income
groupss from taking passage. The nature of work and low labour intensity of farming attracted
aa strong city based, mercantile class with a high disposable income. Workers were more likely
too be engaged in commercial services for the export and manufacturing sectors than the lower
paidd labour intensive industrial sector (Frost 1991:114-5, Frost and Dingle, 1995:23).
Theree was a shortage of unskilled labour to construct new homes, and building workers in
Australiaa could earn twice as much per week as in Britain. Comparatively, the incomes of
neww settlers were high,risingand relatively evenly distributed. They sustained high housing
expectationss and boosted demand for new, quality housing (Frost, 1991:114-115, 123, Frost
andd Dingle, 1995:23). 29

Nevertheless,, mortgage payments were usually higher thanrents,and in Adelaide absorbed around 31 percent
off average unskilled wages (Frost and Dingle, 1994:24 sources Adelaide Advertiser, 1881).
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Lowerr housing purchase costs, due to labour saving construction methods, promoted
affordablee access and enabled escape from overcrowded poor quality housing in the city
centre.. Declining cost of materials and innovation in construction: balloon frame, light weight
galvanisedd iron roofs, mechanised brick building processes, prefabricated plaster and joinery
work,, limited the range to straight forward 'pattern book' designs. Innovations in materials,
despitee high wages, kept the cost of building new houses within the reach of working class
householdss (Frost, 1991). By the mid to late nineteenth century, home ownership was
prevalentt across the spectrum of Melbourne society, and noticeably amongst the working
classes,, as illustrated in Table 6.4 below:30
TableTable 6.4: Home ownership rates by by occupations, Melbourne, 1888/9
OccupationOccupation
ProfessionalProfessional and managerial managerial
ShopkeepersShopkeepers and independent trade
ClerksClerks and shop assistants
ArtisansArtisans
ServiceService and unskilled
NotNot in workforce
MiscellaneousMiscellaneous and unknown
Source:Source: Davison, 1981:184 in Hayward, 1992:207

Home ownership rate
53
54
46
48
44
54
50

However,, with the economic depression of the 1890s followed by the WWI, housing
shortagess and high rents forced almost 40 per cent of new migrants to live in canvas tents and
temporaryy sheds (Coghlan, 1969:2124 in Williams, 1984). Others were evictedfromrental
accommodationn or lost their homes through defaulting mortgages.
SynthesisingSynthesising key relations in their contingent context
Thee housing outcomes generated during this emergent phase (1850 and 1906) in the
developmentt of the Australian housing solution were notable for the inclusion of wide spread
homee ownership and absence of large scale investors in the private rental sector. The key
relationss of property, investment/savings and labour relations worked together to generate this
outcomee under favourable contingent conditions- for a time. These included the promotion of
individuall land ownership underpinned by the existance of freehold property rights
promotingg speculative land market exchanging small parcels of land subdivided, with
substantiall capital gains, from larger pastoral and raw tracts. The new colonial state and
entreprenueriall transport companies played an increasingly important role the provision of
infrastructure,, sponsoring and supporting suburban expansion. This infrastructure,
incidentallyy subsidised the cost of urban development, reducing the real cost of land. The
emergentt Australian solution was financed via deposit secured mortgages, with collateral
providedd by land title, from Building Societes and Banks. These instiutions were reliant on
thee savings of members and returns on investments, which were primarily in real estate.
Australiann Building Societies were an adaptation of the British model, and provided credit for
ownerr builders and later purchasers of housing. Further, the capacity of households to save
inn a booming mercantile economy and favourable labour market was strong. The actual
circuitss of investment and consumption, building on the conceptual discussion in Chapter 5
(sectionn 5.2.3) and empirical evidence presented in this section, are depicted in abstract terms
inn the following Figure 6.3.
30

Williams,, P (1984) in reference to Australian Insurance and Banking Record, 1894, Harcus, 1876, Jevons,
1858,, Twopenny, 1883, Dingle and Merret, 1972, Kelly, 1978, Robinson, 1873.
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However,, firstly it should be noted that this Figure, as with those in the remainder of this
Chapter,, depicts an abstraction from complex, multi-dimensional reality. Abstraction enables
keyy relationships in the mode of provision to be more clearly seen. More extensive
connectionss between the mortgage banks and the capital market and tenants to the labour
markett are not shown, but are assumed and discussed in the surrounding text.
Circuitt of investment
Landd market, freehold property rights, state
sponsoredd infrastructure provision
Circuitt of consumption

Buildingg site
Collateral l

^ >>
Building g
societies s
andd banks

Loann amount

OO
*___

o,~ ~

House e

Savings// Membership

Saless agents
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Accesss to credit
Interestt and
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0>l l
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Purchasee sum

FigureFigure 6.3 Abstraction of the flow of capital during emergent phase of the Australian housing solution (18501906) 1906)

Ass depicted above by the star shaped explosions, this coherent form of provision was
underminedd by a cumulative series of crises in the land, finance, labour and inevitably
housingg markets. These crises emanated from a much wider economic depression during the
1890ss caused by the collapse of international commodity trade and the end of the Gold Rush.
AA crisis of investment followed, leading to the collapse of the over heated property market
(1),, which seriously affected the financial position of building societies, who had speculated
heavilyy in this market with members reserves and were largely responsible for directing their
savingss into mortgages for home ownership. As banks and building societies collapsed (2),
manyy subscribers lost their entire savings during this period. Unemployment and loss of
incomee prevented the continuous payment of mortgage premiums (3) and the homes of many
borrowerss were repossessed in a deflating market. As house prices plummeted, investment
flowedd into the less risky rental sector. Indeed, for a short period renting was more affordable
thann ownership. Yet as rents rose amid scarcity there were many evictions and considerable
sociall unrest. From its earlier established base in the union movement, the Labour Party was
formedd and took office in government (an international first). The dream of home ownership
becamee intertwined with the ideology of nationalism, egalitarianism and emancipation of the
workingg class from suppressive landlord relations. This was the beginning of a new phase of
adaptationn in the Australian housing solution.
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6.5.22 Establishment and Acceleration 1907-1970
OutlineOutline of key events and housing outcomes
Too ameliorate the housing crisis, governments laid out the directions of future urban
expansion,, greatly assisted by the State banks. These banks not only financed home purchase
butt specified desirable construction costs, preferred house plans and promoted and developed
modell suburbs. Government authorities provided important infrastructure such as roads,
electricity,, communications, sewerage and water connections. By 1933, despite the Great
Depression,, home owner-purchase rates reached 49 percent in Melbourne, with even higher
ratess recorded in the rural areas and the major capital cities of Brisbane (59 percent), Adelaide
(522 percent) and Perth (55 percent) (Williams, 1984:181-186, Troy, 1991:2, Frost and Dingle
1995:31).. However, the states activities were severely curtailed by the Great Depression.
Duringg this period, many home purchasers were forced to leave their homes following
mortgagee default. A housing crisis continued throughout WWII, and only recovered under
favourablee political and economic conditions. To overcome housing shortages caused by a
dearthh of investment during the Depression and WWII, the Commonwealth (in partnership
withh regional State governments) embarked on a major program of public housing production
inn 1945. Such housing, initially built for renting, was sold at heavily discounted prices from
1953.. The 1950s was a period when the vested interests in home ownership narrowed
politicallyy feasible options and undermined the sustained development of alternative housing
tenures. .
Thee following key events emerged during the adaptation of property, finance and welfare
relationss during the period of accelerated home ownership:
SystemSystem for regulating wage labour introduced
StateState banks take over homefinancerote and introduce credit fancier mortgage
SubsidisedSubsidisedfinancefor veterans of of World War I
StateState banksfinance,design and produce model suburbs for working households
SevereSevere economic depression, again mass evictions evictions and repossessions
PentPent up demandfollowing Great Depression and WWII
CommonwealthCommonwealth government implements Keynesian economic program
CentralCentral bank regulates housing interest rate and reserve deposit ratios
CommonwealthCommonwealth State Housing Agreement (CSHA)fitnds public rental housing
MassMass immigration of working class migrants
StableStable secure employment growth, rising wages
RelocationRelocation of industry to the suburbs
NewNew CSHA emphasises home ownership and and sells public housing at at discounted prices
StateState subsidised expansion of suburbs
CSHACSHA funds diverted to co-operative credit societies
EstablishmentEstablishment ofHome Loans Insurance Corporation
DepositDeposit assistance via Home Savings Grant program
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Thee rising entry of new purchasers to the home ownership sector is clearly visible in Table 6.5
below.. From 1947 to 1966, rising prosperity and cheap finance facilitated strong growth in the
ratee of ownership. Many new owners moved acrossfromthe private rental sector. Public
renterss were also encouraged to become owners via heavily discounted prices of public rental
stock. .
TableTable 6.5: Australian Australian housing tenure 1947-1976
HousingHousing tenure

Units Units

Ownerr without a mortgage
Ownerr with a mortgage
Totall owner
Publicc Renter
Privatee renter
Totall renter
Other r

%%
%%
%%
%%
%%
%%
%%

1947 1947
U.l U.l
7.9 9
52.6 6
43.4 4
4.0 0

1954 1954
47.9 9
15.1 1
63.0 0
4.2 2
29.9 9
34.1 1
2.9 9

1961 1961
47.5 5
22.4 4
69.9 9
4.2 2
23.2 2
27.4 4
2.6 6

1966 1966

71.4 4
5.2 2
21.5 5
26.7 7
1.9 9

Source:Source: ABS Population and Housing census, various years in Neutze, 1981:153

ExamplesExamples of coherent relations, contingently defined during the period of acceleration
Thee following paragraphs illustrate how property, finance and welfare relations were
contingentlyy adapted and repackaged following a long economic crisis, to promote
acceleratedd rates of home purchase.
ContingentlyContingently defined property relations
Thee laissez faire property relations established in the 1840s were modified by actions of the
Savingss Banks in the 1920s and following WWII, the implementation of Keynesian economic
policyy and state led urban planning in the context of rapid industrialisation.
Followingg Federation (1901) and the return of WWI soldiers, the Labour party had spoken
passionatelyy about the individual ownership of land as a basic foundation of civil society.
Thuss private property rights remained untouched, despite the problems of speculation and a
campaignn against exploitation by slum landlords.31 Labour came to power in 1910, forming
thee first trade union based government in the world. They created a new and important role
forr the State Saving Banks, which were able to define the type of dwellings to befinancedand
evenn prepare and develop model suburbs such as Garden City in Melbourne. By tightly
controllingg both allocation of loans and the type of investment, State Savings Banks could
minimisee their own risks.
Followingg WWII, governments planned the expansion of metropolitan areas, developed
extensivee cottage estates on the suburbanfringeand redeveloped inner city slums. The
Commonwealthh government enforced the development of metropolitan plans at the State level
forr the private development of land.32 Government priorities for inner areas during this period
includedd the improvement and redevelopment of rental housing (McLoughlin, 1993:40, re
19544 Melbourne Plan). In 1961, the Victorian government actively sought sites for the
3

'Victoriann parliamentary debates, 1904, Vol. 107:268 in Williams, 1984:175
Inn 1954 the Melbourne Metropolitan Board of works developed plans for the city*s expansion, laying out
futuree freeways and growth areas, in easily developable areas, which largely served as speculators guides for the
astutee land purchaser.
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developmentt of public housing, surveying inner city areas, designating slums, repossessing
propertyy and redeveloping whole neighbourhoods with high-rise public housing estates.
Despitee these initiatives (model estates, urban plans), property relations remained highly
commodifiedd and ownership largely rested in the hands of non-state agencies and interests. In
somee areas a single speculative builder developed an entire suburb producing monotonous,
standardisedd housing estates. In other suburbs, contract builders who were commissioned by
individuall land purchasers produced a more varied urban landscape. The primary efforts of
thee state focused upon the use of the finance system as a vehicle for intervention in the
housingg market and supported both these modes of construction.
ContingentlyContingently defined savings and investment relations
Duringg this phase, we can also see signs of adaptation towards coherence in the realm of
savingssavings and investment. The crisis of the 1890s forced many purchasers out of their homes
andd into the rental market. For a brief period, for the first time in decades, capital investment
flowedd into this tenure. However, this investment was curtailed by the high cost and shortage
off materials with the onset of WWI, leading to widespread housing shortages, overcrowding
andd generally poor housing conditions. By 1900, investment in repairs and new housing was
att its lowest in forty years, leading to a drastic housing shortage in 1910-11 (Williams,
1984:173). .
Soo how were the financial relations adapted and repackaged to ameliorate the housing crisis?
Thee state responded by improving the security and stability of the financial system: regulating
Savingss Banks to take over Building Societies role in home lending, and introducing
assistancee programs to facilitate ownership amongst working households.
Inn 1910, the Victorian parliament passed amendments to the Savings Bank Act, which
enabledd public banking institutions to provide finance for home purchase. Public housing, on
thee other hand, was to be provided by local government, but legislation to this effect failed in
19144 until 1920. From 1915 to 1923 the national Labour government, with the narrow support
off the conservative opposition, established a tax on imputed rent: "on the grounds of equity
betweenn tenants and owners within the income tax system" (Williams, 1984:173). Speaking
againstt the proposed tax, conservative parliamentarian E. Johnson, stressed the ideal of home
ownershipp over renting:
EveryEvery inducement should be given to encourage men, especially working men,
toto get rid of the exactions of the landlords, and acquire their own homes. This
sub-clausesub-clause has a penalising tendency upon every person who endeavours to get
aa roof over his head far from the obnoxious visits of a landlord every Monday
morningmorning (Parliamentary Hansard, 1915, Vol.78: 6590 in Williams, 1984:192).
Clearlyy home ownership was the tenure of preference. One of the most important pieces of
legislationn in the history of housing assistance is the Commonwealth War Service Homes Act,
passedd in 1918 (under Conservative leadership). This Act made provision for cheap loans to
enablee the rent-purchase of homes for returning soldiers and their dependents. The newly
establishedd State owned government Savings Banks became the primary vehicle for such
loans.33 3
"Berry,, M, Dalton, T, Engles, B and K. Whiting (1999) Falling out of Home Ownership: mortgage arrears and
defaultss in Australia, AHURI, RMIT,, Melbourne p. 8
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However,, measures such as the War Service Homes and state provided public housing built in
thee 1920s were insufficiënt to compete with the private sector and keep rents down (Williams,
1984:175).. Housing shortages ensured pent up demand and escalating rents. During this
periodd an Interstate Commission on the Basic Wage estimated considerable housing shortages
acrosss the major cities, including a 9,000 dwelling backlog in Melbourne. Yet state initiatives
inn rent control, public housing and home finance were patchy and limited. The Savings Banks
continuedd to ration their loans for new homes at a specified cost and amortisation period to
householdss within a narrow income range. The Commission argued for a national remedy
involvingg the government at all levels.
Duringg the late 1920s political pressure remained for a more expansive program to promote
homee ownership, particularly emanating from the conservative Nationalist party34, who saw
homee owners as a new source of conservative votes (Williams, 1984:179). In opposition,
Labourr remained vocally supportive of home ownership. Parliamentarian Makin spoke of
Labour'ss desire to increase home ownership in order to release workers from "the grasping
greedd of the landlords", promote a better home life and improve citizenship standards. This
stancee was said to represent the expressed interests of the unions and workers1 self help
movements. .
However,, the Great Depression arrived in 1928 and lasted for five gruelling years, stalling
anyy united housing effort. Many workers, including thosefromthe middle classes, lost paid
employment,, were evicted and/or had their homes repossessed. Those evicted included the
returnedd soldiers assisted by the War Services Homes Act.36 As ownership levels fell,
familiess shared their homes to cope with the burden of housing costs. Others organised and
establishedd the Unemployed Workers Movement tofightevictions by encircling homes to
fendd off the landlords* thugs.
Ass a sign of financial shifts to come, a Royal Commission, held in 1936-1937, examined for
theefirsttime Australia's monetary and banking system. In a dissenting opinion, future war
timetime Prime Minister J B Chiffley gave an indication of his Keynesian economic policies in his
dissentingg opinion to the Commission.
BankingBanking differsfromany other form of business, because any action - good or
badbad -by a banking system affects almost every phase of national life. A banking
policypolicy should have one aim - service to the general good of the community. The
makingmaking of profit is not necessary to such a policy. In my opinion the best service
toto the community can be given only by a banking system from which the profit
motivemotive is absent, and, this, in practice only by a system entirely under national
control.control.37 37
Thee Nationalist Party tried to court voters in an election pamphlet: "Reasons why you must vote Nationalist
Homee Lovers, because I am prepared to raise 20,000,000 pounds to ensure that every city and country dweller
whoo desires to own his own house shall have the means to do so." advertisement, 1925. Also, in the
Commonwealthh parliament, a Nationalist Party member notes that former labour party voters in South Australia,
oncee accommodated by a government home ownership scheme, turned their vote to the Nationalists,
Commonwealthh Parliamentary Debates, 1927,116:602) in Williams, 1984:179
"Makin,, Labour member for Hindmarsh speaking in parliament, Commonwealth Parliamentary Debates, 1927,
116:6699 in Williams, 1984.180
36
Bethune,, 1978:274 in Williams, 1984:181
7
Quotedd in Crough, G (1980) Money, work and social responsibility, Transnational Corporations Research
Project,, University of Sydney, Sydney, p3
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Thee Commission recommended policies to curb the autonomy of banks and direct investment
too improve economic management (Crough, 1980:9). However, all initiatives were set aside
ass international conflict in Europe and Asia dominated the attention of the Commonwealth
government. .
Nevertheless,, Keynesian economic policy gathered momentum during and immediately after
thee WWII. Chifley took over Labour leadership in 1941 and committed the government to a
massivee program reforming the banking sector and establishing a major program of public
works.. These included the production of public housing to address the considerable post
Depressionn and WWII backlog, financed under a Commonwealth State Housing Agreement
(CSHA).. The 1945 CSHA contributed 27 percent of new housing in the immediate post war
period;; primarily low-density dwellings in new suburbs close to growing industrial estates and
higherr density inner city apartments replacing designated slums.
AA broad based, union initiated campaign to secure the right to housing (ACTU and AU, 1944)
wass transformed into a campaign for cheap housing finance dominated by the house building
industryy (Hayward, 1992, Dalton, 1999). Under Labour, home finance was regulated by the
Reservee Bank, interest rates were fixed at 1 percent below the bond rate and minimum reserve
depositt ratios were set. Savings banks were compelled to lend at favourable rates but, in
return,, were permitted to pay out lower rates of interest on savings accounts. Later, in 1964,
mortgagee insurance enabled banks to lend to a wider range of borrowers at a deeper loan to
valuee ratio (90%) (Berry, Dalton, Engles, Whiting, 1999:8).
Thesee actions created what became known as a 'protected circuit of capital', promoting and
securingg high levels of investment in home purchase. Following Labour's Chiffley and Evert
governments,, conservative coalition governments dominated federal politics for almost two
decades.. In a polarised political climate, they distanced themselves from Labour's socialist
housingg program and diverted funds from public rental housing to establish co-operative
housingg societies. These co-operatives were linked to professional organisations and unions,
whichh in turn nurtured a growing, middle class of home purchasers.
ContingentlyContingently defined labour and welfare relations
Thee role of wage levels in the capacity of households to purchase their homes was a subject of
debatee in the early period of adaptation of this second phase. Workers campaigning for better
livingg standards had become far more organised, unionised and struck in key industries:
shipping,, mining and farming.
Pacificationn came in the form of assistance for war veterans and later working households to
purchasee homes, as mentioned above. Importantly, a centralised system of wage arbitration
wass established during the late 1800s and the establishment of a universal, collectively
financedd and needs based system of social security from 1909. A contributing wage case,
knownn as the Harvest Judgement (1907), developed principles that acknowledged the cost of
homehome purchase in setting male wage levels. This centralised system became an important
institutionn for determining the level of the male wage, affecting the ability of working
householdss to afford home ownership.38 Yet without work, as during the Great Depression,
neitherr rents nor mortgages could be paid and once again, many lost their homes.
Duringg the 1920s Commonwealth Royal Commission in the Basic Wages specifically blamed poor housing
conditionss for this industrial unrest. It concluded that wage rises were simply being absorbed by rising rents in
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Duringg the 1950s the capacity of households to purchase housing services on a single male
incomee increased. It was a time of strong economic growth, rapid industrialisation and once
againn immigrationfromthe 'Old World'. The Commonwealth government's protectionist
economicc policies required imports to be replaced by locally produced products. International
companiess settled 'behind the tariff walls* in the middle and outer suburbs of large Australian
cities.. This decentralisation ofjob opportunities reinforced continuing suburban expansion.
Immigration,, near full employment, and rising wages also boosted demand for new homes.
Farmss on the edge of the city were converted into new suburbs, by state housing agencies,
speculativee developers and home purchasers. These suburbs, laid out by regional planning
authorities39,, were accessible by car, closer to new work opportunities and serviced by state
andd locally provided infrastructure. Secure jobs and rising incomes spurred demand for new
housingg production and accelerated domestic consumption. New households filled their
homess with consumer items produced locally in the protected manufacturing industries. By
thee end of the boom, a significant and politically powerful 70 to 73 percent of households in
capitall cities were purchasing, rather than renting, their own homes (Troy, 1991:2). During
thiss period, no political party could afford to ignore the wishes of the homeowner.
SynthesisingSynthesising key relations in their contingent context
Oncee again, drawing upon the empirical evidence above and concepts outlined in Chapter 5,
thee following Figure 6.4 attempts to abstract and synthesize the key property,
investment/savingss and labour/welfare relations underpinning the consolidation and
accelerationn of the Australian solution of home ownership (1907-1971).
Duringg this period the Commonwealth government intervened to address the shortage of
housingg investment and established a key presence and role in housing finance via national
andd State agencies (1). State banks under Commonwealth direction replaced the home
lendingg role once played by Building Societies. They issued targeted, capped and
conditionall loans for approved housing plans and engaged in land development of entire
suburbs,, thereby minimising their own risks and managing housing market outcomes.
Followingg pent up demand, home purchase rates increased rapidly during the 1920s and
subsequentlyy many suburbs were developed on land dormant since the 1890 property crash
viaa speculative building activity, until the Great Depression. After WWII, the volume and
costt of homefinancebecame regulated by the Reserve Bank. Interest rates were fixed at 1
percentt below the bond rate and minimum reserve deposit ratios were set. Savings banks were
compelledd to lend at favourable rates but in return were permitted to pay out lower rates of
interestt on savings accounts. This agreement became known as the protected circuit of
capitall in die housing market. Further, The Home Loans Insurance Corporation was
establishedd to improve and widen access amongst low to middle income households to
housingg credit (3).
Forr a brief period, a new sector of publicly commissioned and managed rental housing was
sponsoredd by Commonwealth and State governments, to renew dilapidated areas and provide

thee exploitative rental sector. At the time, the Labour Daily argued that a healthy, able and happy workforce
couldd not be reproduced under such poor housing conditions. The labour movement raised the concept of a
nationall housing scheme for all workers to secure their own horned
ww
New suburbs established in areas that had remained 'dormant* since the 1890s land bust.
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cheapp workers housing. Yet, with economic stability and growth restored after the Depression
andd WWII, home ownership quickly resumed its dominance in the 1950s.
Inn 1956 private banks entered the home loans market and supported a long boom generated by
industriall protectionism, migration and growth in household wealth. State and municipal
governmentss continued to provide physical and social infrastructure to support urban
expansion.. Regional planning agencies took over the strategic planning role from individual
municipalitiess and metropolitan planning provided guidelines for developers active on the
urbann fringe, further promoting expansion and speculation in the land market. During the long
boom,, coupled with the protected circuit and state sponsored infrastructure, strong stable
employmentt and conditions supported rising purchase rates and sprawling expansion of
citiess until the early 1970s.

FigureFigure 6.4 Abstraction of the flow of capital during acceleration of the Australian housing solution (1907-1971)

Yett coherence was not sustained under conditions of rising unemployment and the
increasingg cost of building, which undermined capacity to pay and delayed new purchases
(4).. Further monetary conditions and welfare demands affecting state finances diminished
thee capacity of the State and local government to continue sponsoring urban expansion
viaa the provision of infrastructure (5).
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6.533 An Intermediate Period of Deceleration and Differentiation 1971- 1985
OutlineOutline of key events and housing outcomes
Thiss phase illustrates the significance of 'counter-productive' contingent relations in the
actualisationn of the Australian housing solution. Whilst the cornerstones of the Australian
housingg solution remained in place during this period, important contingencies such as high
unemploymentt and stagnating wages eroded disposable incomes. High interest and increasing
demandss on the welfare state also undermined public investment in urban areas.
Key,, defining events include:
EndEnd of the long boom, economic decline and restructuring
FiscalFiscal crisis ofthe regional and local state, inability to service urban expansion
IncreasingIncreasing interest rates for home loans, declining affordability of purchase
GovtGovt attempts to capture land betterment, impeded establishment of ofLand Commissions
RisingRising levels ofunemployment 4-11%, especially amongst blue collar workers and young job seekers
ExpansionExpansion of income support
ReserveReserve Bank advises removal of controls on home lending
IntermittentIntermittent mortgage assistance and tax deductibility deductibility programs
UnevenUneven rise in house prices, favouring inner urban areas
CampbellCampbell inquiry recommends deregulationfinancialsystem
UnionUnion campaign for superannuation
ShortageShortage of capital in protect circuit
EconomicEconomic recession and unemployment

AA snapshot of housing outcomes, in terms of tenure distribution, can be derived from Table
6.66 below. One can see that therateof new purchasers is beginning to fall, a trend that later
continuedd in the 1980s. Public rental continues to provide only a small, now declining
contributionn to overall housing options.
TableTable 6.6: Housing tenure - 1971-1981
1971 1971
HousingHousing tenure
1976 1976
Units Units
1981* 1981*
OwnerOwner without
without
a %%
31.5 31.5
33.2 33.2
mortgage
mortgage
35.1 35.1
OwnerOwner with with a mortgage
33.0 33.0
%%
67.6 67.6
68.6 68.6
63.2 63.2
TotalTotal owner
%%
PublicPublic Renter
5.0 5.0
5.8 5.8
4.9 4.9
%%
PrivatePrivate renter
25.9 25.9
22.1 22.1
20.3 20.3
%%
TotalTotal renter
30.9 30.9
27.9 27.9
25.2 25.2
%%
Other Other
2.5 2.5
3.4 3.4
2.9 2.9
%%
Source:: ABS Population and Housing census, various years in Neutze, 1981:153, *Burke, Hancock and
Newton,, 1984.
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1970s1970s
1970s
19741972-1983
19721975
Late 70s, 80s
1981
early 1980s
early 1980s
1982-1983

ExamplesExamples of coherent relations, contingently defined during the period of decelerati
differentiation differentiation
Thee following paragraphs illustrate how property, finance and welfare relations were
contingentlyy adapted and repackaged during the period of decelerating rates of home purchase
andd marginalisation of alternative tenures.
ContingentlyContingently defined property relations
Importantt changes occurred in the role of the state in supporting private property
development.. To counter the expansionary and road dominated urban planning of the 1960s,
urbann consolidation emerged as a new theme in the 1970s. Various interests including
Commonwealthh and State planning agencies managing urban policy promoted consolidation
abovee the dreaded image of a sprawling and hollow city. Denser cities, better utilising public
infrastructure,, especially transport, appealed to very different interests - environmental
movementss campaigning against the intrusion of freeways and urban sprawl into the green
hinterland,, cash strapped governments with high interest debts, and companies with
investmentss in the central city, such as the large insurance giant Australian Mutual Provident
(AMP).. Nevertheless, the new policy, first promoted by the Commonwealth's department of
Urbann and Regional Development, was met by institutional hostility amongst diverse
instrumentalitiess at the State and local government level (Housing Commission, Road
Constructionn Authority and various local councils) and corrupted by speculative property
interests.. The costs associated with government intervention and subsequent scandals
underminedd further interventionist planning efforts.
Withh insufficient resources, high rates of interest on borrowed debts, local and State
governmentss were unable to keep pace with the provision of roads and drainage for
subdividedd land. This so-called crisis in collective consumption (Jakubowicz, 1984:150)
pushedd former public responsibilities into the lap of developers. Not only did this have the
effectt of increasing the price of land but shifted costs to landowners, buyers of sites and
ultimatelyy home purchasers. To make matters worse, many land developers left the market,
furtherr restricting supply and inflating house and land prices. The Commonwealth
governmentt attempted to establish public Land Commissions and Development Corporations
too process raw land and moderate the price of new housing lots. It was frustrated in this task
byy existing landowners on the urban fringe with strong links to State politicians, upon which
thee Commonwealth was dependent to implement the new land policy. Further, corruption in
thee ranks of the executive played a role in discrediting State government activity in the land
market.. Appendix 5 provides a more detailed illustration of the relations sustaining the
Australiann system of property rights and the power of institutions opposing change.
Inn evaluating the effectiveness of the land commissions, Neutze (1978:83) argues that their
limitedd funds to purchase in an already inflated land market had a limited impact on prices.
Thee Land Commissions were unable to dominate the market and failed to even recover the
costt of providing infrastructure.40

Thiss fiscal crisis of the regional and local state continued to plague the urban development process well into
thee 1980s and 1990s, leading to radical calls for more denser cities, privatised infrastructure and new principles
forr raisingregionaltaxes (DPUG, 1990, Briggs, 1992).
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ContingentlyContingently defined savings and investment relations
Contributingg factors influencing the affordability of home purchase not only include purchase
pricee and household income but also employment and mortgage conditions. Interest rates can
stimulatee or stifle affordability and home purchase rates. Job security promotes consumer
confidencee and purchasing propensity.
Forr most of the post war period, interest rates had been relatively low, around 4 percent, with
stablee low rates of inflation and almost full employment fuelling consumer confidence. Yet
thee long boom of the 1950s and 1960s was soon over with the collapse of the international
monetaryy system in the early 1970s causing the end of low interest government loans and the
rationingg of capped home loans by stage savings banks. Soon after followed the first rise in
thee price of oil, seriously damaging the protected Australian manufacturing sector (Forster,
2000)) leading to massive job cuts and subsequent social security demands, further
exacerbatingg escalating government debt.
Byy the mid to late 1970s and well into the 1980s home loan interest rates and unemployment
haddrisendramatically. During the 1970s there were also attempts to change the financial
relationsrelations of home ownership. Resistance was not in the form of popular movements or
politicall parties, but emerged from major financial institutions. As early as 1975, the Reserve
Bankk was recommending an end to the regulation of home finance. The government took no
action,, avoiding possible electoral backlash. However, by 1978, senior government
economistss came to view the protected circuit as the cause, rather than the prevention, of
decliningg home purchase affordability. Banks were constraining the volume of home
mortgagee finance released in the protected circuit. The Commonwealth intervened, lending
1500 million dollars of its own funds to Savings Banks. Bank deposit ratios were also altered
too free more finance. On the demand side, mortgage assistance and tax deductibility of
interestt was offered to first homebuyers until the early 1980s.
Stalledd investment in the Australian economy and the actions of the banking sector, prompted
thee establishment of the industry dominated Campbell Inquiry (1981). The Inquiry argued the
needd for the wholesale deregulation of thefinancialsystem and more competition between
financialfinancial institutions. Specifically, it recommended the removal of mortgage restrictions on
Savingss Banks. In the context ofrisinginterest rates, Savings Banks began to shrink their
homee mortgage portfolio, tightly rationing the allocation of home loans during the early
1980s.. Unemployment (13 percent) and high home loan interest rates (12.5 percent) peaked in
19833 and both were a major election issue.
ContingentlyContingently defined labour and welfare relations
Thee relations of housing consumption were also changing during the 1970s. Throughout the
period,, there remained a strong preference for home ownership across occupational and
incomee groupings. However, economic restructuring in the labour market created a
considerablee rise in unemployment amongst blue-collar workers.
Changess in household dynamics and expectations also influenced the capacity of households
too consume services. The feminist movement facilitated the acceptance of female
participationn in the paid workforce. Birth control gave women the choice of smaller families
andd delayed marriage. Whilst housing prices rose faster than average earnings, two incomes
keptt ownership within reach. On the other hand, die rise in two income households priced
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singlee income households out of the market (Wulff, 1992 and Yates, 1997 in Winter and
Stone,, 1998:8). Thus, during the 1970s, lower and single income earners had declining access
too purchase. Conversely, those households who purchased in the 1950 and 1960s, stood to
gainn from rising property values, especially in desirable areas. High interest rates were every
homeowner'ss enemy, and they blamed governments - not die banks - for their sustained rise.
Inn the social rental sector, constrained public housing budgets, and continuing sales of the
mostt desirable stock led to the targeting and marginalisation of public housing. Far from
beingg homes for returning war heroes, public housing came to represent homes for the "idle
ne'er-do-well,, no-hopers, or the dregs of an achieving society" (McLoughin, 1993:97).
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SynthesisingSynthesising key relations in their contingent context
Oncee again, we can abstract and synthesize these contingently defined key relations of
property,, investment/savings and labour/welfare during this phase of deceleration in the
Australiann housing solution. Home ownership ceases to grow and we see sporadic rates of
production,, we also see a number of initial adaptations and looming threats. These adaptations
addresss particular crises affecting the Australian solution and are depicted in abstract terms by
Figuree 6.5. Firstly, the Commonwealth government attempts to intervene in the highly
commodified,, freehold property market to moderate land price speculation by establishing
publicc land corporations, but is stymied by entrenched property interests and corruption (1).
Landd developers, in concert with subsidiary construction companies, continue to control
supplyy of land and pace of new housing construction, greatly influencing both house prices
andd outcomes. After a long period of deflation, a crisis in collective consumption and stifled
developments,, land developers are forced to pay for the cost of infrastructure. However, this
iss largely passed on to new purchasers on the urban fringe via increased housing prices,
generatingg affordability problems (2). The government attempts to boost production and
improvee affordability by further interventions in the protected circuit affecting home loans.
Too address the shortage of housing investment, the Commonwealth lends AU$150 million to
statee banks to issue home loans (3). These efforts are complimented by a brief period of
mortgagee interest deductibility (4).

ProtectedProtected circuit

Statee banks
&& later also
privatee banks

Landd market with public players, freehold
propertyy rights and state sponsored infrastructure

Modestt Interest
Interestt and
Principle e

Securityy of
governmentt I
guaranteee

OO

^^

Purchase sum

HLIC

FigureFigure 6.5 Abstraction of the flow of capital during deceleration of the Australian housing solution (1971-1985)

Yett the protected circuit, the financial corner stone of Australian home ownership is
weakening.. The regulation of mortgage interest comes under increasing scrutiny by advisors
inn the Reserve Bank and Treasury Department. An industry-dominated inquiry recommends
abolitionn (5). Only electoral politics stalls removal of the protected circuit. Further wage
growthh stagnates and only the entrance of women onto the job market sustains home
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purchasingg power. However, the housing choice of single income households begins to
narroww (6).
6.5.44 Dismantling and Reconfiguration 1986-2000
OutlineOutline of key events and housing outcomes
Thiss phase illustrates the significance of shifting the founding relations of housing provision.
Duringg this phase the neat functional fit, that promoted broadly accessible home ownership,
duringg times of evenly distributed economic prosperity, was dismantled. During mis most
recentt phase, a number of fundamental changes have occurred in the relations that have
mediatedd the Australian housing solution for almost SO years. The interest rate on mortgages
fluctuatedd considerably, creating affordability problems for many new purchasers during this
phase.. The protected circuit of capital in home finance has been dismantled and the
institutionss protecting wages and conditions marginalized. Further, the role of some public
landd agencies continues to be under threat
Thee Australian solution of low-density home ownership was changing and new patterns and
formss of housing consumption tentatively emerged. The housing outcomes of this most recent
periodd in housing history have proven to be disturbingly uneven. Ownership is no longer a
widee spread option, available to working class households.41 As can be seen from the Table
below,, whilst the number of outright owners has reached a peak, a falling proportion of
householdss are entering the market. The proportion of mortgage defaults has increased
significantlyy (Berry, et al 1999) and delayed purchase has led to a rise in long term renting.
TableTable 6.7: Household trends in tenure type 1980-1994
Tenure typeTenure type %
1980
1990
1994
42.44
41.8
Outrightt owner
38.3 3
29.22
28.3
Purchaser r
33.6 6
Publicc renter
4.8 8
5.88
6.2
Otherr renter r
20.2 2
19.88
21.4
Other r
3.1 1
2.88
2.2
100.00
100.0
100.0 0
Total l
Source:Source: Survey of Housing Occupancy and Costs (8724.0); Survey of Income & Housing Costs and Amenities
(unpublished(unpublished data); Australian Housing Survey: Selected Findings (4181.0).

Inn their analysis of housing careers, Winter and Stone suggest that during this period, the
sociall connotations associated with home ownership have also altered. Ownership has become
lesss strongly linked to major life events such as family formation or childbirth, yet the authors
aree unable to detect a new, emerging social meaning (ibid, 1998:51-52). Affordability
problemss continue to concentrate in the private rental sector and public housing is
increasinglyy targeted to those in greatest need (and high support needs), who are unable to be
housedd in the private sector.
Thee prospect of remedial state action was further limited as the goal of wide spread home
ownershipp no longer represented a political priority for the Commonwealth government. The
electoratee no longer supported public intervention in the regulation of home loans. The
Government'ss gaze shifted towards levels of investment, the balance of trade, inflation and
411

This situation contrasts with the widespread ownership of 100 years before illustrated in Table 6.4.
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interestt rates. Domestic housing policy was merely a secondary issue holding a low profile
andd position in the Commonwealths executive hierarchy.42 The following Table summarises
keyy events during this phase.
DeregulationDeregulation of the A ustralianfinancialsystem
OpeningOpening the Australian economy by reducing tariff barriers
IntroductionIntroduction of nine year Wage accord during recession
RemovalRemoval of interest rate ceiling
IntroductionIntroduction and demise of Commonwealth then State initiated mortgage assistance
IntroductionIntroduction and massive rise of rent assistance
FocusFocus on inner City revitalisation and international competition
PromotionPromotion of flexible, performance based planning regulation
StockStock market crash, shift to property investment
CommercialCommercial property boom and bust
DemiseDemise of state bank, privatisations
PromotionPromotion of alternative forms of personal investment
CompulsoryCompulsory superannuation and privatisation of public super funds
ConceptConcept of super for housing dropped
WorkplaceWorkplace Relations Act marginalized unions during period of high unemployment
CorporatisationCorporatisation of Victoria public land agencies in preparation forfull privatisation
IncreasingIncreasing targeting of welfare payments (Workfor the Dole and Active Welfare policies)

mid 1980s to 1 990s
1980s to 1990s
1983
1986
early 1980s to 1997
19851980-90s
mid 1980s
1987
1980s -1989
late 1992
1990s
1990s
1995
1996
1998
1998-

ExamplesExamples of coherent relations, contingently defined during the period of dismantling and
reconfiguration reconfiguration
Thee following paragraphs illustrate how property, finance and welfare relations were adapted
andd contingently redefined during this period of dismantling and reconfiguration.
ContingentlyContingently defined property relations
Thee property relations of housing provision became increasingly commodified over the last
twoo decades of the 20th century. The process of largely private land development on the urban
fringe,, where most new houses were being built, continued at a slower pace, during the 1980s.
Publicc land commissions, which were promoted by the short lived Commonwealth Labour
governmentt during the 1972-1975, remained in place but altered in ambition and purpose.
Publicc land developers, such as the Victorian Urban Land Corporation43, exhibited diminished
sociall charter by the end of the 1990s and were forced to compete, as any commercial entity,
deliveringg shareholder dividends alongside other large national development companies such
ass Delfin, Australand, Mirvac and Lendlease and larger house and land developers such as
Jennings,, Wimpy and Pioneer.44
Afterr many years on the back burner, urban consolidation returned in the mid 1980s and early
1990ss as a theme for residential development at the Commonwealth level. Yet whilst big on
vision,, little was sustained except an array of demonstration projects promoting joint ventures
betweenn the impoverished public rental sector and private investors. The basic mechanism
influencingg urban form remained untouched: highly commodified property relations,
422

No longer a ministry on its own, responsibility for housing was submerged in the nebulous Department of
Familyy and Community Services.
411
In 1998, the Director of Planning for the Housing Industry Association stated, "Government development
agenciess are enjoying unfair development advantages in competition with the private sector." Building News,
1998,, September/October, p. 14
444
Earlier in 1989, Hayward identified five groups of land developers operating in Melbourne: Urban Land
Authority,, small unlisted private development companies, subsidiaries of trading banks, credit companies and
lifee offices, subsidiaries of publicly listed property development companies, and land developers connected with
privatee house builders.
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individuall home purchase, development boosterism and the continuing dominance of the
privatee vehicle over mass public transport.
Byy the mid 1980s, consolidation also took on a new meaning, shaped by the lessons of die
1970ss and hardened by the economic liberalism of Canberra's political elite. Denser, more
affordable,, appropriate and equitable development was the aim, which could utilise public
infrastructuree more efficiently. Actual initiatives involved infill development, redevelopment
off public housing estates and the conversion of non-residential buildings for housing,
permittingg the doubling of houses on traditional allotments and subdividing smaller blocks in
neww areas. Publicly sponsored private development was also a tool of urban consolidation,
redevelopingg under utilised public lands in the city centre. In the late 1990s, private freeways,
universitiess and casinos were opening, sponsored by entrepreneurial State planning agencies
andd development corporations, via generous land deals, profit (and loss) sharing arrangements
andd planning compromises. Fringe development could also occur under the new
consolidation,, just on smaller blocks with more dwellings per hectare. Yet higher density
housingg and inner city apartment living certainly didn't prove to be more affordable, equitable
orr desirable amongst new purchasers, and was criticised by numerous commentators and
researcherss (Forester, 1999, Troy, 1999, McLoughlin, 1991, Bunker, 1986).
Metropolitann planning agencies placed far greater emphasis on urban consolidation (rather
thann continuing investment in expansion), inner city rejuvenation and the development of
majorr (inner city) projects, in order to compete with other Pacific Rim cities and attract
internationall investment. Central city governments were transformed into market agencies for
'Livingg Cities'. Second order central city office buildings, left vacant since the 1987 office
boomm and bust, were converted (primarily by their liquidators) into new lifestyle apartments.
Thee inner city municipality of Melbourne experienced a profound increase in multi-unit
dwellings,, contributing 28 percent to the City's dwelling stock since 1992 (Watling, 1999).
Duringg this period of intense inter-city competition,46 local planning processes were
subordinated,, third partyrightscurtailed and a special task forces established to speed up
projectss in the State's best interest - despite local opposition (Ogilvy, 1998, Lewis, 1999). In
onee State, all elected local Councils were abolished for a period of two years, amalgamated
andd temporarily managed by appointed commissioners who oversaw an extensive program of
pro-growthh development facilitation and privatisation of public enterprises (Shaw, 1998,
Mowbray,, 1996).
Planningg research agencies, such as the Metropolitan Services Co-ordination System, simply
forecastedd housing demand and monitored land supply, rather than lead or control urban
expansion,, providing regular maps of underdeveloped and suitably zoned land. At the local
governmentt level, municipalities were no longer the initiator or regulator of land
development.. Rather they became more passive facilitators of infrastructure partnerships.
Landd development companies such as Delfin, continued to have an important role mediating
betweenn different agents in housing provision system. This prominent development company
assembless large parcels of land, obtains planning permission, subdivides and markets building
lotss in conjunction with preferred building companies. Past performance in joint venture
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The Commonwealth Standing Committee for Long Term Strategies (1992) considered the trend towards
consolidationn and the need to link urban planning more closely with economic policy.
466
The Council of Australian Governments (COAG, 1995) developed a set of principles based around the notion
off competition and recommended the review of all urban planning legislation, which may impede it.
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projectss enabled Deifin to establish a positive and fruitful rapport with key government
partners.. See Appendix 6 for an example of Delfin's new urban development practices.
ContingentlyContingently defined savings and investment relations
Internationallyy orientated economic policy not only affected the property relations of housing
developmentt but reshaped their financial relations. By the end of the 1980s, commentators
remarkedd on the 'sweeping changes' that had transformed the Australian financial system47 to
preparee for a more open, export-orientated economy.48 Perkins attributes the speed of
deregulationn to die acceptance of the industry to change. Freedom from government
regulationn would enable them to better compete with not only local credit unions, unit trusts,
cashh management trusts and building societies, but also the international financial institutions
whichh were now entering the country and operating on the foreign exchange market (Perkins,
1989:1-7). .
Thesee more global changes to the Australian financial system were to have a profound effect
onn the financial relations of housing provision, unleashing a volume of credit for home
purchase.. From 1986, banks and building societies were no longer bound to the Reserve Bank
constraintss that had created the 'protected circuit1. Instead, they could invest with more
freedomm and diversity (Perkins, 1989:44-5). Larger banks did well out of the new
arrangementss via mergers and takeovers.4 Yet they too faced strong competition from
innovativee new players such as Aussie Home Loans.
Analysiss undertaken in 198950 found that following deregulation, the interest rate immediately
rosee by 2 percent and remained above the 1986 level for three years. Latent demand51 for
financee led to a dramatic increase in lending, greatly inflating house prices. In the context of
rapidlyy inflating purchase prices and later very high interest rates, only two income
householdss were able to borrow sufficient mortgage credit. Interest rates have since subsided,
butt remain high in relation to real interest rates. Thus, the benefits of an inflated market were
distributedd unevenly, not only by income but also by region, concentrating the wealth
amongstt owners of (inner city) nouses in areas of rapid price rises (Fincher, 1991:130).
TableTable 6.8: Home loan interest rates 1991-2001
HomeHome loan interest rates

1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001

%%

11.9

15.1

9.9

8.9

10.0

10.3

8.3

6.7

6.6

7.0

7.6

Source:Source: Australian Bureau ofStatistics, Cat. No. 4102, Australian Social Trends Companion Data

"Perkins,, J States in his introduction that the removal of controls has meant mat the Australian financial system
hass been transformed from "one of the most controlled banking systems in the world to one of the least
controlled"" in (1989) The deregulation on the Australian financial system: the experience of the 1980s,
Melbournee University Press, Melbourne, pi
"Thee argument for an economic restructuring was forcefully put by the Crawford Committee
499
Perkins, J "one consequence appeared to be a substantial increase in the relative strength, and probably the
profitability,, of banks, especially the major banks" in (1989) The deregulation on the Australian financial
system:: the experience of the 1980s, Melbourne University Press, Melbourne, p 47
Wood,, G and Bushe - Jones, S (1990) Financial deregulation and access to home ownership in Australia, in
Urbann Studies, 7
511
Savings Banks had been rationing home loans in the previous phase.
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Interviewss undertaken for this research in 2000 with staff from the Commonwealth Bank ,
reveall the organisational impact of deregulation, privatisation, declining interest rates and
increasedd competition upon mortgage lenders. Under pressure to compete, the
Commonwealthh instituted radical moves to curb costly branch services (closing branches,
introducingg supermarket banking, and increasing over the counter fees) and increase the
qualityy of their customer base (taking over more 'elite' banks such as Colonial, targeting more
lucrativee customers via internet). During deregulation, lenders became more selective and risk
aversee - targeting 'quality' customers and rejecting less lucrative traditional clientele.
Givenn the increasing diversity of loan products on the market, lucrative customers were more
difficultt for the large, increasingly unpopular Commonwealth Bank to retain or capture. New
productss were introduced and more customer-oriented practices established, in what was
consideredd to be a 'cut throat' market. Despite these efforts, other commercial banks and
mortgagee retailers were quickly outmoding the Commonwealth's efforts. A new sector of
mortgagee brokers emerged to 'assist' borrowers with complex choices. Unable to secure a
commission,, mortgage brokers did not include Commonwealth Bank's products amongst their
panell of preferred mortgages. Mortgage originators, such as Aussie Home Loans, with limited
branchess and thus minimal overheads, captured the lion's share of new borrowers during
1999-2000. .
Inn addition to deregulation, privatisation of has also occurred. The insurance of mortgages has
movedd from being a public monopoly to a private one. The Home Loans Insurance
Corporation,, established in 1964 to broaden access to home ownership, was privatised in 1997
andd purchased by the financial giant GE Capital. Recent research on the sector found a SO
percentt increase in mortgage arrears and defaults during the early 1990s (Berry, et al 1999:1415).. State initiatives in mortgage security schemes for low-income purchasers (FANMAC and
NMC)) have been phased out following high interest rates, defaults and major losses in 1997.
Byy the end of the 1990s the apparent benefits of home loan deregulation and competition
finallyy appeared, with the new Conservative coalition government basking in popularity under
decliningg interest rates (both home loan and official) and strong economic growth. During this
time,, home loan rates dropped to 6.7 percent in 1998/99.53 In an apparent policy reversal in
Julyy 2000, the Commonwealth government announced the introduction of a non-means tested,
$7,0000 and later $14,000 grant to assist first home purchasers. This was the first form of
direct,, universal home ownership assistance in fifteen years. Whilst the new grant could be
seenn as a reversal in housing policy trends, its primary goal was to avoid the potential, post
Goodss and Services Tax (GST) downturn, predicted to strike the housing construction sector.
Ann 'artificial' housing boom followed. The home ownership rate in 1997-1998 amongst
workingg couples with dependent children reached 78.8 percent. Yet, strong demand resulted
inn massive price inflation, around 20 percent in Sydney and Melbourne - leaving single
incomee earners and new purchasers in these areas increasingly out of the market.
"" Commonwealth bank was once a public bank and is one of the largest traditional providers home finance. It
wass privatised during the 1990s.
533
In a well-prepared doorstep interview with journalists Commonwealth Treasurer Costello promotes a recent
declinee interest rates "An interest rate which has got a 6 in front of it... is an interest rate that we haven't seen in
Australiaa since the 1970's. These are historically low interest rates now, and I would say to young home buyers,
youu now have the opportunity to get a $14,000 grant for the construction of a new home and an interest rate of
6.88 per cent and this is a very good time to go out and to buy your first home." Senate Alcove Courtyard,
Parliamentt House, 4 April 2001.
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Accesss declined partly due to uneven changes affecting the welfare relations of different
households,, which in turn, have influenced their position in the housing market.
ContingentlyContingently defined labour and welfare relations
Ass mentioned above, the ability to purchase housing services, both ownership and rental,
diminishedd during the late 1980s with rapidly rising interest rates and stagnant wage growth.
Housee price inflation, which rose considerably between 1986 and 1988, was the most
importantt factor reducing access of low-income first homebuyers to finance, especially in
Melbourne544 and Sydney. Further, real incomes, constrained by a national wage accord that
lastedd nine years (Stilwell, 1986) were further eroded by the imposition of compulsory super
animationn payments. Formerly, most workers relied upon the receipt of the government's old
agee penision. First the government's pension became means tested and then private pension
arrangementt became compulsory (to avoid post retirement poverty despite owning a home
outright).. Yet wagerisesdid not compensate for this new imposition nor exceed house price
inflation,, stifling the ability of new buyers to save for a home deposit.55 Fearing a down turn
inn purchase rates, the real estate lobby unsuccessfully campaigned for the release of
accumulatedd pension contributions for home deposits.
Pertinentt is the research by Yates (1994)56, which reveals a widening group of middle income
andd young households delaying their decision to purchase or simply remaining in private
rentall accommodation. In her review of the evidence on income distribution, employment and
purchasee , Yates (1994) explains that increasing inequality between incomes is reducing the
expectedd proportion of new home purchasers entering the market (see evidence in Table 6.9
below).. McClelland (1993) echoes this claim, raising the possibility of increased social
divisionn and reduced cohesion, exacerbated by poor growth and individualised welfare
obligations. .

^Figuress for each quarter following deregulation in April 1986 to December 1998 for Melbourne reveal
percentagee increasesfrom3% in the first quarter of 1986 to a high of 29 percent in the first quarter of 1988, in
Wood,, G and Bushe - Jones, S (1990) Financial deregulation and access to home ownership in Australia, in
Urbann Studies, 7
555
Following their study of interest rate deregulation and access to home ownership Wood and Bushe-Jones
(1990)) conclude "With credit foncier mortgage instrumentsremainingthe predominant loans instrument (Yates,
1988),, growth in household incomes must exceed house price inflation if increases in the deposit gap are to be
avoided."" Wood, G and Bushe - Jones, S (1990) Financial deregulation and access to home ownership in
Australia,, in Urban Studies, 7
i66
Yates (1994) analyses income, age and tenure unit record files from the 1991 Housing and Location Choice
Survey. .
"Yatess (1994) draws upon work by Johnson and Kenyon (1993) on the gap between rich and poor, Gregory
(1992)) on the •disappearing middle', Probert (1993) and Freeland (1993) on the causalisation of female labour,
Chapmann (1993) on the job mismatch and the unemployed, EPAC (1993) on the problems for single income
families,, and McLelland (1993) after housing poverty ofrentingelderly.
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TableTable 6.9: Households spending > 30 percent of their gross weekly incomes on housing, 1994
TenureTenure type

Total To
2nd2nd quintile3rd3rd quintile 4th4th quintile HighestHighest quintile
LowestLowest quintile

%%

Owner Owner
14.3 3
Purchaser Purchaser 66.3 3
50.7 7
Renter Renter
30.2 2
Total Total
RecentRecent first home57.7 7
buyer buyer
27.1 1
RecentRecent changeover
buyer buyer
Source:Source: Australian Housing Survey

%%

%%

%%

%%

%%

3.7 7
56.1 1
42.5 5
25.2 2
53.2 2

1.0 0
38.9 9
11.0 0
16.0 0
42.6 6

0.2 2
17.5 5
4.3 3
8J J
18.8 8

0.3 3
7.5 5
0.9 9
3.7 7
7.6 6

4.9 9
26.1 1
26.2 2
16.7 7
29.2 2

26.5 5

31.5 5

19.0 0

11.4 4

21.3 3

(unpublished data)

Inn a combined analysis of Australian Bureau of Statistics Household Expenditure and Income
Surveys,, Yates (1998) continues to provide further evidence that home ownership has reached
itss peak and indeed, may have begun to decline. She stresses the significance of a range of
uncertaintiesuncertainties facing new purchasers, in addition to socio-demographic and lifestyle chan

increasingincreasing inequality in earned incomes have also contributed to increasing
uncertaintyuncertainty and insecurity in relation to labour market income. The
liberalisationliberalisation of the financial sector, which brought with it the deregulation
interestinterest rates, has contributed increasing uncertainty about the future of interest
rates.rates. The increased availability of mortgage finance has contributed to
increasedincreased uncertainty about the stability of dwelling prices. The changing
demographicdemographic structure of the population and the increased uncertainly ab
futurefuture immigration policies have led to increased uncertainty about future
trendstrends in dwelling prices. Yates (ibid, 1998:42)
Recentt relief, in the form of rising rates of employment and lower interest rates, has tempered
housingg stress for thetimebeing and for some households. Nevertheless, there remains
widespreadd concern amongst housing analysts, for low and single income households.
SynthesisingSynthesising key relations in their contingent context
Inn sum, the housing outcomes during this period were tumultuous and there are some signs of
declinee in the rate of home purchase. The three corner stones of the Australian solution of
masss home ownership have been fundamentally altered. In the hay day, these were state
sponsoredd infrastructure provision, protected circuit of capital and steady wage growth. The
crisess in collective consumption, which arose in the 1970s and impeded public sponsorship of
infrastructuree has been ameliorated by urban consolidation, lower standards of land
developmentt on the urbanfringeand greater influence of private land development companies
inn planning estates and economies in development and construction: higher density (smaller
plots)) and construction quality (standardised plans favouring larger builders).
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Majorr changes have taken place in the home finance sector: the protected circuit has been
abolishedd (1), new financial institutions have entered the market to compete with traditional
savingss banks (2) and the public HLIC has been privatised (3). In the 1980s interest rates were
veryy high, but dropped in the late 1990s amidst intense competition and product innovation
betweenn new and traditional mortgage lenders. Access to home ownership amongst single
incomee and low-income households has been substantially narrowed by rapid but uneven
housee price inflation and rising interest rates during the late 1980s and once again a dramatic
increasee in (inner) urban house prices during the late 1990s (4). Increasing house price
inflationn has been facilitated by strong white-collar employment growth and low interest rates
relativee to house price inflation. To assist first homeowners in an inflated market, government
providess one off grants to assist purchase (5). Changes continue to occur in the land market,
withh public land agencies being privatised and forced to deliver substantial dividends, as with
otherr commercial developers amidst intense land trading on the urban fridge (6). There have
beenn some developments in the relationship between state government agencies, land
developerss and building firms with regards to infrastructure provision, with land developers
assumingg a key role in planning and standard setting, government agencies as more
passivee partners (7) and building firms as 'pattern book' contractors (8). Finally, the
promotionn of existing supplementary tenures, such as social housing has also been weak.
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6.66 Abstracting the causal mechanisms
Thee emergent relations of property, investment/savings and labour/welfare were differently
definedd and packaged during each phase of the Australian housing solution. During each
phase,, the state played a dynamic role under different political circumstances and shifting
economicc modes of production. In sum the emergence of the Australian housing solution of
low-densityy home ownership took place during the years of colonisation and federation.
Duringg this period, the cornerstones of the Australian housing system were set in place: a
systemm of private propertyrights,state sponsored infrastructure provision, channelled
mortgagee finance and moderate, regulated wage growth. Successive phases in Australia's
housingg history have path dependently built upon and modified these key features. In the most
recentt phase, introduced in 1986, two key relations: channelled mortgage finance and
regulatedd wage labour were removed and a third, state sponsored infrastructure provision
substantiallyy altered. Since 2000 a grant for first homeowners has been introduced.
Todayy home ownership is no longer an option for the 'masses'. Rather, housing outcomes are
increasinglyy polarised by household type and income level and the location and timing of
purchase.. Declining access to home ownership for a growing minority of households may
leadd to the development of alternative housing solutions for Australian households. Yet this
willl taketime,and is not likely to occur whilst governments are committed to ameliorative
onee off non-structural actions, such as the first homeowners' grant that merely supports
furtherr house price inflation. Perhaps a crisis of'strategic significance' (Harloe, 1995:50) will
generatee a new housing solution. This is most likely to emanate from the inherent conflict
betweenn deregulated contract work, long-term variable mortgage contracts and postretirementt security for men and women, singles and larger households.
6.6.11 Abstraction using relevant concepts and ideas
AA number of abstractions have been made from the analysis provided. These abstractions can
bee found in Table 6.10 and are further developed in section 6.6.2 and the comparative
conclusionss presented in Chapter 8.
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However,, Table 6.10 does not communicate the dynamic interaction and cumulative causation
betweenn contingent conditions and key relations generating the process of coherence, crises
andd adaptation across the Australian home ownership trajectory. However, it does provide a
neatt abstraction of relevant contingencies. The challenge of providing a new and dynamic
interpretation,, using the abstractions above, is undertaken in the following section.
6.6.22 Retroductive analysis of the Australian housing solution
Inn this section a number of poignant contrastive and counterfactual questions focus the
retroductivee analysis, employing the ideas and concepts developed in earlier Chapters and
summarisedd in Figure 6.2 and illustrated by the empirical evidence and Figures 6.3 - 6.6
presentedd in Section 6.5.
WhyWhy begin a new colony with ownership?

AA formative causal mechanism,fromwhich home ownership later emerged, was the
establishmentt of exchangeablefreeholdtitle via the rapid sale of land claimed by the Crown
(despitee resistance from indigenous people) to raise cash for the new colony. New private
landowners,, holding vast tracts extendingfromthe city grid, had no intention of developing
theirr holdings for residential use. Speculation was the goal, which attimesstymied urban
expansion.. The initial land auctions greatly undermined the position of the state in land
ownershipp and urban planning in all areas beyond the essential ports. Further, electoral
franchisefranchise was rooted in property ownership, and the landed gentry were placed in a powerfu
positionn to diminish any legislative threats. Nevertheless the needs of an expanding state
prevailedd and sitting land speculators were eventually forced, by the threat of taxation, to
developp or sell their holdings. Indeed, taxation was necessary to establish instrumentalities
thatt could implement state sponsored urban expansion. Speculators released their holdings
ontoo the market in smaller, albeit suburban size packages to land developers. Yet once again,
thee prospect of capital accumulation via speculative investment dominated progress.
Thee extraction of profit occurred primarily at the early stages of raw land conversion and
subdivisionn and not in the development and construction phase. During this period, areas were
madee accessible by an expanding network of road, rail and trams, greatly assisted by the new
statee instrumentalities. Smaller lots were subdivided along narrow streets and lanes
maximisingg potential yields and were sold to owner builders. Construction involved small
scalee often father and son firms. Finance for home purchase required eventual owneroccupation,, allocated to members of savings clubs or Building Societies.
Thee land speculators boom and the supply of home ownership were bolstered on the demand
sidee by a growing local economy (import replacing industry,risingcommodity prices and
flowflow of capitalfromthe Gold Rush). Consumer aspirations were indeed path dependent,
shapedd by the culturally and materially constructed preference for home ownership amongst
neww migrantsfromIreland, England and Scotland who were both skilled and well resourced.
Theree was no significant industrial sector employing a large and lowly paid workforce that
wouldd be satisfied with cheap and basic housing. Rather, it was port and commodity related
tradee and commerce that were the main sources of employment, leading to the establishment
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off well-paid mercantile class able to accumulate savings and secure loans for the purchase of
neww homes.
ButBut why not begin with renting?
Itt is unlikely that the new colony could have begun with rental housing. First of all,
investmentt capital was not attracted to the long term and unknown benefits of landlordism in
aa rapidly growing mercantile economy. There was no reliable and experienced vehicle for the
securee management of such housing assets or their tenants. Far less risky investments could
bee made elsewhere, and in the formative years of rapid urban expansion, it was thought
(mistakenly)) that no safer investment existed than real estate.
Thee structure of the building industry also played a causal role impeding the establishment of
aa rental sector. The industry was and still remains, dominated by small owner builder firms
constructingg dwellings using simple and standardised designs, with limited capacity or
experiencee to build multi-unit dwellings. Master builders, with their hierarchy of skilled
labourers,, were sufficiently occupied, building mansions for the growing social elite (largely
comprisingg sheep and cattle farmers wealthy from favourable land deals).
Further,, there was no demand for mass rental housing amongst both employees and
employers.. The cities were expanding as bases for mercantile activities rather than industry
andd work was relatively well paid, generating enviable wages and potential household
savings.. These were captured by banks and Building Societies, which provided conditional
loanss for owner purchase.
Finally,, as mentioned above, the social status of new migrants and their emerging national
identityy placed much value on home ownership. This was bolstered by memories of the
homelandd and the rhetoric of all political parries and importantly the strong and growing
labourr movement. Conversely, there existed a socially and materially constructed opposition
too landlordism.
Forr these reasons, rental housing did not emerge to displace home ownership at the core off the
Australiann solution. This was due to a multiple and cumulative series of causal mechanisms:
thee nature of the property market, the under development of the landlord sector, the absence of
aa large and low paid workforce and the aspirations of new, relatively wealthy migrants and the
mechanismm for channelling savings in individual home loans. Thus there was and remains a
poorlyy organised, unprofessional private rental sector, comprising petty and accidental
landlords. .
Whilstt the Australian solution dominated by home ownership maintained a period of
coherencee for several decades after the 1850s, its' open housing system inevitably fell prey to
negativee contingencies and crises. These included a massive fall in commodity prices upon
whichh mercantile cities were dependent, the end of the Gold Rush which had brought so many
migrantss and fuelled consumption, collapse of the inflated and overheated land market and
finally,, the subsequent crash and closure of many building societies and banks.
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WhyWhy not radical change in strategy after the crises? Why afinancingsolution rather than
propertyproperty one?
Thee most visible face of the crisis mentioned above, was represented by the repossession
actionss of banks and their eventual closure. Popular politics directed blame towards the banks
andd building societies, even though often-legal speculative investment in the highly
commodifiedd land market played a large role in their downfall. So began the Australian
traditionn of 'bank bashing' and loyal preference for government owned State savings banks.
Whilstt speculation was an important cause of the housing crisis it could have been curtailed or
outlawedd but was not. Despite public scandals and disgrace amongst certain key banking,
propertyy and political elite, the power of speculative land interests remained in the upper
echelonss of governing chambers of parliament at the state level. No legislation could be
passedd which threatened their interests. Further, ideological concepts associating ownership
withh patriotism were promoted and protected the sanctity of private property from public
intrusion.. Indeed, such problems persist. In the 1950s, Sydney's precious Green Belt policy
wass scrapped and its main proponent, the Cumberland City Council abolished by vested
propertyy development interests in state parliament. In the Victorian parliament twenty years
later,, the establishment of public land agencies and more recently tenancy reforms were
severelyy frustrated by corruption and vested property interests.
Yet,, in the early years of the 19th century, land ownership was strongly associated with
emancipationn of the workingman. Despite the continuous threat of repossession of homes by
thee banks, the labour movement perceived private rental landlords as mere parasites of
workerss wages. Indeed, the wage debates of 1907 highlighted the futility of wagerisesin the
contextt of market rents. But rent regulation was not the favoured solution. Rather a
mechanismm to facilitate ownership, such as State bank loans for modest homes, was supported
byy both capital and labour.
AA public housing program was established after the war, why did this not develop as an
importantimportant solution?
Publicc housing was established to address serious and immediate housing shortages amongst
returningg soldiers and redevelop areas dominated by slum dwellings. This Commonwealth
governmentt initiative followed a long period of decline in housing investment and production
thatt began with the Great Depression and mass unemployment. This had all but extinguished
expressedd demand and curtailed the role of the state in housing finance and urban expansion.
Beyondd this, public housing was an important mechanism to stimulate economic development
inn a climate of industrial restructuring. Many housing related industries were assisted as a
directt result of the public housing programs. Further, substantial contracts specified the use of
particularr materials, labour saving devices and skills, ensuring efficient use of scarce post-war
resources.. The concrete industry was particularly favoured.
Allocationn via waiting list ensured the 'appropriate' distribution of low-rise public rental
housess and flats to skilled workers, close to areas of mass employment in the newly
industrialisingg cities. A different strategy was employed in the inner suburbs, where
dilapidatedd terrace houses were completely demolished and their inhabitants selectively rehousedd in these areas. Plans for modem high-rise buildings were borrowed from Britain and
theirr concrete towers broke the low-rise skyline of the inner city terraces.
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However,, the public housing program did notflourish,and the most desirable dwellings were
soldd at discounted prices to their inhabitants. There was no organised constituency to support
thee expansion of public housing. The labour movement still considered home ownership a
sourcee of worker emancipation. Conservative politicians utilised nationalist cold-war rhetoric
too promote the dream of ownership and dismantle the 'anti-Australian' socialist housing
programs.. Later inner city environmental groups, appalled by the destruction of both buildings
andd communities and the high-rise buildings that replaced them, joined the anti-Commission
campaign.. The budget of the Housing Commissions was and remains subject to a politically
vulnerablee and complex fund sharing agreement, providing ample room for disruption and
curtailment t
Further,, much was to be gained from developing housing privately in the rapidly expanding
postt war suburbs. State sponsored urban expansion, coupled with the mobility of the private
car,, promoted an ever-outwards migration form the city centres fuelled by new household
formationn and immigration programs. Many land developers had combined forces with
buildingg companies, and wanted a slice of the action. With low interest rates and household
wealthh secure and stable in the 1950s and 1960s, private home ownership in new suburban
locationss came within reach of a wide array of single income households.
IfIf the Australian solution centres on state sponsored infrastructure, cheapfinanceand
adequateadequate wages, why were these conditions altered in the 1980s?
Forr many decades, urban expansion was sponsored by state provided infrastructure provision.
Theree was no betterment or capital gains tax to claw back these subsidies from landholders
andd home purchasers. The reduced cost price of serviced building sites was partly transferred
too purchasers off new homes but largelyflowedinto the hands of land developers. The cost to
thee state was spread over generations of city dwellers via collective taxation. This neat
functionall fit was eroded by economic crises (unemployment, high interest rates) generating
heavyy demands on state spending and constraining funds for necessary infrastructure. New
financingg mechanisms for infrastructure provision have been developed, which emphasise
userr pays principles and private sector partnerships. The cost of developing land has risen,
standardss have dropped and densities risen on the urban fringe.
Housingg remains dependent upon cheap finance. Yet the home loans sector forms only one
small,, albeit nationally important part of a much larger and increasingly global capital market.
Timee and time again, we see how negative monetary conditions can erode favourable housing
creditt and labour conditions and how the rate of new purchase subsequently drops. By the mid
1970ss additional and very powerful non-housing actors came into play, emanatingfromthe
privatee banking sector and public servants form the Reserve Bank and Treasury Departments
off the Commonwealth. Their message was consistent: open up of the protected Australian
economy,, deregulate the relatively closed Australian financial system and introduce new
playerss to increase competition and theflowof investment. The monetarist doctrine of
Reganismm and Thatcherism promoted the deregulation of financial markets across the globe,
ass a monetarist tool to fight inflation. In Australia, this was portrayed as the only course of
actionn for a national economy starved of foreign investment in the 1980s. Further, a national
wagee according which lasted for most of the 1980s ensured that wage growth was minimal to
improvee the international position of Australian industry. Simply put, the investment demands
off industry were considered more important than the immediate housing aspirations of new
purchasers,, and perhaps the proposed solution would serve both in the long run.
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Further,, the private and State banking sector, the Reserve Bank and those within Treasury
(includingg the future Labour prime minister) advanced arguments undermining the logic
behindd interest rate regulation in the home loans sector. The protected circuit came to be seen
andd promoted as part of the problem in a time of home loan scarcity (rationing by Savings
Banks)) and rapidly escalating interest rates (capped versus non-capped interest rates). Both
weree an anathema to those calling for open competition. Following deregulation, home loan
interestt rates actually rose by 2 percentage points and remained high for three years. Those
contemplatingg home ownership delayed their purchase. Those with variable loans either
weatheredd the storm by compensating with additional work, or lost their homes through
mortgagee default and repossession.
Indeed,, home ownership as a 'mass solution', remains in the last instance dependent upon
adequatee household income, and the ability to pay for housing is strongly related to one's
positionn on the labour market. Inflating house prices surpassed declining real wages, stifled by
Labourr Accords in the 1980s and deregulation in the 1990s. The growth in part-time work
compensatedd for the suppression of wage levels. Centralised wage fixation processes were
increasinglyy replaced by work place agreements favouring those with the most effective
union,, with scarce skills in demand or in a growing and profitable new sector. Thus, two
decadess of economic restructuring and deregulation has affected employees at opposite ends
off the spectrum quite differentially. Today, lower skilled workers in the blue-collar industries,
evenn households with two such incomes, are far less likely to purchase a home. The housing
crisiss has arrived for these households and for others it is merely delayed. The growing
minorityy of longer-term renters, with no housing asset to compensate for modest post
retirementt pensions, face a very bleak future indeed.
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Chapterr 7 Explaining divergent tenure patterns and urban formThee Dutch case of compact social housing provision

7.11 Introduction
Thiss Chapter provides a further contribution towards explaining shifts in the Dutch trajectory
off housing provision. It is the second of two cases for contrast and comparison of the
generativee mechanisms promoting divergence in national housing solutions. Evidence is
presentedd for the unique definition of key social relations and their synthesis in order to
providee a plausible explanation for the development of compact cities that, unlike Australian
cities,, became dominated by social housing in The Netherlandsfromthe 1950s to the mid
1980s.. Thus, it is not intended to provide a detailed, descriptive chronological biography or
policyy history. Rather, this Chapter focuses upon possible causal relations that may have
generatedd the Dutch 'solution' using the ideas and concepts put forward in earlier Chapters.
Thee structure of this Chapter is similar to the Australian case. It begins with the observable
outcomess of various phases in the continuing evolution of the Dutch housing 'solution' and
triess to define its core features. This is followed by a critical review of existing explanations
fromm a range of research offering very different modes of explanation in The Netherlands. A
postulatedd explanation is put forward that selectively draws upon previous empirical and
theoreticall work, as well as new perspectives and concepts outlined in previous Chapters.
Thiss postulate is tested and revised by analysis of the various phases in Dutch housing
provision:: the end of laissez-faire liberalism; foundations addressing the housing crisis;
accelerationn under favourable contingent conditions; and most recently redefinition and reregulationn of key relationships. For each metamorphosis of the housing 'solution,' the key
eventss and housing outcomes are briefly summarised. Step by step, the contingently defined
relationss of property, savings/investment, labour/welfare and their synthesis will be examined.
Att the conclusion of the Chapter, an abstraction of the causal mechanisms from this
descriptionn will be put forward. This will form the basis for contrast and comparison with the
Australiann case in Chapter 8.
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7.22 Observable Outcomes of the Dutch Housing Solution
Byy the year 2001, 100 years after the first housing law formally established the Dutch system
off social housing provision, The Netherlands has evolved to become both a nation of social
renterss and increasingly, home purchasers. It continues to have one of the largest social
housingg sectors in Europe, with 36 per cent of total stock provided by approved housing
associations,, municipal housing companies and non-profit institutions for low and middle
incomee households. Just over half of these dwellings are considered low rental (56 percent
betweenn 300 and 427 Euro per month). There were 643 social housing landlords in 2001,
providingg just over 2.3 million of the nations 6.5 million dwellings (Aedes, 2001, VROM,
2001).. Many of these landlords are of considerable size providing more than 4,000 dwellings
andd 59 providing more than 10,000. The number and composition of these landlords has
changedd significantly in recent years, with mergers and transformations leading to the rapid
declinee of the municipal housing sector, as indicated in Table 7.1 below:
TableTable 7.1: Social housing landlords 1990-2001
1990 1990 1992 1992
SocialSocial Landlords
805 5
HousingHousing corporations 824 4
188 8
MunicipalMunicipal housing 213 3
companies companies
1.950 0
TotalTotal social housing stock 1.854 4
('000s) ('000s)
Source:Source: VROM/DGVH, Key data for social renters,

1994 1994
793 3
125 5

1995 1995
774 4
81 1

1996 1996
763 3
63 3

2001 2001
619* *
24* *

2.167 7

2.265 5

2.295 5

2.347 7

1996, CBS, Financial Monthly Figures,

"'AEDEScijfers

Sociall housing, known as volkshuisvesting, is unevenly distributed across the country. As can
bee seen by the Table 7.2 below, a large proportion of housing in the four largest Dutch cities particularlyy Amsterdam and Rotterdam, comprise rental dwellings, which are predominantly
providedd by social landlords.
TableTable 7.2: Tenure distribution. The Netherlands and major major cities in 2000
AreaArea by tenure

SocialSocial rental

Purchase PurchaseTotalTotal dwellings
(100%) (100%)
52% %
6,520,500 0
17% %
369,300 0
283,800 0
26% %
212,500 0
34% %
101,100 0
42% %

PrivatePrivate rental

36% %
12% %
Netherlands Netherlands
27% %
56% %
Amsterdam Amsterdam
59% %
15% %
Rotterdam Rotterdam
39% %
27% %
DenDen Haag
45% %
14% %
Utrecht Utrecht
Source:Source: Cijfers over Wonen, VROM, 2001

Rentall housing is also provided by the commercial sector, comprising small private landlords
andd larger institutional investors being primarily pension funds. Significant numbers of
tenantss receive relatively generous rental assistance, which is provided on the basis of rent
paidd and household income. This is paid directly to tenants; via the municipality; or directly to
thee Association in return for reduced rent (Kemp, 1994).
Overr the past five decades, home ownership has increased in The Netherlands from 28 percent
inn 1947 to 52 percent in 2000 (Cijfers over Wonen, 2001). In recent years the average price of
dwellings,, particularly in an around the Randstad, has increased dramatically. Individual
homee purchase has been financed via individual mortgage finance, the most common being
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savingss and annuity, and promoted by more permissive lending criteria based on two incomes,
variouss government schemes and significant tax incentives.
Inn addition to these unique tenure characteristics, a defining feature of Dutch housing
provisionn concerns urban form. The compactness of numerous towns and larger cities,
regularityy of dwellings and sharp distinction between town and country are distinguishing
attributess (Terhorst and Van der Ven, 1997:14). A constellation of moderately sized, compact
citiess in the west of The Netherlands known as the Randstad, loosely encircles an open area of
agriculturall and recreational space known the Groene Hart. For the past three decades housing
densitiess have been declining. Between 1991 and 1998, lower density neighbourhoods
comprisingg free standing, maisonette and row housing, have dominated new production,
particularlyy in the newly announced VINEX locations of the Randstad (DGVH/RPD, 2000,
Woonmilieuu Database, Ottens, 1989). In contrast to urban expansions of earlier years,
dwellingss in these new, more spacious urban areas are intended for purchase, with
constructionn undertaken by development companies.

77 J Beyond Outcomes - Explaining the Core of the Dutch Housing Solution
Thee Dutch solution of compact cities with their large proportion of social rental dwellings
alongsidee subsidised and unsubsidised dwellings for rental and purchase was formerly, but
tenuouslyy established in the early years of the 20thh century. The Dutch housing solution is
notablee for its prominent inclusion of private non-profit housing associations managing social
housing,, which contrasts starkly with the marginal and residual role of State provided 'public'
housingg in Australia. Behind this observable phenomenon can be found a set of social
relationss characterised by the strong role for larger municipalities in land development,
planningg and housing development, favourable government loans and object subsidies for the
constructionn dwellings by a variety of providers for different forms of consumption, and the
regulationn of rents sustained by modest household incomes and supplemented by rental
allowance. .
Thee output of social housing has been enabled andd curtailed by a variety of state actions
operatingg under various contingent conditions, which have influenced the definition of core
emergentt relations undeipinning provision. The explicit motivation for government
interventionn has shifted from a concern for public health and slum clearance, to welfare, the
housingg shortage, producing low cost employment and keeping rents low and more recently to
urbann renewal and housing those who cannot afford market alternatives. A variety of
contingentt factors has shaped and been shaped by government efforts. Amongst many others,
thesee include the market position of municipalities in negotiating development outcomes, the
availabilityy of investment for constructing dwellings, the level of interest rates and inflation,
thee cost and supply of labour and materials, and the incomes of households. How these
importantt contingencies affected the development of the Dutch housing solution will be
examinedd in section 7.5.
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7.3.11 Existing Explanations for the Dutch Housing Solution
Whyy has social rental housing dominated Dutch cities since the 1950s, and why has The
Netherlandss strayed from this long established route in recent decades?
Thiss section and the following 7.3.2 and 7.3.3 consider the contribution of three decades of
DutchDutch housing studies58, which have emerged amongst and sometimes isolated from, the
differentt currents in social science and explanatory housing research that were previously
outlinedd in Chapters 3 and 4.
Thiss section examines the dominant 'project' of housing research in The Netherlands and the
traditionss and institutional relations that underpin different explanatory pathways emanating
fromfrom various research schools. Indeed, there is not one, but many different approaches to
explainingg the Dutch case, yet only a few hold the academic and policy spotlight. Housing
productionn has been perceived as an outcome of government policy in the context of need,
effectivee demand and demographic change, or as a string of random events to which policy
hass correctively responded. Alternatively, social housing provision has been considered as a
civilizingg and pacifying process, connected to shifting modes of economic production and the
entiree process of industrialisation and urbanization. The entire 'system' has been viewed as
onee devised by central governments, currently influenced by the move towards European
Monetaryy Union and increasing integration of finance and property markets. Some researchers
emphasizee the importance of the individual city entrepreneurs, architects and professional
movements,, whilst others stress the intertwined central-local state relations embedded in
shiftingg modes of accumulation. All these modes of explanation have something to offer, yet
somee are more contestable then others from a realist ontological vantage point.
Thee following paragraphs categorise Dutch housing explanations by their central 'project1:
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

Empirical studies and policy commentary
Explanation, via demographic and economic modelling, for forecasting purposes
Explanation via ideas and institutions to promote better understanding
Explanation via international contrast, contrasting differences and similarities
Critical explanations exploring the civilizing process and gender relations
Explanation via state theories of pillarization and the passive welfare state
Explanation with attention to local contingencies in a broader political-economy

Tablee 3 in Appendix 1 summarises these streams in Dutch housing studies.
Off these diverse explanatory schools, the first two: policy commentary and prognoses are
moree widely practiced and typical of Dutch housing studies. A critical evaluation of progress
takess place in section 7.3.2. Possible reasons for the path taken in Dutch housing studies
followss this review, in section 7.3.3.

Ann interesting review and critique of Dutch 'geography of housing' has been undertaken by Van Weesep
(1986)) and Terhorst and van der Ven (1997), but housing studies is the focus here.
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ExplanationExplanation via normative critique
Itt is widelyrecognizedthat there has been a strong tradition of empiricism and muted
positivismpositivism in Dutch housing studies. Empirical research places great emphasis upon careful,
objectivee observation of housing events. The selection of these events is not explicitly guided
byy concepts or theories drawn from social science, but from the observable shifts and
manoeuvress in politics and policymaking. Two authors have dominated this tradition,
providingg a valuable and detailed record of central government initiatives, particularly those
pertainingg to the social rental sector.
Vann Beusekom (1955), housing policy activist and professor of Architecture (Delft), provides
aa classic notebook biography of Dutch social housing from the mid 19* to the mid 20th
century.. He recalls the administrative and political events contributing towards the history of
housingg related legislation and its implementation. His notes of vignettes, deliver a personal
accountt of key public debates and their resolution, providing a dialogue of policy
developmentt in a tumultuous socio-economic context. He pays particular attention to the role
off central government in subsidising provision and the various institutions, professional
bodies,, civil servants and other key players involved in 100 years of Dutch housing policy.
Forr more than 25 years, a major correspondent of such events continues to be Hugo Priemus,
whoo established the OTB Research Institute for Policy Sciences and Technology in Delft: His
extensivee publications, many in English, concern the various twists and turns in contemporary
Dutchh housing policy. Priemus follows a long tradition of pragmatic-normative research,
chartingg the policy contours of housing history (many of which he has played an influential
role),, with commentary and policy recommendations. Nevertheless, no observation is without
certainn assumptions and normative standpoints; indeed, certain theories of explanation do
permeatee his analysis and policy prescriptions. For example, Priemus (1990,1992,1996)
givess analytical prominence to government intervention in market interactions and promotes
statee intervention to mediate external forces or abuses to achieve desired market outcomes as
welll as economic and political equilibrium (1995). In this manner, Priemus provides
influentiall normative critique, and maintains an active hand in policy debate.
ExplanationExplanation via demographic and economic modelling
Anotherr important tradition in Dutch housing research has been market analysis and
prognosis.. Towards this end, the Dutch variants of demography and welfare economics have
playedd an important role, defining key concepts in the subsidy of housing production and
consumption,, and predicting and forecastingg housing trends and policy options. This mode of
researchh is fully institutionalised in the policy process. Forecasts play an integral role in a
housingg system where government wishes to maintain stable levels of housing production
throughh various subsidy schemes, thus minimizing market risks and housing shortages.
Dielemann (et al, 1985) offers a strong demographic and rational economic perspective,
predictingg future demand for social housing. His work considers demographic developments
too be the decor against which developments in social housing respond. Their 1985 report
considerss how household growth, income developments, and financial prospects will
influencee the levels of social housing required and outlines some policy options. More recent
workk by Dieleman maintains a predictive perspective, focusing on the impact of rising
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income,, tenure preferences, and housing prices upon affordability and residential segregation
(1996). .

Thee extensive work of Van Fulpen, undertaken for the Social Cultural Planning Bureau, is
alsoo illustrative of this prominent and well-developed approach. He defines, models and
predictss the consumption costs for tenants, testing alternative models of social housing
finance,, and different subsidy options (1985,1984,1983a, 1983b, 1982). His 1985 work,
VolkshuisvestingVolkshuisvesting in Demografisch en Economisch Perspectief (Social Housing i
DemographicDemographic and Economic Perspective), provides a good example of predictive mod
approachh applied to the Dutch housing market. He uses quantitative multi-variant analysis to
examinee the effects of demographic and economic factors upon the quality and quantity of
housingg demanded. Van Fulpen applies his model to the housing market in order to simulate
possiblee outcomes. The explanatory power of his work depends on the models implicit
assumptions,, including ideal types, aggregated consumer preference and rational behaviour,
andd the extent to which they resemble reality. Key to Van Fulpen's analysis is the realm of
consumption,, which is perceived as dependent upon quantifiable demographic, macro and
micro-economicc factors.
Neo-classicall models of equilibrium, competition and free markets permeate much housing
researchh in the policy field. The conceptual model developed by Conijn (1995), concerning
thee financial and economic basis of social housing provision, assumes a market in perfect
competitionn where demand and supply are in balance and the role of government is left out
"ass the study focuses on the operation of housing" (ibid, 1995:173). As with many
econometricc models, little or no emphasis is given to the core relations of which actual social
housingg production, exchange and consumption is embedded, their spatial and institutional
fixityy and sometimes irrational path dependence or the 'openness' and vulnerability of these to
(unpredictable)) exogenous shocks and other contingent influences.
AA recent example of econometric modelling for predictive purposes was undertaken the
Culturall Planning Bureau (Rele and Van Steen, 2001) concerning the system of subsidising
housingg in The Netherlands with an emphasis on the distributional effects of various
measures,, including a low tax on home equity (relative to other assets) in the ownership sector
andd housing allowances and low rent levels in the rental sector. As with many econometric
studiess the researchers develop a variety of equations representing various subsidy forms and
calculatee their aggregate effects on public finances. Whilst these equations imply statistical
accuracyy they do employ many assumptions including 'best guesses' of pure cases of
subsidisation,, their weighting and average effects and also remove certain possibilities, in an
attemptt to avoid 'distorting fluctuations' from their analysis. For this reason, the findings are
nott abstracted from complex and uneven empirical reality but derivedfroma conceptual
modell developed by the researchers, enabling relatively straightforward recommendations.
Employingg their model, Rele and Van Steen conclude that the benefits of subsidisation are
greaterr for low-income renters and for mortgaged rather than equity financed purchases.
Recentt conditions in the housing and labour market, such as the growth in white collar
employmentt and escalating house prices have increased the indebtedness of new owners,
skewedd subsidies towards them (via substantial tax deductions), and also promoted further
pricee inflation. From their analysis, the authors suggest that a reduction or abolition of tax
subsidyy would reduce prices and increase access for first homebuyers, providing an apparently
objectivee contribution to the highly charged politics surrounding this aspect of housing policy.
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ExplanationExplanation via ideas, professions and institutions

Econometricc models, however inclusive, fundamentally differ in terms of ontology,
epistemologyy and purpose from geo-historical studies. Van der Schaar, using a loosely
definedd institutional approach to understanding and explaining housing history, provides a
leadingg example. He has updated and refined his comprehensive body of historical work for
analysiss of housing institutions. His seminal work, Groei en Bloei van het Nederlandse
VolkshuisvestingbeleidVolkshuisvestingbeleid (1987), remains one of the more thorough accounts of outco
policyy process to the mid 1980s and remains a key reference for scholars of housing history.
Thiss text places emphasis upon the instruments of policy in the context of other forces: market
developments,, formal political decision-making processes, and the lobbying and advice of
governmentt officers and representative organs. More recent work provides a concise historical
accountt (1998) of the shift in policy emphasis from public health to environmental quality.
Whilstt events, rather than causes, are the focus, a number of explanatory themes are implicit.
Thesee include the importance of property relations in defining development players and their
conditions,, the small government ideology and preference for private (capitalist) rather than
publicc entrepreneurship, and the quest to maintain production, with state playing a corrective
rolee to address 'abnormal' market conditions.
Inn more recent work, Van der Schaar (1999) gives his analysis a more distinct institutional
emphasis.. Policy phases are considered to be influenced by social demands and needs, the
dominantt ideas of political coalitions (minimal state provision, goal of normal market
relations),, and professional interests; punctuated by reactions to exogenous economic crises
andd other circumstances. Most recently (2001) he reiterates that social housing is first and
foremostt a matter of policy, whilst certain economic relationships are of crucial importance,
namely:: the inter-play between costs of building, incomes, market conditions and government
subsidiess and the constant struggle for a return to 'normal' market relations.
Thee following historical explanations focus upon the ideas of key professional organisations
uponn the delivery and development of the Dutch housing solution. Unlike those above, the
followingg explanations have had far less influence in policy and professional circles.
Grinburgg (1977, 1982) provides a historical study of Dutch housing form, with an emphasis
onn the various concepts, traditions and ideologies shaping architectural practice, in relation to
shiftss in administrative and economic power between 1900 and 1940. Grinburg's descriptive
studyy emphasises the significance of the ideas and motivations of housing promoters upon
differentt forms of housing provision, such as: paternal philanthropy and economic self interest
off industrial landlords, economic liberalism of speculative jerry builders; the paternalisticspeculativee character of early associations; the workers co-operative movement for selfownedd dwellings; and the principles of liberal-paternalism underpinning the Housing Act He
mentionss specific influences in the establishment of the Housing Act; the fear of fire and
diseasee amongst the better housed; the power of speculators over government; and me role of
sociall welfare groups, health commissions, building committees and city architects. Steiber
(1998)) offers a similar perspective, with an emphasis upon the Amsterdam school of
architecturee and urban design, stressing the importance of various supervisory committees,
whichh officially regulated the built environment during the early 20th century.
Thee role of professions and their struggle for societal status is considered to have played an
importantt role in defining social housing policy. Reijndorp (1992) examined different periods
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off provision and the influence of medical practitioners, engineers, architects, urban planners
andd community workers upon the promotion of 'ideal' housing outcomes through the
developmentt of various housing institutions, programs and projects. According to his analysis
off the current period, professions have played a prominent role in the institutionalisation of
supplyy and individualisation of demand.
Organisationall histories also provide a relevant body of empirical research. A good example is
thee work of De Ruijter (1987), on the Dutch Institute for Planning and Housing (NIROV),
whichh gives much attention to developments in housing and planning between 1850 and 1940.
Hee focuses on the role and ideas of professions: architects, housing reformers, pressure
groups,, planners and professional bodies such as NIROV. His lengthy study of the Dutch
Housingg Act examines the concepts andd arguments of different pressure groups, individual
reformers,, political parties and social movements active in the field of housing reform. These
include:: the movement for private-public health and professional pressure for social hygiene;
movementss to improve the living environments of workers; the idea that better housing could
achievee social reform; the sanctity of private property; the role of the labour movement in
organisingg for better housing conditions; the autonomy of municipalities and the role of
governmentt to restore equilibrium in dysfunctional markets. De Ruijter makes use of a wide
varietyy of qualitative historical material such as letters, journals, speeches, plans, photos,
songss and posters. Other official administrative histories typically review regionally
aggregatedd housing indicators, national program initiatives and government legislation, whilst
emphasizingg the role of individual civil servants and politicians (for examples, see Kooiman,
1943,, CDWV, 1952, Van der Schaar et al, 1996).
Historicall accounts of policy have commonly focused on the succession of rules and
regulationss developed by central government that have 'defined' various housing programs of
thee day. In recent years, Dutch policy science has applied more elaborate techniques towards
ann explanatory strategy grounded in rational action neo-interactionism (Kickert, 1991, Klijn,
1996,, Klijn and Teisman, 1992, Koppenjan et al, 1993). Klijn (1996) applies this explanatory
approachh to post-war housing policy. He examines how individual action is channelled and
contendss that actors are connected to each other in a policy network by mutual
interdependencyy and engaged in an ecology of games (ibid, 1996:335). His empirical research
comparess the housing policy networks and games employed by relevant actors in three cities:
Denn Haag, Rotterdam and Groningen.
ExplanationExplanation via international contrast
Thee comparative approach in Dutch housing studies has become more prominent in recent
years,, fostered by the establishment of various international agencies and research networks
(Europeann Commission, ENHR, CECODHAS). Nevertheless, theoretically structured
comparativee studies (Harloe, 1995, Lunqvist, 1989, Barlow and Duncan, 1994, Kemeny,
1995)) have had little influence upon formal policy research. A lack of analytical and empirical
depthh often undermines broad comparative explanations. More descriptive, explorative studies
focusingg on various policy mechanisms and trends such as Oxley and Smith (1996), Kemp
(1997)) and McCrone and Stephens (1995), have emerged with stronger institutional support
andd contributed to the policy debate.
Somee authors have described Dutch housing as "corresponding in many ways to that in
Britainn and France, but lags behind by a number of years" (Prak and Priemus, 1992). Implicit
iss the notion of a mono-linear pattern of development, with forerunners and laggards passing
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variouss milestones. This approach is also found in the work of Boelhouwer and Van der
Heijdenn (1992) who contrast the progress of seven European nations along certain phases of
development. .
Oftenn quoted, but of little formal influence in Dutch studies, is the work of Harloe (1987,
1994,1994a,, 1995) who has long been interested in explaining the relationship between
differentt periods of capital accumulation, via an analysis of housing history. Harloe examines
thee historically inherited legal status and institutional format of systems of housing provision
inn Europe. In particular he considers the constitutional, governmental and political systems
andd macro economic policies surrounding social housing. In a number of studies he has
comparedd the political, social, ideological status of the social sector with the private market.
Drawingg upon the work of Block (1987) and Gourevitch (1986), Harloe (1995) has tended to
dividee developments according to a number of urban development and economic phases. For
eachh phase he contrasts the emergence, growth and decline in social housing developments in
differentt countries in the Europe (including The Netherlands) and the USA. He discusses a
widee range of concrete political and economic factors leading to rise and decline of different
formss of social housing in each country, and the recent rise of owner occupation, including:
religion;; social class; ideology; politics of tenure; the necessity for coalition building; major
destructivee events (WWII); labour markets and wage levels; the extent of urbanisation; and,
thee level and form of economic development.
Harloee contends, "institutional differences derive from the particular nexus of economic,
politicall and ideological factors which surrounded the emergence of social housing in each
country"" (Harloe, 1987: 128-129). The form of intervention, mass or residual, depends on the
degreee to which housing need threatens existing social and political systems. At certain times,
sociall housing can maintain political stability, ameliorate class conflict, stimulate the
economy,, dampen wage demands and generate employment. In recent work, Harloe considers
thatt interest in mass social housing has dissipated, and will only return when housing needs
holdd "strategic significance for the functioning of societies" (Harloe, 1995:50).
Thee work of Van Weesep (1986) on condominium conversion in The Netherlands, Britain and
thee United States is a rare example of theoretically informed comparative explanatory
research.. Drawing upon the realist philosophy of Keat and Urry (1975) and Sayer (1982,
1984)) he argues that despite similarities in the conversion process, differences in tenant
protestt and the legislative response in these countries have been generated by important
variationss in the structure and powers of government, the nature of real property law and
landlord-tenantt statutory relations (Van Weesep, 1986:43). In tandem with Pickvance (1986)
Vann Weesep stresses the importance of understanding the historical, cultural and political
variationss in comparative research (ibid, 1986:57).
Throughh the past decade, Boelhouwer and Van der Heijden (1992) have developed a
comparativee framework to contrast developmental phases in the Dutch housing policy and test
thee validity of convergence theory (Donnison, 1967), with six other West European countries.
Theirr explorative work, describes the housing outcomes of different demographic, market and
institutionall interactions in each country. Their VROM sponsored study partly intended to
generatee theories of explanation and contribute towards the convergence-divergence debate in
Europeann housing studies (see Klienman, 1996:169-170, Doling, 1997:89-91). Whilst the
outcomess of each housing system are concisely described, their generative processes are not
fullyy explained (sf Boelhouwer and Van der Heijden, 1992:55). Nevertheless, whilst the
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theoreticall ambitions of the project were not achieved in 1992, work still continues in an
explanatoryy direction (Van der Heijden, 2000).
ExplanationExplanation via the civilizing process (Elias, J939)
Movingg trom descriptive, explorative and contrastive historical studies of entire systems of
housingg provision, we now move towards those investigating particular explanatory themes in
Dutchh housing provision. First, studies focusing upon the consumption dimensions of housing
provision. .
Deben'ss historical study (1988) of housing consumption of the period 1850 tol969 follows
thee influential German sociologist Elias, to focus on the control aspects of Dutch housing
provision,, particularly to civilize, discipline and supervise the working class according to the
standardss of housing reformers, landlords and management professionals. Deben's explorative
andd descriptive study focuses upon the groups involved in civilizing working class residents,
thee design standards for dwellings, the house rules, the interest of landlords in managing
tenants,, and the wider circle of interests in housing provision and research. Threee periods are
investigated,, divided according to the focus of behavioural change: behaviour of the family,
correctt use of the dwelling and dwelling environment, and desirable interior decoration.
Debenn uses a wide range of historical, qualitative material indicating desirable living
standardss and rules, emanating from guides, congress reports, housing association rules,
exhibitions,, tenancy rules, and journals. More recent work (Deben, 1993) examines the rules
governingg tenancy between 1850 and 1980; again focusing on the civilizing intent of housing
managerss upon working class residents.
Theree are a variety of Dutch housing studies that examine gender relations in housing history,
withh a primary focus upon consumption. Van Meijel, Renou, Van Schendden, Veneijer and
Verlooo brought together a collection of perspectives on women, residential life and the built
environmentt in 1982. Their book partly examines the economic relations of Dutch women in
thee home, the standardisation of dwellings and living environments, and an analysis of family
andd neighbourhood relations.

Otherr historical contributions include De Regt (1984). She examines the system of early
workingg class housing provision, with specific attention to its role in reinforcing certain
genderr relations and roles. Further, Van Moorsel (1992) provides a detailed analysis of the
rolee of women, as promoted by the Stichting Goed Wonen between 1946 and 1968. She
coverss themes such as the separation of women in the homefrommen at work; provides an
historicall backgroundd to the system of housing provision (from 1850); and analyses the role of
rationall and phenomenological design concepts. In her book Power and Gender in Social
MovementsMovements (1992) Verloo analyses the power relations and mechanisms influencing wome
rolee in resident movements (action, reform and resistance) in Rotterdam and Nijmegen
betweenn 1965 and 1985 and makes critical comments on the usefulness of the 'civilizing'
theoryy of Elias.
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ExplanationExplanation via piüarization and the passive welfare state
AA substantial body of research, from political science, historical sociology and political
economy,, has tried to explain the unique form and relations of the Dutch welfare state, which
iss considered to be "much more a task of empirical research and associated theorising than a
questt for statistical correlations " (Kersbergen and Becker, 1988:497). A number of
explanatoryy concepts have been developed in the process: the theory of pillarization; the
passivityy of the Christian democratic welfare with its principles of subsidiary welfare; the
corporatistt model of decision-making and negotiated adjustment to change.
Theree is only room here to mention a few key proponents, in order to provide a taste of this
richrich conceptual work. A special section dealing with Dutch state theory and housing is
providedd in section 7.4.2. Lijphart developed a theory of Dutch pilliarization (first in English)
inn 1968, prompting lively debate and analysis on the peculiar nature of the Dutch state
(Daalder,, 1989, Schuyt and Van der Veen, 1986, Stuurman, 1983) via the:
pillarisationpillarisation of its society and as a consequence of this extraordinary political
influenceinfluence of the church and religion. This in turn favoured the predominance of
paternalistpaternalist Christian - in particular catholic - social doctrine of social policy.
'Caring''Caring' for the 'the weak', for the victims of unemployment or sickness,
thereforetherefore has been a central political and ideological issue (Kersbergen and
Becker,Becker, 1988:495).
Daalderr (1989) emphasizes the importance of political and institutional coalitions, which
channelledd collective savings via non-state organisations for the delivery of the social goods
andd services.
AA pattern first sent in the equal financing ofpublic and religious schools after
1917,1917, was thus extended to many social sectors, including social insurance,
healthhealth care and many other forms of culture and recreation. Such a process has
beenbeen reinforced by the Dutch bureaucracy itself...their joint activities implied a
strongstrong upward pressure for government expenditures and services. (Daalder,
1989:15-16) 1989:15-16)
Fromm this vantage point, contemporary corporatisation and passivity in the Dutch welfare
statee have been explored (Van Kersbergen and Verbeek, 1997, Van Kersbergen, 1991,
Daalder,, 1989, Therborne, 1989, Van Kerbergen and Becker, 1988). It is considered that depillarisationn and declining economic prospects are the causal mechanisms eroding paternalism
andd reshaping welfare politics today (Kersbergen and Becker, 1988:496). In their empirical
studyy of different sectors of the Dutch welfare state, Visser and Hemerijck (1997) examined
dynamicc forms of corporatism defining wage policy (regained), social security (unrestrained)
andd labour market policies (truncated) over the past 15 years. They argue that corporatist
transformationn within different sectors of policy can be explained in terms of their differing
levelss of societal support and institutional integration (Visser and Hemerijck, 1997:183).
Whilstt this conceptualisation is interesting it remains largely disconnected from empirical
researchh on the housing sector.
Salett (1999, 1994,1987) is one of few urban sociologists to examine recent shifts in housing
policy,, with explicit reference to the peculiar Dutch state and unique structure of housing
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provision.. In brief, he characterises the Dutch welfare state as comprising interdependent
governmentt and non-government organisations, which have emerged trom religious and
ideologicall social pillars of Dutch society in the early 20th century. Salet (1999) applies an
institutionalinstitutional approach to examine regime shifts in Dutch housing policy since the 198
highlightss the private nature of Dutch social housing providers, which nevertheless, function
inn a highly regulated environment. This relationship has sheltered housing providers from
bothh the demands of consumers and competition from alternative providers. Of specific
interestt is Salet's interpretation of recent changes in the various institutions, norms and rules
governingg housing policy, resulting in a move away from direct intervention towards a new
balancee in public-private relations that places more emphasis on self regulation and
entrepreneurship.. With these changes, Dutch social housing has emerged as a more resilient
sectorr when compared with other European countries. However, social policies promoting
affordabilityy and social integration may become more difficult to sustain.
Politicall economy has not dominated explanations in Dutch housing history, as is the case in
Australia.. However there are a number of studies and the work by Nycolaas (1974) provides
ann early example. He places the history of housing and related policy within the dynamic
processs of capital formation, labour relations, rent politics and economic crises from the mid
19thh century to the 1970s. Nycolaas argues that governments have successively failed to
withdraww support from the financial relations of production and consumption, preventing
'normal'' market relationsfromestablishing. Further the involvement of central government in
housingg production was significant, via various incentives, grants and contributions, to ensure
aa flow of investment in the housing sector. During periods of economic recovery, government
supportt for the housing sector diminished, as part of the drive to achieve 'normal' market
relations s
DifferenceDifference and change at the local and regional level
Movingg from broad theories explaining the Dutch nation state, a number of enlightening
studiess focus on uneven development, examining the underlying social structures that have
generatedgenerated difference and change at the local and regional level. The following research
demonstratess that such 'small scale' research can provide theoretically rigorous and spatially
sensitivee explanations for different housing and urban forms.
Jurrienss (1981) examines the role housing organisations played in producing a system of
sociall control amongst mine workers in the Southern province of Limburg. Local Catholic
patricianss played a moderating role, establishing housing associations which reinforced
solidarityy between the church and industry that were able to exert effective control over the
sociall lives and habits of mine workers. The associations united Christian principles with the
achievementt of adequate housing, reinforced by the authoritarian and hierarchical position of
thee priest and industrial powerr of mine management. Their housing policies and programs
preventedd concentrations of workers in cities from forming a large organised proletariat, by
isolatingg them into small colonies and retaining the familiar village form.
Whilstt not exclusively focusing on housing per se, Terhorst and Van de Ven (1997) postulate
andd provide evidence for the causal mechanisms generating divergence and change in the
urbann 'trajectories' of Amsterdam and Brussels. Their theory rests on the different definition
andd interaction of specific rules of the state: territorial, fiscal and franchise over time and
space,, with particular emphasis on the propertyrightsgoverning the collective or private
characterr of urban development. The authors examine consecutive regimes, from the 18 to
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thee 20 century, comparing, amongst other themes, the structure of housing provision in each
city.. Commodified and privatised housing in sprawling and fragmented Brussels is contrasted
withh collectively organised social housing in consolidated Amsterdam. Abstracting from
extensivee concrete research, Terhorst and Van de Ven argue that divergence is plausibly
explainedd by the cumulative effect of the different packaging of rules governing property
rightsrights that regulate public access to social and material goods.
7.3.22 A Critical Evaluation of Explanatory Progress
Thee above review highlights the very different pathways to various explanations of Dutch
housingg history. It has been argued above mat empiricism and muted positivism currently
dominatee Dutch housing studies. Further, there is little dialogue or debate between the
differentt disciplines examining housing provision. Historical explanations have been
conceptuallyy and thematically fragmented, applying very different units of analysis, from
ideologicall categories to social pillars, social class to demographic cohorts. Consequently,
postulatedd explanations are diverse and include: a response of housing shortages; need to
generatee employment; lack of private capital; threat of social unrest; inadequacy of private
philanthropy;; dominance of certain professions; ideology of government coalitions; rational
preferencee of households; demands of political constituencies; weakness of the socialist
movement;; performance of associations and proactive local government involvement.
Amongstt these diverse factors are several over arching explanations that permeate historical
housingg studies. Most common is the idea of state led, trigger-response to the prolonged
shortagee of housing, especially after WWII (Boelhouwer, Van der Heijden and Priemus,
1990)) and, secondly the constant struggle for 'normal' market relations (Van der Schaar,
1998,, Nycolaas, 1974) in 'abnormal' market conditions. Thirdly the form of provision, via
non-profitt housing associations, is often attributed to the strongly pillarized nature of Dutch
societyy (Terhorst and Van de Ven, 1997, Murie and Priemus, 1994), the erosion of which is
underminingg the traditional power blocks engaged in welfare provision (Salet, 1999). A
numberr of policy watersheds are regularly identified: the Great Depression, World War II, the
monetaryy crisis and oil price shocks followed by the fiscally austere climate of the 1980s.
Whilstt these events may indeed be important, they are common to many western countries.
Indeed,, more explicit attention may pin down their actual role in defining the unique Dutch
housingg solution.
Yet,, by far the most prominent mode of explanation in Dutch housing studies is not
explanationn at all, but normative description, grounded in the traditions of empiricism and
pragmatism.. Research that models and predicts the operation of regulatory instruments, rather
thann provide a critical explanation of them, sits comfortably in the main stream. Yet, a number
off assumptions remain unchallenged in this 'objective' empirical work, particularly the
equilibriumm thesis that casts the central state in a normative and corrective economic role and
thee emphasis upon national aggregates that hide regional and local variations in housing
provision. .
Withh few exceptions international sociological debates concerning urban and housing
phenomenaa have only been given marginal attention (sf. convergence, state theory,
structure/agency,, locality studies, regulation theory and post modernist critique) and the
causall mechanisms underlying housing transformation are buried beneath policy debate or
obscuredd by empiricism.
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733 J A Possible Explanation for Progress in Dutch Housing Studies
Ass outlined above, the dominant field of housing studies in The Netherlands differs markedly
fromm its Anglo-European counterpart. The empirical, contrastive and predictive modes of
explanation,, have dominated Dutch housing studies for the past 25 years. Why is this so? The
followingg points provide a partial explanation.
Firstly,, housing is widely perceived as a 'technical' rather than 'scientific' field of study.
Fromm its earliest beginnings, the motivation for the Dutch housing solution of social housing
provisionn was driven by a number of professions in the civic arena, namely medicine,
engineering,, architecture and social work. Within academia, alongside engineering and
architecture,, housing emerged as a self contained field (such as health, education and
transportation),, to professionalize the large housing association sector. Secondly, via key
researchh institutions, set apart from the social sciences, Dutch housing research has taken a
moree pragmatic course, responding to the housing shortage and later, the demands of urban
renewall and housing choice. Independent from European intellectual movements, such
housingg studies have given prominence to the functional concerns of the state and become
firmlyy embedded in policy studies. Thus, analysis tends to focus upon various government
subsidiess and other forms of intervention, which maintain stable rates of supply and minimise
risksrisks for the private housing market. Even international research maintains a strong policy
outcomess focus, perhaps neglecting the driving forces that have shaped distinctly different
formss of housing provision across Europe. The generative mechanism may be the powersharingg model of corporatist governance that exists between academia, housing providers and
thee central state facilitating a more constructive, consensual dialogue in the policymaking
process.. Senior researchers double as policy advisors and the roles are often interchanged.
Onn the other hand the Dutch social sciences (economics, sociology, political science and
geography)) have to some degree, ignored housing as a field of study for a range of reasons.
Theyy have viewed housing as an object of study that belongs to the realm of policy research.
Fromm this perspective, the Dutch system of social housing was merely considered as an
aberrationn of market forces, a product of government policy and electoral politics. Only a few
researcherss perceived the Dutch housing solution to be embedded in and contributing towards
thee emergent social relations and power structures of Dutch society.
Thus,, explanation for this unique form of provision, established for more than 100 years, has
nott benefited from lively theoretical debate and a critical approach to housing studies has
barelyy emerged.
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7.44 Postulating a Model of Causality in Dutch Housing Provision
Fromm a realist ontological vantage point, it is considered that more attention is required to
teasetease the generative processesfromtheir actual outcomes and events, thus abstracting the
causall mechanismsfromthe substantial, existing body of descriptive, historical work.
Causall mechanisms are postulated to exist in the packaging of key relations of housing
provision,, which operate under dynamic contingent conditions. These relations concern the
geo-historicall definition of the property relations influencing housing development,
investmentt and savings mechanisms, and welfare and labour relations influencing capacity to
payy for housing services, as contended in Chapter 5. How these relations are contingently
definedd and packaged (accidentally or intentionally) is considered to be of generative
significancee in promoting specific housing solutions.
Yett housing provision is a long term, cumulative and path dependent process, which is
embeddedd in the structures of society (including state and market structures) and subject to
unpredictablee contingent conditions. Change is rarely attributable to single causes and the
relationshipp between cause and effect rarely straightforward, immediate or observable.
Changess take time to mediate the system of provision, which comprises many different related
componentss subject to influences outside the housing system itself.
Thuss any explanatory study must look far back into history, to examine the various phases in
housingg development and abstract both the necessary and contingent relations. For this reason
thiss study examines aspects of housingg provision prior the development of the Dutch housing
solutionn (from the mid 194*1 century) to the present day. A number of phases within this long
trajectoryy have been defined, to enable contrastive analysis between different 'packages* of
keyy relations in their contingent context. These phases are outlined in section 7.4.1 and briefly
illustratedd by Figure 7.1. Further, specific attention is given to the unique and dynamic nature
off the Dutch state with its roots in pillarisation, corporatism and a Christian Democratic
subsidiaryy welfare state, and a discussion of these concepts consequently takes place in
Sectionn 7.4.2.
7.4.11 Defining Periods for Analysis
Specificc to the case, it is contended that a number of phases can bee derived from die shifting
off contingently defined relations of housing provision. Each phase comprises several
periods:: adaptation, coherence and crises. Coherencee can be said to occur when key
property,, investment/savings and labour/welfare relations sustain, alongside contingent
conditions,, a succinct and relatively stable form of provision. Given the conflictriddenand
crisess prone nature of capitalism, it is easy to imagine that a neat functional fit, between a
particularr form of housing provision and the broader political economy, may only exist for
shortt periods. Thus periods of coherence are followed by periods of crisis, which may in turn
leadd to a period of adaptation. Adaptation enables production to re-establish and is evident via
thee initiation of new practices, ideas and institutions. Adaptation may precede another, albeit
temporaryy period of coherence. Based on this definition, the following division of Dutch
housingg history is proposed:
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FirstFirst phase: Laissez-faire liberalism in crisis 1848-1889
Wee cannot begin to understand the Dutch housing solution by merely examining founding
legislationn or periods of high production. Given the path dependency of any housing history,
wee must look to the social relations and conditions from which the solution has emerged. For
thiss reason, an appreciation of the 19th century conditions of constrained development under
laissez-fairee capitalism in an industrialising economy, is essential alongside an understanding
off the pre-industrial nature of Dutch urban political economy.
Thus,, the first phase for examination begins in the mid 19th century. This is characterised by
highlyy commodified capitalist relations of housing provision in urban areas, involving the
exploitationn of land, construction and letting of dwellings in a time of economic restructuring
(fromm agrarian and mercantile to industrial economy). The efficacy of economic liberalism is
questionedd under conditions of severe land and housing market scarcity, generated by
constraintss on city expansion, private ownership of land and dwellings and mass urban
migration,, which resulted in speculation, low building standards, overcrowding and exorbitant
rents. .
Thee laws of laissez-faire liberalism and sanctity of private propertyrights,once upheld by
religiouss ethics and guarded by the landed gentry, were gradually undermined by various
initiativess in the civic and industrial sectors. Expanded electoral franchise and unionisation of
industriall workers provided vehicles and voices for reform. New players challenged the
existingg monopoly capitalists, which had controlled municipal chambers, and fed a growing
movementt to ameliorate the worst excesses of the housing crises.
SecondSecond phase: Foundations for change in a turbulent context 1891-1933
Thee foundations of the Dutch housing solution emerged following a period of housing crises,
civicc protest and a broad based movement for reform in cities but did not produce significant
numberss of social houses nor contribute greatly to production.
Nevertheless,, an important building block was the redefinition of public property rights,
enablingg the municipalities to intervene (expropriate, designate land use and dispose) amongst
dispersedd private land owners operating in a highly commodified land market and dispose of
suitablyy developed land to private entrepreneurs for the expansion and renewal of their cities.
Suchh extensive propertyrightswere legitimate in a climate of urban dilapidation, crisis in
capitall accumulation and threatening health and social conditions. Municipal land
developmentt removed the mostriskyphase of development from the hands of the private
sectorr and increased the certainty of development outcomes. The establishment of municipal
landd companies absorbed therisksassociated with land development and avoided the delays,
uncertaintyy and non-co-operation of speculative private development.
Thee dearth of private investment was to be addressed by the provision of central government
loanss and various subsidies to approved non-profit associations and municipal housing
companies.. Government loans were set at market rates for a fifty-year term. Loan terms were
preferablee to the private sector: being secured by the government delivered a lower interest
ratee and the term was twenty years longer. With the standardisation and enforcement of
buildingg standards, Gerry building was outlawed and thus a further risk to long term housing
investmentt was minimised. Building standards ensured that dwellings constructed would
generatee rents through out the fifty year term of the mortgage.
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Approvedd housing associations were perceived as legitimate beneficiaries of favourable land
andd capital provisions, as they were willing to develop and firmly manage affordable housing
forr low-income workers and their families to reproduce a healthy, harmonious, wage
competitivee labour force. These organisations pioneered the pillarized empires of welfare
provisionn and social control, emerging from a divided but tolerant multi-faith constituency.
Calvinistt opposition to subsidising private enterprise was whittled away by establishing social
taskss for approved recipients (private Housing Associations), and channelling surpluses to a
'deserving'' cause. .
Onlyy in extreme economic conditions did these measures prove insufficient to continue high
levelss of housing production. These conditions persisted until a global economic crisis
drasticallyy curtailed theflowof private investment into many sectors of the Dutch economy,
includingg housing construction. With interest rates rising and governments demanding the
repaymentt of earlier subsidies, social housing associations were fast approaching financial
ruinn and various measures were being called for to adapt to the new economic conditions.
ThirdThird phase: Recovery and acceleration of the Dutch solution: 1934-1983
Thiss phase begins with a period of adaptation and modification. To prevent insolvency of
associations,, the Dutch government ensured the financial continuity of associations by
providingg advances to pay interest on government loans. Private investment in the housing
sectorr continued to fall away and was only later secured by central government subsidy.
Wartimee and German occupation introduced an entirely new set of political, economic and
housingg conditions. The construction sector is resuscitated by the re-emergence of social
housingg production; this time with governments commissioning the development of large
sociall housing estates via municipal housing corporations and associations. In 1947, the
centrall government regulates to force associations to manage their own finances more closely
andd establish emergency reserves to be managed by municipalities, giving the latter
substantiall control over new investments.
Citiess such as Amsterdam and Rotterdam, with powerful municipal housing companies and a
growingg constituency of social renters, lobbied to increase their share of rental production.
Duringg this period, the public property rights and development capacities of municipalities59
weree fully exploited, leading to the redevelopment of large inner city areas and creation of
neww suburbs. New production techniques were employed to minimise labour costs, maximise
outputt and address overt demand. From these subsidised and increasingly regulated producer
relationss emerged a sizeable and moderately well off constituency that came to enjoy
affordablee and secure tenancy. During this period, the Dutch social housing solution has
reachedd its zenith.
Inevitably,, inflation increased building costs, which demanded higher rents, exploitation or
subjectt subsidies. Whilst attempts to tax wealthy tenants in low rental dwellings failed, new
financingg mechanisms were introduced, such as the Dynamic Cost priced method to curtail
governmentt outlays and spread them out over a longer period Yet the costs of this 'ideal'
systemm radically escalated during unanticipated periods of rapidly declining inflation.
55
Municipal housing companies provided an important vehicle for the implementation of local government
housingg aspirations. Legislation drastically changed their privileged position in 196S.
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Byy the end of this phase, government budgets and continuing subsidy mechanisms came
underr increasing scrutiny. Fraudulent activities by some associations reduced political support
forr the associations. Dynamic methods of subsidy and various other schemes are presented as
costlyy and open endedd in an austere financial climate favouring deregulation. This time the
reformerss were not calling for a traditional solution to the growing housing crises, but rather
radicall adaptation to save it.
FourthFourth phase: Securing 'independent' relations for land development, finance and
individualizationindividualization 1984-2000
Inn the fourth, most recent phase radical changes have been introduced, shifting the political
andd financial risks away from governments towards social housing providers, banks and
tenants.. Government lending for social housing has all but ceased. Object subsidies have
sharplyy declined. Housing associations mustfinancetheir production directly via the capital
market.. Further, they must generate profits and consume reserves 'internally' to be able to
buildd non-profit social housing.
Too attract private investment into housing production, the central government announced new
buildingg locations, inviting and providing more certainty to non-government for profit players
inn the land market. This inadvertently led to speculation and escalating land prices, weakening
municipall control in co-operative development negotiations. Further, increasing rents,
favourablee tax incentives, and generous access to credit enticed large numbers of moderate
incomee households away from the 'protective' fold of social rental, into home ownershipp for
thee first time in Dutch housing history.
Todayy the housing related welfare of many Dutch households is in the hands of contribution
basedd social insurance, individual rent subsidies and more liberalised labour, mortgage, land
andd housing markets. This new period of coherence is far from the protective sometimesexploitativee constraints of producer and tenancy politics. In this context, new relations of
housingg provision have emerged, with the housing, employment and mortgage markets
playingg an increasing and interdependent role in the individualisation of risk and wealth in
Dutchh society. Whilst need is strong, housing production has slowed considerably in both the
ownershipp and social housing sectors. In an economy approaching recession, some housing
commentatorss suggest we are resting on the cusp of yet another crises, this time affecting
indebtedd homeowners dependent on two incomes.
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7.4.22 Theorising the role of the state in the Dutch housing solution
Scarcee research has been undertaken in Dutch bousing studies that specifically theorises the
rolee of the state in housing provision (with the exception of those authors mentioned in
sectionn 7.3.1 Salet, 1999, 1994, Terhorst and Van de Ven, 1997, Jurriens, 1991, Nycolaas,
1974,, which go far beyond policyresearch).For this reason, it is worth returning to
explanationss of the Dutch state in general, which have emphasised the importance of
pillarisationn in the development of welfare services in this country. As with many other
aspectss of social life, including education, health, and the media, the effect of pillarisation on
thee architecture of housing provision from the early 20th century has been profound.
Stuurmann (1983) critically applies and revises Lijphart's (1968) theory ofpillarization and it's
influencee on the development of the Dutch welfare state from 1750-1920. He outlines the
developmentss in historical materialist terms, from an oligarchic-mercantile-protestant and
aristocraticc Republic to the modern Dutch welfare state. This shift is explained as a process of
transformationn across existing social, economic and political structures through changing
modess of capital accumulation, forced by modem industrial capitalism. Class and sexual
strugglee are just two of many factors influencing the development of the modern Dutch state
andd social structure.
Importantlyy 20th century conflicts were filtered though the pillars of Dutch society: Protestant,
Catholic,, Socialist and Liberals. Between 1900 and 1965, these pillars provided a mechanism
off social control, identity and pacification and this division stymied the incursion of a unified
socialistt doctrine. Nevertheless, it was also an unseen and unintended consequence of
differentt socio-political conflicts between liberals and conservatives, workers and capital, men
andd women, which after 1920 gave The Netherlands political and social stability and a liberalconfessionall state.
Swedishh policy scientist Goran Therborn (1989) is one of few international researchers to
recognisee the specific form of welfare provision under the pillarized Dutch state. He charts
thee relationship between the state, labour movement and church from 1830, and the origins of
welfaree pillarization through various struggles including the financing of denominational
schools,, divisions in the trade union movement, and development of confessional parties.
Accordingg to Therborn, this institutional groundwork led to the emergence of the subsidiary
welfaree state and the passive role of both the labour movement and the state in direct welfare
provisionn (ibid, 1989:106).
Whilstt Lijpardt, Stuurman and Therborn have little to say about housing policy, their analysis
cann contribute much to our understanding of the pillarized origins of housing associations and
whyy Catholic, Protestant and later socialist housing associations came into being with
privilegedd access to government loans for the construction of rental housing.
Yett the grip of pillarisation has weakened since the mid 1960s and thus, we need other
theoriess based on morerecentshifts in history to progress our understanding of relations
betweenn the state and the Dutch housing solution. Recently, both empirical and theoretical
researchh on this topic has flourished in thefieldof political science. With Uwe Becker (1988),
Espingg Anderson (1992) and Verbeek (1997) political scientist Kees Van Kersbergen has
developedd an approach from a substantial body of concrete research and abstraction. He
arguess that Christian democracy has led to the development of A passive welfare state, lacking
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thee explicit commitment to collective services and full employment that tends to characterize
moree social democratic welfare states (1992:193). Christian democracy depends on market
forcess to create employment and distribute income. The state merely redistributes the benefits,
reinforcingg traditional notions of family, social harmony, and the principle of subsidiarity in
welfaree participation.
Recentlyy (1997:258) Kersbergen, with Hemerijk, has attempted to explain recent reforms in
thee Dutch welfare state from the perspective of contingent conditions and institutional
legacieslegacies that have enabled policy makers to alter the 'rules of the game' during the 1980s and
1990s.. They argue that researchers must be sensitive to change, rather than hold on
persistentlyy to notions of path dependency, lock-in, and electoral hazard (ibid: 1997:263).
Accordingly,, the complex dialectic between corporatist negotiated adjustment and welfare
reformm can best be understood:
byby studying the interaction between the rules of the game of social policymakingmaking (institutions); the characteristics of particular social programmes
(policies);(policies); and the political systems (politics) (ibid, 1997:259).
Off course, many theories are coloured by the stable from which they come. The theories
abovee emanate from the discipline of political science. Towards a more inter-disciplinary
perspective,, the work of economic and political geographers Terhorst and Van der Ven (1997,
1995)) is of special interest and relevance. The authors emphasize the distinctiveness of the
Dutchh state, which exists in a very open economy dominated by trade, transport and
agriculture,, where the central state is highly dependent on national institutions to promote
growthh and distribution (pension funds, housing associations). For this reason, the fiscal
relationshipp between central and local governments is extremely centralised, through which
particularr forms of housing and urban form can be promoted via various laws, policies,
programss and schemes.
Inn 1997, Terhorst and Van de Ven proposed a more complex and integrated notion of a
dynamicc state structure to explain divergence and change in urban and housing outcomes
betweenn the 18th and 20th century. In abstract terms, the state consists of territorial, tax and
electorall rules that vary over space and time to influence urban development outcomes. To
testt their claim, they examined a number of phases in Amsterdam's history since 1830, during
whichh the state took on a contrasting character, defined by the interrelations of the
contingentlyy defined state structures. The researchers presented an immensely detailed case
studyy of various regimes and the crises that divided them, to illustrate the influence of the
changingg structure of the state upon Amsterdam's development. A much-reduced version of
theirr findings is provided in Table 7.3. The Table, although concise, betrays the dynamism of
periodss of coherence and crises they depict
Too conclude, a number of ideas and concepts developed in state theory - outside housing
studiess - provide fruitful insightstowardsan understanding of the states role in housing in The
Netherlands.. These include theories of pillarisation, the passive corporatist welfare state and
thee nature of relations between the national economy and the local and central state. These
theoriess provide clues for the different role the Dutch state plays in housing, with regards to
landd development, the channelling of individual and collective savings and the relationship
betweenn wages and housing costs. Further, the important role of the larger Dutch
municipalitiess such as Amsterdam and Rotterdam in tandem with the central state in
promotingg the land lease system and municipal social housing is of particular relevance.
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Bothh Teriiorst and Van de Ven (1997) and Australian housing researcher Dalton (1999) are
concernedd with the dynamic reconfiguration of the state when defining different phases in
housingg history; yet differ markedly in terms of their definition of the state and its causal role
inn housing provision (see Dalton, 1999:86 and Chapter 6, Table 6.3). This is not only due to
thee different nature of the state relations in The Netherlands and Australia, but also differing
notionss of causal relations underpinning state action. A sharp 'local* contrast can be made
betweenn Terhorst and Van dc Ven's rules of the state with state centred work of planning
theoristss Faludi and Van der Valkk (1994). The latter emphasize the role and position of
planningg professionals in chains of decision-making affecting policy formation, within a
dominantt self-preserving doctrine. In contrast, Terhorst and Van de Ven perceive the state as
beingg embedded in the power structure of the social relations of society, and reflected in its
electoral,, fiscal and territorial rules. From this perspective, they place more emphasis on
relevantt influences shaping the very nature of the state in order to understand its role in urban
andd housing development.
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7.55 Analysis and Contrast of Different Phases in the Dutch Housing
Solution n
Ratherr than a housing policy centred basis for periodisation, this analysis divides housing
historyy according to shifts in the core features of the housing solution as identified in
sectionn 7.3 and 7.4. This division follows the dynamics of change, from adaptation and
coherencee to crisis and broadens the focus to include non-policy influences affecting
production,, exchange and consumption. For this reason, there will always be debate over the
precisee division of the chosen periods. When did adaptation actually begin? When did crisis
leadd to an end of coherence? I welcome this debate, but stress that the basis for definition is
uponn change in key relationships influencing housing provision, and these are not directly
reflectedd in the ebb and flow of housing outcomes or specific events. Thus the Depression,
postt war recovery and golden age of Dutch housing provision have not been designated as
distinctt or complete phases.
Thee goal is to reach an empirically plausible explanation for the Dutch 'solution' of compact,
sociall rented housing as a prominent but receding feature of housing provision in the 20'
century.. To summarise, the main features of the proposed explanatory model are strategic
historicall analysis, contrasting different phases in the development of the housing solution and
examiningg the process of adaptation, coherence and crisis, with attention to the contingent
definitionn of property, savings/investment and labour and welfare relations. Moving forward
withh this proposed approach, the following questions help to focus of analysis in each phase
ass proposed in section 7.4.1:
HowHow were the property relations contingently defined during each phase of development in Dutch
housinghousing provision? How did this definition influence the development of land for housing?

HowHow were the savines and investment relations contingently defined during each phase of development
inin Dutch housing provision? How did this definition influence investment and production production of dwellin
HowHow were the labour and welfare relations contingently defined during each phase of development in
DutchDutch housing provision? How did this definition influence the consumption of housing?

HowHow did property, savings and investment, and labour labour and welfare welfare relations interact with ea
andand endogenous factors in each phase to influence the mode ofhousine provision?

Thee following sub-sections analyse four cumulative phases in Dutch housing history,
illustratingg the postulate above, which have cumulatively contributed towards the
developmentt of the Dutch housing solution.
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7.5.11 Housing relations under conditions of economic liberalism 1848-1889
OutlineOutline of key events and housing outcomes
Thee last half of the 19th century provided an important pretext for the development of the
Dutchh housing solution. Industrialisation and economic growth offered the prospect of work
too many in the depressed agricultural sector. This new mode of accumulation required a
differentt set of urban conditions including the expansion of industrial and residential areas
andd the development of related infrastructure such as roads and canals.
Theree were a variety of housing outcomes produced during this period. Namely petty
landlordismm (renting of single rooms in a larger dwelling), speculative market rental housing,
philanthropicc rental housing, non-profit ownership andrentaldwellings provided by workers
associations,, and a small number of paternalistic housing initiatives undertaken by
industrialists. .
Towardss the end of a period of urban-based economic growth, a growing professional and
industriall elite and an increasingly organised working class were in conflict with the
establishedd landed gentry and merchants who controlled municipal chambers. Uncoordinated
privatee land ownership and speculative investment were incapable of providing adequate
housingg at a reasonable cost, threatening not only people's health andreproductivelabour
conditionss but also city growth, curtailing efforts to harness the new industrial economy.
Economicc liberalism and entrenched land and development interests, could not ameliorate the
threateningg health and housing conditions of the new urban working class. In the last quarter
off the 19th century the agricultural depression pushed many labourers to the cities in search of
paidd work and housing conditions reached a crises point.
Thee following Table provides a selection of key events during this period.
LateLate industrialisation attracts rural workers to cities.
1850s
SlowSlow city migration. Insufficient housing, overcrowding and poor health and living conditions
1850s amongstamongst productive workforce.
FewFew industrialists build housing for their workforce.
1850FirstFirst mortgage banks promote investment in housing, time ofspeculation andjerry building.
1860s
FiscalFiscal reforms reducing reducing reliance on local tax base
1865, 1897
DebateDebate over the development of agricultural land land and the role of municipalities in infrastructure 1873
LawLaw permitting development of land beyond city walls
1874
AgriculturalAgricultural depression, massive inflow of labourers to cities.
1878 -1895
FreeFree unions possible possible for the first time
1886
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ExamplesExamples of coherent relations, contingently defined during the period of emergence
ContingentlyContingently defined property relations
Withh the threat of city invaders long gone and their function as tax barriers60 diluted by central
governmentt fiscal reforms, the walls and moats that surrounded newly industrialising cities
becamee a tight girdle constraining development during the new era of industrialisation. The
residentss of walled cities were literally becoming hemmed in, forced to reside in cellars, back
too back and other infill dwellings, and single rooms subdivided from once larger dwellings
(Nycolaas,, 1974:16). It became widely accepted that claustrophobic and damp living
conditionss exacerbated the relatively high infant mortality and short life expectancy of city
dwellerss in Holland, Zeeland and Utrecht (Van Beusekom, 1955:23).
Inn cities such as Amsterdam, the influx of job seekers only exacerbated over crowding,
worseningg the threat to health and indeed property values. Infill development consumed
productivee gardens and other available spaces. After 1865 development jumped the defence
wallss and moat surrounding the city. Whilst the elite hankered for more exclusive and
luxuriouss living quarters, the prospect of higher density housing development was more
lucrativee for developers and landlords.61 Speculators turned to even higher density
developmentss for their profits, yet their cost cutting and Gerry building techniques
underminedd the quality of dwellings.
Inn 1874 the central government enacted a law permitting the destruction of city walls.62
Municipall mergers and annexations were also permitted, allowing the expansion of formerly
constrainedd and overcrowded cities. Yet local authorities were at first reluctant to engage in an
activee land policy and in particular, to encroach upon existing private property. Many were
stilll controlled by the established landed gentry; electoral reforms were yet to come. Thus, by
thee 1890s many of the problems of poor development standards and dilapidation remained.
Onlyy a small number of larger cities asserted (albeit weakly) their authority, stipulating
requiredd street plans and building envelopes. Amsterdam chose to pursue an active land
bankingg policy, purchasing strips of agricultural land on the periphery of the city and using
theirr own land holdings to negotiate standards and conditions with building developers.
However,, the implementation of planning aspirations relied upon the tickle construction
industry. .
Thee cost of infrastructure provision, diffuse land ownership and the structure of the municipal
taxx base was a major impediment to the development of land around cities. A national
campaignn to permit the forced reclamation of private land and development of infrastructure
byy municipalities, and ensure more spacious streets, plains and parks, was fought in 1882
(Vann Beusekom, 1955:28-29). The local tax burden was significantly reduced by fiscal
centralisation,, which allocated revenue on a per capita basis, rather than property values.
600
In 1865 the local 'octrois' was abolished and later fiscal centralisation made municipal governments less
dependentt upon various indirect taxes (see Terhorst and Van de Ven, 1997 for an extensive discussion on the
processs of fiscal change shifting local dependence upon regressive tax bases).
Itt was argued in municipal chambers that more housing for lower income groups would permit upward
mobilityy and allow vacated unsanitary dwellings to be disposed of.
622
Known as the Vestingswet, implementation of this law remained subject to influence of important local
contingencies,, including the power of local military circles that argued the continued necessity of walls and
moatss for defence purposes. Few walled cities remain, notably Naarden, where such lobbies successfully posed
forcefull argumentation (M. Wagenaar, 2003)
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ContingentlyContingently defined savings and investment relations
Byy the mid 19 century, Dutch savings and institutional investments favoured land, mortgage,
andd foreign bond investments. These were channelled by financial practices arisingfromyears
off Napoleonic rule in the previous century. As capital shifted from the depressed agricultural
sectorr during the mid 19th century, it flowed into mortgages to support the speculative housing
markett in various cities.
Cateringg to these investors, a number of mortgage banks established in the 1860s and readily
issuedd 30-year mortgages at market interest rates, promoting lucrative speculation and
attractingg investorsfroma range of non-housing backgrounds. As credit flowed into a tight
landd and housing market, urban land prices soared and exorbitant rents were demanded from
tenantss in the poorest quality dwellings (Searing, 1993). In the major cities, investors
maximisedd profits from expensive land by commissioning the construction of high density,
loww quality buildings known as revolutiebouw (Nycolaas, 1974:23-4). These buildings were
substantial,, filling entire parcels of land and up to six storeys high. Apartments were let at
exorbitantt market rents in a tight housing market (Grinburg, 1982:21-22).
Ass an alternative to these exploitative relations of private tenancy, some workers established
buildingg co-operatives during the 1860s and 1870s, to generate savings and channel them into
loanss for home purchase. Yet as the cost off ownership relative to savings became prohibitive,
thee goal was switched to the development of rental co-operatives for members (Nycolaas,
1974:23). .
Afterr 1870, investment in housing declined as more secure and profitable investments could
bee made elsewhere. This led to a serious shortage of capital in the rental housing sector, which
furtherr exacerbated overcrowding and dilapidation. Escalating housing demand, with the
influxx of former agricultural workers, was almost totally unanswered, leading to extreme
overcrowdingg and poor housing conditions.
Whilstt economic liberalism was under question, a socialist alternative did not emerge. Typical
initiativess to address the housing issue embraced capitalist relations of ownership, production
andd consumption. Following the example of English housing activist and social reformer
Octaviaa Hill, a small number of wealthy citizens invested capital for a modest return, to
financee rental housing for workers. Such projects must be economically viable, with tenants
payingg sufficient rent to permit a modest return on investment. Such relations of consumption
weree considered to be in the best interests of the tenants, who would learn the discipline of
workk and respect the value of good housing. Consequently the very poor and job seekers
couldd not benefit from such schemes. Indeed, workers were to be civilised, improved and
managedd and the unemployed were perceived as damaging elements (Nycolaas, 1974: 20-24,
Deben,, 1993).
Thee results of philanthropy were limited and on a small scale. Further, a small number of
industrialistss experimented with ideal workers communities. Again this investment was totally
inadequatee to meet the broad demand for workers housing.
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ContingentlyContingently defined labour and welfare relations
Priorr to mass industrialisation during the 1850s, for many the home was a place of work - for
thee whole family. Without modern industrial techniques, hundreds of families worked for a
distantt overseer at the kitchen table or on home looms. With their small incomes, they bought
theirr daily provisions from the overseer's supplies. In addition to childcare and labour
intensivee domestic duties, it was also common for women to undertake additional paid work
inn the home: processing prawns, peas, beans, coffee, cigars and needle work. Women were in
demandd as their wages were lower than for men (Van Schendden, 1982). These precarious
andd exploitative labour and tenure conditions left little or no capacity for saving, nor any
meanss to improve material conditions.
Thee quality of the workplace, often still the home, and its effect on productivity was an issue
off primarily economic and health concern. Medical practitioners expressed this concern, as
welll as architects and engineers who called for improved urban design. In 1851 municipalities
gainedd therightto make laws in the interest of public health and order (Gemeentewet). In
18533 the Royal Institute for Engineers (of which King Willem III was amongst the board
members)) promoted the adoption of standards for dwellings, specifying certain densities,
streett widths, physical infrastructure, standards for construction techniques, which could
promotee better light and air circulation. Yet without defining the means of implementation,
thesee standards were of no immediate significance. Further, design standards of new
dwellingss were of little relevance to those in existing hovels unable to afford better housing.
Latee industrialisation brought not only economic restructuring, but enabled the growth of the
workerss movement, which subsequently fuelled efforts to improve housing and tenure
conditions.. As mentioned earlier, during the 1870s a small number of industrialists
constructedd paternalistic communities, based on the ideal that a healthy and peaceful living
environmentt would promote a more productive, managed workforce (Van Schendden, 1982).
Manyy families rented single rooms, let from owners of larger dwellings and landlords in the
rapidlyy constructed, low quality, speculative sector. Extreme scarcity of housing and
agriculturall decline ensured a supply of desperate tenants, with little choice but to pay a large
proportionn of their new wages in rent or double up in small apartments, rooms and cellars.
Constrainedd urban expansion compounded exploitative tenure relations and played a
significantt role in the appalling housing conditions of the new urban worker. During this
period,, housing the poor, sick and unemployed lay precariously in the hands of small petty
landlordss reliant on rents for their own household income and old age security6 , and larger
landlordss dependent on mortgage capital. Beyond housing, there were a small number of
paternalisticc philanthropic institutions providing very basic shelter and care for the sick.
Finally,, overcrowding in compact cities fostered diseases transmitted via air and water, to
whichh no social class was immune. It became common knowledge that health conditions in
Thee Netherlands were worse than elsewhere in Europe (Van Beusekom, 1955:23). The threat
off sickness was real and widespread. Elites demanded public intervention for protection.
Lobbyingg for change were numerous public interest and professional associations such as
medicall practitioners, engineers and architects, arguing for a greater role of governments in

633
Middle class families purchased a dwelling and rented single rooms to generate savings and provide a form of
oldd age income security.
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securingg better living conditions. This message was strengthened by strikes and social unrest
duringg the years 1889-1890.
SynthesisingSynthesising key relations in their contingent context
Towardss abstraction of the key causal mechanisms underlying change in forms of housing
provision,, Figure 7.2 outlines the mode of capital accumulation under conditions of economic
liberalism,, pinpointing areas of crises. 5 This mode of provision produced high density, low
qualityy market rental housing generating profits for land developers, building constructors and
rentall income for petty and larger landlords. It synthesizes particular, contingently defined
sociall relations concerning property rights, investment and savings, and labour and welfare.
Contingentt conditions sustaining this mode of capital accumulation included freehold
propertyy rights providing collateral for mortgage loans, availability of 30year fixed rate
loans,, scarcity of housing supply and a strong demand from immigrant families. Under
conditionss of market scarcity, rents escalated. Tenants must wither pay or face eviction, and
withh strong migration from agricultural areas an evicted tenant was easily replaced.
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FigureFigure 7.2 Abstraction of the flow of capital during economic liberalism (1848-1889) and relations subject to
crises crises

AA number of crises affecting key social relations sustaining this circuit of investment and
consumptionn undermined the coherence of this mode of accumulation. Firstly, the labour
relationss affecting the consumption of housing (1) were disrupted by the limited capacity of
tenantss to pay high rents. Low skilled, low paid workers in over supply were not in a labour
markett position to demand higher wages and thus pay higher rents. Secondly, the extraction
off profits under a low rent regime was only possible via the delivery of low quality housing
-.services.. Yetjjuiality was_so.low-that.nnnrimusin?JMinditinnsi^nteihjuted-towarjds.majnr
healthh problems, affecting a range of social classes (2). Thirdly, constraints upon urban
Mercierr report, 1887, Parliamentary Commission 1886 considers housing and family allowance
Once again, it should be noted that this Figure, as with those in the remainder of this Chapter, depicts an
abstractionn from complex, multi-dimensional reality. Abstraction enables key relationships in the mode of
provisionn to be more clearly seen. For this reason wider connections, which exist between mortgage, banks and
thee capital market and tenants to the labour market, are not shown but are assumed. These inter connections are
revealedd by the crises this open system is subject to and are discussed in the surrounding text.
655
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expansionn led to a scarcity of available land under commodified conditions, and thus very
highh prices. This influenced the nature of housing developed: high yield, high-density rental
housing.. As prices rose and sites diminished, profits from the exploitation of rental housing
becamee far less certain (3). Finally, there was no steady flow of capital under these changing
economicc conditions; investment shifts away from mortgage investment in rental property,
towardss other more lucrative and less risky ventures (4).
Duringg this phase, the local state, dominated by an oligarchy of landed gentry, merchants and
industriall elite was unable to address the new demands of industrialisation for urban
expansionn and cheap workers housing. Whilst some speculators made enormous profits from
thee exploitation of land and buildings, immigration and declining housing investment led to a
muchh broader housing crisis, and its consequences touched a range of social classes living
'cheekk by jowl'.
7.5.2.. The First Unsteady Foundations of the Dutch Solution: 1890-1933
OutlineOutline of events and housing outcomes
Inn this subsequent phase, 1890-1933, professional bodies and private developers increasingly
lookedd towards the central state for support to promote investment in housing production,
whichh hadd been greatly eroded by adverse economic circumstances by the end of 19th century.
Thesee conditions were exacerbated by the economic crisis of 1907, which further undermined
investorr confidence in the building sector. Following a brief recovery, the First World War
diminishedd Dutch trade and transport, isolating the country and increasing the cost of scarce
buildingg materials (Van Beusekom, 1955:67). The subsequent butt short-lived economic boom
off the 1920s generated arisein living conditions (wages and social welfare) and a range of
housingg outcomes including non-profit social rental dwellings. From the early years of the
century,, housing associations dominated social housing production, with municipal housing
companiess playing a complementary role. Social housing provided more man half of all
dwellingss built between 1916 and 1920. After 1920, their role in production diminished66 as
privatee house construction increased dramatically until the onset of the Great Depression.

666

However, in larger cities such as Amsterdam the social housing continued to play a more significant role. They
continuedd to expand social housing production throughout the 1920s despite the goals of central government and
activelyy replaced slum dwellings (Feddes, 1995, Terhorst and Van de Vea, 1990, Van der Schaar, 1987).
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TableTable 7.4 Total number number of dwellings built 1906-1933
Year YearTotalTotal number ofBuiltBuilt by housing
associationsassociations and municipalities
builtbuilt dwellings Number Number Association Association
Municipalities Municipalities
%% of total built
1906 1906
25000 0
99
23 3
91 1
0.1 1
1908 1908
20000 0
84 4
467 7
16 6
2.3 3
1910 1910
20000 0
94 4
977 7
66
4.9 9
1912 1912
25000 0
90 0
1370 0
10 0
5.5 5
1914 1914
94 4
17000 0
2413 3
66
14.5 5
1916 1916
10000 0
96 6
4955 5
44
49.5 5
10000 0
1918 1918
80 0
7478 8
20 0
75.0 0
1920 1920
25000 0
62 2
21659 9
38 8
87.0 0
1922 1922
45496 6
67 7
20430 0
33 3
45.0 0
71 1
1924 1924
46712 2
12310 0
29 9
26.4 4
48833 3
62 2
7665 5
1926 1926
38 8
15.7 7
82 2
6733 3
1928 1928
47335 5
18 8
14.2 2
51501 1
68 8
7379 9
1930 1930
32 2
14.4 4
72 2
1932 1932
41341 1
5165 5
28 8
12.5 5
44425 5
59 9
1664 4
41 1
1933 1933
3.8 8
Source:Source: Department of of Reconstruction and Housing (1950) Housing Associations in The Netherlands,
GovernmentGovernment Information Office, The Hague

Thee following Table provides a selection of key events of the period.

DutchDutch welfare state emerges: compulsory education, health care and limited limited workers insurance,
1900unionunion organised contributory unemployment insurance
GovernmentGovernment legislates to support private organizations with SO year loans (Woningwet). New
1901
BuildingBuilding Code and beginning and beginning of planned extension of cities
1910-1915
AdvancesAdvances distributed to housing associations and municipal housing companies for slum abolition
andand re-housing low income residents residents
FirstFirst World War
1914-1918
GovernmentGovernment assists borrower to pay interest on on housing loans
1915
GovernmentGovernment assists builder to pay for high cost materials
1916
UniversalUniversal suffrage and proportional representation for men and women 25 years and over
1917-1919
1918-1920
MassiveMassive increase in government loans lifting social housing output
GovernmentGovernment subsidizes private construction and sale and sale of social dwellings
1920
GovernmentGovernment loans used to ensure private housing production
1923
PrivatePrivate construction becomes dominant norm and social housing lendingforbidden
1925PricePrice limit on landfor social housing development
1926
HousingHousing associations burdened by cost rents and affordability affordability problems amongst tenants
1927
DepressionDepression limits financial outlays of government for housing development
1929

ExamplesExamples of key housing relations, contingently defined during this period of foundation
ContingentlyContingently defined property relations
Itt was not until 1892, with souring land prices and the undersupply of developable land, that
thee National Commission of Inquiry for the Workingman argued for municipalities to provide
landd to housing societies for the provision of housing. Further, it recommended that
infrastructuree should ensure that such land wasripefor building, and be provided by the
municipalityy for a modest charge.
Initiallyy stymied by the dominance of liberalism in the national government during the 1890s,
socialistt politicians continued to lobby for legislative interventions in private property rights
viaa therightto inspect and condemn uninhabitable dwellings and stipulate planning
conditionss for new developments. With broadening eligibility to vote, the Radical Liberals
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andd socialists increased their numbers in the municipal chambers, and with a new step toward
fiscall centralisation, they demanded that more funds be directed to address local welfare.
Inn 1896, a major change in municipal land policy was passed by the influential city of
Amsterdam.. Municipal land would be leased, rather man sold. 7 The Amsterdam councillors
responsiblee for this and other Radical Liberal initiatives would later enter national parliament
andd influence the content of the first Dutch housing legislation. Indeed, their influence can be
foundd in the Housing Act of 1901, which stipulates that municipalities, rather than organised
privatee interests, should be made responsible for the supply of developable land around cities.
Ass noted earlier, speculative activities and multiple private interests had stymied co-ordinated
landd development. Land development was a risky business often requiring the expensive,
labourr intensive construction and co-ordination of many different owners, in order to proceed
(Badcock,, 1994:427, Groetelaars, 2000:3). The law permitted the expropriation of property
fromm slum landlords in the public interest, to be compensated at market value (Terhorst and
Vann de Ven, 1997:258).
Yet,, thee implementation of the law was slow and difficult. According to Nycolaas (1974), the
housingg law did not fit neatly into the demands of industrial capitalism and there was vocal
oppositionn from parliamentarians,68 building and landowners concerned about any intrusion
uponn their private property rights.
Thee Housing Act, known in Dutch as the Woningwet, required local government to plan and
providee for growth. Again this was met by resistance at the local level.69 Later, such planning
wass made compulsory in 1921, with local governments defining land uses and laying down
streetss to open up land for urban expansion and prevent undesirable housing conditions. The
exploitationn potential of land became partly defined by permissible land uses and developable
plott sizes. By providing public areas, parks, streets and underground services, municipalities
assumedd responsibility for less profitable tasks, minimising the risk for the developers, whilst
definingg how an area should be developed. Land companies were a powerful force leading to
thee revision of the act in 1921, when detailed and long term land use plans became
compulsory,, and in 1931 requiring co-ordination between municipalities on planning matters
(seee Nycolaas, 1974:35, Kooiman, 1943:120-121 and Terhorst and Van de Ven, 1997:218 for
details).. Private land holdings could still be expropriated, but must be purchased at market
valuee and carefully protect the dispossessed.
Ass mentioned earlier, a number of cities, such as Amsterdam and Rotterdam, played an
influentiall role in defining national housing (and land) policy. Rotterdam established a
municipall land company to process land for housing development. Many municipalities
attemptedd to maximise local revenue and thus minimise the burden of servicing expanding
suburbss by selling landholdings to the highest bidder, yet this often priced out the

677
"[Land lease] was considered too be the adequate instrument for a better model of urban development; only
municipall land lease could eradicate land speculation... all land that was owned by the municipality was to be
leasedd for the yearly payment of a rent. At the end of the 75,h year, the lease would expire and full ownership
wouldd return to the municipality, including all builtt premises without right of compensation. By means of laws
andd covenants attached to land-lease contracts, the city could gain influence on the type and the use of buildings"
(Terhorstt and van de Ven, 1997:256).
688
Reporting on the parliamentary debate over the Woningwet some argued that the law was "een aanslag op den
particulierenn eigendom" [an attack on private ownership], De Ingenieur, 1901, Vol. 17 (4): 53.
Reportt on the congress chaired by Goeman Borgesius concerning Public Health Regulation in De Ingenieur,
1906,, Vol. 21 (38) 727-729.
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developmentt of affordable workers housing. In 1926 a law was passed limiting the price of
landd (Grondprijslimiet) to be developed for social rental housing.
Amsterdamm chose a particular land policy to promote the development of well planned
affordablee housing: long term leasing, with land rents initially based on cost rent rather than
markett prices, only sufficient to cover the costs of acquisition, preparation and loss of idle
capital.. Cost pooling was also practiced, cross-subsidising expensive sites for social housing
viaa less expensive ones. The financial practices of Amsterdam land department were
internallyy integrated and thus, less subject to scrutinyy than more self contained land
corporationss mat were administratively and financially at arms length (Terhorst and Van de
Ven,, 1997:287-291). This municipality became a monopoly purchaser and farmers simply
waitedd for their land to be purchased at the highest market price.
ContingentlyContingently defined savings and investment relations
Importantly,, the Housing Act legitimised the provision of interest bearing loans and
contributionss to approved private housing associations. The government's financial role was
formallyy legislated following a series of inadequate philanthropic efforts towards the end of
century.. The Woningwet permitted government advances of credit to private housing
associationss for the provision of social rental housing of a reasonable quality to improve
hygienee and services for workers.
Financiall resources for Housing Act loans were gathered from the capital market under the
government'ss umbrella, achieving lower market interest rates with the government's security,
forr the new housing sector. Loan payments for social housing could be spread overfiftyyears
(Vann der Schaar, 1987:80), rather than thirty. Spreading payments over a longer period could
enablee cost rents to be low enough for low-income workers, in a low inflation environment.
Suchh housing was built in new and redeveloped areas processed by municipal land companies.
Further,, the quality of housing was greatly enhanced by the new building code and its
enforcement t
Yett conditions in the building and capital market were unfavourable. Materials were scarce
andd prices exorbitant, interest rates were also climbing. Combined, these factors limited
investmentt in private housing production. To stimulate construction in 1914, under
'abnormal'' market conditions of World War I, the Government provided assistance to
associationss to pay interest on housing loans. Assistance was also extended to the builder in
19166 to subsidise the increasing cost of materials (Feddes, 1995:346). Between 1918-1920
governmentt loans were greatly increased, lifting social housing output and keeping 'idle
hands'' busy.
Thuss it took almost two decades for Housing Act loans to be widely distributed to housing
associationss and municipal housing companies for slum abolition and re-housing low-income
residents.. Periods of sustained production of social housing were limited to the few years
betweenn 1916 and 1922, and were stimulated by the crises contributions.
Ass exorbitant building costs gradually returned to 1915 levels and interest rates declining,
interestt in private housing construction returned (Feddes, 1995, Figure 8.1 and p.346). With
thee financial markets briefly restored in the mid 1920s the central government curtailed its
ownn lending program. To make matters even worse for housing associations during the
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Depression,, the central government insisted that all former subsidies received since 1901, be
repaidd (Van der Schaar et al, 1996:127).
Subsequently,, a different set of conditions in the capital market undermined the newly
establishedd Dutch housing solution of social housing. In comparison with the more recent
developmentss employing cheaper materials and finance during the 1920s, social housing
alreadyy built earlier was far more expensive and reliant upon secured annuity loans
establishedd during a time of higher interest rates. The comparison for renters was stark, with
costt rents far higher than those for newer dwellings, set a market rates. For those with
adequatee and secure incomes, it became favourable to purchase homes (Feddes, 1995:347).70
Sociall housing rents were set to repay a (much higher) cost price of building and financing
dwellings,, and especially at this time of looming unemployment and stagnating wages they
weree much higher than the market rents of the private sector. By 1929 the Great Depression
limitedd financial outlays of government for housing development and the entire rental-housing
sectorr was in crisis. With mass unemployment, indebted housing associations struggled to
meett their obligations on government secured loans.
ContingentlyContingently defined labour and welfare relations
II now turn to the welfare and labour relations underpinning the wobbly foundations of the
Dutchh housing solution.
Nycolaass (1974) refers to the 1890s as a period of enlightenment and public openness. The
broadeningg political elite, freedom to form unions, the existence of multiple political parties
andd a free press challenged the old power base, which had used co-option and protection to
remainn powerful. Concern amongst the populace was fuelled by a series of reports by health
committeess and medical practitioners, detailing the poor living conditions in many towns and
villagess across the Netherlands (Van Beusekom, 1955). Armed with new evidence, public
interestt groups called for local action to clean up slum dwellings.
Followingg on from the health concerns of die elite, the Health Act was closely linked to the
Housingg Act and passed in the same year. A hierarchy of health committees and health
inspectorss was of growing influence, highlighting poor housing conditions and steering
developmentss in housing policy. Rather than resisting the influx of poor, as a burden on the
municipall tax base, centralisation and re-distribution of tax revenue gave municipalities more
financiall freedom to address welfare issues.
Byy the turn of the century, unrest amongst workers threatened social and economic order and
culminatedd in demands for improved labour conditions and social welfare. Revolutions in
Russia,, Central Europe, and Germany fuelled the organisation of Dutch workers into (now
permitted)) labour unions and motivated their struggles. Concessions were made, such as
votinggrightsfor women, better public services, unemployment and pensions for older
workers,, and the governments active interest in working class housing (Nycolaas, 1974:3446). .
Itt became increasingly legitimate to establish some basis for modest welfare provisions for the
poorr worker. From an extremely narrow base, suffrage was expanding to middle class
Protestants,, Catholics and Socialists who formed numerous political parties comprising
Thee proportion of home ownership actually rose between 1921-1938, possibly due to low purchase prices and
relativelyy low user costs (Feddes, 1995:347)
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conservative,, liberal and progressive factions. Each had their own answers for dealing with
thee 'social question'. For Catholics a clear message was delivered by Pope Leo XIII, who
arguedd that rapidly changing times required closer co-operation between different social
classes.. He appealed for the better distribution of property and argued for social policies
supportingg the development of social welfare. With the new flow of centrally dispersed
generall funds and special grants, and an army of health inspectors, municipalities were well
informedd and better resourced to take action and provide some poorreliefand improve
housingg conditions in the interest of public health and safety.
Yett the solution was not municipal socialism, as in the United Kingdom. Whilst social goods
wouldd become increasingly financed by the central and local state, their delivery would be
privatelyy managed and administered. Philanthropic and religious institutions mobilised to
keepp the socialists from controlling new welfare services. Beginning with the provision of
housingg and later education, they form what would later become the organisational
architecturee of die Dutch welfare state and greatly influence social policy development.
Partlyy due to the weakness of the socialist movement, welfare relations underpinning the
Dutchh housing solution were strongly defined by the entrepreneurial role of religious
organisations.. Representation was divided along class and religious lines according to variants
off Calvinist nationalism, Catholic isolationism, liberalism and socialism. During the closing
yearss of the 19th and early 20th century, religious groups joined other civic and professional
groupss arguing for a housing solution and the dispersal of collective resources via their local
networkss of provision.71
Forr some in government and industry, social housing policy was a tool for moderating wage
demandss and managing the working class. Rental, rather than co-operative or individual
ownershipp wastiieirpreferred tenure for reproducing a flexible, contained labour force. Social
landlordss considered that workers should be managed and their domestic behaviour
'improved'' via the rental of quality dwellings from housing associations.72 Further such
householdss did not have the means to finance home purchase nor maintain their dwellings,
whichh housingreformersfeared would inevitably fall into the hands of exploitative landlords.
Further,, it was argued that workers would become too attached to their own homes and this
wouldd reduce their flexibility in seeking employment.
Yett intimesof high unemployment and continuingfixedloan repayments, social housing
associationss were forced to seek assistance from central government. Many evicted nonpayingg tenants, whilst others faced financial ruin.

711
According to Kersbergen and Becker "The Dutch case shows that Christian democratic hegemony can also be
aa pivotal powerresourceof labour" (ibid, 1988:497).
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Tenantss were to be passive and their initiative limited to the payment of rent and minor maintenance of the
dwelling.. Indeed, tenants were carefully monitored by the boards of associations and educated by residential
schoolss for adults, teaching desirable standards of behaviour and domestic management in and around the home
(Deben,, 1993). Women inspectors kept a watchful, helpful eye on household practices and reinforced notions of
goodd tenancy throughout the 1930s (Turpijn, 1987). Families unable to adjust to the desired norms and standards
off the housing association were placed in special residential schools for domestic education. Single women were
separatedd in a special residential home, to be protected form falling into disrepute (Van Schendelen, 1982).
Buildingg related professionals reinforced the family and village ideal, designing and building dwellings with
separatee bedrooms, internal access to water and toilet facilities (Grinberg, 1977).
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SynthesisingSynthesising key relations in their contingent context
Figuree 7.3 below abstracts the 'ideal' relations of provision as promoted by the conditions of
thee 1901 Housing Act. This new mode of provision is radically different from the previous
one,, but shaped by and emergent from specific crises in the land, finance and housing
markets.. This consequent mode of provision introduced a number of new players to finance
andd provide housing, under very different land and housing market conditions. This new
systemm was based on the financing of rental housing via a 'closed' system of government
securedd loans and cost rents.
Firstly,, to address the lack of private investment and accelerate renewal of slum areas, the
centrall government replaces and adapts the role played by mortgage banks in the provision of
credit.. Favourable market interest rates are achieved by the presence of a government
guaranteee securing the repayment of interest bearing, fixed market rate, 50-year loans.
Secondly,, housing associations have replaced private landlords as legitimate managers of
rentall housing. Importantly, they are committed to the cost rental of their dwellings, that is
rentss are fixed on the basis of the cost of the loan, maintaining and managing rental dwellings.
Thiss marks a radical change from the rental regime of the previous model, where market rents
weree the norm and subject to fluctuations in the tenancy market. Finally, the private
monopolyy conditions stifling urban expansion, housing quality and renewal have been
overcomee by the powerful role of municipalities in the expropriation of land,
enforcementt of building standards, and targeted release (or lease) of ready sites onto the
constructionn market.
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FigureFigure 7.3 Abstraction of the flow of capital via the housing market, as envisaged by the 1901 Housing Act

However,, given the open, contingently defined nature of the housing system, particularly
vulnerablee to change in the land, finance, rental and labour markets, ideal cost rent
conditionss were never sustained (see Figure 7.4). Firstly, the cost of producing housing
escalatedd as imported building materials became increasingly costly during and soon after
WWI.. Trade relations were hampered (indeed the port was blocked) causing major shortages
andd price rises in building materials that could not be made locally. This required additional
financing,, which impacted upon the level of the cost rent (1). Secondly, during a brief boom
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periodd in the 1920s land prices soured, further contributing to high object costs and
influencingg the level of cost rents (2). Thirdly, social housing cost rents based on higher costs
duringg 1916-1922, were noticeably higher than those in the market rental sector during the
1930ss (3). Finally, as wages stagnated and mass unemployment threatened tenants were
simplyy unable to pay relatively high rents in the social housing sector leading to many
evictionss and the financial ruin of the social housing sector (4).
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AA further abstraction below (Figure 7.5) illustrates the adaptation of the 'ideal' solution under
periodss of crisis, which path dependently builds upon the Housing Act model outlined in
Figuree 7.3. Reference has been made to a number of adaptations that concern the production
off cost rent social housing by private housing associations.
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Theefirstadaptation delivered contributions for slum clearance and housing for the socially
disadvantagedd in 1904, where the rental income that could be derived was too low to meet
costt rent payments (1). Much later, following almost stagnation of the housing sector interest
ratee contributions were introduced in 1915 to compensate borrowers and enable them to
keepp rents low. This subsidy was split between central and municipal governments (2). Soon
afterr in 1916, contributions were made towards the inflated cost of materials and again split
betweenn central and local government (3). Yet following a period of rent freezes and regulated
increasess in the market sector from 1916 to 1921, cost rents in the social housing sector were
relativelyy high, making it far more vulnerable to capacity to pay issues. In 1919 crisis
contributionss were paid to housing associations where the state paid 75% of the difference
betweenn cost rent and market rent (4). To reduce the cost of social housing, and thereby the
levell of the cost rent, a maximum price limit for land intended for social housing
developmentt was established in 1926 (5). The last adaptation in this phase was a 'hidden
subsidy'' from 1934, which subsidised the cost of market interest on government secured
loanss in order to once again, reduce cost rents.
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Onee serious crisis remained which eventually undermined the mode of provision outlined
above.. It concerns the consumption of housing under conditions of mass unemployment (6).
Noo housing system reliant upon rental income is immune to labour and welfare developments
affectingg its tenants. Thus during the Great Depression many households had no paid work
andd thus no income to spare on any level of housing costs. Mass evictions and the collapse of
manyy housing associations was the result. This issue is addressed by the following adaptation
off the housing solution examined in the following sub section.
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7.533 Recovery and Acceleration of the Dutch Solution 1934-1983
OutlineOutline of key events and housing outcomes
Thee long economic crisis, beginning with the Great Depression and continuing well after the
Secondd World War, eroded confidence in 'normal market relations' and 'viable* housing
productionn and consumption without sustained government support. The housing sector had
completelyy collapsed during wartime and a new mode of accumulation had to be reestablished.. In the previous phase a number of initiatives were introduced as mere crisis
measures:: sporadic lending for social housing, advances for paying high market interest on
governmentt loans, subsidies for inflated material costs and short term rent freezes.
Importantly,, many of these crisis measures became institutionalised in the Dutch housing
solution.. Further, WWII inflicted much damage and destruction to the larger cities such as
Rotterdamm and The Hague and a substantial number of dwellings were lost, compounding the
problemss associated with a long period of declining investment in housing production and
maintenance. .
Forr a decade after WWII, housing policy was heavily influenced by macro-economic policy,
whichh pursued a low wage strategy to increase the international competitiveness of exports.
Thee overarching principle of full employment was tightly coupled to a policy of wage
containmentt This strategy was to be achieved by reducing living costs and specifically,
keepingg housing rents as low as possible. Long after WWII, rents were frozen at 1934 levels.
Duringg this period planning and redevelopment policy became highly centralised. The
nationall government was chiefly concerned withre-developingareas destroyed by the war
andd addressing the housing shortage.
TableTable 7.5. Total number of dwellings built 1934-1949
Total number of built dwellings
Built by housing associations and municipalities
NumberNumber Association
Municipalities
% of total built
19341934
52591
4875
85
15
92
19361936
30285
2579
89
11
85
19381938
38375
2862
73
27
75
19401940
17661
2638
74
26
15.0
19421942
8355
2570
75
25
31 3
19441944
675
179
50
40
30.0
19461946
1593
369
44
56
27.3
19481948
36391
29423
41
59
80.8
Source:Source: Department of Reconstruction and Housing (1950) Housing Associations in The Netherlands,
GovernmentGovernment Information Office, The Hague
YearYear

Thee period from the 1950s to the mid 1960s can be considered one of temporary coherence in
thee Dutch solution, with keyrelationsoperating under favourable conditions of regulated land
supply,, loans at below market rates of interest (2% relative to 4% in the 1960s), sustained by
institutionall integration between the state and social partners and facilitated by electoral
concerns.. Correspondingly, production of social housingreacheda high point during this
periodd and with rising welfare, home ownership rates gradually began to rise.
Yett this neat institutional fit soon began to show signs of fracture. In the mid 1960s, the
stranglee hold on wages and rents, the economic backbone of the central governments strategy,
wass weakened. By this stage, housing associations had become dependent on generous and
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costlyy object subsidies. Increasing tenant incomes and growth of home ownership undermined
thee legitimacy of this costly system. A new financial system, Dynamic Cost Price (DKP) was
introducedd based on steady rent and wage increases. Yet the prognoses upon which this
systemm was based were false. The international monetary collapse and oil crises of the 1970s
endedd a regime of high employment, wage growth and low inflation, altering the financial
dimensionss upon which increasing repayments could be based. When the new (amended)
systemm wasfinallyintroduced in 1975, it later proved exorbitantly expensive and loans
balloonedd exponentially by the end of the decade. Yet a broader crisis threatened despite these
loomingg budgetary constraints. With the near collapse of the home ownership sector by the
endd of the 1970s to the early 1980s, despite looming budget deficits the government once
againn steered investment into the social housing sector, as demonstrated by Table 7.6 below.
TableTable 7.6 Housing production in the subsidized rental and owner occupied occupied sector 1979-1982
Year YearSubsidisedSubsidised rental OwnerOwner occupied subsidised
OwnerOwner occupied
Total Total
unun subsidised
1979 1979
31,700 0
27,800 0
30,000 0
89,500 0
1980 1980
50,000 0
36,000 0
27,700 0
113,700 0
1981 1981
70,800 0
30,100 0
16,800 0
117,700 0
1982 1982
89,200 0
26,000 0
8,100 0
123,300 0
Source:Source: CBS. Monthly figures building industry, in Terhorst, P and Van de Ven, J (1995) Table 1:348

Thee following Table summarises many of the important events that took place during this
phasee in Dutch housing history.
GovernmentGovernment reduces interest on advances 'hidden subsidy'
1934
WarWar time - no exploitation of housing, increased property tax
1940-45
StrictStrict rent control based on May 1940 levels
1940-1958
LegalLegal basis for private housing companies to be subsidized
1950
ExploitationExploitation shortage subsidy introduced
1950
ExpansionExpansion of subsidized housing program
1952-1965
VariousVarious initiatives to promote home ownership
1957
RentRent control eased
1958
Below marketBelow market interest loans loans replaced by object subsidy
1960s
HousingHousing associations gain priority for developing housing over municipalities
1965
DriveDrive to equalize subsidies across tenures
1966
PreferencePreference for privately subsidized rental housing
1966
LandLand costs for social housing set to cover costs of developing infrastructure
1968
AssociationsAssociations preferred over municipal companies companies in municipal land allocation
1969
InterestInterest on social social housing loans increased to market level
1969
1969
IncreasedIncreased allocation of subsidies during politics of need, production, production, rents and profits
GovernmentGovernment experiments with individual rent assistance system
1970
IntroductionIntroduction of dynamic cost rent system
1972-73
SubsidySubsidy policy maintained but adapted to relate to incomes rather than cost price
1974
RentRent controls to keep rents down down
1975-1978
SubsidiesSubsidies for new build housing introduced, yet not taken up by private builders.
1975
IncreasedIncreased subsidies for production in rent and ownership sector
1978
SocialSocial housing loans partly turned over in guarantees and partly privatized
1978
GovernmentGovernment sustains investment levels in the ownership and rent rent sectors
1978
1981
BudgetBudget austerity, central government contemplates major reforms
PolicyPolicy emphasises home ownership via sale of social housing
1983
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ExamplesExamples of key housing relations, contingently defined during this period of acceleration
ContingentlyContingently defined property relations
AA major change in property relations occurred during WWII, when occupying German forces
dictatedd a strongly centralised land use, construction and housing policy. These actions had
importantt implications, which consequently influenced the level and type of private housing
investment.. Repossession laws were extended and land use planning became more centralised.
Diversee local planning rulebooks were homogenised and powerss usurped by the new national
planningg service. All new development and extensions required not only local permission, but
centrall approval as well. Later during the occupation, all new building works were forbidden,
andd materials and labour resources were redirected for defensive works along the Dutch coast
(Vann der Schaar, 1987:93).
Underr these highly regulated conditions, it was also forbidden to profit from the exploitation
off tenancy and a tax on the value of property was introduced. Rents were fixed at 1934 levels
sincee 1940 and remained in place until 1951, than adapted by nation wide rounds of increases.
Thesee measures, amongst outers, gave a persistently negative signal to potential investors,
stymieingg their role in housing provision. Later in the 1960s, a number of national plans
definedd the terrain within which local development could occur. These plans affected property
rightss by designating acceptable areas for growth, specific land uses and the development of
supportingg infrastructure, such as major roads and public transport services. Each plan held a
differentt spatial emphasis and influenced the creation of quite different urban environments.
Yett despite these national plans, actual land preparation, involving the drainage of land, plot
division,, supplying infrastructure and ensuring space for defined forms of urban development,
continuedd to be carried out by the municipalities.73 Building ripe land was then disposed to
buildingg developers for the construction of approved dwellings. This process ensured that
developmentt took place in accordance with local plans and housing objectives, within
nationall parameters, with sale proceeds, central government subsidies and/or other higher
valuee sales, cross-subsidising die costs of site preparation. In some cases, municipalities acted
commercially,, sometimes making enormous capital gains.74
Untill the mid 1960s municipal housing companies, closely associated with municipal land
companies,, shared information and technical expertise, thereby minimising project
managementt costs. Together they dominated the important social housing sector of major
cities.. Yet, Christian politicians7 considered that such companies held an unfair advantage
overr private housing associations, which in some areas were becoming marginalized and
professionallyy under-developed The role of associations was strengthened and their realm of
developmentt activity broadened beyond the low-income renter (Van der Schaar et al,
1996:126-136).. In 1965, municipal housing companies were only allowed to implement
Duringg this period up to eighty percent of all land for urban development was made available via the
municipality,, through its land company (grondbedrijf). Municipalities owned most of the vacant land on their
periphery,, over which they had land use control (Badcock, 1994 from Lefcoe, 1978 and Needham, 1992).
44
Interview with Ir Jan van der Schaar 1983, Harloe archive, Salford University, Manchester.
755
In 1954 a commission, emanating from Catholic political circles and chaired by Van Helvoort, was established
too examine the relationship between the social housing providers and central and municipal governments,
recommendedd the primacy of associations in delivery, and the role of central government in finance. Later the
dividedd De Roos commission eventually argued in a majority report for the greater financial independence of
associationss to build and exploit dwellings not just for low-income households but also for sale and higher
incomee renters (Van der Schaar, et al, 1996:126-136).
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developmentt plans when the local housing association was unwilling or unable to do so. The
diminutionn of municipal control was intended to separate land development priorities from the
constructionn of viable social housing projects and thereby reduce the risk of 'non-commercial
practices'' favouring municipal housing companies. Further, the central government issued
directivess in the so-called 'Brown Booklet1 that fixed land costs for social rental dwellings in
zonedd areas. Land price covering subsidies were only provided for urban areas of importance
too national housing policy (RIGO, 1991:3-4).
AA brief mention should also be made concerning propertyrightspertaining to individual
tenants,, which were substantially strengthened during this phase. Protection for tenants
againstt eviction was strengthened. Further, to prevent excessive rents and the development of
aa black market, allocation was formalised and waiting lists established. In 1978, the level of
rentt was regulated according to a point system based on the quality and quantity of the living
space. .
ContingentlyContingently defined savings and investment relations
Inn 1934, to prevent the collapse of the housing association sector and widespread default on
governmentt secured loans, the government reduced interest demanded on its loans to housing
associations,, on the condition that rents would be kept low (Van der Schaar, 1987:92-93).
Thiss 'hidden subsidy' remained in place until the early 1960s, and was then replaced by more
visiblee object subsidies.
Thee occupying forces and post-war governments radically extended many of the crises
measuress applied or discussed before the war. As mentioned above, rents were frozen for a
considerablee period and it was forbidden to profit from the exploitation of dwellings.
Governmentt legislation forbade increases in mortgage interest Without this flexibility and
numerouss other disincentives, private investors simply turned away from the housing sector
(Vann der Schaar, 2001:4). Without investment, the private rental sector completely stagnated
andd very few new homes were built.76
Itt became increasingly necessary for governments to invest in order to address the massive
housingg shortage and build at high density and tempo. In path dependent fashion, the nonprofitt institutions and financial mechanisms, which had addressed the housing crises of the
earlyy 20th century, were called back into action. And once again, during the 1950s to 60s,
sociall housing production returned to centre stage. The production of new dwellings was
regulatedd by the Reconstruction Law, which outlined approval processes, desired building
standards,, and financial provisions for housing construction. The subsidy program
underpinningg high housing output was greatly expanded. To reduce labour costs, time saving
technologiess were developed such as modular production, producing standardised oftenmonotonouss residential areas. Long-term contracts were offered to companies who applied
thesee building techniques and could realise large-scale projects.
Yett frozen rents inevitably sank far below the cost price of building and managing rental
housing.. Consequently rental income was totally insufficient without rentrisesof a substantial
exploitationn subsidy. Landlords and their representative associations lobbied central
governmentt leaders for a quick and considerable increase in rents (25%). Unions argued that
766
During this period, only the damaged and empty dwellings were demolished, a 1 percent rent subsidy for slum
replacingg new dwellings was introduced, but this was completely insufficient to promote investment and a
massivee housing shortage threatened (Van der Schaar, 1987:96).
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incomess must also rise to compensate. Yet low rents were important for low wages intended
too promote a more competitive export economy. To overcome this conflict, a pact between
unions,, landlords and the central government established a scenario of low rents and wage
moderationn in return for sustained social welfare provisions. Terhorst and Van de Ven
explain: :
(IJabour(IJabour unions were only willing to participate in a tripartite reconstruction
pactpact as long as prices of basic consumer goods remained under control and the
embryonicembryonic welfare-state system was extended in order to protect families with
dependentdependent children that mostly relied on one wage-earner only, from the risks of
oldold age, unemployment, sickness and accidents at work.... Within this
framework,framework, rent control played a crucial role in the post-war reconstruction
periodperiod (Terhorst and Van de Ven, 1997:293).
Nevertheless,, there was much debate over rent policy between the central government,
landlords,, unions, the Socio Economic Research Council and other housing organisations,
duringg the 1950s and 1960s. The quality of new dwellings was heavily constrained by the
freezingg of rents. Various ideas and proposals were exchanged including rent increases for
subsidisedd and unsubsidised dwellings, tyingrentincreases to financing conditions, and
taxingg rents to finance new dwellings, in order to attain the ideal of cost price rent whilst
preventingg excessive wage demands. The stalemate was broken in 1955, but rents were
merelyy increased by 10 percent above the level of 1940 and no rent tax was introduced (Van
derr Schaar, 1987:101-109).
Duringg the early 1960s, landlords once again demanded considerable rent increases and this
timee the government was more receptive. Wages began to increase; alongside employee
contributionss to welfare (Terhorst and Van de Ven, 1997:294-309). It was economically
feasiblee that tenants could pay more.
Turningg briefly to developments in alternative sectors, by the 1950s individual home purchase
wass narrowly distributed amongst the middle and upper classes in urban areas, whilst being
moree wide spread in the countryside. The substantial down paymentrequired(30 percent) to
securee a home loan was simply too high for modest income earners. Efforts were made to
improvee access amongst low and middle class city dwellers by way of mortgage guarantee
(establishedd in 1957), mortgage interest deduction and object and subject subsidies
(Mersmann,, 2002). The conditions for obtaining a guarantee were devised by individual
municipalities,, leading to a variety of schemes. Payments of interest and premiums, in the
casee of default, were secured by the central government. These efforts reduced theriskof
lending,, enlarged the volume of available credit and lowered the interest rates, thereby
assistingg a number of households to enter home purchase.
Afterr a long period of mass social housing construction, the new centre-right government
attemptedd to accelerate the promotion of home ownership in order to 'balance the market',
andd importantlyreducethe costs of government object subsidies to the social housing sector.
Renterss were disorganised and unable to mobilise effective opposition. After more than a
decadee of high production, subsidies for social housing came under increasing scrutiny in the
midd 1960s. Secular inflation set in from 1965. A new discussion emerged, arguing for the
targetedd allocation of social housing to low-income households and the taxing of wealthy
rentersrenters in subsidised accommodation. Under these residualising conditions, home ownership
wass clearly promoted as the tenure of preference.
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Yett the problem of escalating central government object subsidies continued to plague both
governmentt and housing associations. The push for improved dwelling standards and urban
renewall increased the cost of dwelling construction and thus costs rents, demanding further
objectt subsidies. A new method of financing social housing, known as dynamic cost price
(DKP)) was developed which built upon the principle of cost rent and promised to ease the
burdenn of this growing subsidy for both landlords and governments - providing wages and
rentee continued to grow and was implemented in 1975.
Yett the prognoses upon which the DKP method was based were not fulfilled. The oil crises
disturbedd stable patterns of international economic growth, wages stagnated and
unemploymentt rose leading to a growing dependence on social security. Broad access to
individuall rent subsidy compensated financially disadvantaged tenants. Capital shifted
towardss more secure investments, contributing to a major decline in residential construction.
Despitee the central government's promotion of home ownership in late seventies, the second
oill shock and subsequent economic recession eventually led to the collapse of the housing
markett in 1979. During this period inflation was hovering around 13%. In this context, the
governmentt decided to expand the social housing program and once again, the share of social
housingg rose considerably (Boelhouwer et al, 1990:95 ).78
ContingentlyContingently defined labour and welfare relations
Momentarily,, before the 1937 election, the socialist movement attempted to the break
stagnationn of depression by promoting the establishment of a federation of building firms,
employers,, employees, the government and relevant professions, to divide up the housing
quotaa and tackle unemployment. Without the necessary support of larger political parties, the
plann was barely discussed before its rejection. The housing shortage and the lack of
investmentt remained a major issue and WWII only worsened the housing crisis.
Unemploymentt and wage levels remained the key to unlocking the crisis in the housing sector
afterr 1945. After a long and difficult crises, compounding poor living conditions, the
governmentt promoted a policy of full employment, contributory social security and public
health,, as well as broadly accessible social housing (Vlek, 1998:9). As mentioned above,
labourr unions accepted low wage growth in exchange for work and welfare safeguards.
Inn the 1950s, wages were generally linked to cost of living (Van Zanden, 1996:80), kept low
byy the freezing of prices, regulation of rents and strict dwelling allocation. Wage levels were
off great social, economic and political significance. It was a time of the single breadwinner;
wheree women remained at home attending to unpaid domestic duties, and men worked to
providee sufficient income to cover all household expenses.
777

Wages and rising interest rates further increased the cost of construction. For a brief period during the early
1970s,, the new, left dominated government proposed that housing be considered a 'merit good', with rents
peggedd at 10 percent of taxable income. This was displaced by a mechanism proposing gradual, systematic and
regularr rent increases (Van der Schaar, 1987:112-113).
78 8

Sociall housing production rose from 28 percent in 1978to54 percent of total production in 1982, as
constructionn for ownership fell sharply (Boelhouwer et al, 1990:95).
799
Women's organisations and advice committees portrayed the ideal housewife as efficient domestic manager of
aa clean living environment, reinforcing the division between paid and unpaid labour and their dependencee upon
thee male income.
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Underr this domestic regime, income security could not easily be bolstered by a second
income.. Thus social security became an important safeguard against income loss and enabled
thee maintenance of household order. The Dutch welfare state rapidly expanded under a highly
corporatistt regime of employers, unions and government, based on a system of employee
benefits.. The dominant principles of the day: orthodox confessionalism and anticommunalism,, worked against more collective, taxation funded arrangements. The social
partnerss (unions and employers) played a key developmental and administrative role,
alongsidee state representatives - facilitating corporate managed schemes and preventing the
developmentt of purely state alternatives.
Ann acceptable path was found via the development of self-governing insurance associations,
basedd on principles of subsidiarity and corporatism. Schemes were non-profit but cost-led,
withh the Minister for Social Security having the final word on premium levels to cover yearly
expendituress (Therborn, 1989:212-213). These institutions provided the so-called 'exit
strategies'' for the unemployed. They came to play an increasingly powerful role, not only in
labourr market policy and negotiations, but also as a large, long-term investor in the private
rentall market.
Beyondd exit strategies, other measures were required to protect modest household income. As
rentss were progressively increased above thee rate of inflation and wagerises,they consumed
ann increasing proportion of the household budget. Rents, from a very low base, were rising
fasterr than housing costs in other tenures.
Indeed,, during the mid 1960s rents for new dwellings in urban renewal areas were no longer
affordablee for low-income households. Yet there were other renters who paid a very small
proportionn of household income on rent. In 1966, centre-right politicians called for a tax on
wealthyy renters in subsidised dwellings. They argued mat social housing should only be
allocatedd to lower income households. This added further fuel to the hot debate over rent
levels,, dwelling quality and object subsidies.
Duringg the 1970s, housing and planning policy focused upon perceived social, physical and
economicc problems in older inner city neighbourhoods. Renewal converted affordable lower
qualityy dwellings to more expensive higher quality ones. The gap between new cost rents and
oldd cost rents was beyond the capacity of tenants to absorb. Some projects even remained
vacant,, unable to attract paying tenants.
Eventually,, the 1974 Rent and Subsidy Policy promoted a system of object subsidies for
qualityy and urban renewal to ensure that new social rental dwellings were accessible for those
onn a low income and project targeted demand subsidies. Later the 1975 Individual Rent
Subsidyy (IRS) was introduced which was not tied to costly new housing projects but available
too any tenant of any type of dwelling paying under 5,000 guilders rent per year and meeting
decliningg income to rent ratios (Boelhouwer, 1992:63).80 With the IRS there was no longer a
directt link between cost rent, allowances and object subsidies.

Betweenn 1974 and 1982 expenditure on rental allowances increased from 112 million to almost 1 billion
guilders,, with nine times as manyrecipients(De Jong and Schoonhoven, 1992).
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SynthesisingSynthesising key relations in their contingent context
Ann important adaptation during this phase was the comprehensive tackling of the
relationshipp between wages, rents levels and the cost of housing production. Object
subsidiess played an important role in managing the level of cost rents in the social housing
sector.. As part of national economic strategy, which aimed to improve The Netherlands'
internationall export position, wages were kept deliberately low. As housing costs often
consumee the largest proportion of the household budget, control over rents paid and many
otherr aspects of domestic expenditure were closely regulated. For this reason the low wage
policyy appears prominently in Figure 7.6 below. Privately provided social housing, via
approvedd associations and municipal housing companies, was considered the best vehicle to
keepp rents low and control wage demands. For this reason, social housing was central to
postt war recovery, low labour costs economic strategy and addressing the housing
shortage.. From this basis, subsequent generations of baby boomers facing continuing and
severee housing shortages, merely 'stepped into the shoes' of a well-established post war
housingg and employment solution, sustaining the system of social housing provision well
beyondd its initial short term purpose.
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FigureFigure 7.6 Abstraction of the flow of capital via social housing sector, with further adaptations of the amended
housinghousing solution (1934-1978)

Thee Figure above incorporates a number of measures, which emerged since the Great
Depressionn to the mid 1970s. Firstly, from 1934 the government provides a 'hidden subsidy'
inn the form of subsidising the interest rate on government secured loans until the early
1960s.. This subsidy is replaced by explicit object subsidies. Also since 1934, building
qualityy and techniques were rationalised to reduce the costs of construction, later
producingg modest mass-produced high-density dwellings (1). To secure greater certainty in
developmentt outcomes, municipalities became active in land development and in large
citiess housing development, under strong central planning from 1945 (2). Loan programs
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forr social housing production via housing associations and municipal housing companies were
greatlyy expanded from 1950 (3). In the context offrozenrents and suppressed wage growth
duringg the 1950s, object subsidies were extended to housing associations to cover
exploitationn shortages, aided by stringent cost calculation (4).
Onee of the major debates by the mid 1950s concerned the balance between object and subject
subsidies,, rent levels and the capacity of tenants to pay. Rises in interest rates during the
1950s,, inflation in die cost off construction and increased housing quality demanded either
reducedd new construction (despite persistent shortages), higher object subsidies or substantial
rentt increases. All three alternatives were politically unpalatable to the government and social
partners.. As economic prosperity improved in the late 1950s, the strangle hold on wages and
rentt increases was broken. Increased rents only marginally helped to recover the rising
standardss and cost of housing improvement in 1959 (5). During the late 1960s and 1970s the
Dutchh welfare state expanded considerably, extending into unemployment insurance, income
supportt and importantly rental allowance (6). This loosened the link between cost rent
sociall housing and low wage labour relations and tightened the link between labour
relationss and developments in welfare provisions. In the 1970s, die cost of meeting
constructionn costs shifted to a greater degree from object subsidies to housing associations to
tenants,, who were more secure under new welfare provisions (7). The cost of Individual Rent
Subsidyy was generously funded by royalties from a resources boom81, which helped to reduce
thee impact of a number of economic shocks (monetary collapse, oil crises, wage stagnation
andd unemployment) during the 1970s until the early 1980s.
Furtherr attempts to claw back the object subsidies were made via the introduction of the
Dynamicc Cost Price rent system in 1975 to capture association gains Üiat were possible
towardss the end of the mortgage term. Yet further developments in rent policy moved central
governmentt subsidy policy further away from the notion of object costs and subsidising the
paymentt of cost rents. No longer were subject subsidies only directed towards tenants in
costlyy individual projects but broadly available and set according to income levels and a
pointt system for housing quality (8). In this sense they are more a policy of welfare than one
off covering exploitation deficiencies.
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Drawing upon royalties from gas deposits in the North Sea, the Dutch welfare state provided a cushioning
effect,, delaying the imperative to restructure the Dutch economy and invest in technological developments. This
cushioningg effect is also referred to as the Dutch disease of providing short term 'exit strategies' in the form of
welfaree provisions rather than long term structural solutions to address inherent economic problems (Therborn,
1989) )
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7.5.44 Securing 'independent' relations for land development,financeand
individualisationn 1984-2000.
OutlineOutline of key events and housing outcomes
Inn the context of a stagnating economy, inflation, unemployment and rising public sector debt,
fiscall austerity concerns dominated the development of the Dutch housing solution in the
earlyy 1980s. This was the era of monetarist economic policy: inflation was enemy number
one.. A prominent feature of this phase were the attempts by central government to diminish
theirr role in social housing provision, shifting financial responsibilities towards housing
associations,, banks and tenants and the opening up of the land market. The inner areas of
majorr cities continued to have very large social housing sectors of smaller rental dwellings
accommodatingg an increasingly marginalized population. In contrast the composition of outer
suburbss and new locations weree quite different: single family dwellings for middle class
households,, more often for purchase than social rental. Notable is the growth in home
purchasee and house price inflation during the 1990s amidst a favourable fiscal, monetary and
labourr market climate.
Liberalisationn occurred in both the financing of social housing construction and setting of
rentss by associations. The sector has been encouraged to become more financially self
sufficient,, accessing finance directly from the capital market, merging with other associations,
undertakingg more commercially orientated projects and selling housing stock. Rents have
beenn able to increase above the rate of inflation. Assistance has been targeted to lower income
householdss via the individual rental subsidy, whilst home purchasers have been lured by
inflatingg house prices, low interest rates on mortgages and advantageous fiscal benefits (tax
deductibilityy of mortgage interest, low imputed rent tax).
Inn the second half of the 1990s, the economy began to recover. Strong employment growth
enticedd more women into the job market. Lenders responded to these trends by offering credit
calculatedd on the basis of two incomes. In tandem with generous tax advantages and market
scarcity,, house prices boomed in sought after locations.
Thee following table provides a selection of key events of the period.

WSWWSW institution established to secure capital market loans loans for housing improvement
SeveralSeveral large municipal housing companies infinancialdifficulty
1986
ParliamentaryParliamentary inquiry into building subsidies
StrengtheningStrengthening transparency of ofgovernmentsfinancialmanagement role role
ParliamentaryParliamentary commission pushes for equity infinancialtreatment between social and private housing.
CentralCentral government forces cities to buildfor the market (VINEX)
1988
CentralCentral Fundfor Social Housing (CFV) established to improvefinancialposition of housing associations 198
HousingHousing in the 1990s promotesfinancialself-sufficiency amongst social landlords, sales ofsocial housing 19
WSWWSW expanded to to cover loans for newly built social housing
1989
1
AdditionalAdditional government funds allocated to WSW in order to strengthen security
BatteringBattering agreement cancels outstanding government loans repayments in exchange for future subsidies 1
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ExamplesExamples of key housing relations, contingently defined during this period of restructuring
ContingentlyContingently defined property relations
Forr most of the 20th century, municipalities havee played a relatively safe and predictable
monopolyy role in the planning, purchase, development and targeted release of land for new
housingg development. 2 However, an important shift in the municipality's role in the land
developmentt process occurred in the mid 1980s, opening up the bidding process and
specificallyy promoting development around major cities in the Randstad region.
Inn the context of economic stagnation, unstable land prices and unemployment, the land
developmentt companies of smaller towns suffered major losses (Needham, 1988:73). The
Fourthh Report for Spatial Planning ended the growth and new town policies that had created
citiess such as Almere and Zoetermeer. The new policy concentrated development in an around
aa select number of major cities and promoted the construction of housing for purchase. Of
course,, such a policy influenced the land market and investments in these and less favoured
areas. .
Importantly,, an addition was made to the Fourth Report in 1994, known as VINEX. This
supplementaryy policy argued that environmental problems justified the need to minimise car
transport.. This could be achieved via the expansion of existing urban areas with transport
infrastructure.. Numerous locations were openly specified, each sufficient for approximately
5,0000 dwellings - before municipalities had the chance to secure land ownership. To enable
thesee municipalities to realise their housing plans, central government negotiated targeted
packagess with regions and provinces, to subsidise land costs and contribute to the
developmentt of public transport and green spaces. According to Terhorst and Van de Ven,
environmentalists,, the agricultural sector, pension funds and the planning profession were a
powerfull coalition behind this policy (1997:319).83
Inn a more open land market, the land companies of Randstad municipalities were no longer
solee players able to pay market prices for the purchase and processing of former agricultural
landd for housing development. By publicly announcing their intentions early on, the central
governmentt awakened dormant players to enter the land market, promoting land speculation
andd increasing land prices - sometimes above municipal capacity to purchase.84 85
Reportingg on Dutch land practices in 1988 Needham exclaimed that:
[t]hee high quality of the housing and of the built environment in The Netherlands is undoubtedly attributable to a
veryy large extent to the fact that the municipalities are the suppliers of most of the building land, and that they
usee this position most positively and creatively; the land cost in housing is not high; housing is built when and
wheree it is desired, not when and where the land market makes it possible; some 'social mix' is achieved within
neighbourhoodss by not disposing of land for huge one-class housing estates (Needham, 1988:73).
833
According to these authors, environmentalists advocated compact urbanisation connected by public transport,
thee agricultural sector favoured urban containment, pensions funds favoured scarcity created by physical
planningg and planners orientated to balanced development favoured control over sprawl (Terhorst and Van der
Ven,, 1997:319)
844
Indeed, the municipality of Leidsendam experienced a three-fold increase in land prices, from 15 to 45
guilderss per square meter in their Leidseveen VINEX location. (Groetelaers, 2000, Needham, 1997, Meijer,
1996).. In other cases, private developers simply bought the best plots from farmers just outside VINEX
locations,, where development gain could be the greatest, and waited.
Residentiall development, once the domain of municipalities and housing associations, now involves multiple
often-conflictingg partners necessitating lengthy negotiations. This is confirmed by Groetelaers' study of 181
municipall land development companies:
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Theree are not only more players in the market, but they possess different resources and thus
differentt powers of negotiation. 86According to research by Korthals Altes and Groetelaers
(2000)) municipalities remain important players in the land market, but their task has become
moree complex and risky with less say over the content of future housing developments.
Municipalities,, once accused of profiting from their monopoly position, must now operate
moree transparently and encourage more opportunities for private-for-profit dwelling
constructionn of homes for purchase, in order to promote 'choice' (Remkes, 2001). Yet the
choicee is not for everyone. The proportion of social housing in new areas has declined,
leadingg some to argue that new urban areas will only be accessible to a narrow range of
householdd incomes (Terhorst and Vande Ven, 1997:327) and the poor will continue to remain
inn less wealthy city centres.87
Inn addition, the State Secretary (Remkes) demanded the sale of social dwellings, especially in
largerr cities, in the interests of'consumer choice' despite resistance from 'independent'
housingg associations.88 Yet entrepreneurial housing associations implementing this policy
havee also come under scrutiny. The State Secretary has ordered the closure of sales offices run
byy associations, which mediated between tenants and associations, and demanded that
existingg real estate agents, operating in the private-for-profit sphere, exclusively handle the
saless of social houses.
AA new law, giving preference to expanding municipalities, aims to partially restore their
diminishedd market position in new residential developments. These municipalities can use this
laww to fulfil provincial or central government plans in an around their cities, such as the
establishmentt of parks, new houses, industrial areas and infrastructure. They can also demand
conditionss for the right to exploit land, without having to expropriate it. Only when planning
conditionss are not met, can the municipality compulsorily purchase in the public interest.
However,, municipalities must not use the law as a means to become a project developer,
whichh continues to be discouraged by central government.
Too further restore the weakened position of municipalities, a new national land policy was
launchedd in 2000 and later passed by parliament in 2001. It requires land exploitation permits
too be obtained by landowners and a contribution made to a fund for public infrastructure.
Whenn infrastructure is unable to be provided by the developer in a timely manner,
municipalitiess can choose to expropriate required land in order to implement plans, paying
inflatedd market rates and cash compensation.

Groetelaerss writes: "the risks [for non-municipal players in the land market] decreased because of a
flourishingg housing market, a good economy and a changing context (policy). The smaller risks in
combinationn with the publishing of VINEX, in which future urban extension areas where marked out on
aa map, where an 'open invitation' to private developers and building companies to acquire land and to
gett involved in the urban land development process" (Groetelaers, 2000:3).
Accordingg to Groetelaers: "All actors [in the] real estate market have acquired land by negotiating. In the
processs municipalities often have less financial space than private developers, which results in a weak position
duringg negotiation" (Groetelaers, 2000:7).
877
Further, the VINEX policy stipulates a maximum percentage of social housing to be developed, 30 percent in
neww areas and SO percent in inner cities. 'Fair' allocation has been perceived as the construction of as many nonsubsidisedd home ownership units as possible (Terhorst and Van de Ven, 1997:320).
888
Bouw, 1998, 'Ontwikkelaars negeren volkshuisvesting: corporaties en vinex' S3 (12):8-11
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Byy September 2001, the level of housing produced was half that anticipated by the State
Secretaryy for Housing and crisis meetings were being held with industry representatives.
Thesee groups blamed local and provincial government urban planning requirements and
processess for the slow down (Volkskrant, 8 September, 2001). Other experts blame the
developmentss of the 1980s, which weakened position of the state in land release:
thethe most important cause of the stagnation is the market parties, including
housinghousing associations and sometimes municipal land companies. They and not
thethe government now define the rhythm of building production, and have much
interestinterest in scarcity (Muöoz Gielen, 2002).
ContingentlyContingently defined savings and investment relations
Nott only has the monopoly position of the municipality been challenged, but also the role of
thee central government. Its former role in channelling finance into the housing sector has been
curtailedd and privatised. By the mid 1980s, in a climate offinancialausterity, the role of the
centrall government in financing housing associations came under question. 9 In 1986,
allegationss offraudulentactivity by investors manipulating subsidy systems in the building
sectorr began to emerge.90 It was argued that subsidies should shift from the dwelling to the
tenant,, rents should rise and a proportion of social rental dwellings be sold (Murie and
Priemus,, 1994:113).
UntilUntil 1988, government secured loans hadfinancedhousing associations and municipal
housingg companies, set at market rates.9'institutional investors as well as social housing
providerss received object subsidies to ensure high levels of building activity, rents increases
weree moderate92 and controlled to ensure affordability and wage restraint. Further, generous
demandd side subsidies, rental-housing allowances, were also provided to eligible tenants.
Byy the end of the 1980s under pressure from the Ministry of Finance, the central government
proposedd to withdraw completely from arranging finance for social housing production. Much
emphasiss was placed upon private and transparent nature of social housing provision, separate
andd independent from government. In this context housing associations were forced to
becomee more financially independent and autonomous.
Inn 1993 the government initiated the process of cancelling all outstanding government secured
loanss to housing associations and Municipalities, in advance of forthcoming subsidies for
renovationn and construction. The so-called Brutering or grossing up process, made it feasible
forr Associations with good reserves to obtain funds independently from the capital market
(forr further details see Appendix 2) during a favourable interest rate climate. Central
governmentt temporarily secured the rent revenue stream, by permitting increases above the
Speakingg in an interview in 1983, one substantial and influential constructor of dwellings, considered that the
sociall housing budget was cut due the heavy drain it placed on government finances, via loans, object and
subjectt subsides. Harloe Archive, Salford University Manchester.
900
A Parliamentary Inquiry was held in 1987-1988 to investigate accusations of fraud and the role of central
governmentt administrating various subsidy rules and regulations affecting municipalities and the building
industryy (Murie and Priemus, 1994:113).
911
Whilst between 1934 and the early 1960s market rates were reduced by hidden government subsidies to
suppresss cost rents.
9292
Between 1970 and 1979 real rents actually declined by 0.3%. Between 1980 and 1989 realrentsincreased by 1
%% (Source: CBS and VROM, in Nota Wonen (2000) Table 6.2 Huurprijsontwikkeling 1950-2000)
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ratee of inflation for several years. Whilst rents continue to increase, the incline has been
moderated. .
TableTable 7.7 Rent Rent price developments J 990-2000
Year Year
1990 1990
1991 1991
1992 1992
1993 1993
1994 1994
1995 1995
1996 1996
1997 1997
1998 1998
1999 1999
2000 2000

%% Inflation
2.5 5
3.1 1
3.2 2
2.6 6
2.7 7
22
22
2.2 2
22
22
2.2** 2.2**

%% Rent increase*
3.3 3
5.9 9
5.6 6
5.4 4
5.2 2
4.7 7
4.1 1
3.7 7
3.4 4
33
2.5*** *

%% Real rent
00
2.8 8
2.4 4
2.8 8
2.5 5
2.7 7
2.1 1
1.5 5
1.4 4
11
0.3 3

Source:: CBS/VROM, 2000 table 6.2, * exclusiverenthannonisation, **prognosis CPB, ***Huur Brief 2000.
Associationss had to support improvements and stock expansion through their own reserves
(enhancedd via favourable market conditions, the Brutering process and rent increases above
inflation),, private loans, financial restructuring and economically driven development
strategies.. Initially, the capital market was unfamiliar with the character and quality of social
housingg as an investment. Further, the financial health of Associations varied considerably,
makingg the market cautious and interest rates potentially crippling. Towards this aim, the
Nationall Housing Council (Nationale Woningraad) and Ministry of Housing, Physical
Planningg and the Environment (VROM) proposed the establishment of the guarantee structure
forr reducing the risk and thereby the cost of capital loans. Two financial institutions have
sincee been established to secure loans at more favourable interest rates for all Associations
(WSW)) and improve the financial structure of poorer ones (CFV). For more details on these
institutionss see Appendix 3.
Housingg associations are now operating in a dynamic financial environment where minor
changess in the rate of inflation, interest or rent can have major implications for financial
reserves,, solvency, and ultimately rents charged.
Thee primary investor in social housing in The Netherlands is the publicly owned Bank of
Dutchh Municipalities (Bank Nederlandse Gemeenten, BNG)94, with commercial banks and
pensionn funds playing a lesser role. Its dominant position in social housing finance has
concernedd AEDES, the combined umbrella group for association sector. They have initiated
thee establishment of another specialist mortgage provider, with stronger ties to one of larger
commerciall banks (ABN/AMRO).9S
Yett this also had the consequence of pushing better off tenants into home ownership.
Inn 1996 the BNG provided 18 billion USD in loans to housing associations. It is owned by and provides a
dividendd to central and municipal governments, each holding a 50 per cent share holding. The bank has a
supervisoryy board of Ministers, Mayors, housing associations, and economic experts. Efficient payment services,
securee electronic banking mechanisms and small overheads (one central office), reduce costs and therefore
interestt charged. The Banks also has a triple A rating and provides some of the cheapest loans to associations,
allowingg for a very low return.
955
Interview with Hans Polman, Director Public Housing, BNG, 1999, Lawson interview archive
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Thee Dutch government now plays a diminished but essential role in financing social housing
yett faces little direct risk. The current role of the government in housing is one of guiding the
operationn of 'independent' associations, determining rent policy and permissible increases,
providingg housing allowances to tenants, collecting imputed rent tax and permitting
substantiall tax relief for home purchasers.
Duringg this phase in the history of the Dutch housing solution, home ownership has assumed
farr wider ideological prominence than any other. The proportion of social rented dwellings
hass declined with the promotion of owner occupation through central government taxation
incentives,, flow of funds into home mortgages and a flow of investment into free sector land
andd housing development. The proportion of home purchasers and outright owners increased
fromm 42 percent in 1981 to 52 percent in 2001 (VROM, 2001). On average, Dutch households
becamee much wealthier in the second half of the 1990s, not only via their income but also via
thee appreciation of housing assets amongst homeowners (DNB, 2000:32). Indeed, wealth
appreciationn was largely derived from dramatic rises in house prices, especially between 1995
andd 1999 and is considered by industry groups to have played large but unacknowledged role
inn national economic growth (NVM in RICS, 2002).
Duringg the 1990s, capital flowed from less profitable sectors of the stock exchange and bonds
markett into the property sector. Financial institutions, such as ING and various pension funds,
investedd heavily in the residential property market. Construction firms such as Hollandsche
Betonn Group (HBG), Volker Steven and the BAM Group were major recipients.96
Investmentt in mortgages at the lower end of the market was promoted by the re-launch of the
mortgagee guarantee.9 A fund based on borrowers premiums enabled the creation of the
Nationall Mortgage Guarantee in 1995. This triple A rated guarantee facilitated a lower
interestt rate for modest borrowers. In case of default, payment of interest and mortgage
premiumss were secured byy the Foundation Guarantee Fund, which was backed by government
guaranteee in the context of an inflating housing market. With standardised, nationwide
conditionss and promotion via mortgage retailers, 80 percent of mortgages received a
guaranteee in 1995. However, with house prices in major employment centres rising rapidly,
fewerr purchasers could borrow within the loan to income ratios required and the NHG's share
off the market has plummeted to 50 percent (Mersmann, 2002).
Thee market for mortgages grew exponentially in the second half of the 1990s. As competition
amongstt lenders intensified new institutions such as the secondary mortgage market, new
mortgagee products and marketing devices were developed, which fully exploited the
government'ss policy enabling the deduction of mortgage interest.98 The development of the
secondaryy mortgage market is just one cause behind the large volume of credit that has flowed
intoo the home loans sector. Coupled with developments in the supply of mortgages are those
966

Cobouw, 1994, Vol. 138 (3) 'ING Groep ijzersterk verankerd in de bouw1 [ING group strongly anchored in
construction] ]
977
Initially established in 1957, this mechanism had been locally administrated, with differing conditions and was
relativelyy ineffective nationally.
98 8

Sincee 1996 the process of securitisation of home mortgages began to develop and a secondary mortgage
markett is now firmly established. This market permits the originator of mortgages to hand over legal
responsibilityy to a special purpose vehicle (SPV). A SPV can issue mortgage-backed securities that can be
openlyy traded. This process improves the balance sheet and cash flow of the mortgage originators and allows
themm to issue more loans (DNB, 2000a, Mersmann, 2002).
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att the consumer interface. Rising rents (due to the removal of object subsidies and new
financiall relations in the social housing sector) pushed higher income tenants into the home
ownershipp market Yet this was a market based on two and not one income. Dual income
householdss were encouraged to borrow under a much more permissive lending regime, a
growingg job market and generous tax incentives.
Purchasee prices in sought after housing markets skyrocketed, partly based on 'double income'
capacityy to pay and a flush of available credit. Far from the ideals of emancipation movement
promotingg greater participation of women in the paid workforce, today many households have
becomee locked into mortgages requiring high monthly premiums and thus, two full time
incomess in a more precarious labour market According to a European survey by the Royal
Institutee of Chartered Surveyors, Dutch households have taken on more debt than any other in
Europe. .
Undoubtedly,Undoubtedly, the biggest problem facing the housing market is that the boom
waswas sustained by a huge increase in mortgage lending that has made the
countrycountry 's home owners some of the most indebted in Europe (RICS, 2001).
Thee European and National reserve banks are concerned about the implications of over
indebtednesss for national financial security. The Dutch National Bank has cautioned lenders
thatt their borrowers are vulnerable to the inevitable decline in house prices, when the boom
finallyy busts or taxation policy changes" and indeed marginal changes in interest rates. 10°
ContingentlyContingently defined labour and welfare relations
Inn the previous phases, the Dutch welfare state had emerged from the negotiated consensus
betweenn the social partners rooted in dominant Christian ideology, rather than die division
betweenn labour and capital (Van der Reijden, 1989) and supported by resource royalties in the
1970s.. Yet over the past decade, the general directions of government policies in the socioeconomicc field have been strongly influenced by monetary and fiscal policies in an intragovernmentall European context. Thus national corporate interdependency has taken place
withinn a internationally orientated economy, which has given little room for manoeuvre and
governmentt ambition (Geelhoed, 1989).
Forr the first time since 1945, economic growth during the early to mid 1980s did not bring
additionall employment. Labour intensive industries were moving their plants to low wage
countriess in Asia, Eastern Europe and Africa. A second-generation birth wave brought a
massivee influx of young school leavers into the job market, whilst technological change meant
thatt the skills of their parents were increasingly obsolete (Vlek, 1998). New migrants were
alsoo competing for low skilled work, and as job opportunities for the low skilled diminished,
long-termm unemployment amongst older members of the labour market became entrenched.

Thee policy mortgage of interest relief is not set in stone. During the 2003 election campaign, the Labour Party
floatedd the reduction of mortgage interest relief for high-income earners and the broadening of relief for lower
incomess to promote access to the housing market. Conservative political parties: the Christian Democrats and
Liberalss were opposed, and in preference promoted the scrapping of the property tax (of most benefit to those
withh high value properties).
Homee loan interest rates are currently declining to the benefit of those with variable rate loans. Yet, many
Dutchh purchasers prefer the certainty of afixedrate for up to 10 years. Yet in April 2002, the EU announced that
lenderss would not be able to issue fixed interest loans after 2005.
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Byy the beginning of the 1980s, a gap emerged between the skills offered and those demanded
inn the labour market Structural unemployment was and remains concentrated in the major
citiess such as Rotterdam and Amsterdam.
Sincee the 1980s there has been ongoing discussion between unions, employers and the central
governmentt about lowering labour costs to a minimum wage level to increase labour demand.
Duringg these negotiations the concept of the single male breadwinner, bringing home
sufficientt pay to cater for all the families needs has diminished. At this time, an increasing
proportionn of women were joining the paid, predominantly part time workforce in the service
sector,, complimenting the declining real wages of traditional male breadwinners.
Thee Wassenaar Labour Agreement of 1982 specified moderate wage demands in exchange for
reducedd in working hours and preservation of the system of social welfare (Terhorst and Van
dee Ven, 1997:313). Collective work agreements contained wage demands, particularly
amongstt labour intensive industries, and have been internationally praised as the mechanism
forr subsequent job growth in the late 1980s and mid to late 1990s. Further, major transport
infrastructuree projects have been fostered to promote private investment and generate
employmentt in the distribution and service economy.
Yett during the 1980s and 1990s, Dutch welfare provisions came into regular and increasing
conflictt with monetarist fiscal policy driven by the entry requirements for European Monetary
Unionn (Vlek, 1998). Under this paradigm, governments are considered best if they are small,
theirr public services privatised and driven by market principles. In this context the social
securitysecurity buffer has come under scrutiny, driving the call for more targeted, reduced benefits
andd to discipline beneficiaries to look for work.
Ass mentioned earlier, the social welfare system is largely a contributory one, paid for by the
policyy premiums and taxes of low to middle income earners. Between 1976 and 1998 cuts in
sociall spending raised 40 million guiders annually in savings on all social benefits, workers
insurances,, social provisions and pensions (Vlek, 1998:7). In recent years individual social
contributionss by employees have been criticised by employers. According to some employers,
wagess diverted to pensions presents a break consumer spending, harms international
competitivenesss and fuels wage demands. Yet premiums are desperately needed to feed a
systemm obliged to an aging membership, yet relying on declining number of policyholders and
investmentt dividends. The sector has lobbied hard for an increase in premium, which are
regulatedd by the central government.101
Individuall Rental Subsidy falls outside the individual insurance circuit. It is funded from
generall taxation revenue and is universally available to all tenants within certain rent and
incomee limits. As mentioned in the previous phase, it is no longer a direct, project specific
demandd subsidy relating to the cost rent system, but more a general welfare policy available to
eligablee tenants. Expenditure on rental allowances rose considerably during the 1980s despite
effortss to contain it.102 After years of circling debate and increasing cost to the state, the State
Secretaryy (Heerma) recommended a number of measures to secure budget savings and reduce
Inn the 2003 election the Christian Democrats promoted a doubling of social security premiums and wholesale
revisionn of the system, the Labour party was against the increase and the pace of reforms.
1022
These efforts included disassociating changes in minimum income from the changes in the level of subsidy,
passingg on rent increases to both non and subsidy receivers, calculation of all incomes in subsidised dwellings,
loweringg of the maximum subsidised dwelling and implementation of special rules for single person households
(Dee Jong and Schoonhoven, 1992:61).
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thee financial burden: limiting subsidies to young people, sharpening the quality discount and
limitingg the rent that could be subsidised to 700 guilders. These provisions were to deliver 45
millionn guilders savings every year beginning in 1988. Yet the cost to the central government
hass continued to grow.103
Todayy rental subsidy is the central governments only vehicle for influencing housing related
welfare.. It can adjust the eligibility criteria (income, rent levels, etc) and the level of payment
provided.. Whilst some commentators have argued that rent subsidies have been too broad and
deep,, other aspects of rent policy have clearly not favoured tenants in recent years. During the
midd to late 1990s, the government permitted rent increases above the rate of inflation (see
Tablee 7.7 above), kept the eligible upper rent limit for subsidies low, encouraged more
targetedd allocation of housing and promoted the sale of social housing to financially able
tenants.1044 105These actions were motivated by the central governments strategy to protect the
primaryy revenue source of the social landlords and secure their financial continuity, thereby
stabilisee the association sector in the new financial context (outlined in this sub section
above). .
Thiss financial and political context has played an implicit role defining the implementation of
thee social task of housing associations (to target low income households and those in housing
need).. In practice, associations have undertaken entrepreneurial activities, built for profit, sold
stock,, liberalised and raised rents and merged with other associations. The market orientated
activitiess of some associations, in the context of greater freedom to set rents, has reduced
affordabilityy for some low-income families. Increasing homelessness has also been noted
(Priemus,, 1996). According to Van Kempen et al (2000):
thethe operating risks of the housing associations were redefined to closely
resembleresemble those of large-scale private land lords. It is likely that this will entice
themthem to adapt their operating rules and management strategies, resulting in
severesevere erosion of the position of low-income households in the housing market
(Van(Van Kempen et al, 2000:512).
Homee ownership, once the preserve of wealthier Dutch households, is now being heavily
promotedd as a mainstream option by central government.106 The government's explicit goal is
too encourage the housing consumer's self-sufficiency (Vermaat 1996). To this end, social
landlordss have been encouraged to sell existing stock to suitable sitting tenants. VINEX
housingg is primarily built by private firms for sale and not social rental. Further, households
aree enticed by generous (but regressive) taxation concessions, which enable the deduction of
Despitee targeting almost half of renters remained eligible for the subsidy (De Jong and Schoonhaven,
1992:80-86).. Further, targeting would not control contingent developments affecting demand for the subsidy,
suchh as divorce, structural unemployment, low wage growth in certain sectors and the individualisation of
households. .
1044
Since the late 1980s the government has expressed its commitment to the sale of some (15-20,000) social
housess with the proceeds returning to the association to fund new or improvements to dwellings (Murie and
Priemus,, 1994:120). In recent years, the central governments drive to sell stock has accelerated, with the demand
too sell of 500,000 rental dwellings to tenants via heavy discounting (DGVH, 2002).
1055
However, the number of rental dwellings sold to (future) renters by social landlords increased only very
slowly,, from 5,687 dwellings (2.5 per 1000) in 1993 to 8,158 (3.5 per 1000) in 1995 (various years, CBS,
Maandstatistiekk Bouwnijverheid: Table 5).
1066
The current state secretary for housing (DGVH, 2002) employs the libertarian language of public choice and
antii paternalism to increase sales of social housing and bring more houses onto the private market in cities such
ass Amsterdam. He has embedded home ownership into a notion of citizenship, and in the context of very low
production,, this ideal can only be achieved by the sale of many more social rental dwellings.106
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thee cost of home finance. By 1995 almost one in every two households owned or was
purchasingg their home (NRW, 1997:13).
SynthesisingSynthesising key relations in their contingent context
Thee following Figure 7.6 depicts the fundamental changes that have occurred during the
1980ss and 1990s redefining the very core of the Dutch solution. First and foremost, we see
thatt the central government is no longer in control of the volume of the loan program for
sociall rental housing. Housing associations must now access the capital market directly.
Theyy have improved their access to this market by obtaining a guarantee (WSW), which in the
lastt resort is secured by the central and local government and financial re-organisation (CFV).
Secondly,, the monopoly position held by municipalities in the land market has been
diminished.. New players include project developers capable of implementing development
plans. .
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Thee government is no longer in a position to use the social sector as a counter cyclical tool
duringg times of low production and high housing need. It has lost considerable control of the
naturee and level of housing outcomes produced. Production levels are alarmingly low, and
scarcityy is keeping prices high. Further, a number of current and potential crises could lead to
thee demise of the social housing sector itself. Problems include speculative activity in the
landd market, rising prices above those feasible for social rental exploitation; the slow
'eatingg away' of housing association reserves during less favourable interest rates;
increasingg residualisation of the tenant base as more wealthy tenants are both pushed and
pulledd out of the sector and finally almost total reliance on subject subsidies to achieve
housingg welfare, whilst other costs are unchecked. Further, increasing entrepreneurial
activitiess may erode the legitimacy of the sector undermining any future government
assistance.. Finally, there are already emerging signs that young dual income couples cannot
affordd to enter the home ownership market.
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7.66 Abstracting the causal mechanisms
Sectionn 7.5 above has re-described and abstracted key relations underlying various shifts in
housingg provision in The Netherlands, with particular emphasis upon how contingencies have
influencedd the definition of core property, finance and welfare and labour relations during
periodss of coherence, crises and adaptation.
Ass outlined section 7.3, the Dutch solution of compact cities with its large proportion of social
rentall dwellings alongside subsidised and unsubsidised dwellings for purchase was formerly,
butt tenuously established in the early years of the 20th century. It is notable for its prominent
inclusionn of private associations managing social housing, which contrasts starkly with the
marginall and residual role of State provided 'public* housing in Australia. Behind this
observablee phenomenon can be found a set of social relations characterised by the strong role
forr larger municipalities in land development, planning and housing development, favourable
governmentt secured loans and object subsidies for the construction of dwellings by a variety
off providers for different forms of consumption, and the regulation of rents sustained by
modestt household incomes and supplemented by rental subsidy. Contingent conditions have
playedd an integral role in the development and dynamics of these core relations of provision,
influencingg the level and type of dwellings produced and their spatial patterning.
Forr me purposes of analysis, relevant contingencies can be considered to be those that
influencee the key relations of provision: property, saving/investment and labour and welfare
andd labour relations. Take for example the initial period of economic liberalism between 1848
andd 1889, which generated a serious housing crisis. During this time the property market was
operatingg under conditions of scarcity, monopolised by private speculative interests and
constrainedd by municipal government, politically and fiscally out of step with the demands of
thee new industrialising economy. Development was constrained not only by obsolete defence
wallss but also by the strength of private propertyrights,which precluded government coordinationn and fiscal constraints of municipalities which undermined their capacity to pay for
costlyy infrastructure works. Of course, these contingencies affecting propertyrightsmust also
bee synthesised with those affecting institutions of investment in the built environment at the
timee and the labour and welfare conditions of city residents and new migrants. To facilitate
thiss process, section 7.6.1 abstracts the contingent conditions of relevance to key relations
underpinningg changes in the Dutch housing solution.
7.6.11 Abstraction using relevant concepts and ideas
Too enable a more straightforward contrast between each phase, Table 7.7 abstracts from
sectionn 7.5, shifting definitions of key relations, under periods of coherence and crisis, in the
developmentt of the Dutch housing solution. It also abstracts the contingent conditions of
influencee and the relevant housing outcomes.
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7.6.22 Retroductive analysis of the Dutch housing solution
Beyondd the simple contrast provided by Table 7.7 above, retroductive reasoning is required to
progresss explanatory analysis. Whilst the tablee is useful for highlighting contrasts, it merely
categorisess relations and does not tell us much about the integrated dynamics between key
themm and how they generated particular housing outcomes - and indeed, non-outcomes.
Rather,, this process of abduction must be complimented by contrastive and counterfactual
questioningg to expose the causal mechanisms operating to influence the development of the
Dutchh housing solution. The following series of questions and possible answers, drawing
uponn the evidence provided in 7.5 and abstractions in Figure 7.2-7.6, are dedicated to this
goal. .
WhyWhy was home ownership for workers not an alternative in the formation of the Dutch
housinghousing solution?
Thee Dutch housing 'solution' has emerged from very different roots than those established
duringg a similar time period in Australia. First and foremost it emerged from existing preindustriall cities, with a medieval mercantile past. The contours of these earlier cities can be
seenn in the circling defence walls, tight inner cities and narrow irregular street patterns. These
contourss and the power structures mat maintained them constrained and influenced the
developmentt of industrial cities and their housing solutions. Yet, beyond this brief preliminary
explanationn can be found a specific coherence of property, investment and labour relations,
whichh underpinned a specific type of housing provision during the late 19th century.
Fromm the outset, conditions present in the Dutch property market of pre-industrial medieval
citiess bore no resemblance to those in colonial Australia, renting housing was the norm and
circuitss for individual housing credit for ownership were quite undeveloped. The land market
wass monopolised by a landed gentry, merchants and industrial elite who constrained supply
andd gained their wealth from speculation. Small exchangeable and affordable parcels of land,
suitablee for modest housing developments, were completely absent form the market. Larger
parcelss were scarce and thus land prices high. Such conditions necessitated high yield
developmentss and multiple tenancy apartment buildings were the norm.
Anotherr causal mechanism can be found in the definition of labour relations and market
positionn of urban workers. Labour conditions in new industries and the home were often poor
butt workers fleeing the economically depressed countryside were isolated and unorganised.
Unlikee their Australian counterparts, Dutch skilled and semi-skilled workers were
'disposable',, easily replaced by the thousands of work seekers leaving the depressed
agriculturall sector. Working conditions were extremely poor and wages minimal. In some
cases,, workers merely received tokens, which could only be exchanged for provisions from
thee employer's store.
Thesee contingently defined labour conditions and housing costs, suppressed the capacity of
householdss to save, not only for hard times, but also for better housing. Additional resources
mayy have improved their capacity to change their housing situation and attempts were made
inn the formation of home ownership co-operatives. However, the price of ownership
outstrippedd savings capacity and the co-operatives goal of home ownership was switched to
renting. .
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Forr every system of savings is a corresponding one of investment As mentioned, for many
workerss the capacity to save was minimal. The required down payment for a mortgage loan
wass prohibitive. Further, mortgage banks had far safer investments to make than small-scale
30-yearr mortgages for low and insecurely paid home purchasers. Conversely, capital did flow
intoo the private rental sector, where more certain profits could be made from building at high
densityy and low quality. Rental investment was a safe investment, providing the building
survivedd the 30-year mortgage! Thus, via the circuit of mortgage credit and housing
development,, the rental sector flourished for a time. Landlords were in a strong market
positionn to exploit the abundant supply of tenants. Rents were set at market rates and eviction
forr non-payment was the norm. This exploitative, mode of provision pervaded until unsafe
buildingss and poor living and health conditions threatened a range of social classes and stifled
orderlyy expansion of the newly industrialising cities. The local state was fiscally and
politicallyy incapable of resolving the crisis. Constrained by limited revenue and controlled by
aa propertied elite, few reforms were possible until electoral and fiscal conditions were
adapted.. Indeed, this period was of "strategic significance" in the formation of the Dutch
housingg solution (Harloe, 1995:50).
Emergingg from a period of social unrest, expanding electoral franchise and calls for reform,
thee Housing Act of 1901 outlined the central governments intention to provide 50-year
annuityy loans with fixed payments, rather than the norm of 30, for registered associations of
renterss for the construction of social rental housing and contributions towards operational
costss to keep rents as low as possible. The terms of die loan required rental associations to
committ to regular fixed repayments over a very long period, rather than purchase for
individuall home ownership. Life expectancy then, and now, certainly did not permit
individuall mortgages of a 50-year maturity. Yet such terms were possible with rental
associations;; they were conceived as relatively permanent institutions. Further, the new
buildingg code ensured that buildings produced remained standing and exploitable
beyondd the maturity of mortgage finance, matching the financial commitment made by central
governments.. These important, linked provisions shifted the risk of investment towards the
state,, which in turn, managed the land development process via municipalities, setting
buildingg standards and non-profit management standards for approved registered
associations.. Registration enabled the government to ensure that loans were being issued to
responsiblee landlords, who would manage their stock efficiently, yet not profit excessively
fromm their advantageous position. Eventual surpluses (after loan maturity of 50 years) had
too be spent on furthering housing provision. In turn these associations selectedtenantsmost
ablee to sustain rental payments and enforced strict standards of tenant behaviour.
Indeed,, the Housing Act emerged form a period of strategic crisis and provided the basic
frameworkk for the Dutch housing solution. The framework comprised municipal land
development;; 50-year government secured loans at the lowest market rate possible and cost
rents.. Yet exposed to the contingencies of an open economic system, this framework was not
enough.. When the cost of building materials and urban renewal rose, object subsidies were
provided;; when interest rates rose, the government paid the difference between market and
beloww market rates to keep cost rents low, when frozen or stagnating wages were insufficient
too cover cost rents, further object subsidies were provided which later shifted to subject
subsidies.. Despite the ebb and flow of contingent conditions, and the sporadic outputs of
sociall housing, the basic structure of the Dutch housing solution remained in place until the
midd 1980s.
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WhyWhy were social landlords private and not public?
AA peculiar aspect of the Dutch housing solution is the reliance upon private rather than public
landlordismm for the management of social housing funded by government loans. Such private
landlordss are not of commercial origin, but rather a non-profit private vehicle to resolve the
questionn of accommodating working households, including those on a moderate income. An
explanationn for this phenomenon can be found in the in the historical and spatial coherence of
keyy social relations affecting the development of housing policy following a period of urban
crisis.. This crisis was partly generated by economic liberalism and dysfunctional housing
markett dominated by speculative interests, and was responded to in the context of an
emergingg Christian corporatist welfare state.
Unlikee municipal landlords in the UK or State Housing Commissions in Australia, Dutch
housingg associations emerged as the most legitimate vehicle at a time when the crisis of
economicc liberalism undermined faith and trust in commercial landlordism, yet public
ownershipp and control was tainted with revolutionary communist idealism. Social unrest had
eruptedd in numerous towns and cities, often over housing conditions, but no strong advocate
existedd for the de-commodification of housing relations. In contrast to the labour movement,
thee network of Christian based interest groups was deeply rooted in the daily lives of Dutch
households.. Almost everyone belonged to a church, social group or society of religious origin,
whichh in turn influenced social networks, work ethics and domestic life. Most labour unions
belongedd to one or another camp, being protestant or catholic and later non-aligned.
Thee capitalist ethic was intertwined with religious doctrine. Even profits had to be generated
fromm philanthropic housing initiatives and market rents charged; more collective or subsidised
alternativess would simply dilute the hard working ethic of deserving tenants. Private noncommerciall organisations, and not the state, were considered the most suitable mode of social
regulationn in a time of social upheaval across Europe. They were in a central position to
reformm anti-social behaviour amongst tenants and protect mem from the dangers of socialism.
Further,, housing associations were a natural forerunner of the pillarised welfare state.
Typicallyy collective facilities such as schools, recreation clubs and health funds later became
rootedd in the pillars of the Christian corporatist welfare state.
WhyWhy social rather than private rental housing in the 1950s?
Sociall housing formed an integral part of the central governments low wage strategy
followingg a long economic crisis and the material destruction brought by WWII. It was the
onlyy vehicle that could be steered by the government to generate sufficient levels of
productionn and war damage, the housing shortage and charge low rents. Social landlords were
committedd to a long term social task via cost rent housing, rather than market rents for private
profit.. They were established in this task before the War and were called upon once again, to
addresss the new housing crisis. Yet housing associations and their tenants became a force of
theirr own and were subject to competitive electoral politics between the Catholic and Labour
parties.. The housing shortage continued in the 1950s and the baby boom generation and new
coloniall migrant needed to be housed. Expansion of the existing framework of housing
provision,, via housing associations was a path dependent and politically acceptable strategy.
Fromm its dominance in the late 19th century to near extinction in the 1950s, the private for
profitt rental sector has been subject to numerous contingent conditions eroding investor
confidencee and reducing the number of active players in the market to large institutional
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investors.. Throughout the war, it was forbidden to profit from the exploitation of dwellings.
Rentss were frozen at 1934 levels. The low wages of tenants and shortages of materials also
curtailedd profitable exploitation. Later various additional housing policy measures promoted
decliningg investment. These included strong tenancy legislation; centrally regulated rents; and
indeedd competition from both the regulated affordable social housing sector and the
subsidisedd and fiscally attractive home ownership sector.
Together,, these measures undermined the flexibility and security of rental investment and
brokee basic conditions for commodified tenancy relations (security of tenure, rent regulation)
off interest to small-scale investors and petty landlords. Today, the largest investors in the
smalll private rental market remain Dutch pension funds. These investors seek low risk, longtermm investments in order to pay their obligations to long-term policyholders, and use rental
propertyy as a hedge against inflation. A number of pension funds are now capitalising on their
debtt free, inflated assets and selling rental stock, sometimes to sitting tenants.
WhyWhy discontinue the system ofgovernment guaranteed loans and curtail municipal led land
developmentdevelopment in the 1990s?
Despitee continuing housing shortages, the seeds of stagnation were planted in the Dutch
housingg 'solution' by the late 1960s. Following protracted struggle between housing
associations,, central government, unions and the Social Economic Research Council, the
stranglee hold on wages andd rents was broken in the 1960s. The central governments hidden
interestt subsidy, which had created below market interest rates for housing associations, was
exposedd by explicit object subsidies. To reduce the burden, a new system of Dynamic Cost
Rentt (DKP) was introduced in 1975 to claw back object subsidies in the latter years of the
mortgage.. By the mid 1970s, the finance of social housing associations became tied to
calculationss of the DKP system and low-income tenants became eligible for rent subsidy. Yet,
ass always the new financial system was subject to unfavourable contingent conditions. In the
contextt of stagnant wage growth, unemployment and deflation, rents did not increase
sufficientlyy in a deflated market, and the DKP system proved exorbitantly expensive for the
centrall government by the late 1970s.
Yett alongside these troubles in the social sector, the private housing market was in crisis and
thee building industry in deep recession. Despite looming budgetary constraints, economic
malaisee and the near collapse of the home ownership sector, the government steered
investmentt into the social housing sector once again, using the trusted neo-Keynesian
strategiess of the past. Yet such a strategy ran counter to the growing ideological hegemony of
smalll government, financial deregulation and privatisation promoted by the conditions for
Economicc Monetary Union. This ideology was bolstered by the yearly reminder of the
housingg debt presented in the government budget, demonstrating the ballooning nature of
housingg loans committed under the DKP system and allegations of building fraud eroding
confidencee in housing associations and municipalities.
AA number of important changes were legitimised in this climate of fiscal austerity and greatly
influencedd the dependent relations between central government, housing associations and
municipalities.. With these changes, municipalities would no longer hold a monopoly position
inn the land markets surrounding their town centres and thus would be less able too direct the
pacee and composition of housing construction. To some degree this initiative was
unintentionall and stemmed from the announcement of potential development areas by central
government,, which of course attracted speculative purchasers. Municipalities were not
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permittedd by law to expropriate land from owners with a capacity to implement development
projectss (unlike farmers). Later, municipalities were strongly discouraged from becoming too
activee in the land market Instead the central government gave preference to private
companiess in building homes for purchaseratherthan associations providing social housing.
Inn this context, the task of municipalities in fulfilling planning objectives became more
complex,, involving multiple players and housing outcomes became less certain.
Importantly,, the financial relations of social housing provision were also altered with the shift
awayy from directly secured loans (which were ballooning exponentially) towards those
accessedd directly by associations from the capital market. The balance sheets of housing
associationss were greatly enhanced by the Brutering calculation, which cancelled existing
loanss in exchange for future object subsidies. Dutch housing associations now obtain a
financiall guarantee (WSW) and contribute to a mutual fund (CFV) to strengthen their market
positionn and obtain all loans on the capital market. To date access to this market has been
relativelyy easy given the strong asset position, improved rental income and management
experiencee of social landlords. The sector has been encouraged to become more financially
selff sufficient, merging with other associations, undertaking more commercially orientated
projectss and selling housing stock. Sandwiched between the openness of the capital market
andd margins of rent policy, associations have also had become more attuned to their economic
potential,, pursuing more 'active' rent policy (which in turn pushed out those who could afford
homee purchase) and development strategies, which include the construction of dwellings for
salee and profit.
Inn tandem with these developments in the social sector, home purchase has been encouraged
byy the discounted sale of social housing stock, the re-launch and promotion of the National
Mortgagee Guarantee, and generous tax advantages. Purchase prices in employment centres
havee escalated. Within the finance sector, a number of developments have fostered the growth
off home purchase: a more permissive lending regime based on two incomes, establishment of
aa secondary mortgage market, and the establishment of the brokering sector generating
marketss for new mortgage products.
Alsoo related are developments in the Dutch labour market. Following recession, wage
constraintt and labour market restructuring, there has been substantial employment growth in
thee mid to late 1990s particularly amongst the financial services, technology and construction
sectors.. In this context, the social task of the housing associations appeared to be less pressing
(apartt from the demands of structurally unemployed and 'silent' asylum seekers) in the face of
apparentt labour market prosperity. Further, following the welfare 'excesses' of the 1970s and
1980s,, the central government has promoted a libertarian ideology of self-reliance, by
targetingg welfare benefits and individual rent subsidies more closely. Home ownership, once
thee preserve of wealthy and non-city dwellers, is now promoted as the mainstream housing
'solution'' for all 'able' Dutch households. In contrast, the social housing sector is considered
byy some in the central government to be a receptacle for households unable to compete in the
privatee for profit sector.
Indeed,, the coherence of the long established social housing solution has been broken and a
neww one is emerging dominated by those with an interest in home ownership. Some of these
interestss are contrary to national polices of choice, affordabiliry and quality, as the politicians
demandd the sale of social housing andd market parties accidentally or implicitly promote
productionn scarcity further inflating house prices.
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Too sum up, this Chapter has outlined observable characteristics of the Dutch mode of housing
provision,, identified its core features, and provided an overview of explanatory approaches in
Dutchh housing studies. It has also provided a rationale for a new approach and applied this to
differentt phases in housing history. These have been contrasted and analysed for their
underlyingg causal mechanisms via contrastive and counterfactual questioning.
Thee following and final Chapter (8) will now contrast and compare the underlying causal
mechanismss of the two divergent case studies, Australia and The Netherlands and discuss a
numberr of theoretical and substantive issues.
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Chapterr 8 Explaining and Comparing Housing 'Solutions' Summaryy and Conclusions
8.11 Introduction
Wee have come a very long way in our journey of understanding and explanation, since the
firstt lay impressions of housing and urban conditions in Australia and The Netherlands posted
att the very beginning of this book. It is now time to contribute towards a more theorised
explanationn for divergence between the two countries.
Ass proposed in the problem statement in Chapter 1, the research has focused upon the
contingentt definition of specific social relations, which were postulated to hold emergent
propertiess with regards to forms of housing provision. It was argued mat the contingent, geohistoricall definition and packaging of specific social relations, primarily concerning property
rights,, saving and investment andfinally,labour and welfare, would play an integral role
explainingg divergence in forms of housing provision. In order to test the plausibility of these
argumentss two illustrative case studies in Australia and The Netherlands examined various
shiftss in their long-term housing trajectories, contrasting specific periods of adaptation,
coherencee and crisis. For every phase, close attention was given not only to the contingent
definitionn of these relations but how they were synthesised in a coherent albeit crisis prone
mannerr to promote a specific mode of provision. Contrastive questioning and counterfactual
thinkingg at the conclusion of each case, sharpened the definition of causal mechanisms
generatingg specific housing outcomes and inhibiting others.
Thiss Chapter provides an opportunity to reflect upon the theoretical and analytical progress
madee so far and contributes towards an explanation for divergence in the two very different
housingg 'solutions'. We are only able to move in this direction now, because we have reached
thee stage where we can compare at the level of generative causal mechanisms, as argued in
Chapterr 3. However, mis is not the end of the story. Fulfilling the promise of the retroductive
approach,, it is also timely to revisit and sharpen our earlier postulate towards a stronger
explanationn for further testing and revision.
Towardss this goal, a number of relevant theoretical conclusions are put forward in this
Chapter,, that respond to the initial postulated explanation outlined in Chapters 3 and 5 and
subsequenttfindingsin Chapter 6 and 7. Firstly, these conclusions concern the way we
conceptualisee different forms of housing provision and its importance in reaching an
understandingg of the core relations, both emergent and contingent, and their interdependencies
underpinningg specific modes of provision. Secondly, the case study findings highlight how
coree relations can promote fairly stable institutions, such as the protected circuit of capital and
municipall land development companies that may delimit future developments and sustain
otherss in path dependant fashion. Thirdly, these institutions may be subject to various
adaptationss to cope with dynamic contingent circumstances. In this sense change can be
consideredd not only to be path dependent but also cumulatively causal. Thus, a revised
postulatee should stress the power of path dependency, institutional fix and cumulative
causationn in sustaining particular modes of provision. Fourthly, as critical explanation also
askss why sustained housing institutions are later subject to challenge, I also take a closer look
att the notion of contingency and risk.
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Furtheringg the 'critical' role of realist research this chapter postulates the consequences of
recentt developments in bom the Australian and Dutch housing solution, contemplating future
housingg scenarios, with specific attention to the shifting distribution ofriskbetween
householdss and space for potential state/market manoeuvre.

8.22 Conceptualising Different Forms of Provision: Core Relations and
II nterdependencies
Criticall realism places much emphasis upon the process of conceptualisation in explanatory
research,, for this can determine and influence any subsequent line of enquiry. For this reason,
Chapterss 3,4 and 5 carefully examine not only alternative modes of perceiving forms of
housingg provision and key emergent relations of provision, but also the process and causes of
change.. Increasingly, throughout the case study process, the causal significance of an
integratedd core of relations became apparent. Thus not only the process of abstraction is
important,, which highlights contingently defined emergent relations of provision, but also the
wayy these relations work together to form a causal mechanism sustaining coherence. Thus, in
additionn to the process of abstraction, much thought needs to be given to interaction and
synthesiss and the notions of mutual interdependency and structural coherence, first raised in
Chapterr 5. Towards this end I make two concluding comments.
Firstly,, synthesis can demonstrate the mutual interdependency between different aspects of
thee same phenomenon. We need to know how different necessary and contingent relations
workk together in order to generate specific outcomes. For example, how does a certain
definitionn of property rights compliment or conflict with a certain route of savings and
investmentt to promote certain housing outcomes? Are there some combinations that tend to
workk together and others against? Throughout the research a number of different
interdependenciess were revealed, which arose from specific definitions of property,
investmentt and savings and labour and welfare relations and sustained specific housing
institutions.. They include, but are not limited to, the relationship between mortgage credit,
individuall land ownership and savings capacity. Further the relationship between annuity
loans,, object and operational costs and cost rent revenue. Of course interdependencies are
vulnerablee to change where contingent conditions alter the nature of one or more key
dimensions.. Such interdependencies and their contingent conditions were carefully abstracted
fromm each case. Towards this end a number of important diagrams, illustrating dynamic
circuitss of investment and consumption during periods of coherence and crisis, were discussed
att the conclusion of every phase in each case study.
Secondly,, to sustain coherence and facilitate flows of capital via these two different routes
uniquee institutions were established in each country. Focusing on home ownership in
Australia,, we see the establishment of freehold land title, a protected circuit of capital in the
homee lending sector and state sponsored infrastructure provision facilitating land purchase in
expandingg suburbs. Turning to The Netherlands, we see a system of government guaranteed
loans,, municipal land development and cost rent social housing. Section 8.5 compares the
uniquee contingencies that initially generated very different sets of mutual
interdependenciess and the contingent conditions that changed them.
Inn sum, stemming from the ontological approach of critical realism, the research has focused
uponn the key dimensions being the necessary and contingent conditions pertinent to the
housingg phenomena to be explained, how they have worked together to generate certain
outcomess and been sustained by the development of particular institutions. This approach
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differss from empiricism, historical biography, as well as inappropriate generalisation and
theoryy determinism.

8.33 Path Dependency and Cumulative Causation
Moree often than not the reasons for differences between social phenomena are vaguely
attributedd to individual actors, environmental factors, tradition and more recently,
embeddednesss and path dependency. Sometimes, universal laws such as market preference or
'classs struggle' are called into explanatory service. Chapter 4 and 5 closely evaluated
alternativee conceptual approaches to change and argued that the concepts of path dependency
andd institutional fix offered potential but must be grounded in concrete case study research. It
iss now time for evaluation, in light of the case study research and the following four
conclusionss are made.
Firstly,, the case study analysis certainly revealed a strong thread of path dependency
supportivee of the 'history matters' camp in explanatory social science (especially institutional
economicss and historical sociology). Each countries solution responded to their severe
housingg crises at the end of the 19th century very differently, in adaptive, path dependent
fashion.. They established modes of housing provision by the early 20th which responded to
specificc opportunities and constraints in the realm of propertyrights,investment and labour
relations,, which have not been fundamentally changed until the end of that century. Changes
havee certainly occurred, but they have been ameliorative and cumulative, responding to
specificc crises and building upon the structures of provision established by the 1920s. In the
main,, the problem of housing the working masses in the 20th century has been addressed by a
systemm of social housing provision based on costs rents in The Netherlands and individual
mortgageddfinancehome ownership in Australia.
Secondly,, we need to both recognise and question the structural stickiness of these different
modess of housing provision. Towards this end, it is contended that they are temporarily fixed
andd resistant to fundamental change for one very important reason: they are both underpinned
byy very long term social contracts in the form of mortgage finance. Australian home
ownershipp is based upon the availability of deposit secured mortgage credit, for terms of up to
300 years. Likewise, Dutch social housing was financed by 50-year annuity loans that
necessitatedd a fixed schedule of repayment based upon cost rents. These very different social
contractss form the basis upon which investments are made supporting two very different
housingg solutions for the 'masses'. Time exposes these contracts to adverse potentialrisksand
unforeseenn influential contingencies and for this reason, various modes of intervention arise to
reducee these risks.
Thirdly,, the notion of institutional fix, in which practices and processes have a power of their
ownn and may well be sustained beyond their initial stated purpose, was found to apply in both
cases.. It has clearly been demonstrated by the continued expansion of social rental housing
fromm the mid 1960s to the early 1980s. The notion of institutional fix was highlighted in the
answerss to contrastive and counterfactual questioning which concluded each case and drawn
uponn below in Section 8.5.
Fourthlyy andfinally,this brings us to the importance of cumulative causation. The above
descriptionn of interdependencies, path dependency and institutional fix, falsely implies an
overwhelmingg functional agenda played out by the actions of the state and capital. Nothing
couldd be further from reality. The social contracts present in each case and mentioned above
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wereetimeand time again subject to conflicting circumstances beyond their control: inflated
buildingg costs demanding larger loans and higher costs rents, the differential between rents in
thee cost rent and market rent sectors in the Netherlands and the crises of state sponsored urban
expansionn and credit rationing by banks opposing the imposition of the protected circuit of
capitall in home loans. Attempts to create 'closure' in circuits of investment and consumption
weree repeatedly undermined. Recall the initial failure of cost rent social housing under the
Housingg Act, the demise of the Dynamic Cost Price Rent system in the Netherlands and the
endd of the protected circuit of mortgage capital in Australia. This issue brings us to address
thatt of contingency and risk, first raised in Chapter 3 and finally in Section 8.4 below.

8.44 Contingency and the Notion of Risk
Itt was originally contended that contingencies are any conditions that influence the emergent
relationss of housing provision, i.e. the system of propertyrights,investment and savings,
labourr and welfare. Further, contingencies were not limited to the realm of state housing
policyy or programs, or the decisions of policy makers - but to the wider social relations of the
economic,, political and civic institutions affecting state/market relations. At first glance this
mayy seem a very broad definition. Far beyond mere actions of policy makers, it extends to
thee very power relations of society and its processes of capital accumulation. However, a
numberr of simple examples demonstrate the feasibility and appropriateness of such a
definition.. Take for instance labour market conditions in Australia during the colonial era
inflatingg wages to permit savings amongst skilled workers; and later the entrance of women
intoo paid employment increasing the borrowing limits for home purchasers. Contingency may
includee any new process, event or idea, such as technological developments in mass housing
construction,, lowering labour costs and increasing production, and establishment of a
secondaryy mortgage market, facilitating a new flow of credit into the home mortgage market.
Thesee are all examples of contingent conditions, which have had some bearing on the nature
off emergent social relations underpinning housing provision.
Forr this reason it is never enough to merely point to events in housing history, for events
cannott explain, even significant ones such as the Great Depression, WWII, and the oil crises.
Forr one must explain what it precisely was about these events that influenced the core
propertyy relations, investment or labour relations, and in turn how this influence, subsequently
affectedd forms of housing provision. This link is what makes them contingent relations and
partt of any causal mechanism explaining change. Further, it is not possible to neatly isolate
contingenciess from emergent relations; they are always there together in concrete, multi
dimensionall reality. Thus any explanation for divergence will consist of multiple, overlapping
causes,, which cannot be expressed in simple statements or as equations drawn from closed
conceptuall models.
Embeddedd in this dialectic between contingency and necessity are conscious actors who
perceiveerisksaccording to their socially and materially constructed vantage point in the
housingg system. Specifically, housingrisksare perceived as being intimately entwined with
keyy relations of property, finance and labour in a complex and open housing system. In
sectionn 8.5, the role of risk for specific players, such as investors in housing provision, will be
highlighted. .
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8.55 Explaining Divergence: Comparing Causal Mechanisms
Thiss section integrates and contrasts empirical case study research to examine how key
relationss have been defined and packaged differently to generate divergent forms of provision
inn Australia and The Netherlands. From the formative decades of the two housing solutions,
differentt sets of risk perception were found to exist in the field of land development, finance,
construction,, exchange and the consumption of housing services. These differences guided the
actionss of agents in the network of housing provision, which produced and were reproduced
byy dynamic structures of provision. Further, periods of coherence were punctuated by periods
off crisis, leading to the reformulation of new routes of accumulation in the housing sector.
Itt is helpful to focus upon specific contrasts between the different phases in the trajectories of
thee two cases in order to highlight the existence of differently defined emergent relations of
provision,, the interdependences between them and their synthesis in the form of flows of
investmentt and consumption, supported by various institutions and undermined byy contingent
conditions.. To this end, drawing upon analysis from the case study research, an explanation is
developedd in response to a number of contrastive questions. This process contributes towards
aa dynamic, multi causal explanation for divergence and concerns the following:
thee period of crisis in the late 19th century, preceding the evolution of adaptive modes
off provision,
..

the channelling of investment and supportive institutions established in the early 20th
century, ,
thee sustained development of these solutions during the 1950s and 1960s, and

••

their reconfiguration in the late 1980s and 1990s.
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8.5.11 Why did social housing not emerge as the solution in the late colonial period and
whyy did home ownership not emerge as the solution in the urbanisation of Dutch cities?
Firstt of all, the institutional structure and market conditions of the land market during the
formativee years of new colony were very different. In Australia, following the Crown land
saless of the 1840s, urban land was largely in private hands. An efficient system of property
rightss and subdivision, facilitated transactions between agricultural owners, land developers,
andd homeowner builders. The preparation of land for development was a much simpler albeit
labourr intensive process, requiring tree clearing to enable simple wooden houses to be erected.
Secondly,, the urban workforce was largely better off especially compared to their European
counterpartss and largely engaged in mercantile or construction activities rather than hard
labourr of mass or cottage industries. In particular, the labour market position and wages of
skilledd workers in a mercantile economy was much stronger, wages were relatively high
enablingg them to save. Thirdly, savings institutions modelled on British Building Societies,
requiredd the vesting of land title as security for construction finance. Small parcels of land for
thiss purpose were rapidly released onto the land market in the 1860 and 1870s when the
colonyy was awash with migrants and successful gold seekers. Loans from building societies
weree only provided for the construction of owner occupied dwellings. In this way, thrifty (or
fortunate),, skilled workers were able to realise housing aspirations that were a distant dream
inn their over crowded impoverished country of origin. The illustration below (Figure 8.1)
depictss the circuit of investment and consumption during the hey day of home ownership in
thee 1870s.
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Unlikee their British counterparts, the reserves of building societies were able to be invested in
thee land market. When this over heated market collapsed, many Building Societies lost their
reservess and thus the circuit of members savings that could be recycled into rationed home
loans.. An inevitable housing crisis followed, with repossessions and widespread
homelessness.. The response to this crisis in discussed in Section 8.5.2.
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Inn contrast the property relations and land market conditions were radically different in Dutch
citiess during the last half of the 19lh century. Land ownership was fragmented and difficult to
co-ordinatee necessary reclamation, site preparation was costly and municipal revenues for
hasicc infrastructure provision were insufficient. The landed gentry that dominated municipal
chamberss under conditions of limited electoral franchise blocked any intrusion into their
propertyy rights. An outmoded and static urban form and a regressive fiscal and political
structuree stifled the development of adequate housing for workers in new industries, impeding
industrialisation.. Further, Dutch wages were low and precarious in the mid 19th century. A
highh proportion of household income was spent on rental housing costs. Savings were
insignificantt and secure and vehicles for converting small deposits into mortgage finance for
homee purchase were undeveloped. In the sphere of production, the construction of highdensityy rental dwellings was the norm to maximise yield on scarce expensive land often
withinn tightly constrained city boundaries. For a time investment capital flowed from other
decliningg areas of the economy into the speculative land and housing markets. Figure 8.2
beloww illustrates a simple abstraction of the flow of investment and consumption into housing
aroundd 1870.
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Migration,, over crowding, poor housing conditions and severe health problems led to a much
broaderr crisis in housing provision, touching upon a range of social classes. In the context of
broadeningbroadening electoral franchise and a more centralised fiscal revenue, municipalities were
increasinglyy in a position to respond to the constraints of speculative land relations, poor
qualityy construction and exorbitant rents. They could not, however, address the problem of
vacillatingg levels of investment in the housing sector. Shaped by the crises of the former mode
off provision, municipalities broke the impasse in the land market with expropriation rights
andd market compensation, tightened control over the quality of construction, and designated
slumm areas for urban renewal. Central government secured finance of housing for workers, to
bee managed by non-profit private landlords. The reasons why this new 'solution' was able to
bee established are discussed in Section 8.5.2
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8.5.22 Why was mortgagefinancechannelled via state savings banks and households in
Australiaa and central government and associations in the Netherlands?
Thee primary financial institutions channelling capital into housing production in each of the
twoo 'solutions' are very different, and so too are the borrowers and their risk profiles. In the
secondd phase of the Australian solution, we see that State Savings Banks have taken over the
rolee of financier of housing services from Building Societies. Following the spectacular rise
andd fall of the property market, many Societies collapsed or became ensconced in corruption
scandals;; in the process members lost their homes and were forced into less desirable rental
housingg and temporary shelters. The governments of Victoria, New South Wales and other
States,, responded by improving the security and stability of the financial system and certainty
inn development processes. In this climate, State owned banks emerged as the only legitimate
andd viable vehicle to channel investment into property. No longer beholden to the narrow
interestss and savings capacities of Society members and (corrupt) board members, State
Bankss could pursue broader 'public' objectives under Commonwealth legislation. With many
youngg soldiers returning from the WWI, these banks were used as a vehicle to distribute
Commonwealthh housing loans. They developed systems to minimise the risks of default to the
bankingg sector at large, and established the mechanism of credit foncier mortgages. They also
becamee involved in the land development process directly, setting maximum standards for
dwellingss and rationing the allocation of home loans to 'safe' borrowers. Figure 8.3 depicts
thiss new situation.
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Thee Netherlands provides a useful contrast highlighting the role uneven and socially
structuredd risk plays in constraining and enabling policy alternatives. At the turn of the
century,, the concept of home purchase for working households was far from the political
agenda.. The potential of building societies was not widespread or well known. Workers were
nott considered capable of maintaining a housing loan, given their weak labour market
position.. Landlordism was certainly despised by some, but the few experiments in social
housingg suggested that renting, by definition, did not have to be excessively exploitative.
Politically,, it was considered a question of balancing the goals of good housing with sound
financiall management and tenant discipline. Avoiding the self-interest and speculative
problemss of the previous phase was paramount. Given the dearth of private investment for
qualityy housing, government loans were channelled via registered associations committed to
thesee goals.
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8.48.4 The foundations of the cost rent social housing solution under the Housing Act 1901

Yett social housing never became public housing, financed, owned and managed by the state.
Privatee associations, often originating from one of the denominational pillars of society, must
registerr their commitment to the delivery of cost rental housing, repaying a fixed schedule of
loann principle and interest via cost rent revenue. Philanthropic and religious organisations
mobilisedd to keep the socialists from controlling state resources. Indeed, private non-profit
housingg associations were an important institutional stepping stone towards the development
off the vertically structured corporatist welfare state in The Netherlands.
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8.5.33 Why did Australian households express their wealth and status via home purchase
inn the 1950s and 1960s, whilst Dutch households did not?
Thee mechanisms supporting the expansion of home ownership were well developed by the
1950s.. Urban planning of metropolitann areas promoted urban expansion and provided maps
forr speculative purchasers. State agencies continued to 'roll out the services' connecting
potentiall urban areas with basic services, making land in these areas accessible, developable
andd valuable. Building upon existing financial institutions, the flow of investment into home
mortgagess was bolstered by the Commonwealth government, which instructed the Reserve
Bankk to negotiate a protected circuit of capital for home loans delivered by State Banks and
establishedd the Home Loans Insurance Corporation. The protected circuit lowered interest
ratess below the bond rate and the guarantee enabled a wider range of households to lend with
smallerr initial deposits. The financial risks to State Banks were further minimised by a
buoyantt inflating housing market, urban expansion underpinned by state sponsored
infrastructuree provision and strong labour market conditions. This scenario is depicted in
Figuree 8.5 below.
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Australiann politicians on both sides of the political spectrum supported the expansion of home
ownershipp during the 1950s and 1960s. This was bolstered by the collective memory of mass
evictionss during the Great Depression. Indeed, the party with the strongest support for the
ideologyy of home ownership remained in office for almost twenty years after WWII. Ideology
alsoo played an important role minimising the development of the public housing program,
establishedd in the period immediately following WWII. In the subsequent cold war era of anticommunistt patriotism, conservative politicians promoted homeownership as goal of every
worthyy citizen, whilst demonising public housing as dangerous socialism. This government
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alsoo enjoyed an era of strong and protected economic growth and widespread post war
prosperity.. During this time, the strong labour market position of skilled workers was
bolsteredd by employment in the new industries 'jumping the tariff walls' and this meant that
homee purchase, in a low interest scenario, was indeed within the reach of a wide social
spectrum. .
Iff we turn to The Netherlands during this period, we see a contrasting set of perceptions,
contingentt conditions and emergent structures, crystallising to promote very different housing
choices.. First and foremost, The Netherlands was emerging from a period of post war
recoveryy that institutionalised a number of special measures affecting housing investment,
wagess and rent levels. Again labour market conditions and strategies were a decisive
constraintt in defining the housing solution. A centralised low wage strategy necessitated low
housingg costs. In the context of post war destruction and massive housing shortages, a market
solutionn could not deliver efficiently or effectively. The low wage scenario necessary to
promotee Dutch exports could only be sustained via the expansion of the existing social rental
sector,, with land development monopolised by municipalities opening sites for housing
associations,, rents frozen and kept below cost rent and exploitation shortfalls compensated by
centrall government subsidies. This scenario is illustrated below in Figure 8.6a.
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Inn a tightly constrained housing market, Dutch households queued for long periods for their
housing.. They had little choice. In this context, home ownership remained the domain of the
wealthyy urbanite or country dweller until prosperity returned in the 1960s.
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Individuall Rental Subsidy was first introduced as a pre-condition of urban renewal, as cost
rentss for improved dwellings, constructed under more costly conditions, were substantially
higher.. Later rental allowance was provided to all tenants, regardless of the dwelling type.
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3.44 Why did state support for home purchase decline in Australia and increase in the
Netherlandss during the 1990s?
Givenn the scenario outlined above, what could possibly have generated the reverse stance
takenn by the Australian and Dutch governments towards their favoured housing solutions
duringg the 1990s? The changing definition and perception of risks can help us to understand
thiss shift in both cases, but to explain them we need to dig deeper to appreciate the underlying
shiftss taking place in urban political economy. In the Australian case, intervention in home
financefinance is challenged by the much large finance sector, in the context of dwindling domestic
investmentt and chronic long-term unemployment. Regional governments and fringe
municipalitiess face a crisis in financing urban infrastructure and the burden of provision shifts
too land developers who pass on these costs to new home purchasers. Housing investment
becomess more risky, house prices on the urban fringe decline for a period, and this
materialisess in the form of negative equity with acute individualised consequences. With
interestt rates climbing, purchasers in the 'mortgage belt' lobby for a new policy response.
Duringg this period, deregulation of the financial sector is in full swing, opening access to
foreignn banks. Labour leaders and the union movement support this change, as a means to
gainn investment and produce employment. Yet it requires the constraints of the protected
circuitt of home finance be lifted from Savings Banks, to enable them to compete for
customerss in the context of a far more open market, offering alternative saving and investment
opportunities.. With new mortgage retailers competing for customers and interest rates peaking
att 18 percent, voters saw deregulation as the only way out. During this time the government's
nationall mortgage guarantee (HLIC) was privatised and with it the last vestiges of Australian
homee ownership policy seemed to disappear without immediate electoral consequences.
Increasedd competition did, however, increase the volume of credit available; apparently
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generatingg lower interest rates several years later and promoting innovation in mortgage
products.. The abundance of credit also raised prices in the housing market beyond the
affordabilityy of traditional single income households, formerly the intended beneficiaries of
thee Australian dream of home ownership. Risks are now concentrated amongst over indebted
households,, reliant on two incomes in a flexible casualising labour market and more 'open'
interestt rate scenarios. Figure 8.7 below depicts the new scenario.
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Inn The Netherlands housing policy mediated the problems of fiscal austerity, unemployment
andd under investment in the domestic economy in a very different manner, yet building upon
thee institutions of the past. Fiscal austerity translated into a drive to reduce the very visible
statee contribution of object subsidies for social housing provision (climbing exponentially as
ballooningg loans under the failed DKP arrangement). A way out of central government
obligationss became apparent when the capital markets began to appreciate the strong asset and
revenuee position of associations, and viewed them as safe, secure forms of investment.
Institutionss were established to facilitate the shift from central to capital market loans,
includingg the exchange of future subsidies for payout of government secured loans
(Brutering),, expansion of an existing guarantee fund and establishment of a solidarity fund to
assistt weaker associations. Risks could be passed onto the tenant via rent increases and
minimisedd and spread more evenly across the housing association sector by their improved
assett and reserves. Loans remain guaranteed, yet in the very last resort, by central and local
governments. .
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Homee ownership is fast becoming the dominant form of housing consumption in a package of
housingg options in The Netherlands. Support for home ownership is more difficult to explain,
ass it is not necessarily a rational choice for many households with generous welfare provisions
andd future pensions and affordable and secure rental housing options. It can be said that home
ownershipp was an extension of the governments ideological commitment to minimise
dependencee upon social housing subsidies and was willingly promoted by the central
governments.. Yet in trying to reduce one form of revenue 'dependence' another far more
regressivee one has taken hold. Generous, untargeted tax provisions have encouraged
borrowerss to lend more extensively, bolstering house prices and catapulting many new
purchaserss into the category of Europe's 'most indebted' households. Indeed, today's house
pricess place many outside the eligibility requirements of the National Mortgage Guarantee
andd its share of market coverage is declining sharply. These issues will be discussed in the
followingg and concluding Section 8.6.
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8.66 Future Housing Scenarios and the Distribution of Risks Across the
Housingg System
Itt is not the intention nor focus of this book to predict future housing scenarios, but some
mentionn must be made of the issues raised by the empirical conclusions of each case study
andd outlined in Section 8.5. These conclusions suggest that risks are concentrating amongst
singlee income households and their opportunities for participating in the favoured tenure of
homee ownership are limited. Further, in The Netherlands, whilst the position of housing
associationss may currently be strong, favourable conditions are unlikely to prevail. Towards
thee end, a brief contribution is made for the consideration of those in a position to alter the
futuree course of housing history.
TheThe Australian dream for whom?
Thee Australian case drew attention to a number of contemporary threats to the culturally
embeddedd aspiration of Australian home ownership. These include the deregulation of home
finance,, diminution of centralised wage fixation processes, polarisation of household incomes,
andd increasing privatisation of social security provision. It is contended that slowly and
unevenly,, signs of a new housing solution are emerging. These signs include an overall
declinee in rates of home purchase, the promotion of new forms of housing consumption and
masss production, and privatised process of urban expansion in some cities.
Afterr more than two hundred years of housing provision centred on low-density
homeownership,, what will this new deregulated solution offer the next three generations of
Australiann households? Current initiatives in housing provision suggest that uncertainty and
tenuree polarisation are likely to prevail. Housing policy supporting wide spread home
ownershipp is minimal, since the dismantling of mechanisms to influence the cost and
distributionn of home loans and influence the cost of urban land development. Further, the
currentt simplistic allocation of grants for uncapped first home purchase only serves to inflate
housingg prices at the bottom end. Indeed, Beer (1999) paints a gloomy picture of housing in
thee year 2030:
thethe pattern of home ownership and housing wealth in Australia had changed
markedly:markedly: it no longer constituted the same percentage of national assets as 20
oror even 30 years previously and its distribution had become much more uneven.
.... The lack of adequate investment in roads, schools, urban rail systems and
otherother infrastructure helped reinforce the apparent monotony of the great swathe
ofof further metropolitan regions. People and their houses were therefore
differentiateddifferentiated by location but also be their own characteristics - their jobs and
employmentemployment experiences, their migration patterns and demography. The decline
ofof the nuclear family and once 'conventional' modes of life generated winners
andand losers — the cashed-up 'never had children', the families struggling to keep
theirtheir tenuous toehold in the middle class and those who families broke up, with
manymany banished forever from home ownership and access to housing wealth
(Beer,(Beer, 1999: 87).
Otherr researchers (Berry, et al 1999, Berry, 1998) predict that the declining rate of new
purchaserss entering home ownership, poses a number of implications not only for households
butt for the housing industry. These include a possible downturn in fringe and outer suburban
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developmentt and increased selectivity and premiums for higherriskhome loans resulting in
thee social-spatial patterning (red-lining) of home finance. Berry et al (1999) also raise
concernss over the effectiveness of the private rental market and current levels of rent
assistancee to meet the needs of those "expelled from home ownership" or of those who retire
ass renters, without their own homes as a form of social security.
Att present,, the most likely solution appears to be the expansion of minimal Commonwealth
assistancee to entice households into home ownership, new forms of lease ownership financing
arrangementss and undoubtedly, increased polarisation between single and dual income
households.. Without fundamental change, a long-term scenario could leave an increasing
minorityy of households in post retirement poverty in unregulated and insecure rental
accommodation. .
WillWill the Dutch housing miracle turn sour?
Wee have seen by the end of the Dutch case study the withdrawal of central government from
anyy direct role in the finance of social housing provision, whilst subsidies to the individual
renterr continue. Apparently this has had no effect upon the social housing sector, which has
takenn these changes in its stride and enjoying thefreedom.But what are the long-term
consequences?? What will the current solution offer households in the 21st century?
Thee government is no longer in a position to use the social sector as a counter cyclical tool
duringg times of low production and high housing need. It has lost considerable control of the
naturee and level of housing outcomes produced. Production levels are alarmingly low, and the
landd market appears stymied by complex negotiations, projects are delayed and with
continuingg scarcity housing prices are extremely high in major cities. Further, a number of
currentt and potential crises could lead to the diminution of the social housing sector itself.
Firstly,, contingent conditions in the land market are greatly affecting the position of housing
associationss in new urban areas. These include new market players, with far greater resources,
operatingg in the land markets surrounding cities and speculating onrisingland prices.
Housingg associations are not merely passive operators in this game. Yet, moreriskyfor profit
orientatedd developments and inflated land prices could easily 'eat away* housing association
reservess during less favourable times.
Secondly,, in the shift from government secured loans to more open capital market
arrangements,, associations may become more vulnerable to unfavourable market
circumstancess (interest rate rises) without the capacity to renegotiate government secured
loanss or top up repayment shortfalls with additional government contributions. For the
momentt they remain subject to central government rent policy, protecting tenants and setting
rentt increases. In this sense their room for manoeuvre is limited, but the current level of rental
assistancee is neither guaranteed nor set in stone.
Thirdly,, to date housing associations have been favoured in the politics of rent setting and
tenantss have absorbed rent increases above the rate of inflation in the 1990s. Whilst rental
assistancee has continued to be targeted to lower income households via the individual rental
subsidy,, lower real thresholds have pushed higher income tenants out, especially those lured
byy low interest rates on mortgages and advantageous fiscal benefits into home purchase.
Associationss may become heavily reliant upon a moreresidualtenant profile, and thus more
reliantt upon rental allowances to keep the revenue flowing, as in the UK, and these cannot be
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guaranteedd in a dynamic and open economy where other sectors may capture the
government'ss priorities (consider the changes in the Australian financial sector affecting the
protectedd circuit).
Fourthly,, increasing entrepreneurial activities may erode the legitimacy of the sector
underminingg any future government assistance or favourable regulatory changes.
Turningg to the rapidly emerging home purchase sector, ownership has been encouraged by
inflatingg housing prices, the discounted sale of social housing stock (albeit not in the numbers
demandedd by central government), the re-launch and promotion of the National Mortgage
Guarantee,, and generous tax advantages. Purchase prices in employment centres have
escalated.. Within the finance sector, a number of developments have fostered the growth of
homee purchase: a more permissive lending regime based on two incomes, establishment of a
secondaryy mortgage market and a brokering sector generating markets for new mortgage
products. .
Relatedd to these developments are those in the Dutch labour market. Following recession,
wagee constraint and labour market restructuring, there has been substantial employment and
wagee growthh from the mid to late 1990s, especially amongst the financial services, technology
andd construction sectors. In this much-publicised context, the social task of the housing
associationss has been less pressing (apart from the demands of 'silent' asylum seekers and
longg term unemployed). Further, after the 'excesses' of the 1970s and 1980s, the central
governmentt promoted a culture of self-reliance, targeting welfare benefits and individual rent
subsidiess more closely. Home ownership, once the preserve of wealthy and non-city dwellers,
iss now promoted at the mainstream housing 'solution* for all 'able' Dutch households. Yet
theree are already emerging signs this scenario will not continue. Young dual income couples
increasinglyy have difficulty entering the home ownership market If the predicted recession
arrives,, many recent purchasers reliant upon strong dual income employment may be exposed
too mortgage default, as in Germany, the United Kingdom and Australia.
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Appendixx 1 Ambrose' State Market Citizen relations and the Chain of Provision (1991,
1994) )
Ambrosee (1994) proposes a model of state - market - civil society relations, illustrated below,
thatt underpin any chain of housing provision. In his book Urban Process and Power he
analysess the shift in power balance between the state and market and the influence of these
shiftss upon the built environment (1994:12-13). A polarised characterisation of the state and
markett are proposed: on the one hand the state is perceived as democratic, responsive to need
andd allocating on this basis; and on the other is the market, undemocratic, responsive to
effectivee demand and allocating on the basis of capacity to pay. This abstraction 'floats'
beneathh the chain of provision, as illustrated by Appendix 1(b).
STATE E
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Appendixx 1 (b) Doling's (1997) elaboration of Ambrose' Chain of Provision
Buildingg upon Ambrose' notion of a chain of provision (1991,1994), Doling (1997) alludes to
aa relationship between finance, land and labour and subsidy to four phases of provision:
developmentt construction, allocation, repair and maintenance.

FINANCE E

DEVELOPMENT T

CONSTRUCTION N

ALLOCATION N

LAND D

REPAIRR & MAINTENANCE

LABOUR R

SUBSIDIES S

Inn particular he stresses the necessary relationship between labour, materials and the
constructionn or production phase and land title and the allocation of consumption phase.
Further,, it is actors, operating in open economic context, that undertake the process of housing
provision.. He cautions against ontological isolationism, that ignores important contextual
conditions.. Specific examples of influential contexts are provided, including wage
developments,, interest rates, prosperity, rates of return in other sectors of the built
environment,, demographic developments, technology, and lifestyle changes.
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Appendixx 2 State interventions in consumption and production of housing (Lundqvist,
1992) )
Lundqvistt (1992) highlights the role of the state in the definition of purchasing power and
dwellingg prices. His concept does come close to the notion of contingent defined relations, but
iss too state focused and neglects broader socio-economic contingencies and non-state
institutionss and processes.
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Appendixx 3 Structures of Housing Provision (Ball, 1998,1992,1983, Ball, Harloe and
Martens,, 1988)
Thee structure of housing provision thesis (SHP) was developed by Ball and via the work of
Harloee and Martens (Ball, 1998, 1992, 1983, Ball, Harloe and Martens, 1988). In a recent
revieww of various approaches (1998), he maintained that the SHP approach is still valid and
usefull as a prompt for empirical research in comparison with actor centred and institutionally
focusedd approaches. According to Ball, a structure of housing provision
specifiesspecifies the nature of the social agents involved in the provision of a particular
formform of housing and their inter linkages. Producers, consumers and financiers
inin different guises all have their place within structures of provision. Actual
structuresstructures of housing porvision, however, are empirical constructs and cannot
bebe theoretically deduced, although obviously theory has to be applied in their
analysis.analysis. (Ball, Harloe and Marteens, 1988:29)
Nott only are the agents and their relations important, but their contexts: government policies,
economicc strategies such as wages, competition in the money market, and movements in
interestt rates (1983:18-19).
Almostt twenty years ago, Ball (1983) provided a detailed examination of the home ownership
inn Britain, using SHP as a prompt to ensure comprehensive coverage of the various
interconnectedd relations and their contingent contexts, as illustrated below.
StructureStructure of Owner Occupied Housing Provision in Britain (Ball, 1983:18)
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Appendixx 5 Illustrative example of private property relations
Inn the late 1960s and early 1970s the Commonwealth Governments Department of Urban
Developmentt and Australian Institute of Urban Studies argued that a lack of serviced land was
inflatingg land prices and threatening affordable access to home ownership (Neutze, 1978:72).
Thee local consideration of planning applications had also provided an opening for
communitiess to voice their concerns about the quality of development, standard of services
suppliedd and impact on the environment. Developers perceived delays caused by planning
processess as a costly imposition, providing another reason to leave the industry (Neutze,
1978:74).. Small investors taking advantage of the lack of tax on capital gains held on to
vacantt land and watched it rise in value (Neutze, 1978:82).
Housingg costs were a pressing issue during the early 1970s, with media commentators
predictingg 25 and 40 percent increases in the land costs. 107The incoming Whitlam Labour
governmentt was acutely aware of the price difference between land for rural and housing
purposes,, and the lucrative gains for owners on the urbanfringe.The new Department of
Urbann and Regional Development (DURD) wanted to harness this unearned increment for
publicc purposes, whilst providing sufficient land to keep housing costs down. Land costs in
growthh areas were to be checked by processing land sales through development corporations,
urbann land councils or land commissions.108
DURDD was dependent upon the co-operation of State governments, which was by no means
uniform.. Throughout the early to mid 1970s, the Victorian government frustrated and resisted
thee Commonwealth's program109. From a pool of $103 million of Commonwealth loan funds
forr land acquisition and development, relatively little was spent in Melbourne in 1974-5: $8.7
millionn compared with Albury-Wadonga, $42.3 million (Neutze, 1978:80, quoting
Commonwealthh Budget Paper, 1975:28). Land acquired was eventually sold for housing
purposess and the loans repaid. The impact was minimal, with less than a quarter sites provide
throughh the public sector at $1000 to $2000 below sales for lots in the private sector.
Thee Victorian government in 1975, three years after a federal request by the Prime Minister,
tardilyy established its own Urban Land Council. Contrary to the Commonwealth objectives,
Victoriaa channelled profits of land sales to service authorities in order to encourage the further
expansionn of the private sectors operations in the land market* 10. The Housing Commission
actedd land purchaser rather than land developer. Thus began one of the most notorious land
scandalss in Victoria's history. The Minister for Housing inflated the value of specific areas on
thee urbanfringeby referring to their development potential, regardless of current planning
constraints,, and suggesting that the Government would soon purchase large tracts of raw land
forr satellite cities (Kilmartin, 1978:166). The role of the Minister and the Commission was
,07

Thee Age, 21 June 1972 and The Herald, 30 June 1972, referred to in Kilmartin, L (1978)

1088

Neutze describes this process briefly as follows: "Raw land is purchased. Land for housing
iss either developed and sold directly to individuals or through builders, or released as raw land
throughh developers, onfreeholdtitle which limits its use to single family housing." (Neutze,
1978:79) )
"Thee Committee believes that there are serious implications for the private development industry in the rapid
expansionn on activities of the public sector, and re-affirms its belief that over a period, the public sector should
nott supply more than 20% of total requirements." Report of the committee of Inquiry (1975) Presented to the
Premierr of Victoria, Recommendation 19, p.8
"°Thee Australian Newspaper, 9 January 1976 quoted in Harrison, 1978:153
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laterr scrutinized by a Board of Inquiry1'' which drew attention to the close financial
relationshipp between the development industry and the ruling conservative Liberal Party. The
resultingg Gowans report, released in March 1978, found that the Commission:
paidpaid too much for it what got, so that vendors or their intermediaries achieved
rewardsrewards in excess of what the community thought was fair, and failed to fulfil
thethe hopes of early land and housing relief which optimistic forecasts had led
peoplepeople to expect (Gowans report, 1978:13)
Laterr a Royal Commission examined the methods of purchase and valuation, to ascertain
whetherr any corruption took place and found the Ministry's actions inept, inefficient, ad-hoc
andd unplanned with the Minister unable to discharge satisfactory control over the land
purchasingg function.112
Thee Victorian land deals of the 1970s completely eroded public confidence in the role of
governmentt in the land markets and justified the cessation of the development of large
housingg estates. The renamed Urban Land Authority (ULA) was originally established in
19799 to dispose of remaining government owned land, including land purchased by the
Ministryy of Housing. It dispersed the Commission's Pakenham land across a variety of uses.
Duringg the course of the 1980s, the ULA struggled to recoup the costs incurred by the
Commissionn when itfirstpurchased land in Sunbury and was unable to afford the cost of
housingg low-income families on the public housing waiting hst.
Subsequentt Victorian governments have pursued a modest program of purchasing existing
individuall houses and the redevelopment of existing estates - increasingly with private sector
partners. .

'"Gowanss Report (1978) Report of the Board of Inquiry into Certain Land Purchases by the Housing
Commissionn and Questions Arising There from, Government Printer, Melbourne
,,2
Frostt Report (1981) Report on the Royal Commission into Certain Housing Commission Land Purchases and
Otherr Matters, Government Printer, Melbourne in Kilmartin, 1988:177
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Appendixx 6 Illustrative example of New Urban Development
Carolinee Springs provides a typical example of the process of urban development on the
fringefringe of Australian cities. In 1992, planning consultants, representing fanners and land
developers,, made a submission to rezone the land from agricultural to residential purposes for
aa self-supporting and diverse housing development for 30,000 people. With zoning in place,
thee owners approached Delfin to convert 800 raw lots into the community of 'Caroline
Springs'' . Delfin sells its expertise in development and marketing and project management
andd receivess a proportion of the profits of the sale of the developed land. They ensure the
provisionn of all necessary infrastructure and negotiate with local governments to secure
fundingg for certain style of social and transport amenity to realise their ideal of community in
whichh to "live, learn, work and rest"114.
Builderss compete for display space on the estate. Only those able to deliver the most
marketablee product are permitted on site and included in Delfin's catalogue of house and land
packagess (Delfin, 2000). This high cost, risky venture leads to the participation of small
numberr larger builders who can achieve economies of scale (Hayward, 1992). Small builders
aree simply unable to compete. One small builder suggested that only the largest: Jennings,
Pioneer,, and Wimpey, had a chance. These players could cut the cost of labour, materials and,
throughh key alliances with financial institutions, and offer attractive financing deals to new
buyerss (such as payment for three months rent for deposit). Subsequently, small builders play
almostt no role in fringe development, and rely on medium density infill, extensions and
renovationss for work.

Namedd after Caroline Chisholm, colonial philanthropist assisting women to find suitable housing in adverse
conditions. .
AA concept Delfin has embedded in the marketing the Caroline Springs estate and negotiations with
infrastructuree partners.
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Appendixx 8 The Brutering Agreement
Forr several years, since 1987, a number of housing associations refinancedfixedrate
publicc loans with low-interest capital-market loans. Observing this development, the
governmentt considered withdrawing completely from channellingfinance,and
establishedd a self serving fund for associations to assist each other in times of
financialfinancial stress, thus transferring the umbilical chord offinancialresponsibility from
thee central government and control to a collective organisation of providers.
Housingg associations were considered to be in a sound financial position in 1993
(CECODHAS,, 1994:3). They had largefinancialreserves, considerable assets, secure
increasingg rental income, and were providing well-maintained good quality housing.
Manyy associations had plans for expansion and were working with partner
organisations.. The government assumed that the capital market could provide loans to
associationss at a rate of 7 per cent, if inflation remained low (3 per cent) and rent
growthh continued (5 per cent pa)
Inn 1988 Enneus Heerma, State Secretary of Housing from the centre/right-wing
Lubbers-Dee Korte Cabinet, introduced Housing in the 1990s: a policy of
privatisation,, decentralisation and withdrawal (Priemus, 1990). The Heerma
Memorandumm (1989) sought reduced government spending on housing, increased
targeting,, and promoted thefinancialindependence of Associations and Companies.
Sociall targeting required identification of groups to be housed preferentially,
specifyingg income groups and seeking 'optimum' (targeted) use of stock. In line with
Heerma'ss policy, government loans and subsidies were dramatically reduced in the
1990s.. Fixed annual subsidies were provided to associations, introduced in 1988 and
weree tapered off during thefirsthalf of the 1990s, ceasing in 1995. Heerma ended
dynamicc costing and introduced the net cash value method of subsidy, whereriskof
increasingincreasing rates of interest shiftedfrom central government to landlord. To
'compensate'' landlords were permitted morefreedomto adjust rent and operating
(allocations)) policy. In a domino like fashion, risk was therefore passed onto sitting
andd waiting tenants.
Thee Government initiated the Brutering agreement of 1995 to implement their policy
offfinancialindependence, reduced public subsidy, and decentralisation. Originally
thee government wished to provide a lump sum operating payment to housing
associationss and require them to sell some housing to tenants. This was unacceptable
too housing associations and to counter the proposal evolved the concept of Brutering,
orr putting the counter back to zero, by cancelling forthcoming subsidies and
outstandingg loan repayments. For the central government the agreement was to reduce
theirr involvement, cutting operating and capital subsidies, and increase the role of
municipalitiess in financial monitoring and allocating social housing.
Co-operativee negotiations between the government and housing associations,
concludedd late 1993 and the Brutering Agreement was signed by the Association of
Dutchh Municipalities (VNG), National Housing council (NWR) and National
Christiann Housing Association (NCIV). Thefinalagreement ensured that future
operatingg and capital subsidies from the central government were paid in advance to
associations.. In exchange all outstanding loans were paid to the central government in
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onee action. The agreement wasfinalisedbyreferendumamongst housing associations
inn March 1994. By 1995 the Dutch national parliament has passed a Brutering Act,
andd final settlement took place.
Thee payment involved an operating advance of 35 thousand million guilders by the
centrall government and advance repayment of 30 thousand million guilders by the
housingg associations.
Inn return for lost subsidies the Associations were granted the following measures:
••
••
••
••
••
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rents able to rise 0.5 percent over inflation with a minimum floor of 3.5
percentt and maximum of 6.5 percent t
specific dwellings with a cost rent structure were given public
subsidiess to phase out this method of financing and enable rents to rise
att the same rate as other dwellings
extension of existing social housing guarantee fund to cover capital
markett loans for new construction in social and for profit sector
extension of non profit housing activity into commercial development
system of local negotiations to ensure development meets local needs
(CECODHAS,, 1994:3-4)
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Appendixx 9 Guarantee Fund for Social Housing and Central Social Housing
Fund d
Thee Guarantee Fund for Social Housing (WSW) was established in 1984 to provide
securityy for Association loans. A second instrument, financed by contributions of
memberr Associations, is the Central Social Housing Fund (CFV) to assist weaker
Associations,, thereby increasing confidence of financial markets. In this way
Associations,, through the CFV and WSW, co-operate to build a stronger, financially
independentt sector able to access the most favourable terms of private investment.
Ass mentioned above, housing associations and municipal housing agencies must
financee their activities via the capital market. Further the government will not directly
guaranteee funds borrowed by associations. To reduce the cost of such funds, and
therebyy contain rents, associations try to obtain a guarantee in order to reduce the cost
off capital finance.
Thee WSW was revised in 1989, to apply to all loans by registered social landlords and
municipall housing agencies. However, Municipal Housing Companies and Non profit
Institutionss are not allowed to participate in the WSW. Alternative private sector loan
arrangements,, without the assistance of the WSW or local governments, may also be
negotiatedd between Associations and private lenders. Yet, loans secured by the WSW
attractt interest at 1 percent below market rate with a fixed maximum rate (Vermaat,
1996). .
Inn summary, the WSW guarantee comprises capital resources of the housing
association;; guarantee funds held by the WSW; and a 'catcher' role shared by central
andd local government. To date the guarantee fund has not been called upon. In 1997,
thee WSW was nominated AAA status by the credit rating agency Standard and Poor.
Thiss was obtained on this basis of current operational procedures, revenue,
indemnitiess and the existence of government counter guarantees. This rating confirms
WSW'ss security to external interests, broadens potential investors in social housing
developments,, and gives confidence to the sector (Bruinsma, 1997).
Thee primary security for investors is the financial continuity of individual associations
andd the housing sector as a whole (WSW, 1997). The Central Fund for Social
Housingg (CFV) is an important public instrument for improving the financial health of
weakerr associations through re-organisation, amalgamation, asset sales and rent
policyy (see details next subsection).
Loanss and their corresponding guarantees are linked to a housing complex nominated
byy the association, which serves as collateral. The size and condition of the loan must
correspondd with the going concern value and economic life span of the nominated
building.. The WSW has therightto establish a mortgage on the nominated building.
Inn the event of insufficient funds the two 'catchers' wish to be assured to the precise
assett they are securing.
Thee next layer of security is provided by the guarantee capital of the WSW. This
capitall originates from a single lump payment by the central government of 70 million
guilders,, investments of the fund and the annual contributions of participating
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associations.. Currently, 660 members pay 850 guilders per year to participate. Active
memberss are also required to set aside 3.75 per cent of their guaranteed loans that can
bee called upon in case of emergency.
AA final, last resort security is provided by central and local government. In the case
thatt the WSW guarantee capital falls below the minimum required, central and local
governmentt will provide interest free loans. Agreement to secure the fund is secured
byy civil contract
Guaranteee certificates are issued for new construction and improvements to existing
dwellingss owned by an association. Housing associations must be a member of WSW
too apply for a certificate of guarantee and comply with strict financial continuity and
solvencyy criteria. This criteria is based on amount of financial reserves, provisions for
repairs,, rental and subsidy income plus operating costs. To enable an assessment of
currentt financial status and solvency, participants must re-register each year providing g
annuall accounts, auditor's opinion, financial projections and other detailed financial
information. .
Too obtain a guarantee housing associations submit a detailed project proposal with
financialfinancial concepts and projections to the WSW. Depending on the complexity of the
projectt and time taken to provide all required information, certificates are issued
withinn six weeks and are only valid for 12 months. Certificates are issued on a strictly
standardd agreement, developed by the board of WSW and approved by the State.
TheThe Central Housing Fund (CFV)
Thee Central Fund for Housing (Centraal Fonds voor de Volkshuisvesting, CFV) was
establishedd by the Dutch government in 1988 to improve the overall financial viability
off Housing Associations. Through the proportionate contribution of members, funds
andd expertise are directedtowardspoorer Associations in a mutual effort improve
theirr financial sustainability. A board comprised of national association experts
managess CFV resources. Through efforts to reorganise and restructure, poorer
Associationss are given three years to regainfinancialhealth and, through the WSW
guarantee,, access to private funds (Priemus, 1992:10). If they are unable to
restructure,, they may be amalgamated with more viable Associations.
Thee CFV and WSW work closely together to form a safety net for weaker housing
associations.. If an association is refused a WSW guarantee to expand or improve
stockk and still wishes to obtain funding, it can apply to the Central Housing Fund for
assistance.. Assistance is in the form of financial aid to associations alongside an
agreedd re-organisation plan (CFV, 1997) Whilst the CFV is a public body; it is funded
byy a levy on housing associations. Each year the Minister determines the amount
requiredd and contributions are calculated (NWR, 1997:35). Since 1988 the CFV has
providedd 600 million guilders of support to weaker housing associations and has a
remainingg 225 guilders to allocate.
Thosee eligible for assistance must submit a reorganisation plan, which evaluates the
reasonss for their poor financial position and includes rectification measures. These
mayy include co-operation or merger with a stronger housing association, asset sales,
orr rent increases. The re-organisation plan must include a rent policy, long-term
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maintenancee budget and calculation of actual business value. CFV support is made in
instalmentss on the basis of demonstrated progress with their re-organisation plan.
Currently,, municipalities assess the financial solvency of associations on an annual
basis.. Now and then a municipality may have ignored signs of financial problems. In
suchh cases the CFV can demand that the municipality also assist by providing
reorganisationn funds.
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Criticall Realism and Housing Studies addresses a number of
fundamentall issues in housing and comparative research. It asks why
differentt housing 'solutions', such as sprawling Australian home
ownershipp and compact Dutch social rental housing have evolved since
thee 19th century. The book carefully justifies why explanation for
differentt housing solutions lies beyond the description of key events,
policiess and housing outcomes. It argues the case for a new ontological
perspectivee in housing studies - that of critical realism, which directs
attentionn towards the causal tendencies of complex, open and
structuredd housing phenomena. From this perspective an argument is
madee for the definition key social arrangements that promote different
housingg solutions, to be abstracted from concrete historical case study
research.. These dynamic arrangements concern the property rights,
circuitt of savings and investment as well as labour and welfare relations
thatt develop differently over time and space and are considered to
influencee alternative pathways in housing history.
Inn this book readers will find three distinct but related parts. The first
evaluatess ontological and methodological alternatives for comparative
housingg research; the second provides two historical case studies
inspiredd by critical realist ontology; and the third and final part
comparess the causal tendencies that can explain diverging housing
pathwayss in Australia and The Netherlands.
Criticall Realism and Housing Studies is an accessible and constructive
bookk for anyone interested in methodological and conceptual issues in
housingg and urban research. It demonstrates the practical significance
off philosophy in perceiving housing and urban history and, in
particular,, illustrates the usefulness of critical realism in conceptualising
researchh issues and developing explanatory strategies.
Juliee Lawson is a researcher with the Amsterdam Study Centre for the
Metropolitann Environment (AME), in the Department of Geography and
Planningg at the University of Amsterdam.
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